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Volume ten. Fundamental Principles Of Immortality.

In this book, Oris continues to give full answers to inmost and fundamental questions of cosmic
and human existence: about Earth and universal destinies, the nature of life and death, soul and God,
good and evil, our relations with each other, the nature of Space-Time and how the entire visible and
invisible-to-us reality is formed. The Universal Knowledge given by Oris offers the fundamentals of
a new and unique world view for all of us. It allows us to penetrate the mystery of eternal existence
to an extent inaccessible before, reasonably and substantially solving the problems therein, offering
convincing answers which are not available in any religious world view, philosophical movement or
scientific theory. Oris’ Information expands the limits of human experience and perception literally to
infinity!
It is neither a basis of a new-fashion religion that requires implicit faith and worship, nor a cornerstone
to lay a foundation of another new-sprung church. This is not an unreal esoteric interpretation of
reality either. IISSIIDIOLOGY is a deep synthesis of high-quality spiritual thinking and coherent,
rational scientific analysis. Oris explains with appropriateness the unusual form in which he presents
this systematic Knowledge: before we can reach and understand the deepest layers of the truth expressed
in complex wording, everyone will have to free themselves from all previous limiting conclusions and
conceptions, thus allowing more intensive f lows of the newest information into one’s self-consciousness
to form in it totally new, high-quality goals and objectives that until now have been considered fantastic
and absolutely unachievable.
All rights reserved. No part of this book can be reproduced in any form without a written permission of the copyright
owner. This book is not a textbook on physics, chemistry, astronomy, medicine, biology, genetics, psychology,
philosophy or any other science. It reflects only an individual world view of the author and his subjective view of
some scientific issues and philosophical conceptions. The author’s spelling and punctuation are preserved in the text
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Preface. About IISSIIDIOLOGY

Our age of intensive technological development, with its quick accomplishment, transformations
of political and state foundations, increase of the quality of life and education, is accompanied by
an immense densification of flows of information that each of us has to face. Such an intellectual
saturation of our modern consciousness cannot but lead to the transformation of the concepts we
have about our own life, about the meaning of existence in the outward world, and about the role
of each human being in it. A great number of scientific and would-be scientific theories, esoteric
doctrines and other various kinds of knowledge have appeared within the last few decades. They
all make a claim to the truth and, to a greater or lesser degree, form the notions of how everything is
organized. It is important for a human being to determine the authenticity, value, and significance
of this or that knowledge in this highly saturated information flow. The common problem of
establishing knowledge remains the same: absence of common conceptions and differences in
views on the same phenomena. At the same time, our world is still overloaded with a great number
of outdated standards and customs that continue to involuntarily find the mind of a human being
and deprive him of the possibility of cognizing through infinite creative study of the fundamental
secrets of creation. New knowledge has always come into our world with difficulty because since
ancient times any new world view has been constantly hindered by religion that fears to lose the
obedience and faith of its members. It is ironic that in our time classical science has also hindered
the development of human beings’ views on the universal organization of life, as it is still the fact
that new knowledge, especially in the area of fundamental views on the laws of nature, cannot
become acknowledged easily, if at all.
Along with an intensive intellectual breakthrough, a crisis to understanding the meaning of
our own existence has matured in our consciousness due to a distinct division of human life
activity into mental and emotional spheres. In addition, the current path of development of
scientific knowledge still contributes little to a more generalized and deepened understanding
and exploration of everything that makes up and surrounds us. In reality, the world and the
human being in it are something one and whole. However, the direction of scientific research
continues to create absolutely separated notions of the reality in which we perceive ourselves.
Scientists of various fields as a rule don’t take into account the fact that the whole outward world
is formed in our own consciousness. This fact has been proven lately by many researchers in such
sciences as psychology and physiology, particularly in brain research. In this respect, it would be
logical to start any research from an introspective analysis. Unfortunately, there are still no such
methods in science that could help human beings to achieve harmony of their inner and outer
worlds. In spite of the fact that the notion of harmony pertains more to the domain of moral
research, perhaps none of scientific representatives would argue that the deepest creativity of an
explorer is possible only with full and inspired self-existence. The majority of scientists continue
to do scientific research in the old way, without taking into account the participation of their own
perception in this process. That is why, in my opinion, it is about time to establish much more
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stable connections between the innermost nature of a person of science (as well as the rest of
humankind) and the reality which he experimentally cognizes.
Both the physical body of a human being and the whole material world are the products and
consequences of their more real, more perfect states formed by consciousness and energy. And the
very nature of the human being represents consciousness and energy that generate his outward
reality. Unfortunately, the traditional empirical scientific method of study of the human being and
reality narrows the scope of achievable knowledge to only those phenomena that can be detected or
studied by existing instruments or directly by sensations of the physical body. And all other things
that are beyond this narrow scope are consigned to the category of paranormal phenomena, myths
or folklore.
A new Knowledge has appeared in the last few years in humankind’s information field. It is
IISSIIDIOLOGY , and its author, Oris, has presented several books under this title to the reader that
thoroughly describe the structure and laws of creation which form, in his opinion, the integral
consciousness of the human being. The author doesn’t require to treat the information he gives as
absolutely authentic. Instead, he suggests the reader take his conclusions not as the ultimate truth
but only as information describing a completely new, higher-quality, level of perception. Often with
an emergence of a new science and its cognition methods, soon begins a transformation of some
scientific directions into pseudoscientific ones. Examples are astrology and alchemy which, in their
turn, originated from occultism and eventually gave birth to astronomy and chemistry. In the late
1990s, a special commission was created (which is still active) at the General Committee of the
Russian Academy of Sciences to struggle with pseudo-science and falsification of scientific research.
Its objective is public criticism of pseudoscientific achievements and paranormal beliefs. In my
opinion, it is hard to contravene the purpose of its creation.
As I have mentioned, many new directions of scientific cognition have appeared lately such as
non-classical quantum genetics, the theory of torsion fields, and many others. The majority of such
directions cannot be yet subjected to serious testing because empirical methods to do so have not yet
been developed. However, these new fields of study continue to exist and are even being developed
by those who believe in their authenticity and effectiveness. I would rather call IISSIIDIOLOGY a very
attractive, from the scientific point of view, hypothesis of the laws of existence of life in the universe
in general and the human being in particular, which is given to all of us to understand and confirm
in practice its principles and phenomena. I think that scientists first of all should pay attention to the
extensive and detailed descriptions of the fundamental basis of the interrelations and interactions
within our creation. This material will be interesting to those who deal with Superstring Theory and
M-Theory, the General Theory of Relativity and the Theory of Everything.
As mentioned, the author of IISSIIDIOLOGY has already presented books to the public with a
wealth of information suggesting possible solutions to all the above issues. He now provides more
details in his new series of Commentaries to Fundamentals, several books of which are titled
“Immortality is Accessible to Everyone”, and the first book of this series you are about to read now.
Readers will note a close resemblance between IISSIIDIOLOGY and the long-discussed, by a certain
circle of specialists, theory of Hugh Everett (“Everettics”), a new scientific paradigm based on one of
many interpretations of quantum mechanics published in 1957. At that time, this concept was not
supported by most scientists, but today is regarded as one of several mainstream interpretations of
quantum theory. One of many conclusions of this theory is the existence of multiple universes, that is,
many parallel-worlds, and, as a consequence of this, immortality of a human being’s consciousness.
Support for this theory is based on proofs which are comprehensible only to a very narrow circle
of scientists. Probably for this reason these ideas are practically incomprehensible to the majority
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of educated people. In IISSIIDIOLOGY , mechanisms of such perception are described more fully
although without proofs, and they open before us the whole picture of the dynamics of the so-called
Fields-Consciousnesses as one mechanism of interaction between the universe and the human
being. Therefore, conclusions of this Knowledge go much further than the intricate but yet “difficultto-prove” concepts of many-worlds existence in quantum mechanics.
It is quite difficult to avoid issues of spirituality and religiousness when we talk about the relation
of the human being to the world structure. Until recently, as far as I know, science has been trying
to distance from and oppose its method of cognition to the religious one. However, the method of
spiritual, or I may say, intuitive, cognition is of higher priority in the proposed Knowledge, which
raises global issues pertaining to the existence of humanity and our outward reality. In essence, this
method presupposes a study of absolutely new (to human practice) horizons of creation by way
of developing higher-quality levels of perception of both sensuous and intellectual nature within
oneself.
Apparently, IISSIIDIOLOGY books don’t have proofs of authenticity of the proposed information,
because the author, counting on confidence in it, intends to attract to a fruitful cooperation those
scientific representatives whose minds and aspirations in search of the truth are not limited
by habitual parameters and conditions of the outward world, and who are now ready to boldly
penetrate to deeper levels of intuitive cognition. Traditional science is not used to acting blindly.
However, confidence in any new knowledge is necessary at least to understand deeply and in detail
the intellectual material, to logically and deeply analyze it, and either to reject it as the thing which
is worth nothing or to take at least something from it for usage in further practical findings.
The detailed Knowledge offered by Oris for consideration is not based on complex mathematical
calculations, however, understanding IISSIIDIOLOGY is far from simple, although it becomes
comprehensible to ordinary people who don’t have deep scientific knowledge but have skills of
logical thinking if they will apply serious effort to study it. When I first scrupulously studied this
Information, as an interested scientist, I found it completely unusual, and wondered why I should
trust any of it. I could not find a reason to trust it within my usual domain of logic and analysis. But
something different — subtle but much more convincing than the logic of the mind — constantly
suggested to me that in this Knowledge, undoubtedly, “there is something” very valuable that I have
sought for a long time. We live in a time when blind faith no longer plays a key role in the relationship
between humankind and our notions of the world. Because of this, there is much varied spiritual
literature being written about the meaning of life, most of which is subjected to the critical judgment
of clear-headed human beings. Like classical science, such knowledge is often based on absolutely
unprovable conclusions known only to its authors.
One day I found myself in the same personal trap of contradictions. A great desire to deeply
understand phenomena of the outward world considered by science, as well as the meaning of
everything that happens in life, inevitably led me to literary sources of spiritual movements. But
with all my interest in them, they still could not instill any confidence in me because of my scientist’s
mode of judicious thinking and empirical practical approach to any cognition. In addition, I noticed
that the authors of these works tend to either express detachment from the opinions of science or
criticize science. To me, a scientist, this was definitely inadmissible. Actually, much esoteric and
religious knowledge — I am not going to name movements that are quite well-known — as a rule is
full of dogmas and invariable postulates, as well as certain techniques, instructions, commandments,
etc, all of which lead away from the search for truth. This type of knowledge proposes simply to
observe their postulates and practice their techniques without any explanations of the mechanism
of their action and references to the facts that prove them.
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So, having realized myself the insufficiency of different spiritual movements, and like many
other isolated seekers involuntarily detached from the world, and communicating only in a scientific
environment that also struck me as far from perfect, I drove myself into a trap of contradictions
and rejection of the scientific environment. I still believed that the academic knowledge I had was
the only right one, but it gradually began to seem vain and meaningless to me. I had to admit that
classical science cannot address philosophical much less practical, issues concerning the meaning
of life’s creativity and existence as a human being. Unfortunately, modern scientific research, for
the most part, is saturated with ambition, and fear of losing one’s own significance, sometimes even
accompanied with a struggle for “academic” career. It seems to me that many scientists need sufficient
courage and internal freedom of thinking, a strong desire to get down to the truth by all means
without clinging rigidly to previous scientific postulates and laws, someone else’s imposing authority,
or prohibitions and taboos which categorically limit the sphere of possible scientific studies, in order
to make a novel and authentic creative realization. I encountered my own personal crisis in just such
a situation and started a difficult search for a new world view… not even simply a world view but in
general a complete understanding of the essence of all the experiences that happen to me in my life.
The unanswered questions about the meaning of existence which had troubled me since my
childhood began to reappear in my consciousness during that period; previously I had failed to get
sufficiently intelligible answers to them. By that time my mind was sure that the answers definitely
must exist and I would certainly find them somewhere — it was not for nothing that I came to science
in such a difficult, spiritual way, after having plunged into many esoteric views and movements trying
to find a deeper and convincing truth of my entire existence here on Earth. At the same time, I still
had a great number of perception stereotypes, false conceptions, “alien” and strained interpretations
of the outward reality, and, that which affected me the most, many different negative experiences
and psycho-emotional reactions. These imperfections clouded both my empirical mind and my
scientific intuition, totally dominating over my insatiable scientific interest, creative intuition, and
desire to understand completely the vital issues of my existence. No one can prevent or save another
from making mistakes in his life. I think that the path of cognition of each human being hides many
underlying potential problems, invisible “pits” and insidious “potholes” into which you can easily
fall, and then, no matter how you try, you cannot find any way out.
It may seem to the reader that I am writing about difficulties in relations with other people or
about material hardships. But these are just minor problems, sometimes even of our own making.
There are much more significant and, strange though it may seem, more real problems of negative
internal states of perplexity, despondency, despair and hopelessness that can have quite an obtrusive
and burdening influence on everyday life, even leading to deplorable states, circumstances and
actions that threaten life itself. As I found out, you can be saved from this path only by a tireless
aspiration to find out the reasons for your dissatisfaction, coupled with a great belief in your own
forces and a powerful creative potential. Indeed, there is a good reason for the saying: “Walk and you
shall reach”.
As I understood it later, the difficulty of my situation was also that a necessity appeared in my
consciousness to combine my spirituality and feelings (which required further perfection) with a
literally insatiable desire to fully apply the abilities of my mind, and with unquenchable thirst for
even deeper levels of thinking. The absence of answers that could fully satisfy my deeply emotional
questions prevented me from achieving any awareness and clarity in both my personal internal
search and in my scientific research. Many times I wondered what is the meaning of my entire
scientific activity? Such banal answers as: it is in my scientific interest, the possibilities of progress
and development in my field, in completing treatises, and many other things — all sounded too
unconvincing.
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At that very time I began familiarizing myself with concepts of IISSIIDIOLOGY that at first repelled
me because of (as it seemed to me then) its unprecedented, awkward exposition of the material that
was not quite comprehensible to me. That is why I quickly put the books on the farthest shelf and
continued my search for necessary knowledge in other information sources. Only after some time,
when once again I was tired of the futility of my search, I returned to those dust-covered books to
try after all to understand more deeply the essence of IISSIIDIOLOGY . The first positive discovery
to me was that this Knowledge doesn’t create any gods; it doesn’t instruct you to worship anybody.
This one fact made me glad and inspired me to further study. I then understood that this unusual
information stated in a very uncommon form is designed not for enslaving consciousness with
regular cobwebs of devised dogmas but exclusively for opening an internal potential, which initially
— on the DNA level, as it is stated in IISSIIDIOLOGY — exists in each human being.
After a second, even more scrupulous plunge into this Knowledge, my first impression of it as
a new original religion or esoteric direction seemed absurd to me. Rather, IISSIIDIOLOGY became a
very fine-tuned instrument for me to know myself. I saw that it was a bold challenge not only to all
existing philosophical concepts and religious doctrines but also to outdated scientific dogmas that
have stiffened in their conservatism. After a careful reading, it turned out that my first impression,
when the information given by Oris seemed very complex and intricate to me due to the rich usage of
absolutely new terms and unknown notions, was false. Now it doesn’t seem so complex and intricate,
because I have realized how infinitely difficult it is to imagine or perceive that which is yet absolutely
absent in the empirical experience of our earthly existence. It is also difficult to convey in habitual
words the idea that we in fact represent much more than we seem to ourselves. What known notions
can convey the awareness that both we and the planet Earth are not at all the center of the universe?!
I realize now that it would be naïve to assume that the various manifestations of infinite universal
life can be described with logical formulas or philosophical rhetoric based on strict inferences and
a demonstrative foundation — an approach I happily did not find in IISSIIDIOLOGY . What was more
important to me personally was that I did not find any of the traditional dogmatic postulates widely
used in esoteric practices, or unexplained methods one was usually expected to commit to.
However, the difficulties of understanding this intuitive, highly intellectual information led me
to an internal struggle for recognition either of the value or the futility of this Knowledge. My more
patient and deep study of it sometimes reminded attempts of my preconceived opposition to the
author, but eventually I had to face my own imperfection and lack of knowledge, because at first
many aspects of these concepts remained either not properly understood or wrongly and sometimes
ambiguously interpreted by me. However, I noticed gradually that a sequential assimilation of
Oris’ information started involuntarily to replace all my previous conceptions of myself and of the
outward world, and helped to change my, as it turned out, deeply ignorant attitude to both. That is
why, having been surfeited with my subjective criticism of this Knowledge, I finally came to a state
of complete perplexity: as judged by results attained during the study, the absence of obvious strict
instructions and demonstrative techniques of self-perfection is not at all a drawback but, maybe,
is quite the contrary. By the way, the same is true of the unusual character of the phrasing and the
order of exposition of the text in IISSIIDIOLOGY books. The material is presented by the author in a
seemingly raw, as though unfinished form. But, as it is explained by Oris himself, this presentation —
with its absence of logical organizing elements, and with its periodic repetition — ultimately has this
effect: after numerous meticulously patient attempts to understand fully the complex labyrinth, “an
agglomerate” of thoughts, a much higher level of mental-sensuous perception is intuitively activated
in the consciousness of a seeking reader than is possible in his usual (and comfortable) mode.
The language used by the author to convey the information that is characteristic only of this
Knowledge is constantly being enriched with words both newly invented by him and introduced
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from some intuitive, high-frequency levels of his own self-consciousness. One begins to understand
(and accept) the true meaning of the new terms considerably later — with a greater assimilation of
the internal levels of the entire Knowledge context. With such unknown words and complex phrase
constructions, Oris virtually pushes a person who took a risk to start the study of IISSIIDIOLOGY to
either immediately refuse the undertaking as “meaningless” or start analysis and logical ordering and
unification of the new information with his previous conceptions and sensations, finding a deeper
understanding of something established a long time ago and shedding ideas now considered useless.
If the content of each volume was presented in the same way as, say, in a textbook on quantum
mechanics, everything would seem logically accessible and comprehensible to the reader. He would
quickly and naturally apply his own previous conceptions to this high Knowledge, causing the whole
process of perception to stop, because in that case each reader would inevitably have a false, useless,
and simply harmful (to somebody) impression of his own significance and of the fact that the whole
universe, figuratively speaking, is located in the palm of his hand.
But a more thorough study (even if it is a perplexedly critical one at first) of IISSIIDIOLOGY
volumes, in addition to perception of the unique information proposed by the author, is also an
effective way to accomplish an amazingly quick quality change of oneself. I learned this from my
personal experience. The activity of processing this material brings about a complete transformation
of your own nature and all its component parts. A deeper understanding of information comes from
a more conscious moral attitude, and the understanding is already, as the phrase goes, quite close
to your heart. This creates an absolute and wholesome confidence in the Knowledge from within
your soul. All most fascinating empirical proofs of this Knowledge are the task for the science of
the nearest future. As I have expressed, in my opinion, it would be better to start any research from
an introspective analysis. As Socrates first said, stating a simple but always applicable truth: “Know
yourself ” and you will know the world around you.
It would be a mistake on my part not to mention one more very important aspect of IISSIIDIOLOGY .
I was partly wrong when I said there were no techniques in it. Many esoteric movements of spiritual
development propose all sorts of meditative practices. In this Knowledge, “the practice”, if it can be
called this, is singing: the author of IISSIIDIOLOGY has written more than 550 (and he considers it far
from the end!) wonderful poetical lyrics to the tune of the most popular songs of the 20th century,
and he proposes we listen to or sing as sincerely as possible — with deep emotions — these songs
that (in his opinion and according to the reports of hundreds of people who have sung them for
a long time) help to awaken not only conscience, deep awareness, and wiser perception of life, but
also extrasensory abilities. Many times in my spiritual quest, I began to practice various techniques
from all sorts of esoteric movements but unfortunately I did not feel any special psychological effect
in them. Songs created by Oris are something absolutely different. They drive me personally to a
greater awareness and responsibility not only for myself, but first of all for other people! To tell
the truth, I have not managed to feel such states neither in any meditations, prayers, nor with the
help of anything else. The author of IISSIIDIOLOGY suggests we can acquire qualitatively new levels
of perception by alternating the assimilation of the highly intellectual information with almost
“concurrent” listening to and singing of the songs.
One objective of this Knowledge, as I understand it, is an attempt to persuade a seeking
human being that he is not “a small chip in the ocean of earthly passions” but in fact represents an
independent powerful creative unit of consciousness which is absolutely united and inseparable
with the entire collective intelligence of his outward cosmos. I myself, for example, on the basis of
this information, gradually took quite a conscious decision to apply all possible efforts to get rid
of egoistic qualities, and all sorts of fears and destructive reactions to events that were happening
around me. IISSIIDIOLOGY showed me the paramount necessity of striving after altruistic levels of my
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consciousness: love, goodness, and internal harmony. I am sure that this new attitude will provide me
with the possibility of a full and deep creative self-expression. I realized that this transformation of
consciousness requires a complete liberation from the primitive obsession with personal problems
and needs, as well as the internal search for all-forgiveness and complete repentance for one’s past
wrongdoings. This is a very serious process of self-transformation that is hard to achieve but is
absolutely accessible to everyone. In his books, Oris states that the purpose of this cognition is
unconditional love; and it turns out that each human being comes to such love his entire life, even
if he doesn’t want or know about this. According to the author, his information gives everyone who
strives a chance to achieve such love, helping to overcome the main problem which, as a rule, lies in
wait for people on a real spiritual path: the problem of egoism expressed in self-conceit, ambition
and fear to lose the things that they really don’t possess at all. Indeed, excessive drive for all possible
kinds of well-being have turned our society into a society of consumers, each member of which
constantly wants even more, and what he currently possesses he often doesn’t even value at all.
The path of self-knowledge and self-perfection proposed in IISSIIDIOLOGY goes against egoistic
perception, because this Knowledge, according to the author, can be effectively used only if people
begin to use their creative potential not personally for themselves, not for the achievement of some
extraordinary abilities and their own profit, but only for the good of all humankind. Oris states that
manifestations of higher-quality life creativity are possible only when a human being stops perceiving
himself and his consciousness as apart and separate from the rest of the world. I completely agree with
him! Any wholesome, deeply inspired creativity leads to unity with other people: selflessly sharing
everything we have with others, we undoubtedly get new impulses to our further development. If we
later notice results of the things we have accomplished and given in creative manifestations for other
people who go near us along the life path, we achieve a much greater possibility to look beyond the
horizon of already known things and see something new and more interesting there.
Unfortunately, many of the above aspects of this new knowledge are currently presented only in
the form of raw working materials and Oris’ answers to questions. However, a great deal of information
in currently published IISSIIDIOLOGY books describes the creation structure; that is why it can be
easily used by progressive scientists in modern theoretical models of the universe’s organization. Of
course, these books are quite complex for understanding of an ordinary human being, though many
elements can be applied to practical aspects of life. I think that a persistent difficulty in assimilating
this Knowledge will be always its integral property, because, so to speak, it is very alive, constantly
changing and growing, together with the self-consciousness of the author and his followers. The
“Immortality is Accessible to Everyone” series is less complicated for comprehension; besides the
questions I described above, it gives a more detailed consideration of aspects of human morality. As
explained by Oris, the content of already published books is just a preliminary basis for his further,
more complete interpretation of fundamentals and principles of this Knowledge in the nearest
future. In addition, the author assures that his information will have wide perspectives of study and
usage in many fields of scientific research: it presents a new view of the world of elementary particles,
physiology, psychology and a deeper internal (energy-information) structure of the human being,
DNA molecule, “dimensional” characteristics of space, time structure, and many other spheres of
cognition. I think that it will be an interesting possibility for scientists to conceptually review their
outlook, in particular, in these mentioned fields of science.
I am sure that IISSIIDIOLOGY has appeared in a very appropriate time, because quite serious
problems have escalated now both in the consciousness of humanity and in the world of science.
Problems have emerged in the field of fundamental research (an example is the search for the Higgs
boson) as well as in the area of personal self-awareness of the human being in our more and more
globalized community. Orthodox religions and new-fashion religious movements can no longer give
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fully satisfactory answers to the questions about life organization and the structure of creation which
arise in minds not only of scientists but also of every thinking human being. And this Knowledge
integrates the most powerful potential based on a deep and inseparable unity of spiritual truths,
moral commandments, and high intellectual aspects. Yes, you can find the wisdom of Hinduism,
all-love of Christianity, humaneness of many other religions in it. However, as distinguished from
them, it radically reorients a human being from positions of eternal rueful entreating and sacrificial
waiting for something from some far, incomprehensible “God” to positions of awareness and deepest
personal responsibility for his life — literally for his every made (and even not made!) choice. And,
of course, this Knowledge does not have any useless cult ceremonies, rituals or other “windowdressing” which have been characteristic of organized religious activity for ages.
I think that after a deep study of IISSIIDIOLOGY , many of you will agree that nobody on Earth
has ever described, through such thorough mental interpretations, the levels of perception and
manifestation of that which can be called Universal Cosmic Consciousness. At the same time this
Knowledge is compelling because it raises and explains vital issues of everyday human life: its
fundamental meaning, current content and perspectives of development. If you have a vivid interest
and sincere aspiration to understand the mysteries of Everything, then ignoring this newest concept
of the world structure may become a great — and perhaps irreparable! — loss to you.
I am sure of one thing: both the knowledge resources of an impartial scientist-explorer and
the level of spiritual perception of an ordinary human being will be undoubtedly enriched by the
contact with this information. And what will come out of it in the future depends only on you!
I wish you Success!
A. Khokhriakov,
Candidate of Physical and Mathematical Sciences,
Moscow
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Editors’ Foreword

Dear readers!
The book which you luckily hold in your hands is absolutely unique, because never in the history
of humankind has the eternal and vital issue of personal immortality been set forth in so much detail
and in so well-reasoned a way. You can understand this only when you read it all and completely
comprehend everything the author proposes in his own logical and convincing way.
The very idea of creating books about Immortality as Commentaries to FUNDAMENTALS OF
IISSIIDIOLOGY appeared during a series of long conversations with Oris about the benefits of an
altruistic lifestyle in the light of his presented Knowledge of the cosmological nature of human
existence. This topic caused a great inspiration, and gave rise to Oris’ answers to the many questions
posed by his listeners about perspectives of eternal life and that future into which the path of altruism
brings people.
The literary work, which was titled “Immortality is Accessible to Everyone”, is a result of a joint
effort, and was created in quite an unusual way. First of all, texts from more than one hundred
and forty of Oris’ audio and video-taped answers were typed in. Texts were selected according to
their topic, and then were stylistically adapted, ordered and distributed: some of them were divided
into parts and included into different book sections, some were partially abridged, and some were
considerably revised and amended by the author because in live conversations, as it turned out,
many nuances and details of the Knowledge (given by Oris from considerably higher-quality levels
of his Self-Consciousness, as compared with those of the common level of everyday consciousness)
were not presented in full.
This determined a specific character of the structure of this series presented in several volumes
consisting of sections that contain questions about human Immortality Oris has been asked during
the last few years, his stylistically unified answers, and also absolutely new Information Oris
additionally obtained in the process of his work with this series of books. That is why, in terms of
information, the exposition in the books only approximately corresponds to the initial content of
conversations, though we tried to give it in a sufficient order in spite of large insertions of the newest
material and the difference in dates of the answers used.
We should note that Oris was asked to clarify many ideas as this series was prepared for
publication as the understanding of his listeners constantly increased, as well as the author’s ability
to interpret and convey such high-quality and difficult-to-understand information. For example,
this volume, which is the first book of commentaries, has only a “superficial” theoretical description
of basic questions concerning the “origin” of dimensions, dynamics of the Universal Focus of SelfConsciousness of a “personality”, UU-VVU -Forms, OLLAKT-DRUOTMM -systems and other aspects of
human self-consciousness, which are considered in more detail later. Therefore it turned out that
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from the beginning this book literally stimulates the reader’s further study of Iissiidiology: initially
touched-upon topics are continued in more detailed consideration in each succeeding volume.
The unique difficulty of editing this work was that it was often impossible to delete from the
context of a live conversation the previous things that concerned absolutely different (new) aspects
of the Knowledge. Owing to this, it was extremely hard to put everything in order. The whole series
is divided into several volumes in which contents of sections often seem to overlap in constant
intermingling and repetition of ideas with new aspects of meaning and descriptive details. For a
full understanding of the material, you need to refer constantly to “The Glossary” provided as an
addendum to the whole series of books.
You may have guessed by now that these books, as well as the Knowledge presented in them, are
not created according to generally accepted norms. You hold a unique and original publication that
is literally unlike any other one. We assure you that you have never read anything like it before!
Firstly, it is due to the means of presenting the material, owing to the mixing of colloquial
and popular science styles. In our opinion, it is interesting and quite justified: it is very hard to
make such highly-intellectual material comprehensible to each reader. That is why the information
complexity of individual sections is balanced by sections that are written in more common parlance,
by qualifying questions and simpler explanations that follow them.
Secondly, the Knowledge of Oris provided here is absolutely new. It is based on difficult-tounderstand notions and new and sophisticated terminology. That is why, as mentioned, you will
find in the books many references and clarifications, that duplicate one another in a greater or lesser
degree.
We should consider it in more detail. At first sight, it might seem that from time to time the
author groundlessly recurs to the same things. However you should not be hasty in conclusions,
because this is absolutely not so! “The repetitions” are extremely necessary to make the reader
constantly change the levels of his perception and awareness — from more superficial ones to
deeper and higher-quality ones. These repetitions enable the reader to get more detailed and multifaceted interpretations of the same very important aspects of the Knowledge which may not seem so
important at first. Such repetitions provide multidimensional conceptions of the topic and thereby
allow the reader to assimilate the proposed information more fully and more firmly; the repetitions
are therefore just-in-time and logical.
Other notes about peculiarities of the style: many unfamiliar, unusually-sounding terms (Cosmic
Codes, for example) are used in the books on Immortality along with well-matched colloquial
expressions and special scientific-academic notions. Also picturesque recollections of childhood,
which are similar to those of every “Soviet” citizen, alternate with detailed descriptions from a
distant future of humankind and are supplemented by quite realistic descriptions of so-called “other
realities” with their inhabitants. As a result, you will see quite a motley but very fascinating picture
easily created by the author’s verbal images.
Moreover, many terms are placed in quotation marks, or written in capital letters, or used in
a plural form where it is usually required to use a singular one — and everything seems contrary
to the rules. But that is the point: by these methods, Oris not only attracts our attention to already
known notions, attaching a new meaning to them, but also makes our perception free from confines
and limitations, and helps us understand better the principles of immortal existence stated in his
books which is the key factor in our awareness of INFINITE life. For example, the author understands
the phenomenon of death exclusively as an illusion — written as “Death”! If we don’t use quotation
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marks, this new sense disappears. When Oris writes of a human being from the point of view of his
real spiritual maturity of Consciousness, he uses capitals — Human Being; the term in quotation
marks means an ordinary “human being” of our world.
As we have mentioned it, for a more comprehensive reading and as a helping means to you, there
is a separate Glossary and a correspondence table between terms generally accepted in Hinduism and
other spiritual movements and the new ones introduced in the books on Immortality that constitute
the basis of “FUNDAMENTALS OF IISSIIDIOLOGY ”, a multi-volume publication that is another stage in
the system of Knowledge developed by Oris.
In general, “Immortality is Accessible to Everyone” is a sort of practical introduction to
— presenting scientific concepts of human existence as a collective Consciousness
of a cosmic level. The author familiarizes us with the main principles of these concepts in all his
IISSIIDIOLOGY books, which contain the conceptions of us as Conscious-Forms of much higher
quality and scale than a simple biological form that exists with varied success on one of planets lost
in the Universe.
IISSIIDIOLOGY

In order to understand the mechanisms of Immortality, the reader will have to thoroughly
examine many questions, answers to which have remained up to the present shrouded with a thick
veil of esoteric mist, such as the fear and illusion of death, the structure of a human form with
its characteristic dynamics of self-consciousness, pre-mortal states, and many other aspects of our
eternal but yet delusively short (in most people’s perception) existence.
That is why this book includes a great number of Oris’ answers to questions related to postmortal transitions of self-consciousness, after-worlds, dynamics of self-perception of a personality
in case of incurable diseases, catastrophes, accidents as well as suicides, and conscious scoresettling with life. Conversations about Immortality would remind naive slogans and groundless
promises of perspectives of a fabulous future without this information that reveals Mysteries of
human existence and human Nature. Having understood the basic principles of “refocusingsdisplacements” of your own self-consciousness, each of you will be able to easily utilize the practical
mechanisms for achievement of Immortality as described in these commentaries to FUNDAMENTALS
OF IISSIIDIOLOGY .
When we consider such a complex issue as eternal existence, we have to delve into aspects of the
human structure, as well as those of the microcosm and macrocosm that are very important for our
understanding of the issue. It is assumed that the reader is quite prepared to understand that these
aspects imply interactions between qualities of the so-called Fields-Consciousnesses, or, in other
words, the dynamics of interrelations between elementary particles on one hand, or between stars
and even galaxies on the other, but not primitive data that describe possible physiological processes
of rejuvenation in a human body.
However, the format of this publication provides a detailed explanation only of one aspect of
IISSIIDIOLOGY , [that is Immortality of any personality]. When preparing the material, it was decided
to omit a more detailed consideration of many other domains of this Knowledge as the size of the book
would have increased at least several times. That is why the books of the “Immortality is Accessible
to Everyone” series only indirectly touch upon such questions as the activity of the Diapasons of
Plasmic Forces of the Universe, the space-time structure of worlds and realities, multiple realization
manifestations of the human form, peculiarities of ancestral karma, transmutation of destructive
energies inside oneself, etc.
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As mentioned, the author has considerably revised the texts of his answers. As a result, an
integral Knowledge appeared as one of many strata of IISSIIDIOLOGY that explains the far reaching
consequences of human expression of kindness, love, and altruism to all people and to the entire
outward world. In spite of the fact that earlier you could familiarize yourself with Oris’ video
answers now given in the text form, you will undoubtedly get from the books a significant, full, and
structurally-ordered Knowledge about Immortality as the inherent property of human existence.
And most importantly, you will get an effective practical guide to action.
The Information that constitutes the basis of IISSIIDIOLOGY is so multifaceted and inexhaustible
that new works of Oris will be forthcoming that will continue to describe the laws of Eternal Life
and reveal the mysteries of the sacred essence of the Human Being and all Creation.
We express our sincere Gratitude to everybody who participated in making text versions of videotaped answers, and of course to Oris for his ardent, unshakable endeavor to share with humankind
his Wisdom and achieved levels of Love!
Uksstukkullur and Irina Makhayeva
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Proofreader’s Foreword

I express my cordial Gratitude and infinite appreciation to Oris for his confidence and proposal
to take part in this work on the series of books on Immortality. This very difficult task consisted in
preserving to the utmost the author’s style of exposition and lexical peculiarities when conveying the
content without sacrificing any of the fundamental essence of the given Information to “correctness”
of form. Because of its uniqueness and importance, Oris logically and reasonably introduces new
notions and terms that have never been used before in any existing sources of knowledge on Earth.
In “The Glossary”, the reader is provided with necessary explanations of neologisms introduced by
Oris that are sometimes jokingly called “orisisms”.
I dedicate my work on this unique publication long-awaited by millions to all sincerely seeking
people whose hearts will beat with joy when they become aware of their eternal Nature and receive
proof of their intuitive feelings and subtle insights that “everything IS beyond the line!”. You hold not
simply a book in your hands, but a truly efficient mechanism, for achieving real Immortality, not in
some “next lives” but here and now.
Truly: omnia mea mecum porto — all my things I carry with me! Immortality is a vital and
integral part of our Nature, which was, is, and will be always with us!
With Love to all of you!
Eyliella,

Proofreader
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Chapter I

Fundamental principles of Immortality in the system of “personalized”
Perception

Earth has remained a material territory of exploration and habitat of human beings
for countless millennia. But an irresistible urge to achieve the unachievable, to reach, as the
mythological Icarus did, toward the sky, drove humankind to turn to the cosmos, to study
it, to explore it, and to master it. The expansion of human knowledge of outer space was
accompanied by a need to expand our understanding of inner space, or Consciousness,
which is “subjective” and “intangible”. Konstantin Eduardovich Tsiolkovsky anticipated
this with a view to “future”, extensive explorations of the Universe: “…there are no limits
to personal — individual — perfection…”. The same conviction now excites the interest
of not only scientists, but also millions of people around the world
10.10001.

That is why today I would like to begin to speak to you about the fact that
everything that we define as “the material world” or “outer reality” is not a separate part
of the Universe differentiated from the rest, but represents a natural continuation of the
dynamics of deeper Cosmic Processes. I should explain that these Processes are initiated
by Forms of Collective Intelligences that are much more developed than that which we
interpret as the collective Consciousness of “humankind”.
10.10002.

We let individual elements of these Processes pass through the extremely curved
mirror of our limited system of Perception; and, using creative dynamics of our own
imagination, we individually model and form, by means of energy-information structures
of Space-Time, a distorted-beyond-recognition reflection of higher-quality projections.
The projections, in turn, specifically manifest from deeper Levels of Creation in a
frequency range common to our existence.
10.10003.

We call these supercomplex “dynamisms” that consist of many other, very complex
“dynamisms”, elementary particles, although we don’t have any idea about either the
nature of their manifestation in this frequency range, about the functions they perform,
10.10004.
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or about their goals, plans and creative objectives in this universal Cosmic Process, where
everything is interrelated and interdependent. Moreover, we are unaware of our own
roles in these multilevel and complex dynamics imposed on us by “Somebody” for some
reason. We can only make rough guesses and offer the most absurd explanations for them.
As opposed to this unsteady and inadequate exploring position, the Knowledge
which I presented in IISSIIDIOLOGY has invaluable significance for the formation of more
favorable and desirable outcomes for “the future” of all of humankind in our collective
Consciousness. I am sure that exactly owing to this Knowledge and to discoveries that
are consistent with it and will be made by the most progressive and gifted scientists,
the “currently” existing paradigm of academic, canonical science will finally not only be
turned on its head, but that wrong-headed and outdated views on Creation, its Laws, and
human Nature will be overturned as well.
10.10005.

The Information that forms the basis of IISSIIDIOLOGY aims to change radically
all your current preconceptions of the world, from minerals, plants, animals and human
beings to far Stars and Galaxies, which actually are an incredibly complex and extremely
dynamic Illusion which is no more real than last night’s dream.
10.10006.

But I would like to emphasize here that it is not quite correct to define the World
and the objects that structure it as a “complete Illusion”, because both the World and
these actually “nonexistent” objects are nonetheless present in our Self-Consciousness.
And they are not simply present there but have amazingly strong internal (energyinformation) interrelations with deeper Levels of the universal Form-creating Process
where each component part (a Form) contains all Information about all other Forms on
its “subtler” frequency Level.
10.10007.

I call the World illusory only in relation to the overstated degree of solidity,
stability, and invariability with which we unjustifiably endow it on the basis of our own
subjective conclusions. This imaginary perception of “stability” is illusory relative to
“subtler”, more real states of all the “material” Forms around us.
10.10008.

Our system of Perception reminds me of the operation of a television which
transforms various electromagnetic waves in Space into images visible to us. But since
our individual Perceptions are personal and idiosyncratic, the images that each of us
perceives take on different meanings, conceptual colorings and particularity in the SelfConsciousness of each “human being”.
10.10009.

That is why each of us looking at the same objects, sees, assesses and understands
the same outer World through his own biases, not the way others do. Since every image
potentially contains Information about all the other Forms, then the vibration Levels that
form our “points of view” determine the kind of Information which will be perceived by
us through observation of an object.
10.10010.

In school we are taught to imagine all of outer reality as comprised of tiny
“building blocks” — quanta of energy — which form all objects visible to us and which
are unalterable (as they assure us!) in their nature.
10.10011.
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Now it turns out that everything around us — including the Universe and Its Laws,
the Galaxies and Planets, things and living creatures — change every single moment,
“flashing by” at super lightspeed simultaneously through countless dimensions, and that
we ourselves undergo significant transformations each moment, not only in our states
of Self-Consciousness (energy-informationally) but also physiologically, refocusing from
one Form into another one.
10.10012.

This statement of mine, as well as many other ones, will create a serious stumbling
block for the majority of scientists. It has long been known that the main inhibiting factor to
the progress of science is not due to lack of funding necessary for research (with a strong will
to achieve a goal, the funds will be found!) but a strong resistance among scientists, who are
firmly convinced that they possess the ultimate truth, to pursue any theory that could refute
the theses of their former achievements and shake the foundations of their authority.
10.10013.

Scientists who hold to the traditional scientific world-view categorically and
dogmatically prevent dissemination of new Ideas in an attempt to forestall their final
defeat. To many scientists it is simply not permissible to endow a certain class of
phenomena — even if they appear publicly and authentically in the observable World —
with an acknowledgment of their existence.
10.10014.

For example, having discovered electromagnetic waves and understood the
mechanics by which they operate, scientists, in the variety of their own technological
applications, routinely rule out the possibility that other carriers of Information exist in
the Universe. We even still try to contact extraterrestrial civilizations by means of radio
telescopes on waves of interstellar hydrogen radiation!
10.10015.

But — I assure you, dear scientists! — there are hundreds of other types of force
interactions (fields) yet unknown to you with properties and possibilities yet unstudied
by you. You should acknowledge them as entities, search for them, study them, and value
any Information that testifies to their existence, not brush them aside or “turn away” from
them “like the devil from holy water”!
10.10016.

Einstein, who postulated the theory of multidimensionality in physics, and a
scientist who till the end of his Life studied problems in cosmology with a philosophical
eye, observed that you cannot solve problems using the same level of consciousness that
created them.
10.10017.

It is equally true of us: we are unable to change our outer reality (which we
experience and feel inside ourselves every single moment) until we are attuned to the
same Level of Self-Consciousness with which this reality was created by us.
10.10018.

In order to choose what we want — the circumstances we desire — as reality,
we must be internally prepared to look beyond the apparent Illusion proposed to us
sometimes obtrusively and sometimes carefully by the outer World.
10.10019.

For example, if you want to see a sick human being get healthy, you must completely
imagine him as healthy; you must feel, see and perceive him exactly in this way in order
10.10020.
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to exist together in a reality (which is new to you both), where the recovery has already
happened. This is possible because it always initially existed in his Life and in yours.
Remember: your DNA carries the potential for various possibilities for your
development at every moment of your Life; that is why you need only to learn how to
choose wisely the necessary direction from your entire evolutional legacy. There is always
a wide spectrum of favorable probabilities of any event occurring which you can choose
at your discretion.
10.10021.

However, don’t forget that there is a very fine and delicate difference between a
wish for a new possibility and an active pursuit of it through your Thoughts, Feelings and
Faith. It is only through the latter that your creative will strongly impels you to manifest
in the reality you want. It’s important that you know also that your speed of movement
in the necessary Direction of creative development immediately decreases when fears,
prejudices and doubts cloud your Self-Consciousness.
10.10022.

In order to choose such a quantum possibility (which can be realized with different
degrees of probability in many points of Space-Time at once), we must not just think
about it but try as feasibly and as confidently as possible to become this possibility, this
desired reality of which we dream.
10.10023.

For example, for thousands of years, “humankind” has unsuccessfully tried
to ensure its eternal existence by finding an elixir of Immortality, although it is now
absolutely clear that there is not and can not be a phial containing the sought-after liquid.
10.10024.

There is no need to invent anything else in Creation, if the most reliable method
of infinitely extending our actual physical existence has been initially, at any moment of
Time, at the disposal of each human being? Of course, only those few could make use of
it who had managed to achieve a level in their development that allowed them to know of
its existence.
10.10025.

But this ability is not a magical elixir, the search for which you’ve seen reproduced
in the storylines of modern filmmakers; nor is it a mechanism by which cells are regenerated
in the process of Life attempted by scientists with varying success.
10.10026.

What I refer to is that, imperceptible to the mind, SOMETHING which has always
initially resided inside the structure of our Self-Consciousness, inside our true —
multiple-quality and multidimensional — Nature. The ability to become Immortal is
part of the inviolable Laws of the continuous development of the Collective Intelligence
of the Universe which includes us — People — as an essential Form of Eternal, Creative
Existence of this Intelligence.
10.10027.

True Immortality (as a process of continuous perception of oneself as a particular
living human being, or a “personality”, that actively acts in the outside World and chooses
his own creativity at his own desire and discretion) has always been part of the very
structure of Creation that takes into account absolutely all force interrelations between
all Forms of Existence of the different Types of Collective Intelligence.
10.10028.
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Most knowledge and laws (invented by some “people” for all other — similar!
— “people” and instilled by them into others over many previous millennia) brought
nothing to “humankind” but ethnic hostility and discord, fear and distrust of each other,
disappointment and uncertainty, pride and envy, spite and hatred, wars and devastation,
and disasters and poverty.
10.10029.

To align with the requirements of forthcoming — higher-quality — Worlds and
new Times, we need to change deeply and thoroughly, inside ourselves, in our individual
Self-Consciousnesses, as well as in the collective Consciousness of “humankind”, and
let go of the mistaken beliefs imposed on us from ancient times that have led us to the
“present” deplorable spiritual state.
10.10030.

When we are free from the darkness of lies and ignorance, we must find in our
Self-Consciousness, and master thoroughly, the absolutely new — higher-quality —
Stereo-Types so that we begin to think and feel in a new way, speak and hear in a new way,
express ourselves in a new way, and create a better outer reality at our own discretion and
with a new level of understanding.
10.10031.

Do not look for miracles and fairy tales about magical “immortality”, but search
persistently for authentic Knowledge of your “personalized” Immortality which always
was, is and will be part of your makeup, was given to you initially and has never left
you. Indeed, everything that “people” prefer to call a miracle is the result of a degree of
knowledge yet unknown to them.
10.10032.

A modern “human being” is originally an Immortal Creature, but one that has
become imprisoned by “its own” devised dogmas and false conceptions of the Nature of
Everything. “People” may easily believe in levitation, telepathy and other phenomena,
“the afterlife” or “reincarnation”, but they stubbornly don’t want to believe in their own
Immortality!
10.10033.

Owing to the division of “human” Consciousness into “good” and “evil,”
individuals’ pictures of the World focus only on small splinters of their Immortality. And
that is natural: we can believe in miracles but to achieve a state of Immortality, everyone
must exert every effort and take certain practical steps. Immortality is not about elixirs
and magic wands; it is an absolutely real process, although a slow one.
10.10034.

The highest criterion for an infinitely long Life is the quality of Life itself. The
question of Immortality ranks in second place to the question of the real meaning of Life.
Find the answer to the first question and it will become clear to you whether you need
Immortality at all.
10.10035.

Taking the Knowledge given in IISSIIDIOLOGY and putting it into practice in
everyday Life, each “human being” can achieve real Immortality (infinite conscious and
“physical” existence) right now, without waiting for a technology — as from the industry
of nanotechnologies — to appear in “the near future”. Accessing this innate ability will
drastically restructure not only our outer world but also the physiology of the human
10.10036.
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organism by reprogramming it to enjoy thousands of years of active and creatively
efficient existence.
Immortality is just the necessary means to achieve the realization of the great
richness of Life. Once we change the Program, which for some evolutional reason was
“modified” in our cells’ DNA at some stage of our development, we will be able to prolong
our Life as long as we wish — at least, those who really want it! Having fulfilled this stage
of their Evolution, people will also be able to master their creative abilities on atomic and
subatomic levels. And knowing how to control Space-Time at their discretion, People will
be able to be any place they want.
10.10037.

Isn’t that what many of you dream of — how good it would be to spend less effort
on maintaining basic survival, so that you can exercise your natural life creativity? Isn’t
that what you have always wished for, but for which you lacked the physical potential, the
time or the money?!
10.10038.

Until now, it has been customary to consider Self-Consciousness as just a function
of the brain which has been regarded as a kind of “cybernetic device”. The traditional
opinion that Formo-Matter (“substance”), a dense state of Energy-Plasma — which is
on one of the lowest levels of the Hierarchy of Forces in the Universe — determines
Consciousness (as a “process” of information exchange) completely contradicts the real
dynamics (physics) of so-called elementary particles. Path, location and the behavior of a
“substance’s” particles in Space and Time in no way depend on “substance” itself.
10.10039.

Starting with the trajectory of any elementary particle or collection of particles
into an atom, any given “substance” fully complies on all levels with the configuration
and dynamics of interaction of physical fields which, in their turn, are controlled by
Information.
10.10040.

Along with the categories of matter (“substance”) and energy, the category of
information must be introduced and acknowledged in science as one of the primary
components, being (as it was correctly stated by one of the founders of information theory,
William Ashby) “a measure of the change of structural diversity of systems in time and
in space”.
10.10041.

The word “information” is derived from the Latin word “informare” which means
to give form to, explain, or to fill with content, meaning not only to form the external
appearance of an object, but also to form its internal organization. The same is true of all
phenomena, including emotional-sensuous ones.
10.10042.

Many of you think of a “human personality” not as “an information-energy
complex” which performs all the functions that give life to “the lifeless puppet” of your
dense body (heartbeat, breathing, motion, vision, hearing, sense of smell, sense of touch,
memorizing, information analysis, feelings, emotions, speech), but as a worthless and
helpless “puppet” that really is just a container of a “personality”.
10.10043.
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In reality, any “personality” — that is, “You”, as a creative self-aware Element of
collective Self-knowledge — is not attached to a dense “puppet” on which the “personality”
temporarily focuses. Each human “personality”, along with the Planets, Stars and all
other cosmic Forms, which are energy-information complexes, should automatically be
considered immortal due to the absolute indestructibility of Energy and Information in
the Universe, because they all consist of Energy and Information.
10.10044.

Any kind of Energy cannot be destroyed but can only be transformed or transmuted
into its other frequency kinds and types, and the main property of Information is that it
doesn’t diminish because of extensive use but, on the contrary, increases as if “multiplying
itself ”.
10.10045.

Having understood that all things in existence have information as their basis,
none of you will be able to adhere any longer to outmoded, conservative conceptions of
your own Existence which include “Death” and the destruction of anything.
10.10046.

The Collective Intelligence of a Planet represents an information-energy structure
created by the interaction of immortal Consciousnesses of all self-conscious Forms which
exist simultaneously in all Time Flows.
10.10047.

Becoming aware today of our own Immortality is the necessary foundation on
which a bright, creative, honest, happy Life for any of the dense bodies focused on by
Us is built. Optimism is the common emotional and intellectual state of a human being
who completely understands “an immortal state” as his own quality; that is why, with
this understanding, any differences of external states cannot cause despondency in him,
because he knows that he is eternal, absolutely eternal!
10.10048.

Immortality is a collective Dream which society inevitably tries to attain through
medical advances and technological development. Desire that is unable to be satisfied
cannot appear in our Self-Consciousness at all. If a human being desires true Immortality,
it means that he is deeply convinced on the subconscious level that this need can be
satisfied.
10.10049.

A very high Spiritual Goal is necessary to attain and internalize a real awareness
of Immortality. Without a mass awareness and internalization of this across individuals,
Immortality cannot be realized as a natural state of your “personal,” endless Existence.
10.10050.

What you dream of is what comes true. Incredible abilities which you can’t even
guess at are hidden and concentrated in every human being. The dreams of a human being
directly indicate the real potential of his “personality.” For example, the possibilities of
my boundless Cognition correspond with my outer world, which I infinitely cognize.
10.10051.

There are many more probabilities in the possibilities hidden in us than in the
outer reality. That is why, objectively, nothing is impossible and there are no absolutely
unrealizable fantasies. Our outer Reality can become anything that we can imagine in our
thoughts, because “the impossible” is just the natural product of a limited mind.
10.10052.
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In principle, every one of you has all imaginable abilities and superabilities.
However, this potential is completely shackled by the limiting stereotypes and delusions
which are currently a long-established part of “humankind’s” collective Consciousness.
In reality, the more deterrents I remove from my Self-Consciousness, the greater the selfrealization that is available to me and the more talents and possibilities I am able to
access in myself.
10.10053.

That is why the Path to Immortality starts from a great, ineradicable Desire for
Immortality, which is crucial for you to achieve the most sublime Goal, and which then
you have to put into action.
10.10054.

Many things that are now commonplace were just someone’s Desire at first:
houses, cities, household appliances, trees, flowers, pictures and even... animals. The
Desire for Immortality and Immortality itself are impelled by a great Love of Life and
by the powerful Potential of life Energy. The more considerable Goals and Objectives
are filling up your Life the more joyful Life becomes to you, and the more unacceptable
“Death” will become in your Perception.
10.10055.

Therefore, the whole question of your “personalized” Immortality revolves around
your ability to love the outer world. If you are sick and tired of everything, then why do
you need Immortality? “Death” is the result of being tired of Life, the absence of goals,
and dissatisfaction that compels you to justify and wait impatiently for your own “Death”
as the only reliable means to rid yourself of everything that no longer brings joy.
10.10056.

For the time being, Immortality has not become a norm of Life only because
nobody has mastered yet the highest degree of Love for all, a boundless need for expression
of which would be worthy of Immortality.
10.10057.

The belief in the finiteness of Life is not natural, because it is only a result of
a limited and ignorant mind. In childhood, all of us were, in essence, immortal, not
knowing anything about “Death”. But then adults eradicated this nescience from our SelfConsciousnesses and suggested to us that since everything in the world “dies”, then we
will also “die” one day, will “disappear” from the flow of Life.
10.10058.

Later this programming turned into our firm belief, into inescapable faith, because
we stubbornly attached each example of the “disappearance” of plants, animals, “people”
and objects from our Life to a belief in the inevitability of withering, destruction and
“Death”. In this way, each of us creates by his limitations all his diseases and desires, joy
and sadness, his “short” Life and his “inevitable Death”.
10.10059.

Yes, all of you have become involuntary slaves of senseless creations of your own
ignorance — all sorts of absurd dogmas, imperfect laws and senseless orders, devised
religious faiths and destructive traditions. Similarly, you have created an ugly society
for yourselves with your ugly, ambitious thoughts; now society imposes on you how you
should live, think, feel, believe, act, choose…
10.10060.
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Your creations of habit are spite and fear, jealousy and envy, haughtiness and
stupidity, discontent and anxiety, poverty and pity for yourselves, diseases and aging.
Deeply immersed in them, you doubt all the good that can happen to you, you don’t
believe either in kindness, in Love, or in sincerity; you have also completely forgotten the
knowledge of your inherent Immortality and, as a result, you now have no choice but to
believe you have to “die”.
10.10061.

But this is absolutely not so! The one and only real action in all of Creation,
which always exists as an eternal Cosmic Process, is Life, the Existence of Intelligence
in all Forms of Its [Intelligence’s] diverse manifestations. There is neither annihilation
nor “Death” in any form! Life is the only thing which neither we nor any other Form of
Collective Intelligence will ever, unto entire infinity of Our Existence, be able to defeat.
10.10062.

We can change our realization Forms as many times as desired, we can change
however we like the entire variety of frequencies of our manifestation, we can change any
Realities and Continuums, Galaxies and Universes! We can do any changes to ourselves!
The only thing which we cannot do is die, disappear, dissolve without a trace, become
nothing…
10.10063.

Everything that is born never dies, it simply cannot die! We are fated to live
constantly, Life after Life, Form after Form, again and again, ages after ages, changing
Planet after Planet.... Whatever we in our ignorance or despair try to do to ourselves,
we will retain this original ability — to eternally live, live, live… We will only live, never
“dying” and never noticing any change of bodies, change of years, change of centuries and
millennia. Our seed is eternal, imperishable and absolutely indestructible!
10.10064.

And when you finally realize that you have the innate power to create all your
misfortunes, diseases and “Death” by your thoughts and desires, at that very moment you
will understand that in exactly the same way, from the moment of your “birth” on, you can
create your own joy, health, wellbeing and, of course, physiological Immortality.
10.10065.

That physiological Immortality maintained by the information structure of the
human being is evident from looking at the Evolution on Earth. A human being (on a DNA
level) has concentrated inside himself all the evolutional possibilities of many species of
creatures, from plants to animals. Like a hydra whose genes are present in his DNA, his
body includes the potential to infinitely regenerate its cells.
10.10066.

At one time, a human being lived in the same body for thousands of years, because
his organism was endowed with physical Immortality by the power of the purity of his
Feelings and Thoughts, and he naturally expressed the purity in states of his Existence.
Only many millennia after that, when limited thoughts began to arise in his Consciousness
and were associated with the necessity to survive, with envy and possessiveness, the length
of his existence began to decrease drastically.
10.10067.

It is possible to give examples, for instance, when very old people’s teeth start to
grow again, when their skin cells began to rejuvenate, when gray hair disappears. Nature
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tries to remind us in these ways (through the phenomenon of anamelanism, for instance)
that real possibilities of repeated rejuvenation of our bodies are unlimited, that our
organism can even now exist a thousand years or more!
What can infinitely restore itself is relatively eternal, that is, the true evolutional
power of any biological species is in their universal ability to completely restore their Forms.
Even though biological aging of “people,” as it is commonly supposed, is “programmed by
Nature”, you should not forget that the “programming Nature” itself is a constituent part
of Us and I wouldn’t say that we represent the weakest-minded part of It.
10.10069.

Needless to say, we contain the possibility of constant rejuvenation once we have
replaced the old, limited-by-“Death” conceptions of ourselves with new Thought-Forms
constructed from a deep Understanding of our own Immortality. Having gained access
to our DNA with the help of Cosmic Codes, very soon we will be able to reprogram our
biological genome to prolong our lifetime for any necessary length.
10.10070.

I would like to note that Nature uses the mechanism of aging and “Death” in the
animal world as a powerful regulator of the number of species in each of the Worlds of
Reality. Where the regulation is implemented not by “Death” but through other factors,
“personal” aging becomes an irrelevant, “individually” regulated process.
10.10071.

“Death,” as a social phenomenon of our Life, exists only in those Continuums
where the development of the “human” Collective Intelligence in Time has not yet achieved
that critical mass necessary for an active exploration of the infinite Cosmic Expanse by
People.
10.10072.

Now we are closely approaching the decisive stage in our Evolution when our
Planet becomes too small to satisfy the vital needs of our matured Mind. Our Mind aspires
to explore the new scientific achievements of the new science, to exercise its irrepressible
Cognition of everything that is beyond the limits of reality currently observable by us.
10.10073.

The short terms of existence of any “personality” to which we used to be restricted
when organizing Life on our own Planet are already insufficient to successfully explore
and experience the immense Cosmic Expanse. We will need not hundreds but thousands
of years of productive, creative Existence in order to achieve the greatest discoveries and
the highest Goals that wait for us somewhere There, beyond the limits of what is visible
even by the most powerful telescopes!
10.10074.

The recognition and implementation of our inescapable Immortality will be
determined by the vital necessity to engage in an enormous shift in our perspectives
regarding our cosmic development in “the nearest future”. Indeed, the shift of the Focus
of Creative Activity of humankind’s Collective Intelligence into the far Cosmos makes our
short Lives absolutely impractical.
10.10075.

Intensively exploring the boundless Cosmic Expanse of the Universe with our
Minds, we thereby free our Planetary Entity from further concerns associated with the
10.10076.
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strict control of our population, because we will no longer constitute a threat with our
great numbers to the Life of other living creatures on It. In other words, we will take this
self-limiting process under our own control.
Ensuring Immortality for each human being is the most effective and economical
way for our Collective Intelligence to increase its intellectual and creative potential. At
the same time, Immortality of the “personality” is just one of the possibilities accessible
to us in our quality improvement as a species.
10.10077.

We have outgrown our infant diapers for a long time now, have gone through the
difficult School of survival, undergone an immense evolutional Experience, realized our
mistakes and blunders, and now we firmly intend to bring, productively and effectively,
these accumulated Experiences to a creative interaction with other intelligent Creatures
in our outer Cosmos. Now we are ready for fruitful cooperation on the basis of mutual
understanding and mutual respect.
10.10078.

Now we closely approach the execution of the initial Mission of Humankind
— to take part as active, conscious Creators of many other Realities in the entire
multidimensionality of the Universe, to become reliable instruments in more complex and
larger-scale processes of Self-knowledge and the Self-perfection of our Planetary Entity.
10.10079.

We are created not for the sake of ourselves, not for the sake of constant satisfaction
of our own egoistic interests, but as a self-aware Element of an active, creative participation
in the Evolution of the Cosmos, in the development of Cosmic Intelligences — our true
Creators and Makers.
10.10080.

We don’t have to dig deep to find the very essence of numerous tendencies in the
development of Creation for this participation, because all that we need to fulfill our
cosmic Mission has been already initially included in the Program of our species’ evolution
as a natural set of vital practical needs that sequentially appear in our Consciousness.
“Now” we approach the need to master Immortality of the “personality” which has become
necessary not for the satisfaction of our ego, but for the successful continuation of the
Evolution of our species.
10.10081.

We will adapt to any external conditions for survival not on the biological, but on
the intellectual Level, which will allow us to choose ALL the most important and highestpriority options from the widest range of adaptations. Reorienting the Direction of their
intellectual Creativity from the limits of the Earth to the Cosmic Expanse, people will
be able to participate more actively in the more complex and important Processes of the
quality development of Creation.
10.10082.

Once humankind can creatively and effectively manage the Cosmos, it will have
achieved a higher-quality state of the Collective Intelligence that represents a powerful
creative Force, a unified intellectual Potential of billions of individuals who ardently
express their personal creativity, and can do so, “individually-independently”, without
disturbing the general Harmony.
10.10083.
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In order to make the greatest Cosmic Discoveries, there must be a real possibility
of sending mass interplanetary and interstellar expeditions out to explore the entire Solar
system. All “people” must rally strongly around this sublime Goal and desire to become
truly great. They must be ready to let go of pettiness, egotism, disrespect and disunity for
the sake of this highest of Ideals.
10.10084.

Not just a change of formations but a full redesign of megaformations is coming
in the years immediately ahead, because petty national, political and religious interests
have divided our civilization into warring factions and are the main “involutional” factors
of its ever decreasing cosmic momentum. The economics of any state is considered only
as the basis of its safety, not as a source of prosperity for all its citizens. This concern
with prosperity is the source of political and religious conflicts, race hatred, civil wars,
interethnic conflicts and terrorism.
10.10085.

Most laws were specially invented for the single purpose of threatening and
enslaving “people”, or providing the powers-that-be with the most reliable means of
control over every “human being”, over his every action, word, thought, and desire. For
millennia, everything has been done to limit “personal” freedom, not to liberate it, so
it is not surprising that none of us can imagine his life beyond law, state, power, and
suppression. This has happened and continues to happen only because “people” don’t
understand “their Infinity”, and aren’t aware of their Immortality — the primary features
of their primordial Divinity.
10.10086.

In order to become Immortal, you must liberate your Self-Consciousness from
all contrived laws, from any dogmatic faith, and from any limiting rituals, and become
truly boundless in your Thinking, Feeling, and Perception. You must know that your Life
can become absolutely boundless only when you become aware of and acknowledge that
Immortality exists.
10.10087.

This is the only Law which you should acknowledge and follow. Then you will be
able to free That Power inside yourself which can always create and renew you and your
Life again and again.
10.10088.

Our human community must urgently apply itself to a system of management
based on pure Information and universal utility without taking into account anyone’s
private ambitions. We can join the Cosmic Family harmoniously only through an intensive,
qualitative increase in the Self-Consciousness of each “human being”. It is this that is the
primary Goal of all my books!
10.10089.

Physical Immortality is not nearly the final result of our joint Evolution, but is just
a condition relevant (incidental) to our present existence. At this stage in our development,
Immortality is extremely necessary for the resumption of humankind’s progress toward
fulfillment of its cosmic Mission.
10.10090.

The acquisition of Immortality of the “personality” becomes simply an inevitable
fact of Life, because it reflects not merely our fancy, but a demand of Evolution itself,
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the logical “next step” in our further spiritual-intellectual development. Immortality
for everyone is not only possible, but extremely necessary, not so much on the basis of
the biological possibilities, but on the basis of the existence of a universal Mission to be
fulfilled by human beings.
And if there is such a Mission, such a task, then there are certainly available
means to fulfill it. Acquiring real Immortality is just the first serious examination of the
maturity of “human beings”. In the next decade, “Death” will become as odd a concept as
Immortality may “now” seem to many “people”.
10.10092.

Life is infinite: it will continue unceasingly, every instant expressed through us,
the ones who use their boundless potential for filling themselves with happiness and joy
literally in every conscious moment. The formula of the second law of thermodynamics
that deals with entropy doesn’t take into account “the human factor” which represents a
powerful universal Force that can overcome entropy.
10.10093.

The whole structure of Creation is based on the principles of preserving and
optimizing the Processes that develop any Form of Collective Intelligence. Therefore,
when we consider the observable phenomenon of “Death”, it looks not like preservation
but like waste of the Creative Potential of the World because of the forcible removal of the
most mature and wisest people from its creative processes.
10.10094.

This runs completely contrary to the evolutional principles of Creation Itself.
If “Death” truly existed, “people” would be provided with a method to transfer culture,
knowledge and Experience, not on the DNA level (through offspring), but in some other,
more efficient manner. Since that method is absent, there is only one alternative that
allows for the further development of “people” — awareness of the Illusion of “Death” and
acceptance of humankind’s Immortal Nature.
10.10095.

The first and foremost condition which you have to accept so that starting now,
at this very minute, you can begin to live your eternal Immortal Existence, is to stop —
decisively, conclusively and absolutely irreversibly, — living, thinking and creating your
own World in the old mode that includes the presence in your Life of the destructive
factor of “Death” and other absurdities concocted by someone long ago.
10.10096.

All the unnecessary, superficial and concocted ideas that at least somehow
contribute to your fear of “Death” must be eradicated from your thinking, because your
subconscious belief in these ideas is the primary reason that pertinent hormones gradually
cease to be secreted in your organism as adults, thus activating “the program of Death”
that you believe is inevitable in your limited conceptions. Clinging to these conceptions,
you automatically refocus not into ageless Forms, but into development scenarios where
your body starts to wear out, get sick, grow decrepit and “die”.
10.10097.

Buying expensive insurance and personal safety items, choosing in advance
protection methods against probable enemies and “deadly” situations, buying well in
advance a place in a cemetery for yourself as well as special clothes for your funeral to
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come, you thereby do everything possible to accelerate the coming of aging and “Death”
which you expect with an eager persistence that should be used for other things.
Thinking sad thoughts about your “future” old age, believing that your body will
soon become decrepit and “die” brings you by the quickest route straight to “Death.” With
the help of Information from my books, by all means, convince yourself that your body
can live in health, strength and joy as long as you wish, and if you wish, it will live eternally.
10.10099.

Never worry about how long you’ll live, because you will live forever! Get rid
of any notions that assert that you are “mortal”! Get free of everything that implies the
“Death” of your body, up to a complete cancellation of your “birthdays” as memorable
dates — clear evidence of the steady increase in the number of years you have lived.
10.10100.

Live not by your “past” Conceptions, but by your absolutely new “now,” consciously
and confidently directing your Aspirations only into those variants of your “future” in
which any awareness and perception of “Death” is absolutely absent.
10.10101.

From now on, this state of Mind must become a Supertask for your SelfConsciousness: if you choose conscious Immortality then immediately, not tomorrow, you
must cease living your old Life based on your “mortality” and begin to form a completely
new Life based firmly on flawless Knowledge, on a deep Understanding of the Laws of
Creation and the Ability to use these Laws and Knowledge each moment of your Life.
10.10102.

There is no need to do anything with your present Form, you don’t even need to
change your clothing, hairstyle, glasses — it’s not an outer, visual transformation that
will take place, but numerous internal changes that affect your entire Self-Consciousness
and lifestyle and that form your relations with the outer world and with the “people” who
inhabit it.
10.10103.

The only thing required from you — while you thoughtfully read these lines — is to
start decisively and irreversibly from this moment forward the process of intensive, quality
refocusings in your Self-Consciousness so as to gain a foothold in one of your brand new and
higher-quality Forms as soon as possible. Everything happens the way you think and believe;
your attitude toward “Death” becomes the perceptible reality of your Life.
10.10104.

When you deeply understand that your Life simply always is,then this Understanding
becomes the source of your creative forces, strengthening your ability to create your own
Destiny, involving to the utmost your entire life potential. This Understanding absolutely
guarantees and assures you of the following: whatever you do at any moment of your Life,
you cannot, for a single instant, lose your psychic and spiritual connection with Life itself,
which will go on at any subsequent moment, for all ages and for all times.
10.10105.

The whole Goal of your Life must be your Aspiration always to remain its
inseparable part, its conscious Creator, who illuminates only its most pleasant and
attractive aspects with the Light of your Mind, having forgotten other negative possibilities
that will disappear in proportion to the resolve with which you will ignore their potential
existence.
10.10106.
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Do not choose any other Destiny, any other Knowledge for yourself except that
which provides you with both unlimited freedom to move at your discretion in the
Direction of the development of the Life you need and with incredible possibilities to be
only who you want to be.
10.10107.

“Birth” and “Death” are just two visible phenomena, noo-time Factors subjectively
distinguished by us due to the absence of more authentic Knowledge, among an
innumerable set of other (equally important and identical in their nature) facts of our Life.
These innumerable facts are created during the refocusings we constantly perform during
our life Creativity inside the multidimensional structures of our Self-Consciousness.
10.10108.

These facts simply register, in our limited perception, certain moments of Life
specifically manifested in the surrounding Formo-system of Worlds. The moments
reflect in these Worlds only some of the intermediate results of the general dynamics
of our Universal Focuses of Self-Consciousness (UFS) which “we” are. In other words, these
are just processes of transition of types of Energy that comprise this Form of Collective
Intelligence from one state into another. AND THAT IS ALL!
10.10109.

Then what is the mysterious and seemingly incomprehensible Universal Focus
of Self-Consciousness which not only eternally represents “Our” interests in the eternal
Process of common Universal Creativity, but is also the truest (to specific conditions of the
Tertiary Energy-Plasma) Universal Form of our simultaneous, creative Self-expression?
10.10110.

Firstly, UFS is always an energy-information component of the entire life creativity
of Forms focused by Us in a single moment, which summarizes everything. The wave
Configurations of the Forms instantaneously transfer (generate, translate) the received
Experience into wave Configurations of other Forms also focused by Us that inertially
follow according to their rotation Cycles on higher-quality Levels of Energy-Plasma than
the previous ones.
10.10111.

In other words, if, at the “present” moment, you do nothing to endanger the
existence or wellbeing of the NUU-VVU-Form focused by You, then in its (which also
means in your) Configuration of Self-Consciousness, this Experience of “a threatening
intention”, gained by other Forms of your LLUU-VVU during an infinite set of sufferings,
injuries and “Deaths”, is already present and you already know intuitively what may come
out of all this.
10.10112.

If, however, the Forms You focus one by one think, feel and act in such a way
as to lead to an annoying mistake (a result you don’t expect), then your rotation Cycle
is formedut not by the highest-quality groups of Stereo-Types, but by those the wave
Configurations of which “are encrusted” by lower or middle Levels of Energy-Plasma of
the first two IISSIIDI-Centers.
10.10113.

The Focus of Close Attention (SSVUU-SSMM) and its narrow-quality dynamics of
Creative Activity is one of the most dynamic components of UFS in the whole Process of
simultaneous refocusings. In the energy-information structures of Self-Consciousness,
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it performs the role of “a wave projector” projecting the moment to moment situational
states of the Forms focused by Us on “a multidimensional plane” of any ethereal structures
of a particular “rezonation zone” of Space-Time.
With the help of this component part of UFS, we have the possibility, in our infinite
studies of the Universal Reality, to become specifically linked up with interesting (that is
to say, not yet explored) combinations of Aspects of some of the Pure Cosmic Qualities.
These Aspects have been part of wave Configurations of Forms since the beginning, while
wave Configurations of Forms structure by themselves the various subjective realities
which combine rezonationally with different Time Flows.
10.10115.

10.10116.

SSVUU-SSMM scans all possible variants of the continuation of our rotation Cycles

from a skrruullerrt system and draws or “filters” from them only that variant which at a
given moment seems the most attractive and interesting to us (that is, which resonates to
the utmost with our current wave Configuration). Thus it allows us actually (psychically
and biologically) to become exactly “this”, so that we can experience in its entirety that
which is absent or lacking in Configurations (“personal” Experience) of NUU-VVU-Forms
focused by Us one by one.

At each next inertial moment, in scenarios (which we choose consciously or
unconsciously) of Life of the infinite set of Stereo-Types that differ among themselves
in qualities, SSVUU-SSMM gives us the option to perceive ourselves as who we (in these
creative dynamics of UFS) mostly are in terms of our inner qualities or to seek after
thorough study of additional properties which we aspire to attain at this moment.
10.10117.

Therefore, it is the Universal Focus of Self-Consciousness (as a certain qualitative
state of Energy-Plasma instantaneously fixed in Space-Time and particularly structured
by means of every given NUU-VVU-Form) that is more or less “real”, which by definition
best suits our conscious Conceptions of “ourselves” at every active moment of Time.
10.10118.

I repeat one more time: “you” — as “a personality”, specifically and instantly
manifested in this point of Space-Time — are the total amount of all the projections
of different qualities (frequency “displacements” which are inertially, but in fact,
simultaneously — in all Forms at once — performed in this Continuum) of UFS in
Configurations of all Forms focused by You. In addition, in every succeeding moment
of the creative dynamics of your Self-Consciousness, you resonate to the frequency of
only one Focus of Close Attention among an infinite set of SSVUU-SSMM, simultaneously
activated in UFS.
10.10119.

Let me remind you that the sequential inertial dynamics of the Focus of Close
Attention of “personality” focused by Us create, in energy-information structures of our
Self-Consciousness of different quality, deeper and more stable dynamic states which I
define by the term the Focus of Creative Activity of a given “personality”.
10.10120.

That Focus can be explained (of course, schematically!) in terms of the frequency
in the total creative dynamics of this rotation Cycle as the resulting Vector that belongs to
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a particular frequency range of Energy-Plasma. Each “personality”, in each period of its
Life (not at each instant, as for SSVUU-SSMM!), has its own typical, slightly “floating” (in a
certain frequency range) dynamics of the Focus of Creative Activity.
I repeat: this most important parameter of a “personality’s” creativity in Life
is qualitatively more stable and cannot be changed in the same abrupt manner as may
happen with SSVUU-SSMM. For example: “At this moment, I am interested most of all in
this thing, and later this thing becomes uninteresting and I already want a second thing,
and in an hour or two I want a third, a fourth, … a tenth, … a twentieth thing”.
10.10122.

But all these incessant “swings” in mood and in taste, in desires and interests,
all these emotional experiences that “jump” from one state to another, preferences,
prerogatives, and then disappointment in them — all this to a greater degree takes place
in a certain (characteristic of this “personality” at this period of its development) quality
range of incessantly made choices. This range is the objective reflection of dynamics
of the Focus of Creative Activity of the Self-Consciousness of “a personality”, which is
characteristic of “the personality” at this period of its Life.
10.10123.

But over time, the activity of some SFUURMM-Forms in the Self-Consciousness of
this “personality” will give way to the activity of other, either higher-quality or lowerquality ones. This will result in a substantial change of tastes, Desires, and values. Then,
the dynamics of its Focus of Creative Activity will also change the limits of the range that
previously had been typical of it.
10.10124.

The inertial creative dynamics of Self-Consciousness of each one of countless
“personalities” of an infinite number of Formo-Types that structure innumerable sets
of LLUU-VVU-Forms (and other Proto-Forms) of GOOLGAMAA-A are structured by
specific inertial dynamics of the Focus of Creative Activity. The specific dynamics, in
turn, are completely determined by the “moment-by-moment” dynamics of the Focus of
Close Attention (which also completely depend on the process of “moment-by-moment
unpacking”, in the temporal ethereal constituent and “unfolding”, in outer Space-Time, of
initially programmed (for this rotation Cycle) dynamics of UU-VVU-Forms that structure
this constituent).
10.10125.

And all these endless quantities, numbers, sets… are organized and acted on by
You through the simultaneous dynamics of Universal Focuses of Self-Consciousness that
easily and freely penetrate all types of Continuums and Conversums with their OLLAKTDRUOTMM-systems and FLUU-LLUU-complexes. All these UFS reflect the Cosmic Principle of
Your infinite, simultaneous Existence manifested in detail in different-quality structures
of Energy-Plasma.
10.10126.

10.10127.

UFS is You, the One in all Forms, the One Who initially created all these Forms,

Who became them and studies them Himself, Who realizes and implements all initial
“Programs” and then simultaneously and impartially observes both their perfect
fulfillment and the Observer Himself. This is the deeper, Cosmic Essence of Your-Selves.
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All Your innumerable energy-information,“personalized”Flows are simultaneously
and differentially integrated into all infinite Spaces and inertial Times from this initial
Essence. You specifically express Yourself in each of the “personalized” Flows as a certain
(manifested “moment-by-moment” in particular parameters of Time and Space) dynamic
result of the continuous realizations of countless objective Causes-Effects (because they
are unchangeable, that is, initially included into the Configuration of each of the StereoTypes chosen by You for study). They are subjectively and formally united in the structures
of Self-Consciousness of Forms focused by You and manifested in the frequency range
of Space-Time You study as an incessant, dynamic flow of “individual”, instantaneous
reactions of Your illusory “personalities”.
10.10128.

Now, on the basis of the structure of Creation already known to us, set forth in
detail in FUNDAMENTALS OF IISSIIDIOLOGY, we can most definitely and with full certainty
say that there is not any temporary or final “Death” for any “human being” (especially not
for any human being!); there never was, and simply cannot be, by definition of the infinite
conception of Life!
10.10129.

Indeed, the creative Process which is perceived by each of us as “his personal Life”
is just a subjective reflection (in specific — that is, produced by Illusion! — Formo-systems
of each Reality) of One Principle of Creative Manifestation and infinite coexistence
of many various Forms of Universal Superintelligent Energy beyond the Space-Time
properties that limit It.
10.10130.

So it’s very difficult for an ordinary “human being” to imagine how falsely-illusory
and subjectively limited his perception of outer reality is using only his sense organs;
impressions of the outer reality are experienced inside his own organism on the level of
physiological reactions.
10.10131.

This circumstance doesn’t allow him to apprehend that which is infinitely more
important and objective which is beyond the possibilities of “human” perception. All that
which we are able to assimilate with the Mind and even all that which we are unable to
understand happens inside the subjective evaluation system of our feelings, supplying us
with distorted, at times beyond recognition, preconceived information, about any event
or phenomenon that happens inside us and around us.
10.10132.

“A human being’s” Mind is very limited by the system of sensory perception typical
of our biological structure and is unable to distinguish among an incredible number
and diversity of manifestations of Universal Energy in different kinds and Forms. The
Mind simply gets confused in its sensations and evaluations, misperceiving the Energy as
something stable and constant.
10.10133.

However, you already know that absolutely everything in Creation is dynamic
and that only CHANGES have the property of constancy, are incessantly taking place and,
thereby, support the creative dynamics of Collective Intelligences on different Levels of
Energy-Plasma.
10.10134.
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It is the degree of quality Perception of the World and of everything that exists
in it that determines where exactly, on which “level” of this reality, is formed “the point
of personalized Perception” of Focus in the structure of Self-Consciousness of a human
being and an actual Life scenario for each “personality”.
10.10135.

Indeed, our habitual, “physical” reality — which is conventionally limited by the
innate acuity of our sense organs and by peculiarities of the forces of gravity, expanse and
Time — in fact exists individually only in our Self-Consciousness.
10.10136.

The presence of such limiting structures in the multidimensional Infinity of the
Universe make it possible to manifest and superimpose innumerable Forms of life Spaces
in Realities of any type.
10.10137.

Such subjective and objective limitations can be considered creative, because they,
in forcing us (as UFS) to constantly change our angle of vision and levels of perception
when studying our outer reality, permit us to perfect, sequentially and infinitely, our
original creative abilities.
10.10138.

You certainly already know that any Thought that appears in the system of our
Self-Consciousness, along with the Desire and Feeling that stimulate it, represents a Flow
of definite types of Energy.
10.10139.

That means that with the help of focused attention, concentration and quite
stable fixation of the Focus of Close Attention of our Self-Consciousness on an object
clearly imagined by us, on an anticipated action or an observed phenomenon, we are able
to practically refocus into groups of Stereo-Types (NUU-VVU-Forms) on those Worlds
of our wide and diversified habitation where “physical” manifestation is possible to one
extent or another, that is, they can “materialize” one way or another in our Life.
10.10140.

Here, with your kind permission, I would like to leave this subject and explain
to you in more detail what NUU-VVU-Forms that We focus are. I use the word “forms”
plurally because every second we change the objects of our infinite refocusings.
10.10141.

By definition, NUU-VVU-Forms are “form-differentiating capsules” of UFS which
We actively use for our “individual” life creativity as psycho-biological “personalities”
that specifically and inertially manifest (in the general dynamics of Planetary rotation
Shifts) by their wave Configurations in incessantly-changing wave parameters of outer
Space-Time. Visually, this is what you subjectively define as “a living human being” who
has a biological organism typical only of him, particular mental or emotional reactions,
ways of thinking, and characteristic external features.
10.10142.

Energy-informationally, this is an intermediate result of the characteristic
dynamics of infinite space-time force interrelations performed beyond “the human being’s”
Self-Consciousness by an infinite set of all possible wave realization Forms. These Forms
are of various types of Collective Cosmic Intelligences that belong to different Branches
of Cosmic development (in particular to THE SYNTHETIC HUMANOID Evolutional Branch
and THE RESOSCONTIONAL Involutional Branch).
10.10143.
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But in terms of structure, each NUU-VVU-Form incessantly focused by Us
(simultaneously in all Time Flows) is a result of our subjective visual and tactile perceptions
— for one second — of a simultaneous manifestation (the type of manifestation is subject
to specific inertial conditions of this Continuum) of a duvuyllerrt (that is, inertial gradualsequential) group of Stereo-Types that consist of approximately 328 Stereo-Doubles, each
of which change one another, one by one, in one of Directions of their possible further
development.
10.10144.

Here, you should understand well the very essence of the inertial process, with
the help of which, not only a NUU-VVU-Form, but also any other Form of existence can
manifest in our outer Formo-system of Worlds.
10.10145.

10.10146.

NUU-VVU is a natural product of the inertial dynamics of different-quality energy-

information waves; it is a specific reflection (in structures of this Space-Time) of wave
characteristics of a particular rotation Cycle which is typical only of the speed dynamics
of these structures.
Any NUU-VVU-Forms which “now” are visually present in your environment, as well
as you yourself, are a definite vibration frequency of some energy-information resources
of this Space. The frequency is manifested through various speed “displacements”, in
this Continuum, of certain Formo-systems of Worlds which determine and express all
individual properties of this Space.
10.10147.

We can be visually perceived by somebody only due to the fact that Space, in which
we manifest in an integrated way, is filled with the very intensive dynamics of Time Flows.
10.10148.

Each Stereo-Type is not a body, as you imagine it; it is just a certain Configuration
of complex-spheroidal wave oscillations that have a definite “length”, “frequency”,
“amplitude” and other characteristics.
10.10149.

The Configuration of the Self-Consciousness of a Stereo-Type is a narrowlyspecific relationship between different-quality wave characteristics of a set of FieldsConsciousnesses which reflect by their creativity some Aspects of Qualities that can
manifest through this Stereo-Type.
10.10150.

This happens approximately in the following way: as a result of an inertial rotation
Shift, a wave Configuration of one Stereo-Type is tightly superimposed on an almost identical
frequency Configuration of a duvuyllerrtly-next Stereo-Type. Then, being in the same way
tightly superimposed on a third, fourth… three hundred twenty-eighth wave Configuration,
for one second, it forms a certain wave “quantum-geometric curvature” in Space.
10.10151.

As you see, nothing “material” (in our understanding) participated in this process
— only waves of Energy that carry some particular Information. That is why “the material
body”, as such, doesn’t exist and all things which we subjectively define as “dense-material”
— starting with DNA and cells and ending with our hands and legs — are just moments
of specific self-regulation of an innumerable set of energy-information flows which
structure these inertial waves.
10.10152.
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That is, waves that reflect the energy-information parameters of the Aspects of
the first Qualities are superimposed on waves of the Aspects of the second, third… fifth…
twelfth Qualities, and due to this inertial process, a certain rezonation manifestation, a
certain spatial “picture” forms in Space, which reminds me of a quantum-holographous
fractality projected into a given “rezonation point” of Space.
10.10153.

It happens in the same way as in a science fiction movie, when at first a misty
outline of “a human being’s” figure suddenly appears literally out of thin air, from the
Energy of Space, and then “the human being” manifests. This is how a holographic motion
picture is created: in fact, there is nothing of the kind at this “point”, but due to a very
quick change of waves of holographic images the observer has the impression that he sees
a dense-material presence.
10.10154.

A Continuum, with its very complex energy-information structures constantly
“displacing” relative to each other at staggering speeds, simultaneously in all possible
directions, is the “model” of a high-end, holographic projection apparatus.
10.10155.

In fact, absolutely all things in all the Universes, as well as the Universes
Themselves, are “singular-quantum, holographic projections” of Energy and Information
on the multidimensional “screens” of Space-Time, only billions of times more complex
than present-day holograms.
10.10156.

Configurations of Stereo-Types are comprised of Waves of Energy, the parameters
of which reflect the specific dynamics of each of the Aspects of Qualities, and carry inside
them all Information concerning how the maintenance of our “physical” existence must
be carried out, with what physiological processes and chemical reactions it must be
provided, and all the other things that are necessary to our physical manifestation.
10.10157.

Chemical reactions are also waves, or fields of specific types of Energy, that is
Fields-Consciousnesses. All biochemical interactions that are performed in our organism
take place not on the molecular level of reactions between acids and other “substances”
with the formation of oxides, but on the wave level.
10.10158.

Waves that represent the Aspects of Qualities of one “substance” begin to inertially
interact with waves that express the Aspects of Qualities of another “substance”. In the
process of this interaction, there is a Synthesis that creates some third thing. We say in this
case that this acid (one “substance”) interacts with something else (another “substance”)
and a third “substance” appears.
10.10159.

A NUU-VVU-Form is a local reflection of certain nonlocal wave interactions. All
Forms focused by Us are Fields-Consciousnesses, but, in each of the “rezonation zones”
of Space-Time, certain “material” forms appear in them with “material” characteristics
which we call the kidney, the heart, hormones, enzymes neurons, and so on.
10.10160.

Let us take, for example, radio waves: they’re always there, but we don’t hear
them or feel their vibrations until we turn on the radio. When the radio is turned on, it
10.10161.
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is possible to say that — through transistors, resistors, speakers and other devices — a
partial “materialization” of this wave takes place, for example, in the form of a song.
A great number of songs and all kinds of sounds surround us; everything is filled
with sounds, but we don’t hear them until the radio is turned on and it starts to transform,
one by one, diverse waves into oscillations perceptible to us.
10.10162.

A NUU-VVU-Form is a visual, psychical and mental-sensual illusion of one moment
manifestation, in our Self-Consciousness, of the wave range as a result of specific quality
transformations of our outer Space, and the intensive inertial dynamics of rotation Shifts
are the main mechanism of transformation of these waves into the range of what is “visible
and audible to us”.
10.10163.

In other words, NUU-VVU is a complex configuration like a radio “receiver” which
sequentially “combines” all Energy and Information waves (that is, Stereo-Types) that
interact among themselves exactly the way they are recorded in development scenarios of
the Worlds to which these Stereo-Types belong.
10.10164.

Or to return to the analogy, the receiver can accurately play the whole sequence
of words and notes of songs in the exact order of the songs as recorded on a disk, without
changing anything.
10.10165.

The same is true of us: all possible initial development scenarios already are, and
we choose the rotation Cycles that reflect the dynamics of our “displacement” from one
scenario into another one with the help of a purposeful “rotation of the tuning knob”
(refocusings).
10.10166.

And all of this is simple. If for some reason you don’t like the events of the chosen
scenario, then you just have to “turn the knob” slightly and you will be immediately
tuned to another frequency. I don’t know what happens at this moment in “the receiver”,
but I already “listen” to other “music.” Likewise, I don’t know what happened in the
Configuration of Self-Consciousness of the Form I focused nor do I know exactly how I
changed it to another one, but this really is not so important to me.
10.10167.

Try to understand, analyze, and draw this analogy between NUU-VVU-Forms and
the mechanism of the radio receiver which plays any of the atmospheric waves however it
is convenient to you perceptually, and changes everything the way you want. Waves played
in our Self-Consciousness are Stereo-Types which literally fill the entire Space around us,
although we don’t see them.
10.10168.

All our Stereo-Types, each and every one, are HERE, in the Space of our SelfConsciousness, and all the variants of our possible development scenarios are together
with them right here and now!
10.10169.

Everything is extremely simple: in order to tune to another wave which for some
reason cannot be reproduced by my current receiver, I just need to change this receiver
for another one of higher quality.
10.10170.
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And if I want to tune to some barely audible song (wave) from the ambient air, I
will have to amplify it many times. Therefore, to fulfill my desire, I simply need a more
powerful receiver. If, however, I want to listen to a wave of another range, I need a receiver
that reproduces waves of this range. In other words, in order to tune to the wave I need, it
is necessary to change something in the configuration of the receiver.
10.10171.

For example, say you got angry for some reason, and immediately thought: “Oops,
why am I angry, who needs it? No way, I don’t want to be angry anymore!” This is just like
the song: if for some reason you don’t like this radio station, choose another motivation
for yourself thus turning the tuning knob. In this way, you’re immediately listening to
another radio station which broadcasts a song which is more interesting to you than the
previous one.
10.10172.

You think too primitively and “materially” about the bodies you use temporarily,
about NUU-VVU-Forms, because in fact each of them manifests in this Reality only for an
instant, for a second, as a group of wave Configurations of 328 Stereo-Types, and then
immediately disappears, replaced by another group of duvuyllerrt Stereo-Types, so that
you don’t even have time to notice either its appearance or its replacement.
10.10173.

It seems to you subjectively that “the human being” you see in front of you is
one and the same “integral personality”, although it’s not quite so. “The personality” is
the same (that is, NUU-VVU), but it is dynamically formed every second by new wave
Configurations of alternating NUU-VVU-Forms (328 Stereo-Types) that manifest (are
continuously “materialized”) in our outer Space and are very similar among themselves.
10.10174.

You must also understand that there is no significant difference between the
methods of manifestation of such Forms as a cup, a refrigerator or a NUU-VVU — as
physicists state, all this is a standing wave, that is, a stable quality wave interaction, which,
being expressed in Space in a particular manner, determines a constant change of its
wave “geometry” (frequency fractality, self-similarity) in a strictly defined way.
10.10175.

The whole of Space is comprised of a multitude of standing waves with different
qualities in each of its innumerable “rezonation zones”. The waves, being superimposed
on each other, and therefore being either suppressed or modulated, form (on each of the
frequency Levels of possible Perception) absolutely all qualitative dynamics of a visible
“image” of the reality which is subjectively experienced by us and surrounds us at every
moment.
10.10176.

The general waves’ expression of each such “image” is specifically reflected in one
“relative moment” of Time. The expression can be differentiated into a set of combinations
of interactions between standing waves of different qualities, that is, into Configurations
of absolutely all objects (including NUU-VVU-Forms) that make up the wave “geometry”
of a particular area of Space. All of their joint, cohesive, and coordinated (simultaneously
on various Levels of manifestation of Energy-Plasma) dynamics form that which can be
called the Configuration of Space at every moment of observation.
10.10177.
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A hologram is also a type of the interactions of multiple standing waves, because it
always, at any moment in Time, preserves the same Configuration in each of the possible
“points” (states) of its manifestation. That is, no matter how many times the hologram
is produced, the frequency of the combinations of interacting standing waves will be
infinitely repeated at the same moments of its dynamics.
10.10178.

I would like to note that, within the dominant creative manifestations in
PROOFF-RRU, NUU-VVU is not the primary Form initially programmed only for Human
development in this diapason of dimensions (although, of course, any quantitative division
of Energy-Plasma into individual dimensional diapasons is out of the question). It is rather
a certain creative potential which helps our Universal Focuses of Self-Consciousness to
refocus sequentially into the Forms through which higher-quality synthetic processes
of all possible Aspects of the two dominant Pure Cosmic Qualities (ALL-Will-of-ALLIntelligence + ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom) are performed.
10.10179.

10.10180.

NUU-VVU is just a mediatory (or diffusgent) biological Form of Self-Consciousness;

its Configuration is specifically structured to enable the manifestation of some
types of Collective Intelligences of other “human” and “human-like” Proto-Forms of
GOOLGAMAA-A, which I’ll discuss a little later.

Only NUULL-VVU-Forms make possible the Direction of “purely” Human
development (ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Love) in this diapason of dimensions. Its
Configuration is initially modeled and designed only for the implementation of Synthesis
in this particular Direction. Of course, this process in no way can be performed without
the corresponding background participation of all Aspects of the other ten Qualities.
10.10181.

Individual properties of NUULL-VVU-Forms differ very much from those of NUUVVU. The difference is neither in external subjective characteristics nor in the illusory
difference of racial features (NUULL-VVU-Forms are present in absolutely all “human”
races) but in their internal (psychic and spiritual) manifestations, including some
extraordinary abilities and creative capacities evident in the outer World.
10.10182.

For example, when you are focused in a NUULL-VVU, you will never be able to “kill”
another “personality” or commit any other conscious act of violence or aggression to “a
human being” or to any other living creatures. High Altruism of imaginative Perception
and deep Intellect of nondiscrete, analytical Thinking are some of the most obvious signs
of the refocusing of your UFS into the Direction of the creative realization in Human
NUULL-VVU-Forms.
10.10183.

Since, for the time being, we mostly use diffusgent “human” (in quotes!) Forms
in our egoistically-motivated refocusings, I’ll allow myself to use only the term “NUUVVU-Form” to refer to the Forms with Configurations of the very much “underdeveloped
aspects” of karmic Channels of the two lower Centers.
10.10184.

But let’s continue our consideration of our circumstances. As I have mentioned
many times, the Destiny of each “human being” is sequentially created by his Thoughts,
10.10185.
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Desires, habits and features of his character. Our Destiny is a result of our voluntary
moment by moment refocusings in the multidimensional and different-quality structure
of our Self-Consciousness.
That’s why each “personality” always has the feasible possibility of intentionally
correcting and improving its own Destiny by changing the quality of its thinking, feeling
and habits. An inveterate scoundrel can become a right-minded citizen, a hardened
prostitute can become the most honest wife, and a hopeless beggar can become a nouveau
riche.
10.10186.

This is because each of us lives only as and faces only that which one has scrupulously
modeled in one’s Self-Consciousness and persistently experienced in one’s Life. What one
has managed to create inside and outside oneself is what one has chosen as a way of life;
who one has managed to become up to now is one’s way of being.
10.10187.

A single Thought full of Love or one poisoned with hatred, if it is sufficiently
concentrated on and focused for a long time in one’s Self-Consciousness, can greatly
affect the subtle process of continuous refocusing, manifesting our UFS either in Forms
of Worlds with more favorable conditions for our development and with life scenarios
suitable for it, or in NUU-VVU-Forms of Worlds in which the destructive conditions of
existence suppress our ability to express the higher Levels of Creative Potential of our
Stereo-Form.
10.10188.

Thoughts full of anxiety and resentment, uncertainty and fear, spite and the desire
for revenge exhaust us physically, depress us and enervate us. They reduce our efficiency
and prevent us from expressing our ongoing, more creative tendencies.
10.10189.

On the other hand, Thoughts based on Love and Kindness, Understanding and
Compassion, and Trust and Forgiveness, considerably and reliably improve our psychic
and physical health, increasing our decisiveness and positive psychic energy. They inspire
us to even greater creative endeavors, thus increasing our working efficiency.
10.10190.

Since the World around us always corresponds exactly to all our Conceptions of
it, when we are steadily focused on higher-quality Forms of our mutual coexistence with
it, we may sequentially choose, among the entire set of moment-to-moment “Offers” of
the Universe in this vibration range, only those Worlds which, at this moment, suit all our
current beliefs and ideas about the meaning of Life.
10.10191.

That’s why all our “individual” meanings of Life are nothing more than a true
game of the mind, because each “human being” takes everything for the absolute Truth,
if he is internally ready to accept it, depending on the Level of his Perception and his
Conceptions.
10.10192.

Every “human being” is always ready to prove to others his own veracity, sincerely
presenting it as the Truth. But “our truth” is just our “personal” opinion formed from “a
personal” Experience, or from an understanding or misunderstanding of something, an
10.10193.
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acceptance or nonacceptance; this is our specific mood at a given moment, our faith in
that which is “now” absolute in our creative thinking.
On the way to his goal, every “human being” incessantly accepts and creates,
rejects and distorts any veracity which he may wish to understand through his Experience
to advance in his “individual” Evolution and acquisition of wisdom. That’s why he will try
to find everywhere only the sources of Information which confirm to that which he wants
to believe.
10.10194.

This is exactly the case with the notions of absolute “Good” and absolute “Evil”.
That which makes you feel comfort and pleasure, which you consider useful to yourself,
to your World and to your environment, is perceived of as “Good”; and everything which
brings you inconveniences and grief, or gives rise to fear and prejudice, or inflicts pain
and suffering on you, which in your opinion is not useful either to you or to your outward
World is unconditionally referred to as “Evil”.
10.10195.

But very often we don’t even think that the things that give comfort and pleasure
to us can bring pain, misfortune, adversity or disaster to other “people”. The ignorance
we exercise in such actions is temporarily disguised as “Good” (only to ourselves!), but
when it brings us so-called troubles, problems and misfortunes, then it is “Evil”. Because
we keep ignoring the Lessons which Life gives us, we don’t take cause and effect into
consideration; it requires even harder work for our Self-Consciousness which is often
sluggish. Consequences of such Lessons are actually always GOOD, because they help us
to refocus more quickly into more perfect NUU-VVU-Forms.
10.10196.

“Good” and “Evil”, which we are used to perceiving as Forces opposing and eternally
at war with each other, are really One Universal Force that has its own organizing function
in this three-dimensional diapason of the creative manifestation of all Formo-systems of
Creation. Its function is to provide a Synthesis of Qualities and detailed structuring of all
possible creative processes on Its basis.
10.10197.

The seeming difference in the directions of the Force appears in our SelfConsciousness only because we are unable to understand sufficiently and coherently the
very essence of all cause and effect relations that induce in our Perception the impression
that certain manifestations of the Creativity of This Universal Transmuting Force oppose
one another.
10.10198.

One reason we divide the One Harmonious Whole into opposites is our tendency
to selfishly consider any phenomenon or action only from the point of view of the
“chakram personalities” of our two lower (in fact animal!) Centers. That is, we may speak
or act “from somewhere below”, in the lower Centers, where the probability of a mistake is
99.99% due to a total absence of authentic Information about the true causes of any event.
10.10199.

Instead of trying to rise just a little above our own egoism, with its animal fear,
innumerable taboos and most absurd doubts, instead of trying to look at a problem
or conflict from the point of view of a sage who is even-minded with the Spiritual
10.10200.
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Comprehension of doubtless goodness in everything that happens, we rush to sink in our
rabid logic to low, illusory levels of categoricalness or duality, assessing everything “in
this way or that way”, but not otherwise.
The only purpose of any event or phenomenon is to give each of us a chance to
adopt a particular attitude in our Self-Consciousness to circumstances that appeared in
our Life on the basis of our already available “personal” life Experience and “accumulated”
Information.
10.10201.

Indeed, we don’t hide in our houses when night falls, but make good use of this
objective phenomenon of nature, which happens because the Earth rotates around the
Sun and on its own axis.
10.10202.

The “chakram personalities” of each of the qualitative Levels of the two lower
(animal) Centers and of the two, next higher (Human) Centers always evaluate the same
event differently, only on their own way, because the realizational Forms of the Collective
Intelligences of each of the structural Levels of our Self-Consciousness have completely
different abilities to perceive and observe all things that happen in their entirety, in the
inseparable Unity of other phenomena and events.
10.10203.

“Good” and “Evil” exist not in the event or phenomenon itself, but in the
peculiarities of each individual system which perceives and categorizes events and
phenomena as one or the other. This is characteristic of the Configurations of all StereoTypes we use in our life creativity.
10.10204.

Some “chakram personalities” creatively realize themselves through karmic
Channels of some NNAASSMM, in their characteristic vibration ranges, while other
“chakram personalities” (and, together with them, our other realizational UU-VVU-copies)
creatively realize themselves through other Configurations.
10.10205.

Each of these “personalities” inside our Self-Consciousness tries to use any
situation, any event, only for its own creative purposes, on the basis of its own ability of
Perception and Information accessible only to it.
10.10206.

Both “Good” and “Evil” are eternal, creative Principles. All the different-quality
rotation dynamics of the Formo-systems together with all their contents, including us,
are constantly formed and maintained in infinite Creation through an active creative
interaction of these Principles.
10.10207.

The higher the quality of the Level of Cognition and Comprehension of the
true Essence of the Creation, the less the illusory sense of separation and devised
duality affect the Self-Consciousness of “a human being”. Instead, ALL-Integrity and
ALL-Unity of the eternal Universal Existence of all realizational Forms of Collective
Cosmic Intelligences are manifested more clearly and reflected more precisely in all
circumstances of his Life.
10.10208.
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Therefore, there are no absolute Truths nor can there be. Each “personality”
is endowed with individual capacities that permit it to find and confirm in its SelfConsciousness its “personal” criteria for determining “its own absolute Truth”.
10.10209.

And it is the quality of means we choose that determines the final result of our
life creativity: hatred can beget only animosity, and peace and Harmony are achieved only
through peacefulness and good tranquility.
10.10210.

That is why, in any situation, depending on the quality of individual preferences
and the criteria used, each “human being” creates independently of others his “personal”
Form of existence, “truth” recognized only by him, and his own Destiny.
10.10211.

Along with limitations that boost our creativity, there are limitations formed
by feelings of fear, despair, revenge or hostility that suppress the creative aspect in us.
Depending on our attitude toward ourselves and toward the World, any problem can either
become an insurmountable obstacle or be taken by us as a challenge of Life for which we
must give a worthy answer and find the unique right solution in current circumstances.
10.10212.

In any types of interrelationships including those in which the participants may
be (besides people) animals, plants, objects, and different geographical locations or forces
of nature, our feelings of Happiness come at the moment we express Love through our
Consciousness, and our level of Happiness completely depends on the strength of our
expression.
10.10213.

In the same way, feelings of unhappiness result from destructive states like doubt,
uncertainty, disappointment, fear, envy, spite and anger expressed outward from our SelfConsciousness into the World.
10.10214.

The less such negative emotional responses as spite and irritancy, discontent and
rigidity, intractability and antagonism provoked, in their turn, by categoricalness and
reprehension are present in relationships, the stronger the relationship will be. Constant
criticism considerably increases our self-isolation, and we perceive the World as “alien
and hostile”. In this way, criticism decreases greatly the Level our Perception.
10.10215.

If you don’t fear “the future”, if you are confident in your current Choices, then no
outside criticism will have a destructive, negative effect on you or your Destiny!
10.10216.

It is said: “Bless them that curse you!” This is because if you look closely, blessing
“your enemy” is praise you address to Yourself in your probable “future”.
10.10217.

Sincerely acknowledging someone with a kind word, a noble intention or
a benevolent action, or admiring aloud someone’s beauty, agility or kindness, you
consciously increase actual or potential “Good”. In doing so, you are consciously modeling
and creating for your “future” Configurations (into which you will definitely refocus one
day) all favorable conditions for the expression of positive reactions, not only from those
who may “now” criticize or place blame on you, but also from all other “people”.
10.10218.
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At a certain stage of its development, each Form of Self-Consciousness (“incarnated
personality”) must understand, find out that it has known and realized itself in the current
state, that it feels discomfort, and that it can and must go to the state that logically follows
the “current” one.
10.10219.

Basically, comprehension of this fact and the extent of our awareness of it makes
each of us constantly try to refocus into a higher-quality Stereo-Type (from among the
entire set of them), in which we will experience the next stage of our development and the
“deepening” of our Self-knowledge. At the end of every stage of our development, we will
experience similar dissatisfaction and discomfort.
10.10220.

So, in the Universal process of development of any Form of Collective Intelligence,
the result of Cause and Effect is that however pleasing our “current” state, it will always
eventually be perceived by us as unsatisfactory and uninteresting, and the following state
to which we aspire usually seems to us a much better one.
10.10221.

No event takes place without a positively predetermined Cause behind it. Wars,
cataclysms, “personal” and social tragedies, the fixed movement of celestial bodies, as well
as all the laws of Existence and Nature, Love and hatred, relativity and Unity — everything
always occurs only as the result of a particular Cause that determines the unfolding of
any event.
10.10222.

Cause is always found in its Effect, and Effect, in turn, is always found in its Cause
and finally becomes similar to It.
10.10223.

There is no such thing as “chance” or “accident” — everything happens in Life in
accordance with the quality of your moment by moment refocusings performed in the
multidimensional structure of your Self-Consciousness.
10.10224.

This Spiritual Process represents a universal and infinite chain of hidden Causes and
evident Effects, and there is no need to add to this chain, because everything — absolutely
everything! — is, from the outset, accurately linked together by multidimensional force
interrelations.
10.10225.

All Formo-systems of Worlds are firmly based on this inviolable cause-and-effect
foundation. If someone’s limited mind is unable to trace thoroughly the positive Cause in
any situation that induced the manifestation of a negative or destructive action, it doesn’t
mean at all that there is no such Cause; only one who is able to see as a whole all the
elements of this event or phenomenon, and their complex interrelationships, can assess
the process objectively.
10.10226.

When we observe only a very small, superficial part of that which happens
somewhere outside us, in the deep inside of something, we can form our opinion only
about the function which we impose on the part, and that rarely coincides with the
primary function of an event or phenomenon in its entirety.
10.10227.
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It is very silly and unwise every time to try to apply standards developed by your
mind to any inexplicable phenomena or situations. But it’s even more misguided and
senseless to declare nonexistent everything that you are unable to explain on the basis of
your limited conception of Truth, and to squeeze by force everything incomprehensible
to you into the narrow confines of the description of the world to which you adhere.
10.10228.

Having thoroughly studied and deeply mastered a system of Knowledge, one
must have great Intuition and extensive life Experience so as not to let oneself sink in it
or to become its prisoner and consider it the only true and possible system of immutable
Truths.
10.10229.

This is because, in time, the system which “now” seems to you so convenient,
impeccable and right can prove to be obsolete or erroneous in the light of new, more
complete and higher quality Information. You will be able to continue to move forward
in your Spiritual Development only by constantly revising your thinking and feeling to
allow for higher quality Ideas and the possibility of new daring conclusions.
10.10230.

After all, Life is an eternal Process of continuous and inexhaustible Creativity!
Those who constantly cite the opinions and instructions of acknowledged “authorities”,
but are unable to contribute something truly valuable and essential of their own to the
depository of humankind’s Collective Intelligence train only their primitive memories,
leaving their Minds and Spirits inactive.
10.10231.

The development of any Form of Collective Intelligence, irrespective of the
number of all kinds of different qualitative variants suggested by the development, is
always implemented purposefully, in accordance with an inherent Program that contains
a finished picture of Creation, its final state — the Purpose that must be fulfilled.
10.10232.

A Collective Intelligence of a higher Level (degree of development) of SelfConsciousness is initially always aware of the state to which It should bring each part of
Its Creation. That’s why the required state is certainly achieved by duvuyllerrt inertial
refocusings of Self-Consciousness into Configurations of the NUU-VVU-Forms that are
necessary to It.
10.10233.

In order to understand better what is meant here, consider the experience of
tasting a fruit before it’s ripe, such as a green watermelon. It’s unappetizing, and those
who never tasted it when ripe may doubt that it’s an edible fruit at all. Only when we wait
for the moment it’s fully ripe, can we savor its pleasing sweetness and derive the benefits
of this fruit.
10.10234.

We “people”, developing step by step in many of our different qualitative StereoTypes, sometimes undergo difficult, negative and painful states that make some of us
wonder whether there is any sense at all in the existence of “people” as a Form of Collective
Intelligence.
10.10235.

But it is quite obvious to the more developed ones among you who have understood
some of the Mysteries of Creation, that eventually, when “people” have compulsorily gotten
10.10236.
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through all the lower Forms of their creative realization, have accumulated sufficient life
Experience, and have become fully ripe for the achievement of the true Goal (Cause)
of their Cosmic Destination, they will be able to perceive themselves in states that are
completely opposite to the ones that “now” give rise to confusion, disgust, and “a fair”
resentment in them.
In order to become truly Immortal, you must learn to feel always distinctly that
from now on you “personally” are included in the Infinite Life of the Cosmos, where
everything — absolutely everything — is interrelated on the basis of mutual respect and
mutual understanding.
10.10237.

You must deeply understand and feel that, in each of the innumerable Worlds
where “you live”, you are first of all an integral part and a Plenipotentiary Representative
of the Universal Fraternity which is united in its creativity, and that all “people” around
you are brothers to each other and to you. Your acquired egoism must not blind the “Eyes”
of your Soul to this oneness with everything such that you separate yourself, anybody or
anything from other “people”, from animals or from the whole of Nature.
10.10238.

As opposed to the universal interconnecting Principle of Life, any event perceived
by you as “Death” is, in essence, a natural result of separation of one thing from another
thing, a consequence of a gradual loss of internal interrelationships with primary Causes
that has conditioned your entire existence.
10.10239.

That is why Altruism, as a specific manifestation of the Principle of the Interrelation
of All with All (Unity), is a property absolutely indispensable to the renewal and support
of Life of any Form of Collective Intelligence, including “humans”.
10.10240.

Gradually sliding down into egoistic choices, any “personality” inevitably loses
the aptitude for Altruism, which means that with each egocentric choice in its Life, it
actively undermines and breaks in its Self-Consciousness those innumerable positive
force interrelations which support and fill Life itself with an all-uniting Meaning and with
a collective life Creativity for the sake and benefit of the more immense and intelligent
Whole. It is this unified Whole which is the Primary Cause of our manifestation in each
of innumerable Worlds.
10.10241.

Primitive “people” lived such short lives not because of hard physical conditions,
but because they were too egocentric and had no idea about altruistic Choices. They
were completely unaware of the fact that they could have naturally and comfortably
acted unselfishly in their relationships with others as unmercenary benefactors and well
wishers.
10.10242.

Becoming more separate and isolated from others in their choices, completely
retreating into their “personal” problems and concerns, “people” ruin the self, eliminating
the sacred interrelationships which provide the forward momentum of their Lives; thus,
they doom themselves to a quick refocusing into Forms which are much less useful and
much less beneficial to the One Whole than other Forms that participate actively in a free,
altruistic energy interchange.
10.10243.
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It is well-known that when “a personality” is ignorant of the true causes of tragic
events or critical situations and is unable to find a satisfactory explanation for them, the
psychological stress and negativity that may result are able to do great damage to the
telomeres (specific DNA regions of “a human being”) located at the ends of chromosomes
and which perform a protective function.
10.10244.

Such damage leads to a drastic reduction in the life of the cells, which, in turn,
results in a very substantial reduction of the Lifespan of “a human being” whose organism
is often subject to all kinds of destructive actions.
10.10245.

It has been proven that the DNA telomeres of extremely negative or hostile “people”
are so suppressed that they take the shape typical of the telomeres of “people” who are
10-15 years older.
10.10246.

The whole secret of youth, the psychological and physical health of “a human
being” is equivalent to the quality of his stable accumulated Creative Activity: the higher
the VLOOOMOOT and the quality of NNAASSMM, the younger and healthier “the human
being” feels himself in general.
10.10247.

That is why it is often said that kind and sympathetic people seem ageless, while
evil and chronically envious “people” are not only unhealthy, but also look bad as well.
10.10248.

Because the former try TO LIVE their Lives peacefully and in a psychological state
of serenity, and contribute Kindness, Understanding, and Harmony to their environment,
while the latter just SPEND their days suffering, in constant fear, anxiety or irritability,
acting out their judgment and distrust of everybody.
10.10249.

Only Altruistic Goals fill us with that true and unconquerable Life Force which
allows us to continuously maintain the level of “personality” self-awareness we have
achieved, even at those critical moments when one of our innumerable manifested Forms,
having exhausted its original life resource, ceases to exist, so that it seems to others that
our “Death” has come.
10.10250.

When “people” understand and realize at a deep level that all of us are, first of
all, Forms of the different qualitative creative realization of Universal Energy (which,
by its Nature, never disappears and possesses Eternal Existence), then the strongest and
most persistent of our psychological fears — the fear of “Death” — will disappear per
se, opening in front of us the door to the next, higher quality Levels of Cognition and
Perception of the many other Worlds of Universal Reality.
10.10251.

I am sure that I am far from being alone in my complete conviction of the
authenticity and validity of the Knowledge proposed to you in IISSIIDIOLOGY. I believe
that many of humankind’s great intellects will be inspired to significant new discoveries
and scientific achievements because of the Information which I have tried to thoroughly
convey and bring to human Consciousness through my books.
10.10252.
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Let me remind you that back in 1957, a well-known American physicist, Hugh
Everett III, in his doctorate thesis, “The Many Worlds Interpretation of Quantum
Mechanics”, derived a formula that proved mathematically that which in 1927 Niels
Bohr and Werner Heisenberg termed the “Copenhagen Interpretation”. According to it,
everything that we perceive as one Universe actually exists as an innumerable number of most
incredible opportunities which, being superimposed on each other, form an infinite number of
other — “parallel or alternative” — Universes.
10.10253.

Based on this, the Life of a “human being” can be imagined as a particular
journey along the timeline of one of the innumerable opportunities available in each of
innumerable Universes, — a journey which from time to time is accompanied by “jumps”
into other opportunities (in other Universes). Whatever dream or fantasy we can imagine,
we can and do experience in them.
10.10254.

That is why, in any act of choice, as I have already mentioned, between this or
that probability, there is the real actualization of ALL imaginable (and “unimaginable”!)
variants of this choice, in all its quantum possibilities. But each variant is implemented in
a different Universe that differs from all others Universes in this choice.
10.10255.

It doesn’t matter “what” or “who” chooses at a given moment: whether it’s an
electron that is aware of the direction of its movement during the branching of a wave
function (the so-called “splitting of worlds”) or a human being who decides that he should
act in this way and not that. There already exist all possible outcomes of wave equations,
all possible variants of our every moment by moment choice. Note that this statement,
which expresses the essence of Everettics, implies the Principle of Immortality I’m trying
to make clear to you.
10.10256.

By the way, Everett’s theory still remains one of the most radical in science, with
which many fear to agree, but none have been able to disprove either. It is well known in
scientific circles that one criterion of the significance of any discovery is the extent of its
insanity. In quantum mechanics, which by itself is so complicated that it may seem insane
to most physics students, Everett’s theory is considered to be one of the most complex
interpretations.
10.10257.

Everett’s interpretation of quantum mechanics calls into question all conceptions
of the Universe. In the 1970s, a well-known historian, M. Jammer, called it “one of the
best kept secrets in this century”. Everett’s theory has more opponents than supporters,
but nobody has managed to find a mistake in it for fifty years, although the theory was
meticulously analyzed by well-respected scientists such as DeWitt, Graham, Prigozhin,
Shklovskiy, Ginzburg, Petersen, Gronewald, and Wiener. The first positive reviewers were
Everett’s teacher, John Wheeler, who considered Everett to be a scientist among the likes
of Newton and Einstein, and Nobel Prize winner, Niels Bohr.
10.10258.

I think that now scientists face an equally complicated task: to try to understand all
the Information I lay out here, and to achieve such a state of Self-Consciousness as a result
of this material when this universal Knowledge becomes not my personal interpretation
10.10259.
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of the organization of the Human Being and of Creation but is understood to be a natural
part of their own Self-Consciousness of which they are fully aware. Indeed, becoming
familiar with the Information is one thing, but becoming this Knowledge is another; it is
an absolutely different Level of Perception.
Dear scientists! I have appeared in your Time Flow not to elevate myself above
you or to diminish you because of my own deeper Understanding of the Principles of the
complex organization of outer reality. I am in your “now” only to help you to awake inside
yourselves the internal knowledge which is inherent in your Self-Consciousness.
10.10260.

It is quite obvious that it is simply impossible to use previous conceptions about
nature around us to construct a universal theory which unites all forces at high energy
values and which at the same time does not contradict experimental data obtained at low
energy values.
10.10261.

This task exceeds my ability, because I am neither a physicist, a chemist, a biologist
nor a mathematician. But you, modern scientists, are born for it! I should not need to teach
you that Einstein’s well-known theory represents a commendable start, but not a final
and complete theory of gravitation, because it describes gravitation only at macrocosmic
distances that considerably exceed Planck’s length.
10.10262.

You, theorists and practitioners of science, know well that at very low and very
high energies all forces manifest differently. Strong interactions are extremely intensive,
while weak and electromagnetic interactions manifest to a considerably lesser degree.
10.10263.

In quantum field theory, all forces depend on distance. Electromagnetic interaction
weakens as distance increases, and increases at shorter distances and high energy. On the
other hand, a strong interaction behaves in the opposite: it weakens at short distances
and high energy, but at quite high energies it may be equal to the intensity of a weak and
electromagnetic interaction. When extrapolating all the three forces, they become even
(that is, they “come together”) in the area of extreme (for our estimation) super high
energies — about 1018 GeV.
10.10264.

This level of unification Energy is very close to the threshold after which gravitation
turns into a type of strong interaction (gravitation belongs to the category of very weak
interactions at low energies). But, according to Einstein, the force of gravitational
attraction is inseparably connected with mass (which is equivalent to the quantity of
energy), and increases in proportion to the square of energy. It quickly becomes even or
united at Planck’s scales of energy of about 1019 GeV, uniting with all other forces.
10.10265.

So the great unification of all the Forces of Nature must also apply to gravitation
in these conditions. It becomes evident that, within Planck’s scale, an utterly new theory is
needed which would differ in principle from quantum field theory because new physical
laws begin to govern changes at super small distances and at super high energies.
10.10266.

This new theory — I would like to call it “the theory of universal unification”
— must finally correlate all Forces of Nature, macrocosmic and microcosmic, develop
10.10267.
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absolutely new concepts of interaction of Space-Time, and answer fundamental questions
of quantum gravitation and cosmology. But I must warn you that it will also become the
reason for a deep disruption in scientific circles, because the metaphysical conclusions
that will come out of this theory will be unacceptable to many inveterate materialists.
To develop this theory, it’ll be necessary to abandon attempts to re-interpret or
revise existing knowledge and developments. Instead, a real intellectual revolution must
take place in the minds and conceptions of many scientists concerning space and time,
matter and antimatter, gravitation and antigravitation.
10.10268.

The task of IISSIIDIOLOGY is to help scientists of sound judgment, who represent
a new (what I call “indigo”) generation in modern science, lay a small bridge over the
abyss between physical sciences and the new “metaphysics”. Bridging these disciplines
will allow for a radical restructuring of our entire “future” by introducing a perfectly new
World view into the structures of “peoples’” Self-Consciousness.
10.10269.

The division of physics and metaphysics is artificial; it’s the result of discrete, dual
and limited thinking, and that’s why it cannot exist in higher quality Continuums. I am
doing my best to break down this barrier once devised by the ignorant.
10.10270.

10.10271.

IISSIIDIOLOGY is something like “a Buddhic infusion” which I am “forcibly

injecting” into the imaginary brain of “humankind’s” Collective Consciousness. As a
result of its action, very soon science will develop in new directions, new theories will be
formulated, and discoveries that will stagger any imagination will be made.

The General Field Equation already exists and will be discovered with the help of
this Knowledge. Everything that I describe which is perceived today as science fiction will
soon be discovered, confirmed, revealed, and proven.
10.10272.

I am a dilettante in many sciences not because my brain is unable to encompass
the things currently known, but because my task is to impart a New Impulse, a New View,
and a Correct Direction. If I treated the Information I receive from the point of view of
a scientific apologist who firmly adheres to his own authority totally based on already
outdated views, the Information I have to impart would be lost in the innumerable details
of the applied sciences.
10.10273.

Yes, I am a dilettante, but you are Scientists! And those of you who are really
worthy of this Title will be able to build on the basis of the intuitive Information which I
give in IISSIIDIOLOGY a New and much truer foundation which truly synthesizes Science
and Spirituality into one Whole.
10.10274.

We are entering a new Cosmic Era, and so we need to reject the old traditional,
very convenient, but too narrow and limited notions which are blind to the Perfection
and Beauty of new Worlds. The utterly new concepts I’ve introduced, the new meaning
with which I have imbued all your previous conceptions are the indispensable attributes
of our “nearest Future”, a more perfect New World.
10.10275.
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In that “Future”, many currently familiar conceptions which I have to use, such as the
dimension of a space-time Continuum, Time, gravitation and antigravitation, “substance”
and “antisubstance”, field interactions, and force interactions, have a completely different,
much deeper and higher quality sense. And we together are to arrive at this new sense.
10.10276.

That is why, when thoroughly studying IISSIIDIOLOGY, you must try not to be
conflicted by the dualisms that cloud the mind — conflicts between old conceptions of
phenomena and established terms and popular theories, and the new view of the entire
energy-information structure of Creation.
10.10277.

Unfortunately, in the present scientific fields, there is still active a double standard
of evaluation of the importance of discoveries, theories, and hypotheses. It is common
practice to be indulgent with probable interpretations only of those major issues which
are considered as already acknowledged and approved by the majority of apologists of
science.
10.10278.

While notions such as “right” and “wrong” determine your reactions to anything,
you’ll try to protect “your conception of truth”, and your “self-righteousness” to the very
end. Being stubborn as well, you won’t change your critical judgments about this new
Knowledge if you’re sure that it will hurt your reputation, authority, or your false devotion
to some theorist who — Heaven forbid! — will suddenly turn out to be wrong.
10.10279.

Many of you are also afraid of being laughed at by those who have inviolably
established themselves in old conceptions and are wittingly ready to criticize, mock, and
categorically repudiate anything new which might strongly shake the foundations of the
current authorities. But while you’re under such strong influence and control, while the
scientific establishment remains more valuable to you than the opportunity to know
deeper Levels of Truth, you will never be a real Scientist.
10.10280.

Now we observe a crucial moment in quite a long and complex process, the
emergence of a new Science which aids us in making a great evolutional jump to Levels of
a much higher Consciousness. This higher Consciousness is universal to all humankind
which has “grown up” already and which decisively enters into a new phase of its Cosmic
Development.
10.10281.

In fact, we become witnesses to the practical realization of the process of
Evolution in action — the obvious transition of Forms inside the Collective Intelligence
of humankind from one biological species to another. An important step will be taken in
this Direction when science revises the outdated principle of adhering only to analytically
impartial objectivity when studying Nature and its Laws, and acknowledges other methods
of cognition of the Truth, including intuitive ones.
10.10282.

This step, beyond any doubt, will help considerably accelerate and simplify deeper
understanding (of scientists of various fields) of the functioning Principles of the true
model of Creation, of new and fundamental discoveries and visionary revelations in
science, penetrating into the highly complex Levels of human Consciousness.
10.10283.
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This step is also necessary because, taking into account the highest intensive
dynamics (that defies not only our influence but even the boldest and greatest imagination)
of the incessantly changing conditions of internal transformations of the Universe, it
is just absurd for us to talk any longer about “objectivity or subjectivity” in regard to
any Forms of Its creative manifestation. Moreover there are other spheres of Knowledge
previously unacknowledged by us that are the domain of psychics, extrasensory perception
and spiritual “studies”.
10.10284.

Humankind now closely approaches that invisible border of its Existence beyond
which is the end of forced confinement in the “roughly-sensitive” physiological bodies
of our creative manifestation. Crossing it, We access the open Cosmos and much more
dynamic and harmonious Life than we can imagine.
10.10285.

As our complete dependence on the physical-biological conditions of Life finally
comes to an end, we will enjoy a decisive victory over “Death” and set out on the beginning
of a completely unimaginable and amazing stage of our further Spiritual Path. This Path
makes possible focusing in projections with more universal wave Configurations of SelfConsciousness as well as a more active participation in general planetary processes typical
of the Collective Intelligence of our Star Entity.
10.10286.

The replacement of the biological “capsules” which We currently focus by “virtual”
ones is just another natural inertial process in our endless Evolution. This stage is far
from bringing us at least slightly closer to the achievement of the Goal before us: the
Spiritual Path (which is initially destined for all Forms) leads all of us deeper and deeper
into Infinity, into the very Essence of Our universal Source.
10.10287.

It is quite possible that the universal Knowledge of IISSIIDIOLOGY will help today’s
brave and brilliant minds reach new objectives of deeper learning and an understanding
of the structure of the Universe, and will facilitate the birth, in “the very near future”, of a
new (all-encompassing) “theory of the singular organization of the Universe”.
10.10288.

So, don’t be afraid to try to understand the complex information contained here
because you may become the “material” encourager and initiator of another restructuring
of the Collective Consciousness of humankind, whose scientific and spiritual creativity
will inspire billions of people to conscious intensive refocusings into new — still higher
quality — Formo-systems of Creation!
10.10289.

After all, the only essential difference between a genius and an ordinary “human
being” is that the mind of the genius is not covered with the crust of established dogmas
and taboos. The mind of a genius is completely open to any intellectual process which
allows to positively perceive and contemplate inside truly daring, incredible Thoughts
unlimited by any the confines so common to the timid and preconceived mind of the
ordinary “person”.
10.10290.

On the other hand, the genius (even if he is considered a complete dilettante in
the scientific and other fields) doesn’t have any “material” limitations in his infinitely
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open, intuitive thinking. In his irrepressible attempts to get to the Truth, to understand
and explain the Meaning of Everything, he is not afraid to put together something
“incompatible, absurd and unlikely” which may be repudiated and negated by others.
Step out from the limits of routine discrete thinking and become geniuses so that
you can begin to access truly boundless Worlds in your Self-Consciousness! To put it more
simply, those of you who manage, on the basis of the Information given in IISSIIDIOLOGY,
to reconsider definitions of all the laws of natural science, psychology, genetics and other
applied sciences that seemed unshakable and invariable to all of us before, will open,
discover and recognize their own genius!
10.10292.

When you have Knowledge of such an infinite Level as contained in IISSIIDIOLOGY,
there can be nothing in your outer reality that could be fearsome to you, because you will
be absolutely sure that there is not and cannot be anything in your eternal Existence that
can threaten, enslave or intimidate you in any way.
10.10293.

Any kind of fear is nothing when you have this Knowledge which, in spite of
your own will, desire and logic, step by step reliably draws you out of the swamp of the
millennia-long shackles of limited Life into infinite Existence unlimited by anything. This
Knowledge allows you to become internally aware of the inseparable unity with All that
eternally coexists in Creation, and day by day develops your ability to accept even greater
Knowledge which I have already prepared for your more matured Perception ready for a
constructive dialogue.
10.10294.

Once you know Everything That Is, you will completely refocus into It and will
become the boundless and universal internal Knowledge of the Creator of EVERYTHING
— infinite Life, unlimited Freedom of Thought and the unconditional Joy of a conscious
creative Existence which can never become “non-existence” (“Death”) insulted by your
ignorance.
10.10295.

What you know is what you become! And if you want to become the very image of
Creative Immortality and live immortal Life infinitely, unlimited by anything or anybody,
you must learn how to fully experience every moment consciously created by you.
10.10296.

Fearlessly rid yourself of knowledge and ideals which threaten, infringe and
narrowly limit the infinite Freedom of your Life! Look directly into the eyes of all your
fears and doubts and all your uncertainties and outdated dogmas, and recognize their
illusion.
10.10297.

You must comprehend that you are eternal and that in the part of Existence yet
unknown to you there is nothing that can prevent you from the possibility of living always
in Happiness, Love and Joy. And let God, Who temporarily sleeps in you, grant you greater
Intuition and the Force of Spirit on this difficult Path!
10.10298.
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Chapter II

The newest spiritual-cosmological Conceptions of the Universe and the
human being

The unique and universal Information which I present in IISSIIDIOLOGY is meant
for the most intellectually developed and spiritually enlightened part — the avant-garde
— of the Collective Intelligence of “humankind”. The greater part of self-Conscious
Elements of It representing us as active Forms of It’s creative self-expression have already
overcome the most egoistic level of their “personalized” Self-perception.
10.10299.

But having observed the slackness and passivity with which this evolutional
Knowledge has been perceived (or not perceived at all!), I have concluded that such
progressive Information is to some extent premature for human Worlds at the present
level of development.
10.10300.

Indeed, the traditional, less advanced explanations of such processes as
“dying”, “Death” and “the afterlife”, described earlier in considerable detail through the
Planetary Levels of my “personalized” Self-Consciousness in my previous books, are
more comprehensible to most “people”. Such explanations better satisfy this part of the
Collective Intelligence of “humankind”.
10.10301.

But, with the advent of IISSIIDIOLOGY, we come to understand a very important
feature of the multidimensional structure of Creation: absolutely EVERYTHING that we
subjectively refer to as “the past” or “the future” ALREADY IS — always was and will be!
— in it’s timeless expression, and has always been present in the general human creative
Process.
10.10302.

We are used to perceiving the steady and long absence of something that was
previously part of our lives as a disappearance from the sphere of our Existence. We may
experience this as the “annihilation” at the mental perception level.
10.10303.
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But really there is only either a change of vibration frequency of our Forms (and
our outward reality) relative to some object observed by us, or a frequency transformation
of energy vibration of the object relative to the frequency we emit. As a result, it turns out
that both we and this object change “the geometry” of the outer Space-Time in different
“rezonation points”.
10.10304.

For example, lately astronomers have lost sight of thousands of comets which they
had previously observed. They don’t understand where they’ve gone. But the fact is, they
have undergone a change in their frequency parameters, and now their frequency differs
from the frequency range of Formo-systems of Worlds where we perceive ourselves.
10.10305.

Some objects around us — with our inertial “displacement” (refocusings) in
skrruullerrt systems of different qualitative Formo-systems of Worlds — cease to
participate in the development scenarios in which we focus, but still remain an integral
part of other scenarios. That is, they continue their initially predetermined existence, but
as generation sources of a different frequency and quality.
10.10306.

When we, in our turn, refocus into Worlds with other quality (frequency)
characteristics, we become part of another frequency range of Energy-Plasma. Our systems
of perception and instruments (which we use for observation and which, as anything else
in our World, exist in the same frequency range with us) are then no longer able to feel,
mentally-sensuously, that which is no longer a part of the development scenario to which
we belong at a given inertial moment.
10.10307.

If the border of dissonance between frequencies of objects that interact among
themselves is beyond definite parameters (for our Reality it is 328 “frames” per second),
these objects cannot perceive each other anymore in space.
10.10308.

To be seen, quite an active effect of mutual resonance must appear in the systems
of Self-Consciousness of interacting objects, and in a shared frequency range. This allows
them to change “the curvature” of the outer Space-Time to the same degree and, thereby,
become visible to each other.
10.10309.

So, this unmeasurable and inconceivable EVERYTHING, simultaneously manifested
in a single moment on all multidimensional energy-information Levels of Creation, like
a high-end computer program, is initially written in minute detail in the entire infinite
multiple variation of realization possibilities available to every Form of Collective
Intelligence.
10.10310.

Therefore, each of us, as a self-conscious “personality”, also is present initially
in an innumerable set of variants (affixed to their Time Flows), individually and selfconsciously manifesting on each of innumerable Levels of this simultaneous, closely
interrelated (but invisible and intangible to us owing to the difference in frequency!)
Universal Existence common to all.
10.10311.

Yes, EVERYTHING ALREADY IS whether we want that to be the case or not, whether
we acknowledge it or zealously reject it! And having superficially accepted this Truth,
10.10312.
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someone may hastily think that since everything already is, in principle, one has nothing
more to achieve. They may think that it’s no longer interesting to live as before, not
knowing what to expect ahead.
Many of you may ask yourselves: if absolutely all variants of development of
EVERYTHING initially already exist, then what is the sense of the “comedy” (or “drama”)
which is performed before our eyes as the various events of Life around us? What is the
sense of all those aspirations and incredible efforts which we have and make to achieve
anything?
10.10313.

Those of you who tried but could not fully understand the Information given in
previous IISSIIDIOLOGY books, and who continue to ask such questions don’t understand
the main point: each of you initially has all the potential possibilities (in the very structure
of your Self-Consciousness) to choose and experience freely among the entire infinite
diversity of these already existing variants those things in your inner and outer World
which are the most interesting and attractive to you than anything else at this stage of
your life creativity.
10.10314.

These actually boundless possibilities are like a constant, exciting and passionate
desire to travel, not according to a route chosen by someone else, but one inspired,
intuitively, by you, as you discover something new to you, the unknown, regardless of
whether what you find has appeared quite recently or has existed for thousands of years.
10.10315.

Although all countries of the external World, all the unique and diverse places of
the planet already exist without our knowledge and consent, they are not less interesting
or less attractive to us. They still call to us invitingly until we visit and study each location
in detail and intently, learn meticulously and thoroughly all its areas of unique interest,
know about and consider carefully the peculiarities of mentality and traditional way of
life of its inhabitants, and fully enjoy all the impressions and experiences that show us
something new and enrich our Lives.
10.10316.

You must admit that to undertake in full this kind of fascinating, exploratorycognitive, ethno-geographic project, each of us would need to live purposefully and
consciously hundreds of thousands, even millions of Lives, incessantly traveling all over
the world and scrupulously studying each of its inimitable places.
10.10317.

But when you can apprehend all this simultaneously, as if “divided” into billions
of “personalities” which are as self-conscious as you, then this project may be fulfilled in
just one Life!
10.10318.

Now, you are not quite aware of the Information which these billions of your
other “selves” receive simultaneously from their Lives (as part of their life Experience).
But this doesn’t mean that this Experience disappears with no trace or is useless to you,
lost in the unfathomable “annals” of your mysterious and incomprehensible Soul.
10.10319.

I assure you of this! There are many things you don’t do or don’t choose in your
conscious Life only because such choices have already been made (at the same moment,
10.10320.
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but in their own chronology!) through the structures of Self-Consciousness of some of
your other “selves”. You “personally” received immediately from them energy-information
impulses that contain all the Information about the Experience gained by “you” somewhere
else, in other Time Flows.
When you reach, in your Self-Consciousness, those Levels where the possibility of
conscious focusing (“introduction”) into any of these Forms (bodies) of yours becomes
a usual part of your conscious Existence, then each of the Lives which “you” live in your
“individual now” will become absolutely accessible to you as direct experience.
10.10321.

Then you’ll be able to choose for yourself, at your discretion, everything that
interests or intrigues you from among the entire body of life “stories” simultaneously
lived by you, without being overly attached to any of them, you’ll simply study them
with interest and compare them like amusing “images” that come and go like continued
glimpses through a kaleidoscope.
10.10322.

So there are many things for each of us to seek and enjoy! But are we ready to be
naturally and organically present in the specific conditions and unique life circumstances
that allow for the experiences of which we may dream self-assuredly?
10.10323.

Are we able to perform right now, accepting the responsibility and competence
necessary to each circumstance, those numerous functions which have from the beginning
been detailed in each of the possible variants of our variegated infinite Existence?
10.10324.

In spite of the completeness and detailed description of the processes of “dying”,
which I gave in the previous fifteen books of The Art of Dying or Life Between Lives series,
such knowledge still could not precisely and unambiguously answer specific questions
about what happens in the states which we define subjectively as “the afterlife”. It could
not shed light on what happens to each of us after a doctor, bending over a “lifeless” body,
makes his final pronouncement of one’s demise.
10.10325.

Even the most scrupulous knowledge of all the processes of “dying” will not reveal
anything to us, because when someone “dies”, we are faced with only the performance
perfectly played before us — the Illusion of someone’s “Death”.
10.10326.

Because it turns out that we, as “personalities” self-perceiving, self-aware, NEVER
DIE but exist always and everywhere. We continue to be, whatever the subjective verdict
pronounced over each of “our” former (now lifeless) bodies.
10.10327.

We are not at all that which is represented by the body temporarily used by us.
We — both all together and each individually — have always been alive, and will always
continue to exist consciously on all Levels of the Self-Consciousness of each of our
numerous Formo-Types, of each of the Stereo-Types of our Stereo-Forms.
10.10328.

The notion of the single-moment existence of Everything, which I introduce in
IISSIIDIOLOGY, can be very approximately equated with the esoteric understanding of
the “incarnation of Everything that ‘physically’ manifests Here and Now”, that is to say, in
10.10329.
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all multidimensional “points” of so-called “Existence”, and on all the innumerable Levels
(which exist in parallel with it) of “Non-Existence” (it is perceived in its frequency range
by its inhabitants as “Existence”, but our “Existence” is “Non-Existence” to them).
We are initially simply DESTINED for Immortality, but in response to this statement
each “human being” who perceives himself only as a particular “personality” will just
claim: “Yes, I understand that all other people, maybe, are immortal, but still what will
happen specifically to me? Where specifically will I be when I cease to be here?” This is
probably the most important and vital question asked by each “human being”.
10.10330.

And no matter how thoroughly I might describe all the “individual kinds of Death”,
no matter how many details I might try to convey of the infinite diversity of “the afterlife”
states that are very “specific” to each individual case, the phenomenon of “Death” and the
unexplored, inconceivable to our limited mind, paradox of our eternal Life still continues
to frighten “people” due to its undiscovered mystery and complete obscurity.
10.10331.

Indeed, no “human being” can experience, till the very moment of “Death”
any states he’ll perceive after a compulsory “extraction” (refocusing) from his habitual
“physical” Form. Why? Because such states simply don’t exist!
10.10332.

The one who kind of “dies” before the eyes of other “people”, “displaces” at the
same moment in his Self-Consciousness into a slightly different (in frequency parameters)
duvuyllerrt rotation Cycle and being instantly focused into Configurations of another
NUU-VVU-Form (becomes it!) no longer perceives himself in the previous “deceased”
body. He automatically continues to live on, without feeling and experiencing in any way
what is felt and experienced at this very moment by the “people” around his former body
who perceive this as a “real human Death”.
10.10333.

We never — please believe me! — NEVER perceive our “Death” in any way, because
we are always everywhere, in the entire aggregate of our Formo-Types and Stereo-Types
(“physically incarnated personalities”) that structure them, and we exist at any moment
as absolutely independent Creative Units which individually perceive themselves only in
distinct quality ranges of Energy-Plasma.
10.10334.

It will be simply impossible, however, to discover the purpose of your existence
if you try to connect in a primitive way this infinite and multidimensional EVERYTHING
just with your own “personalized” perception strongly limited by three-dimensional
duality, your biological body and illusory conceptions of yourself as the only particular
physiological Form that exists in all of Creation.
10.10335.

If you identify yourself only with the visible “personality” you perceive, that is,
whom you can observe in a mirror, then your understanding of the universal Knowledge
of IISSIIDIOLOGY is on such a low qualitative level that you will probably never be able to
answer the eternal question: what is the true meaning of your Life?
10.10336.

If you don’t understand fully the principles of the formation of the innumerable
set of your “personalized selves” that simultaneously live somewhere, you will not be able
10.10337.
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to understand the deep Truth of your eternal Existence, because you’ll distort it beyond
recognition in your limited mind due to false Conceptions imposed on you such as that it’s
absolutely unimportant whether you live your Life for good or ill, because it won’t affect
the state of your “personality” after ”Death” in any way, since you always feel yourself as
alive in your Self-Consciousness.
Yes, this conception is true although it is recklessly distorted by limited egoistic
perception. From the moment of publication of IISSIIDIOLOGY, all the “frightening tales”
about the consequences suffered in the “afterlife” are forever buried in the memories of
“the past”. There is not any “Death”, any “Life after Death”, any “Life between Lives” any
“heaven” or “hell”. There is one objective universal Life eternally lived by us in many
different qualitative “bodies”, subjectively and individually perceived by each our
“personalized selves”.
10.10338.

If you read my very first books, and tried to follow my instructions as closely as
possible in order to understand the main principles of the “afterlife” existence, your Goal
was to make your Life a higher quality, more altruistic Life, so that these high psychoemotional states would become habitual to you and would eventually create the primary
thinking-feeling foundation of your Self-Consciousness.
10.10339.

You rightly believed that “dying” in a stable higher-quality state, that is, in conscious
Joy and Love of everything around you, you would be able to continue to perceive yourself
on these positive levels after “Death”. You believed that this would provide you with a
worthy and desirable “afterlife”.
10.10340.

So, what has changed with the appearance of the Knowledge of IISSIIDIOLOGY?
Has anything changed radically? In essence, it has not changed. You have just come to
understand that there is no “afterlife”, and what you may perceive as an “afterlife” is in
reality the further continuation of you in current circumstances of Life continuously
perceived by you.
10.10341.

When another “Death” comes to you, you won’t be able to concentrate on it. You
won’t be able to focus on this state, first, because it lasts only a three-hundredth fraction
of a second, and second, because you (a slightly “different you”) will continue to live on in
one of the directions of realization intuitively chosen by you that expresses your inherent
(at any given moment) creative potential. In turn, this direction depends very much on
the things your Focus of Creative Activity is concentrated on at this instant.
10.10342.

While the main objective of your previous conscious preparation for your “future
afterlife” was to cultivate the most sublime and altruistic states in your Self-Consciousness,
the same principles now also remain primary in determining your conscious movement
into Immortality: the highest-quality psychic state (among all possible ones in each
given moment) allows you to refocus in every skrruullerrt system in the highest-quality
Direction of your nearest development (that is closest in time).
10.10343.

Your Focus of Close Attention belongs to you, and the Focus of Close Attention
of another “you” (who is more developed than you) also belongs to you (just like yours
10.10344.
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belongs to him!). But that “you” is in a different frequency state of Self-Consciousness,
into which this “you” has not yet qualitatively matured, so your Direction is no longer
very interesting to him.
For example, imagine that “now”, in 2011, you sit near me by a bonfire, and ask
your questions and listen to my answers to them. Imagine that another “you” also sits
in an esoteric group a hundred years ago (according to our chronology) and considers
important issues concerning the meaning of Life and the principles of Existence.
10.10345.

Those of “you” who perceive themselves “in a personalized way” as existing only
in their Time Flow don’t think at all that in a hundred years you, “the present ones”,
who perceive themselves in 2011, also exist simultaneously with those yous”, who are “the
previous ones”.
10.10346.

“We”, the ones who sit here, simply don’t exist to the limited biological levels of
the system of the “personalized” Perception of those “us” who are in that esoteric group,
because they are unable to see “us” through the impenetrable border of difference in
specific frequencies of individual rotation Cycles.
10.10347.

But still, irrespective of whether we have weak or extraordinary abilities of
Perception, all of us are both “there” and “here”, and all this always “was”, “is” and “will
be” simultaneously, regardless of where and as whom we perceive ourselves at any given
moment. We simply perceive ourselves “there” as some particular “personalities”, and
perceive ourselves “here” as absolutely different ones.
10.10348.

And if we formally ignore the difference in time, then you sit now “here” in one of
your innumerable scenarios and listen to my answers to your questions, and a great many
other “yous” — individually and in their own “now” — are in their individual scenarios,
doing other things; maybe one version of you is having dinner, another version of you is
working, another is sleeping, another is going somewhere and so forth.
10.10349.

In each case all the innumerable variants of everything that can happen to us
both “there” and “here” are staged and “recorded” to the most “insignificant detail”. The
details are actually the main component elements of information of the cause and effect
interrelations (which incessantly replace one another) of the entire multidimensional
structure of Creation.
10.10350.

Many of you may think, “Then what is the meaning of Life if everything is already
determined to such a degree? Maybe IISSIIDIOLOGY is a sneaky ploy or mockery of crafty
deceiver named Oris who wants to deprive people of joy and of the possibility of hope for
tomorrow, for a better “future”?
10.10351.

My answer is as follows: While your Perception is tightly fixed on only the
exclusively individual, subjectively egoistic Levels of your Self-Consciousness, this
Knowledge is premature for you “personally”, because, subconsciously, you are still trying
to fit every moment of your Life into your own conception (which is convenient and
useful only to you) of a commonly agreed upon, but mistaken “truth”.
10.10352.
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In this state, you won’t understand the most complex, subtle vibration structure
of your external World, or the universal system of existing force interrelations between
all self-conscious Elements (Forms) of the numerous Collective Intelligences. You won’t
comprehend anything about how all this occurs simultaneously in your “now” and what
specifically happens to somebody after he “dies”, whose “Death” you’ve observed.
10.10353.

Although you never perceive occurrence of your own “Death”, each of you has to
“die” countless times during your very long — actually infinite — Life.
10.10354.

What I know myself to be genuinely true that I try to explain, for instance, the
principles of transformation of each of your “premortal” instants into the next instant
of Life that continues eternally for you, the different unique possibilities and individual
particularities of specific states “from Life into Life”, can be absolutely incomprehensible
to the majority of you and arouse your disbelief.
10.10355.

And if there is no trust, a habitual suspicion immediately appears in the doubtful
mind limited by primitive Conceptions, so as to justify its own ignorance: “Who does he
think he is, this Oris, that I should trust him? Maybe he is a provocateur, a charlatan and
liar, unchallenged because no one has yet come back from the ‘afterlife’!”
10.10356.

I don’t blame you for zealously resisting this Information which is new to the
whole of “humankind”. That’s quite normal. The bad thing is that while you stubbornly
sweep away that which a great number of “people” (who are not at all sillier than you)
have found useful in digging out the meaning of Life and the Existence of Everything
That Is, time is running out for your possibilities.
10.10357.

Yes, it vanishes ruthlessly and irretrievably away together with your individual
rotation Cycle in one of the Directions of your “personality’s” existence where there is
neither Oris with his difficult-to-understand IISSIIDIOLOGY, nor many other, more perfect
and harmonious things which don’t attract your ambitious attention. You don’t trust such
things when they “don’t confirm” the long-established Conceptions which you and many
generations of your ancestors used as the informational basis of their relationships to
Life and society.
10.10358.

As long as you maintain an intensive egocentric, dualistic point of view that divides
everything that happens around you exclusively into two opposed categories — that which
is “favorable” and that which is “unfavorable” to you “personally” — you may perceive
yourself in all information Flows only as a discrete “personality”, “an individuality” which
is separated by the Form and isolated in an illusory way from ALL “the rest” and which
chooses the traits that, in its opinion, don’t fit it and the things that are not within the
sphere of its “personal” egoistic interests.
10.10359.

As a result, you won’t be able to understand and fully embrace this global,
“transpersonal” Knowledge with your limited Self-Consciousness, even though I have
strongly sublimated and adapted it (qualitatively “lowered” in terms of sense) so that the
Conceptions (which structure only the third synthesized Levels--at best!--of the Creative
10.10360.
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Activity of the Creators of ORLAAKTOR- and AIGLLILLIAA-IISSIIDI) are comprehensible
to you.
It would be unwise to simplify and “distort” this Information further because these
Levels are structured by the simplest conceptions which form, in the Self-Consciousness
of “a personality”, very general Notions of the state of Unity with ALL. In this state,
“personal” problems of “human beings” that stem from a subjective division of the World
into dualistic qualities disappear (their frequency changes) or are completely driven out
from the dynamics of the Focus of Creative Activity by this new Knowledge which inspires
stable decision-making of a much higher quality.
10.10361.

Therefore, this Knowledge is shared for the benefit of those highly intellectual and
highly sensuous people (whose “feelings are attuned to a higher frequency” than those of
others) who are part of a transitional — “indigo” — race. It’s also the initial basis for the
creative realization of the “future”, radically transfigured frequency Configurations of
more perfect human Forms (although they exist right “now” in their Worlds simultaneously
with us!).
10.10362.

This universal Knowledge is incomprehensible to systems of Perception of the
absolute majority of “people” of the present race who live their last years in higher-quality
Worlds. The Forms of collective Consciousness of this race are typically and totally focused
only on their own selfish existences and survival, on egoistic creativity and ambitious selfperception, on maintaining subjectivism in everything always and everywhere, wherever they
have the chance to express themselves.
10.10363.

It’s impossible to understand this Knowledge, which is unique and comprehensive,
until you associate yourself only with “personalities” observed by you, until you begin —
at least slightly! — to discern, behind the intricate Illusion of separateness and isolation,
evident signs of your energy-information affinity with all Forms around you and the
logical unity of your Thoughts, Feelings and Actions.
10.10364.

This Knowledge inevitably forces each of you to make a strictly specific and clear
self-choice: either you dismiss it as complete rubbish and fiction which is unworthy of
even one minute of your precious attention; or you accept that something in your Life
requires deeper exploration from a higher aspiration. Being pressed by new Conceptions,
you are absorbed in discovering the true meaning of your desire to achieve something in
your Life when EVERYTHING ALREADY IS.
10.10365.

But IISSIIDIOLOGY also exerts a more subtle influence over the quality of the
Creative Activity of your Self-Consciousness: the new Information compels you to
attempt to reach independently the “transpersonal” Levels of Creativity typical of your
Stereo-Form (Formo-Type) in order to overcome, in your Self-Consciousness, that which
separates you from All. You will then finally find in yourself that “Something” which will
harmoniously “the present you” with the deep Essence of your LLUU-VVU (human Form),
and the most advanced Interpretations of your “past” and “future” Formo-Types.
10.10366.
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I understand that it’s very difficult to accomplish this, because you need not
only learn how to mobilize, control closely and stably and realize purposefully, in your
Self-Consciousness, the immense psychic and physical resources of your higher quality
self-expression, but to give up completely everything you’re used to considering “your”
accomplishments.
10.10367.

This requires from you a decisive disassociation from even the slightest
manifestations of low-frequency, egoistic ambition which now influence all your choices
and feeds continuously your entire Life and Creativity.
10.10368.

“Disassociation” inevitably implies a rejection of all your previous Conceptions
and understanding of the outer multidimensional Reality, a revision of the Principles of
your creative manifestation in continuously changing Formo-systems of Worlds, and a
reconsideration of the possibilities for the interaction of these Worlds and the objects
that structure them (for instance, “people”, animals, and natural phenomena) with “you”
(those whom you subjectively perceive as yourselves every moment).
10.10369.

Only then, when you act from a position of natural Altruism common to
“transpersonal” Levels of Self-Consciousness based on Conceptions of the third,
synthesized Level of ORLAAKTOR- and AIGLLILLIAA-IISSIIDI, will you be able to understand
where the fundamental Essence lies, where the inevitable Blessing is manifested, and what
the true Goal of your own Life is as well as of the Existence of Forms in general.
10.10370.

Until you understand these ideas, until you accept them with both your mind and
your Heart, and until you make this deep Comprehension the norm of your moment by
moment Choices, you won’t be able to discern many of your own qualitative reflections
(which belong to your other Stereo-Types) in the actions of other “people.” Instead,
you’ll perceive yourself in every situation only as a lone “personality” which expresses its
individual Creativity in only one World.
10.10371.

10.10372.

IISSIIDIOLOGY describes a complex and multi-level, universally coherent force

interaction among all multidimensional Forms of different-qualitative Collective
Intelligences. After deeply and logically analyzing this new Knowledge, the acceptance
or rejection of it is the qualitative criterion for identifying, right now, the evolutionary
potential of the intellectual-sensuous development of any given “human being”. It
determines whether or not he is ready for a deeper Perception of Himself on a new, higher
creative Level.
In any case, whatever I tell you, I never mean you as particular, discrete
“personalities” who identify themselves with their biological bodies, because there is an
innumerable set of “you” at every moment of analysis of your qualities; and “you” ALWAYS
ARE and “you” are present EVERYWHERE at any moment of your specific self-awareness.
10.10373.

However, as I have said, the “other yous” (who “inhabit” other Realities) don’t
exist subjectively to you, “the present ones”, just as you, “the present ones”, don’t exist
subjectively to “them” in their Realities.
10.10374.
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Each of the NUU-VVU-Forms focused by You (manifested as “a physical
personality”), regardless of which Formo-system of the space-time Continuum it belongs
to, exists subjectively “only to itself ”. That is, each exists for its own self-realization in a
strictly defined diapason (initially defined by its frequency Configuration) of the creative
dynamics of specific Levels of Energy-Plasma.
10.10375.

The fact that you actually feel yourself this way, in each moment of your Life,
is due solely to the complex-frequency resonance of your Focus of Close Attention and
the frequency Configuration of one of duvuyllerrt groups of your Stereo-Types. It isn’t
meaningful to you as it tells you absolutely nothing, and doesn’t induce any special feelings
in you.
10.10376.

You’re able to perceive yourself only as the “one-and-only you”, not as “someone
else” (even if you are as like as two peas in a pod!) who also lives one’s Life in some other
World simultaneously with you, being unaware either of “you” and the existence of the
“other you”, and is occupied with one’s own life Creativity.
10.10377.

Still, in spite of the extreme difficulties which IISSIIDIOLOGY faces in penetrating
the Collective Intelligence of “humankind” in the present, I can definitively say that the
new Knowledge is being given in Worlds of this diapason of Creation at absolutely the
right time and not in vain. Now is the crucial and decisive moment in Self-Perception
of a great number of intellectually developed “people” to unify, naturally and logically,
everything they previously subjectively experienced as divided and opposed, or absent at
all in their Comprehension.
10.10378.

From this point on, the complex and difficult, but gradual merging of your
previous most evolutional Conceptions with new, universal SFUURMM-Forms will unite,
more quickly and purposefully, all your single-moment existences in isolated Time Flows
into one, more universal Form.
10.10379.

Having received and deeply assimilated the newest Knowledge of IISSIIDIOLOGY,
you will understand that another “you” already exists in a much more perfect Form of
creative self-expression. As a result, you’ll consciously try to achieve these better states of
yours, determinedly refusing to participate in lower-quality creativity in other Worlds of
simultaneous manifestation of NUU-VVU-Forms focused by You.
10.10380.

More evolutional and developed duvuyllerrt groups of your Stereo-Types will
constantly attract you due to the new and amazing possibilities inherent in their creative
realization. You’ll naturally wish to refocus into them as soon as possible by activating in
your Self-Consciousness a powerful Thought-Form of a deep awareness that you ALREADY
ARE everywhere, even where (according to your present Conceptions) your properties are
equal (as it may seem to you) to those of “God”.
10.10381.

I hope that you’ll realize and understand that “You” already are harmonious and
perfect, highly intelligent and spiritual in some of the numerous Worlds filling you with
their higher-quality Content, and that now you already have the potential and infallible
10.10382.
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means to become gradually like Them and not like the ignorant and limited. If so, you’ll
be inspired and ready to overcome any difficulties you can expect on this Spiritual Path,
because you will be, just like me, absolutely sure that THIS higher existence of yours
ALREADY IS!
Your task is to be always confident of what you seek, never to turn your back on
or renounce your own high principles for the sake of someone else’s vanity and ignorance.
You must never change your own truer views of and deep belief in the real possibilities of
your eternal existence in order to please someone else who has false and baser, but more
authoritative and generally accepted, opinions.
10.10383.

But your even more important Task in Life is to become sequentially and
purposefully more conscious Creators of higher Levels of Creation with every new day,
with every new decision, to involve yourselves with confidence and courage, without
being afraid of any hardships in the Levels of spiritual and psychic activity which earlier
seemed inaccessible, impossible and insuperable to you.
10.10384.

Yes, each of you, as a Creator of your own individual Worlds, is everywhere
already. But the point is that a stable displacement of UFS from lower-qualitative into
higher-qualitative Configurations, and its stabilization in more perfect structures of a
given Stereo-Form is implemented very hardly, sequentially and gradually in conditions
of very high inertia of all irkkulligren Formo-systems of Worlds.
10.10385.

Frankly speaking, it took quite a long time for me to achieve, in my own “combined
Consciousness”, those Formo-Types of mine Whose Creativity belongs to space structures
of the Buddhic Plane. First, I had to explore thoroughly and study scrupulously the
conditions of existence of many other higher-quality Realities (as compared with ours)
which, however, are much less harmonized than the Buddhic Levels.
10.10386.

When I repeatedly focused in my irkkulligren Form, it took some time for me to
understand deeply and become aware of the entire multifaceted Essence of the Information
I received There. It seemed to me that the Information could be expressed IN NO WAY
either in the words, sounds, symbols, or notions that are at the disposal of “people” here.
10.10387.

However, in order to introduce, in some manner, the “future” Levels of your
harmonious Existence into the Thoughts and Feelings of those of you who have already
matured sufficiently to accept Knowledge of such a high frequency Level, I tried to find
(sometimes successfully, sometimes not) new words, images, and comparisons with which
to form the basis of IISSIIDIOLOGY and which will now certainly allow you to tune into
these higher spiritual states of Energy-Plasma, relative to other currently existing levels
of spiritual development.
10.10388.

There is not and cannot be any other Way for any “human being”. Before you can
become a Creator on the Level of Cosmic Self-Consciousness, you must pass (refocus)
through many “crude” and “imperfect” states, feeling and recognizing yourself in more
primitive Forms, while not losing the Creative Impulse intrinsic to everyone that is
necessary to achieve continuous spiritual-intellectual self-perfection.
10.10389.
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From the very first moment of your appearance in this Reality, you have moved
and continue to move through numerous karmic Channels (vibration Levels) of your SelfConsciousness as if you’re on a spiral staircase that goes “upwards” and then “downwards,”
at every instant aware of yourself in situations and states that differ greatly in quality.
10.10390.

Yes, of course, your more perfect and universal Form is “somewhere” already,
but you won’t be able to begin to know yourself in any of the higher-quality Realities
until, every instant of your Life, your restlessness drives you to get as close as possible to
Infinity, until you stop being afraid of crossing the thresholds and limits of the unknown,
ultramundane, and mysterious.
10.10391.

This is the “Path to Yourself ” which will define the Spiritual Directions and
practical possibilities of your entire, ongoing Immortal Existence. One day the Path will
finally bring you to high Levels of life Creativity that you can’t even imagine “now”.
10.10392.

However, to reach it, you must gain a firm foothold in the comprehension and
interpretation of yourself “beyond personality”, in a simultaneous perception of Forms
(bodies) currently focused by You as merely the most imperfect and primitive ones in the
infinite set of Self-knowledge models at your disposal.
10.10393.

Being aware of your imperfection and trying persistently to overcome it through
more altruistic Choices, you’ll not only improve yourself every instant, but will also help
others to believe in themselves and make their Dreams come true, actively sharing your
beliefs and new Knowledge with them who also endeavor optimistically to embody their
higher-quality “Futures”.
10.10394.
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Chapter III

A brief description of the main principles of energy-information
structuring of multidimensional creative dynamics of the variable
ethereal component of LLUU-VVU-Forms

The first volumes of IISSIIDIOLOGY contain Information that Each of Souls-Aspects
(GOOLGAMAA-A) has Its own realizational Proto-Forms which, being differentiated in
Time and Space (which form “the Tertiary state” of Energy-Plasma), in turn, are subdivided
into an infinite set of different-qualitative Formo-Types.
10.10395.

If we consider everything from the point of view of simultaneity and the Infinity
of Existence of the Forms of Collective Intelligences, it becomes clear that all so-called
“incarnations” of human LLUU-VVU-Forms manifested in any space-time Continuum in
these or those dynamic modes of Creative Flows of Time Entities are, in essence, “human”
Formo-Types.
10.10396.

Only two Dominants (ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence)
being synthesized in irkkulligren Realities among the Aspects of the twelve Pure Cosmic
Qualities are realized to the maximum extent through specific Configurations of SelfConsciousness of these Formo-Types (NUULL-VVU-Forms). As for the dominant Synthesis
of the Aspects of all other Qualities and their combinations among themselves, there’s only
a potential possibility of development in these Directions realized by Our UFS through
the great bulk of diffusgent NUU-VVU-Forms.
10.10397.

All life manifestations of such a NUULL-VVU-Form may be defined as human
until there’s quite a high degree of predominance of these two Qualities in the SelfConsciousness and life activity of “the personality”, or until there is a pronounced
tendency for its spiritual — highly-sensuous and highly-intellectual — unification with
others into creative teams on the basis of unconditional Altruism and understanding of
“the personality’s” All-unity with All.
10.10398.
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As soon as the degree of manifestation of dominance of one of the two Qualities
is very quickly balanced in its Creative Activity by one of the other recessive Qualities
(except ALL-Unity), it’s possible to state that the UFS of this Form is already close to the
moment of its refocusing into another Proto-Form.
10.10399.

A lesser degree of manifestation of dominance of these Qualities is common to
the space-time Continuums in which “we”, as reflections of the dynamics of UFS, structure
Formo-systems of Worlds which are characteristic of other types of subjective realities.
10.10400.

Lower-quality Realities, which are also synthesized by Formo-Types of LLUUVVU, but which, in their linear duration, we subjectively refer to as ”humans” who lived
one, two, five or ten thousand years “ago”, may serve as examples.
10.10401.

When we deal with Formo-Types, it’s difficult to picture clearly and particularly
what (or who) each of them is, because all of them belong to different Levels and Directions
of Time Flows formed by different-qualitative Time Entities, which, in the structures of
Self-Consciousness of all kinds of LLUU-VVU-Forms, provide a believable Illusion of our
traditional Conceptions of “the past”, “the present”, and “the future”.
10.10402.

While studying the Knowledge of IISSIIDIOLOGY, logical questions may come up
like “Which, of the entire set of Formo-Types of my LLUU-VVU-Form, am I?” “How do all
these Formo-Types interact with each other in Time Flows?” “Do “I”, who perceive myself
specifically and subjectively “now” and the “I”, whom I will begin to perceive myself in
some time, belong to one and the same Formo-Type?” The list of questions goes on.
10.10403.

To make this clearer, I divided relatively all the realizational Forms of one
LLUU-VVU that manifest in different-qualitative space-time Continuums and belong to
Time Flows that differ significantly from each other, into large groups — the individual
“incarnations” which I call Stereo-Forms.
10.10404.

Now let’s move on to another extremely important question. We’ll certainly return
to the subject of Stereo-Forms, but a little bit later. I promise not to forget about it.
10.10405.

In the first Volumes of IISSIIDIOLOGY, I gave already a very detailed description
of the process of the simultaneous space-time structuring, and the “moment-by-moment”
inertial qualitative dynamics of all Formo-Types of LLUU-VVU-Forms, on the synthesized
Levels of Energy-Plasma peculiar to them. However, to help you remember this very
important and complex Information, let me repeat it here one more time.
10.10406.

So, all inertial dynamics of narrowly-defined manifestations of an infinite set
of initially modeled development scenarios of Formo-Types that structure each of the
LLUU-VVU-Forms occur simultaneously and immediately (but duvuyllerrtly — in Time
and Space!) in all possible Directions of the inertial Synthesis of Aspects of the dominant
Pure Cosmic Qualities common to PROOFF-RRU (ALL-Love + ALL-Intelligence) against
the background of greater or lesser recessive Aspects of the other ten Qualities.
10.10407.
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When the process of Synthesis achieves a certain allowable limit (provided in
general for Formo-Types of LLUU-VVU) in any of the Directions of development, and
recessive Aspects of one of the ten Qualities become, in some Formo-Types’ Creativity,
a serious hindrance to manifestation of the Creative Activity of the initially formed
dominants, our UFS continues to “displace” its self-exploring Creativity duvuyllerrtly into
the Lives of other Proto-Forms of our GOOLGAMAA-A.
10.10408.

Moreover, the degree of dominance peculiar to all LLUU-VVU-Forms, as well as
a certain qualitative Synthesis Directivity (peculiar to the Self-Consciousnesses of all
PEOPLE), is not a higher or primary priority in the Existence of GOOLGAMAA-A as it may
seem to some of you. Don’t forget, once Earth was also deemed the rotation center of the
Sun and the whole Universe merely because “people” inhabited it.
10.10409.

The LLUU-VVU-Form, as well as the entire infinite diversity of all other ProtoForms, is just an ordinary mechanism of the intermediate synthetic transformations of
Forms in Energy-Plasma.
10.10410.

However disturbing this statement of mine may be to many devotees of the
absolutely false idea of “the central place of the human being in the Universe”, I repeat
again: we, people, are worth nothing more to the universal Process of development of the
Universe than any other Form of Collective Intelligence, whether it be a worm, an amoeba
or any of the “extraterrestrial” civilizations. The same is true of any “intraterrestrial”
civilizations.
10.10411.

Any of the Proto-Forms of GOOLGAMAA-A, maintaining the Principle of
duvuyllerrtness of All in All, provides Our UFS with the possibility of manifesting
simultaneous dynamics of their Creativity in all Forms at once, inertially refocusing from
one of their types (for example, “human”) into a qualitatively different type (for example,
“human-like” or “nonhuman”).
10.10412.

Every parameter of deviation in the relative degree of dominance (standard to a
LLUU-VVU-Form) in the Aspects of Qualities in the Configuration of Self-Consciousness
of any Stereo-Type over recessive ones combines rezonationally with the strictly defined
frequency parameters of Each Time Flow.
10.10413.

This objective factor also has a strong influence over the state of “the biological
clock” of each of individuals, because, with an increasingly greater frequency “displacement”
in the Direction of dominance change of Aspects of one of already existing Dominants
by a new one, “a personality” manifested in this Continuum becomes more and more an
active part of the Creativity of Forms of another — “nonhuman” — type of Collective
Intelligence. An individual Perception of Time dynamics in its Existence (in this diapason
of dimensions) also has its peculiarities that often distinguish it greatly from “the human”
one.
10.10414.

When in the life creativity of a given “personality” the depth of a duvuyllerrt
frequency “displacement” of UFS into structures of Self-Consciousness of other Forms of
10.10415.
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Collective Intelligences reaches a definite critical rate of qualitative dominance of Aspects
of a certain background Quality over one of existing Dominants, the following happens.
During one of the Form-changes (“Death of the personality”), there is kind of “an upload”
of all the Information from the temporal ethereal constituent of this “personality” into
“the combined Consciousness of the former human” Stereo-Form and a complete switchover of Self-Consciousness to the temporal ethereal constituent that belongs to “a newlyborn” Formo-Type of “a nonhuman” type of Collective Intelligence.
During this process, the Experience of all UU-VVU-copies (and SFUURMM-Forms
formed by them as subjective Conceptions of this “personality” as “a human being”) is
instantaneously transmitted into “chakram structures” of all other Formo-Types of this
LLUU-VVU.
10.10416.

This happens because “human” SFUURMM-Forms (even when they’re strongly
distorted due to the gradual frequency “displacement” of creative dynamics in a specific
qualitative Direction) have characteristic differences from Conceptions synthesized by
energy-information structures of the Self-Consciousness of other Forms of Collective
Intelligences. This is true even if they’re synthesized from Energy-Plasma of one and the
same diapason of dimensions!
10.10417.

At this stage — from the moment of the final withdrawal of particular dynamics
of the Focus of Creative Activity (which determines each specific state of Our UFS) from
the Sphere of Creativity of LLUU-VVU-Forms and from the beginning of a new rotation
Cycle of refocusings in the Sphere of Creativity of Forms of another type of Collective
Intelligence — the Process of the conscious “personality’s” focusing in “realization niches”
of OLLAKT- and DRUOTMM-systems formed by UU-VVU-copies of “the former human
personality” completely stops.
10.10418.

The entire Experience, which has been synthesized during a particular “human”
Life, becomes accessible to the individual only on Levels of the Subconsciousness or the
Supraconsciousness when it inertially focuses (exists) in “a nonhuman” Form,
10.10419.

The same thing happens in our present “human” structures of Self-Consciousness.
The entire Experience accumulated by Our UFS during simultaneous focusing, not only in
NUU-VVU, but also in Forms of other types of Collective Intelligences, becomes a natural
part of our Subconsciousness (or our “unconscious” Levels). The Subconsciousness, then,
being synthesized with the activity of specific SFUURMM-Forms (and UU-VVU-copies
formed by them) of our two lower IISSIIDI-Centers, forms all Archetypes of fears and
horrors, perverted Thoughts (in “human” Perception!), passions, and Desires common to
many Forms of other types of Collective Intelligences.
10.10420.

And one more very important statement: I have repeated many times that —
beyond any adherence to the dynamics of Time — absolutely EVERYTHING ALREADY IS in
a completely synthesized variant. This universal Process of Synthesis “is recorded” in all
inertial scenarios as a duvuyllerrt change of the degree of a synthesized qualitative state of
absolutely all Forms along all initially existing Directions.
10.10421.
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If you look at all of Creation “from above”, without dynamics of Time, you will
easily see that, although everything looks absolutely harmonious and completely balanced
as a whole, absolutely all Forms “driven” by Time differ from each other in some small
details (in some significantly and in some only slightly). “Here” in this particular state,
a particular Form is of a little lower quality (that is, synthesized to a lesser degree) than
this very Form in another state and another place (“rezonation point”) of common Space.
10.10422.

For example, “here,” in this “point,” all possible states and locations of some
individually manifested Forms are “recorded” with great fullness relative to other
individually manifested Forms; and “over there”, there are some duvuyllerrt changes
in locations of the same Forms relative to each other and to the degree of all possible
duvuyllerrt changes that distinguish them from previous qualitative states.
10.10423.

Duvuyllerrt quality states of absolutely all the results of absolutely all our “causeand-effect” relations are also initially programmed in the same way. That is, all possible,
simultaneous variants of the consequences of each of particular Thoughts, Feelings,
words, situations, events, actions, decisions and everything else are included in the
“scenery, attributes and stage-settings of the performance”(designed by “Somebody” to
the last detail) which we call “our current Life”.
10.10424.

Inertially “displacing” (refocusing) Our UFS along these initially programmed,
duvuyllerrtly-changing qualitative states of an infinite number of different-qualitative
Forms, We synthesize absolutely nothing, merely choose inertially (choose infinitely
according to our rotation Cycles) what already initially is in each scenario. We choose
scenario which is interesting to us in some way and which we specifically “experience” in
an instant through a particular psychic state of Self-Consciousness of the Form focused
by us at that instant.
10.10425.

Every event, situation, circumstance, Thought, Feeling, Desire, word, action,
SFUURMM-Form, — everything is already initially structured to the minutest detail by
Energy-Plasma of a very narrow qualitative diapason, according to the degree of synthesis
and energy-information content.
10.10426.

Thoughts and Feelings with the identical frequency in the same narrow diapason,
which are “individually” realized in each Time Flow, are connected by their inseparable
force interconnections into certain words and phrases which are already initially
programmed in the structures of each Form’s Self-Consciousness and rigidly attached to
a strictly defined moment, situation, psychic state and reaction.
10.10427.

But these Thoughts and Feelings, which seem absolutely identical in their quality,
are experienced and acted upon in completely different ways by an Egyptian pharaoh and
a citizen of Ancient Greece, or by a medieval shepherd and a modern taxi driver. What
distinguishes them from each other are the different SFUURMM-Forms that compose all
the creative dynamics of their Self-Consciousnesses from the same “material”.
10.10428.

Every state of a Form, which is individually “inserted” into “the geometry” of its
point of Space, is inseparably connected to unique (in frequency parameters) dynamics
10.10429.
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only of its own individual “starting” mechanism, with particular parameters of a Time
Flow which — one and only one! — can bring a particular event, situation, circumstance,
Thought, Feeling, Desire, word, action, SFUURMM-Form into effect. It does this in order
to transform inertially qualitative states of Forms that participate in them (in all probable
Directions of possible development initially provided for this scenario) into other
qualitative states and logical consequences.
What is modeled by very distinct — narrowly-specific — qualitative states
of MENTO- and ASTRO-Plasma for scenarios that are characteristic of some inertial
parameters of Time Flows (that we describe as linear: epochs, ages, years, days, hours,
minutes, seconds and moments) absolutely cannot be precisely realized in other time
parameters, absolutely different Forms and their states.
10.10430.

For example, Time Flows initiating all the spatial and psychic dynamics of our
Forms which “inlay” with their different-qualitative states all the initial scenarios referred
to by us “now” as the epoch of antiquity in no way can resonate with any of the Time
Flows that start up this or that scenarios using SFUURMM-Forms of our modern Life.
10.10431.

That’s why NUU-VVU-Forms of different-qualitative Formo-Types, which we
simultaneously focus by Our UFS at various “historical” moments of our eternal Existence
(in a narrowly-specific inertial expression of each of Time Flows to which their scenarios
belong), cannot biologically coincide with each other — either in Space or in Time — but
can only do it informationally (by means of the “ethereal” body — the variable ethereal
component).
10.10432.

Although identically active Levels are structured in “people’s” Self-Consciousnesses
by absolutely different SFUURMM-Forms, the difference in the degree of synthesis of
Aspects of Qualities in their Configurations may be not very significant. “Now”, just as
“then” (with all striking differences in SFUURMM-Forms that structure the Configurations
of Self-Consciousness), there are also “people” who are equally apt to commit acts of sexual
violence, perversions and murder as well as to express devoted Love and self-sacrifice.
10.10433.

Why is this so? Let’s consider this in detail, because the Information which I’m
going to introduce to you may leave many of you in shock. This information isn’t derived
from my fantasies and fabrications, but is a natural manifestation of the entire infinite
diversity of Life, determined not by my logic, but by the objective “order of things” inherent
to the universal creative dynamics of all Forms of different-type Collective Intelligences.
10.10434.

To begin with, let me remind you of the following: any dynamic state of any point
of Space-Time is strictly determined by the different-qualitative simultaneous dynamics
of skrruullerrt systems of Energy-Plasma. As a matter of fact, the dynamics is “the nearest
initial cause” of the state of the Space-Time “geometry” of this “multidimensional point”.
10.10435.

As I’ve already mentioned, we can relatively describe the priority Direction in the
inertial development of each of the LLUU-VVU-Forms focused by Us with the help of the
following scheme:
10.10436.
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1. There is a steady inertial increase in the degree of implementation of the process
of absolute Synthesis of Aspects of the dominant Qualities, ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom
and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence, in the structures of Self-Consciousness of NUUVVU-Forms (what assumes background synthetic interrelationships with Aspects
of the other ten Pure Cosmic Qualities). The individual dynamics of the Creative
Activity of Forms receive a steady increase in the influence of a Direction which
can be relatively designated as a “Creative Cosmic POTENTIALITY” or AYA’YIYA’FLUU-UA. As a result, the previously recessive state of Aspects of a Quality
such as ALL-Unity is automatically attracted to Configurations of LLUU-VVUForms that have prominent Aspects of this Direction of the Cosmic Creativity
(“POTENTIALITY”). Becoming more and more spurred on by them in a joint
creativity, this Quality from the recessive state gradually becomes “almost” equal
to the two already existing, synthesized Dominants.
2. This is carried out with the help of stable and long-lasting refocusings into highlyaltruistic (as compared with the present biological NUULL-VVU-Forms) khristal
high-astral types (STOOLL-VVU) of human PPUURPU-VVU-Forms of klazovits (priffrs,
olds) and into high-mental types (UOLD-VVU) of highly-intellectual GOORR-VVUForms of kriigmms (klungrs, pfitts and pre’kkrs). These represent nonbiological Forms
of the nearest manifestations of an altruistic-intellectual Humankind.
3. Then, in wave Configurations of Human LLUU-VVU-Forms with THREE deeply
synthesized Dominants (ALL-Love + ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Unity), there is a
sequential formation of absolutely new, “very specific” creative state — “Creative
Cosmic SOLIDARITY” or LLIIYSS-LLAA-LUA. This naturally begins to resonate
strongly with Aspects of the recessive Quality ALL-Integrity and thereby initiates
the next stage of Synthesis of another creative state of Human LLUU-VVU-Forms
— “Creative Cosmic COOPERATION” or GVVUUYY-SSS-YYU’U.
4. In the cosmic dynamics of LLUU-VVU-Forms, the Creative Activity of Aspects of
the Quality ALL-Integrity also receives duvuyllerrtly and sequentially dominant
properties which are equivalent to the already synthesized Dominants. Human
LLUU-VVU-Forms which have sufficiently synthesized inside themselves wave
Configurations of this Direction of Creative Activity (“COOPERATION”) rapidly
attract Aspects of the Quality ALL-Aspiration. As a result, there is a synthesis
of a new Direction in Configurations of LLUU-VVU-Forms — “Creative Cosmic
ACTIVITY” or SLUIILLFM-LL-UU.
5. So, we obtain the following:
a) at first, ALL-Love + ALL-Intelligence synthesize into an absolutely new state —
“Creative Cosmic POTENTIALITY”;
b) “POTENTIALITY” interacts with the newly-formed Third Dominant of ALL-Unity
and transmutes into the next specific state, — “Creative Cosmic SOLIDARITY”
(ALL-Love + ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Unity);
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c) “SOLIDARITY” interacts actively with the Fourth Dominant of ALL-Integrity and
transmutes into a still higher quality state — “Creative Cosmic COOPERATION”
(ALL-Love + ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Unity + ALL-Integrity);
d) “COOPERATION” synthesizes with the Fifth Dominant of ALL-Aspiration and
transforms into “Creative Cosmic ACTIVITY” (ALL-Love + ALL-Intelligence +
ALL-Unity + ALL-Integrity + ALL-Aspiration);
e) then, “ACTIVITY” — through the activation of interrelationships with the
Sixth Dominant of ALL-Essentiality — transmutes into “Creative Cosmic
RESULTFULNESS” or OMMGLLOOLLG-SSS-MAAA (ALL-Love + ALL-Intelligence +
ALL-Unity + ALL-Integrity + ALL-Aspiration + ALL-Essentiality);
f) “RESULTFULNESS” synthesizes with the Seventh Dominant of ALL-Knowledge
and transforms into “Creative Cosmic COMPLETENESS” or YU’UGGULLT-SSSLLUU-VVU (ALL-Love + ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Unity + ALL-Integrity + ALLAspiration + ALL-Essentiality + ALL-Knowledge).
The Self-creativity of LLUU-VVU-Forms actually ends at this stage of Synthesis
and the UFS of all Human Forms reproject duvuyllerrtly into the Collective Intelligence
of GOOLGAMAA-A. It happens through refocusings into higher Planetary Forms that
have the Eighth Dominant of ALL-Initiality and a higher-qualitative evolutional state of
“Creative Cosmic PASSIVITY” or SFFUIYU’-UU-FF initiated by this Dominant (ALL-Love
+ ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Unity + ALL-Integrity + ALL-Aspiration + ALL-Essentiality +
ALL-Initiality).
10.10437.

I repeat: this is a principal scheme of the quality-by-quality Synthesis which is
characteristic of all Formo-Types of LLUU-VVU-Forms manifested on Levels from the 3rd
to the 10th-11th dimensions of Space-Time.
10.10438.

Moreover, don’t forget that it is absolutely equivalent and equipotent in its dynamic
different-qualitative realization in both “directions” of this duvuyllerrt inertial process. It
can be expressed in the following way for convenience of its analysis and consideration:
10.10439.

… ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Love
“POTENTIALITY” + ALL-Unity
“SOLIDARITY” +
ALL-Integrity
“COOPERATION” + ALL-Aspiration “ACTIVITY” + ALL-Essentiality
“RESULTFULNESS” + ALL-Knowledge
“PASSIVITY” + ALL-Primordiality
GOOLGAMAA-A …
Some of you might have questions like: What is the role of the Experience added
by LLUU-VVU-Forms to the Collective Intelligence of GOOLGAMAA-A in the general
realization Potential of the Cosmic Creativity initiated by It? Why does GOOLGAMAA-A
need the Experience? What exactly do People introduce which is indispensable to
GOOLGAMAA-A?
10.10440.

Here are the answers: this Direction of a dominant inertial development of Forms
determines, in the Collective Intelligence of GOOLGAMAA-A, one of the very specific
10.10441.
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“tints” of Its common state — the presence of a strong evolutional Impulse in Its Cosmic
Creativity, which I relatively designate as MGVVAAOLLTTMM-LLA-AMM or “Creative
Cosmic DISSATISFACTION”.
This Impulse, which participates in Its dynamics along with an infinite number
of other Impulses initiated by other Directions of the development of Proto-Forms, is
very important to the maintenance of the need for a simultaneous participation of all
GOOLGAMAA-A in many other Cosmic realizations of Their SSMIIYSMAA-A in energyinformation Flows structured by the 24 Combined Qualities.
10.10442.

Besides, GOOLGAMAA-A has an active creative interaction with all Impulses
and Higher Aspects of all other Pure Qualities on its Levels of wave manifestation and
implements its own synthetic transformations typical only of Its Planetary Creativity
(which means the Creativity of absolutely all of Its Forms, manifested in Globes of all
Planetary Entities of all Galactic Systems).
10.10443.

For example, this participation may be specifically expressed in the following
synthetic Processes:
10.10444.

1. “Creative Cosmic DISSATISFACTION” + ALL-Fullness + ALL-Voidness
+ ALL-Stability + ALL-Presence = “Creative Cosmic HARMONICITY” or
SSFUUSSFFURTTMM-UUR-SSM;
2. “Creative Cosmic HARMONICITY” + ALL-Unity = “Creative Cosmic PERFECTION”
or YU’-II USSLI-II, the presence of Which allows GOOLGAMAA-A to participate
actively — in Its typical wave diapason of Energy-Plasma — in dynamics of the
Creative Activity of the Higher Cosmic Intelligence of AYFAAR. This participation
expresses further the same way in the entire set of other Synthesis Directions
possible to this Impulse.
Let’s consider this further. The Principle of Cosmic Duvuyllerrtness of differentqualitative dynamics of energy-information interrelationships between any realization
Forms of Collective Intelligences — whether it be an ant, a human being, a Formo-system
of Worlds, a Continuum, a Planetary Cosmic Entity, a Star Cosmic Entity, a Galactic
Cosmic Entity or a Universal Cosmic Entity! — is certainly fulfilled with the help of an
infinite number of different-qualitative skrruullerrt systems that structure any dynamic
“rezonation point” of any part of Energy-Plasma.
10.10445.

If you were to pack a set of powerful, multicolored flashlights into one infinitely
large source of multicolored light emissions and you directed all its multicolored rays in
one direction, then it would be possible to distinguish in the common light flow the zones
where the flashlight rays near each other overlapped. In these zones, the color of the light
flow would differ from the color of each ray that passed nearby in space.
10.10446.

The number of possible combinations of the rays determines the number of
zones (that differ from each other at least in some respect) that will appear in the wave
10.10447.
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structures of Space. The zones specifically reflect (through their individual parameters)
combinations of rays that come from either “these” or “those” flashlights. Besides, the
same color reflected through specific diffraction properties of “prisms” (Configurations
of Self-Consciousness) of each wave structure’s individual manifestation will always be
reflected in Space differently.
Now, instead of the multicolored rays, imagine the entire incredible set of similar
different-qualitative realization Forms of GOOLGAMAA-A that occupy, by their unique
Configurations, in each space-time Continuum, a set of the same “rezonation points” —
“spheroidal zones” of a simultaneous manifestation of their specific creativity.
10.10448.

In these “realization zones”, Configurations of some Forms resonate more with
each other in some Qualities that structure them than with Configurations of other
Forms, and they don’t interact directly in some Qualities at all — they interact only
through Configurations of certain “mediatory” Forms that contain various sections of
“rays” of the first and second groups of “flashlights”, and possibly also the third, fourth
and fifth groups of “flashlights”.
10.10449.

Let me remind you one more time that a LLUU-VVU-Form — beyond the Sphere
of its characteristic Cosmic Creative Activity described above — is neither a primary,
nor privileged and nor even slightly more important and significant to the Collective
Intelligence of GOOLGAMAA-A than any other Its realization Proto-Form.
10.10450.

Just like every Proto-Form, LLUU-VVU has its own clearly determined functional
task in the common Cosmic Creativity of GOOLGAMAA-A, and contains absolutely all
the mechanisms and possibilities for the inertial implementation of its task in Time and
Space.
10.10451.

All this is objectively recorded in individual development scenarios of each of
Formo-Types and is dynamically realized through their rotation Cycles. It is simply
impossible to implement anything arbitrarily either “to the right”, “to the left”, “upwards”,
or “downwards”, because absolutely everything possible already initially is and is realized
simultaneously!
10.10452.

All Forms of manifestation of the Collective Intelligence of GOOLGAMAA-A are
just wave reflections, fragmented in Time, of Processes of a simultaneous and absolute
different-qualitative Synthesis, which are inertially implemented in It.
10.10453.

In essence, these are specific wave Configurations of Fields-Consciousnesses
whose dynamics of Creative Activity change “the geometry” of Space-Time exactly in the
manner characteristic of each of them.
10.10454.

If you free your Self-Consciousness from a subjective attachment of manifestation
dynamics of some Information accessible to your Perception to particular Forms, you
won’t see anything of the present, specific “geometry” around yourself, but you’ll feel (to
be more exact, you’ll be able to experience individually) only something that includes
some psychic states, like radio waves.
10.10455.
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For example, when you use a player to listen to some music, without seeing who
performs it and inhabiting a different Time Flow than the performer, you can, if you wish,
tune into the same Feelings, Thoughts, and sensations the performer had when playing or
singing and recording the piece. The same applies to watching a movie or reading a story,
a poem or any other literary work.
10.10456.

I repeat: We are not Forms temporarily and visually manifested by Ourselves in
Space; We are different-qualitative energy-information Flows of innumerable FieldsConsciousnesses, which jointly manifest according to the wave principle — simultaneously
and duvuyllerrtly — in all “rezonation points” of the Universal Energy-Plasma.
10.10457.

There is a line in one of the popular songs of Vladimir Vysotsky: “So who is who?
And who was who? We never know the answer…” He, like the majority of you, associates
those questions with only the visible Forms perceived by us: “Maybe that shabby cat was
a parrot before, and this wise man was a kind dog in the past?”
10.10458.

All We are not “we” and We are not Forms of living creatures visible to us. We
are UFS. All our subjective “sympathies” and “antipathies”, “rejections” and “aversions”,
“exceptions” and “preferences” are just a current reflection in Time and Space of some
of our universal wave characteristics that specifically manifest a certain — infinitely
subjective and small in volume! — intermediate stage of the never-interrupted process of
accumulation of Existence Experiences.
10.10459.

Each Proto-Form that exists in the type of Reality peculiar only to its wave
Configuration represents a real opportunity for a particular (specific in dynamics of its
Creative Activity) application of UFS to bring about a mental-sensuous and “physical”
manifestation. Only in this way can UFS get the life Experience — a certain Configuration
of waves of a particular frequency — that is extremely necessary to implement other
creative Intentions.
10.10460.

If it is simply impossible to get this Experience anywhere else except this “rezonation
zone” (and the Impulse to the incessant development and Self-cognition impels and forces
to get it!), then it becomes absolutely unimportant to UFS which one among many ProtoForms available to GOOLGAMAA-A to use in order to fulfill this. If it is necessary, then it is
a MUST! It means that We will get the necessary Experience by all means!
10.10461.

For example, from the state of Synthesis of “Creative Cosmic POTENTIALITY”,
which is characteristic of the dynamics of our present refocusings in NUU-VVU-Forms
of LLUU-VVU, it is possible, with the same degree of activity characteristic of the human
Direction of the inertial development (ALL-Love + ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Unity), to begin
to refocus in any one of many other Directions.
10.10462.

Thus, a sequential Synthesis of “POTENTIALITY” without dominant Aspects
of the Quality “ALL-Unity,” but with Aspects of the Quality ALL-Fullness, will provide
a new Direction of the Cosmic Creativity — “INITIATIVE” or HEYYSM-AA-VUDD, which
easily resonates with ALL-Unity afterwards and will lead to refocusings into flakglaass
10.10463.
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(4-5-dimensional) Levels of Energy-Plasma. This happens not through Forms that reflect
“Creative Cosmic SOLIDARITY” in their Configurations, typical of these vibration Levels
of the human type of development, but through PPUURPU-VVU of klazovits and GOORRVVU of kriigmms.
Stable refocusing of a “human” UFS in this Direction will lead to realization in
Forms that reflect the state of “Creative Cosmic CONSTANCY” or ULFF-OOLL-TULMM,
which is common not to LLUU-VVU-Forms but to such “human-like” (and to be more
exact, such “plant-like”) Proto-Forms as HVUO-VVU (ngunmms: skargovorts, skargonts,
slugupses), whose lower Forms of a low-frequency manifestation in irkkulligren Realities
are the majority of the higher level representatives of “the Vegetable Kingdom”.
10.10464.

10.10465.

HVUO-VVU-Forms, in whose creativity characteristic properties of both people

and plants have, amazingly, mixed organically, tend to refocus on these Levels of Existence
into RR-VVU-Forms that are close to them in Configuration and create (in our conception)
intermediate Forms of Self-Consciousness that are transitional from “plant-people” to
all kinds of Forms of Collective Intelligences of “a mushroom-like” type (krringrs: apprs,
dlokgrs, tirrkc’es).
Tracing the development of Forms in this Direction a little further (up to
5-6-dimensional Continuums), we find that the specific state of “Creative Cosmic
CONSTANCY” resonates to the maximum extent in this frequency range with Aspects of
the Quality ALL-Stability. Together, they synthesize a new, synthetic state — “Creative
Cosmic THOROUGHNESS” or VHAARRG-LLU-URD.
10.10466.

This Direction of the development of Forms is projected into specific properties
of energy-information structures of low-frequency irkkulligren Realities in the form
of such animals as cats, lions, tigers, pumas, panthers, leopards, lynxes, foxes, squirrels,
martens, sables, minks, bears and many others.
10.10467.

I repeat: this absolutely doesn’t mean that on those high-frequency (as compared
with ours) Levels of Energy-Plasma the abovementioned species of animals manifest
in Forms common to them HERE — just as “the human being” has the appearance we
are used to only in Formo-systems with the dimension common to our “human” (in the
traditional perception!), biological manifestation.
10.10468.

It is not at all the external features, habits and reactions characteristic of this
biological species that transform into less dense “human”, “human-like” or “nonhuman”
states of Forms, but the specific Experience of Existence initially possible for this Form
during its inertial frequency manifestation in different Formo-systems of Worlds of each
of the Levels of the irkkulligren diapason of vibrations.
10.10469.

Unique to each individual case, this Experience represents quintessence of
everything best and most perfect what all the realization Forms of Collective Intelligences
has managed to synthesize in themselves during all dynamics of creative interrelationships
with other Forms.
10.10470.
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If we consider only a narrow vibration diapason of different-qualitative
irkkulligren types of Realities, then it is possible to state with a high degree of accuracy
that stable refocusings in the Direction of development and cultivation, in SelfConsciousness, of Conceptions (SFUURMM-Forms) characteristic of Aspects of such a
recessive (to people) Quality as ALL-Primordiality-ALL-Initiality (when it is in dissonance
with the existing Dominant ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence in LLUU-VVU) will contribute to
the manifestation of the state of “Creative Cosmic PRIORITY” or MMAINTANA’KNAMMA’ALL in Self-Consciousness and to a frequency “displacement” of UFS from LLUU-VVU
into LGUU-VVU-Forms of gre’ysc’es (maklaks, mafits, vergons, glumids).
10.10471.

It’s easy to refocus from LGUU-VVU-Forms into LYU’YU’-VVU-Forms of glooffrs
(s’orc’es, klokses, glepmins, mahoits) that are close to them in their qualitative state. They realize
a slightly different state — “Creative Cosmic SUPERIORITY” or ARGUIRRIIDDA-UURDD.
10.10472.

Don’t be embarrassed by the circumstance that in our (“human”) types of Realities
these take the Forms of members of “the Animal Kingdom”, such as turtles, snakes, lizards
and some arthropods. After a complete refocusing into another Form, all information
Levels of the temporal ethereal constituent that are characteristic of Formo-Types of
LLUU-VVU-Forms are completely reprojected onto the Subconscious Levels of a new Form
as a synthesized Experience of existence in “a human” form.
10.10473.

I would like to note especially that refocusings performed in LLUU-VVU FormoTypes in the same Direction of the possible development of Self-Consciousness (ALLPrimordiality-ALL-Initiality), but with a strong suppression of the Creative Activity of
Aspects of the Dominant ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom, inevitably cultivate the state of “Creative
Cosmic EXPEDIENCE” in Self-Consciousness. In addition, they automatically displace the
total frequency of Configurations of focused NUU-VVU-Forms into completely different
types of Realities — into KRUU-VVU-Forms of fre’kkte’rruanc’es (kre’ffs, c’y’iyklimmurs,
plauffkruyits).
10.10474.

For example, with a constant decrease of the Creative Activity of Aspects of the dominant
Quality ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom, there is an obvious predominance of the dynamics
common to Aspects of the recessive Quality ALL-Aspiration in the Configuration of SelfConsciousness of a Form. At the same time there is a synthesis, not of the specific state
of “Creative Cosmic POTENTIALITY” in the Configuration of “a personality”, common to
lower Levels of manifestation of the LLUU-VVU-Forms of PROOFF-RRU, but of a wholly
different state — “Creative Cosmic DEVOTION” or BOKKUBORTM-KAA-ORT — typical of
the Creativity of KROOSS-VVU-Forms of tiyneyleyds (plarstiyi, nella’urds, klaumkrs).
10.10475.

When suppressing the dominance of Aspects of the Quality ALL-Will-of-ALLIntelligence in Self-Consciousness, — due to the activation of the Creative Activity of
Aspects of the Quality ALL-Aspiration — there is a transition of “a personality’s” SelfConsciousness into the state of “Creative Cosmic UNSTEADINESS” or C’C’LLAORAKKSKSUU. As a result, there are stable refocusings in rotation Cycles of IYFFLU-VVU-Forms
which are represented in irkkulligren Realities by rruyrikrills (fuffritaurs, daorllindc’es,
py’rc’ly’olkffs).
10.10476.
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If you, in your life creativity, adhere to the Direction in which recessive Aspects
of the Quality “ALL-Mobility-ALL-Presence” become priority possibilities of a creative
realization and begin gradually to represent a significant alternative to the Dominant ALLWill-of-ALL-Intelligence in your choices, then one day you will synthesize in your SelfConsciousness the state of “Creative Cosmic CENTRALISM” or VULMINNIUR-MARR. At
that point, you’ll be able to refocus completely from “human” NUU-VVU into the TT-AAYIVVU-Forms of ioolddls (mafloks, knu-urgs, spy’r-inkrs) that are represented in our type of
Reality by amphibians, fish, and similar beings.
10.10477.

If, however, refocusings in the same Direction are performed with a regular
suppression of the dominance of Aspects of the Quality ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom, then one
day this will result in your synthesis of the state of “Creative Cosmic INSTABILITY” or
MC’IIKLOUFFTRUUMMC’-AASF in your Self-Consciousness. In that state, you’ll perceive
yourself habitually as one of the manifestations of C’KTRAO-VVU-Forms of dtrammsc’gakrs
(mue’s, umbbrilts, a’fgos, tumts).
10.10478.

Stable refocusings in the Direction of the development of Aspects of the Quality
“ALL-Knowledge-ALL-Informedness” — as opposed to the Dominant ALL-Will-of-ALLIntelligence — result in a frequency “displacement” of UFS into A’IHSS-VVU-Forms of iyhrs
(inniinns, ksilgbs), into FLIRRF-VVU-Forms of dze’ydztc’es (ulloroffs, la’bburiyc’es, dladds),
and into SSM-VVU-Forms of bollfs (klaakssords, bigvvs, plovvts) represented in our type
of Reality by dolphins, whales, octopuses, squids, skates, water molecules, including
deuterium and tritium, molecules of DNA and RNA, many organic acids, proteins, fats,
carbohydrates, hormones, and also atoms of hydrogen, oxygen, carbon, nitrogen and
many others.
10.10479.

Refocusings in the same Direction of development, but with suppression of the
dominance of Aspects of ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom, lead to the state of “Creative Cosmic
PROGRESSIVENESS” or RG’G’Y’ARS’UURG’I-VG’II and a further frequency “displacement”
into SS-OOLL-VVU-Forms of g’vaas’s’vaag’es (g’va-a-g’va, s’o-o-vg’i, g’urr-g’ur-g’g’i).
10.10480.

Continuously refocusing your life creativity in the Direction of an increase in
the dominance of Aspects of the Quality ALL-Aspiration (as opposed to Aspects of the
Dominant ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom), will enable you one time to perform a frequency
“displacement” into TAO-VVU-Forms of lovirgiydc’es (aaills, armaarks, fruutts) or into
MMUU-VVU-Forms of pridds (poalldionns, fallgaagorrs) manifested as spore plants,
waterweeds, mushrooms, and lichens.
10.10481.

Frequency “displacements” are also possible from a LLUU-VVU-Form into
SC’Y’Y’GL-VVU-Forms that realize the dominance of the Quality ALL-Integrity to the
detriment of Aspects of the Quality ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom. Such a transformation is
performed through robburotts (e’bbls, e’vvloyc’es, klimms) that are represented in our type
of subjective realities by atoms of heavy and superheavy metals.
10.10482.

If you refocus to the detriment of the same Dominant into Aspects of the Quality
“ALL-Essentiality-ALL-Permeability”, then it is possible to start realizing oneself in
10.10483.
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RDUU-VVU-Forms of pahtms (mirdms, staffs, skrutts) or in C’UU-VVU-Forms of triffttc’es

(dvuuydc’es, pluykts).

Refocusings in the Direction of an increase in the dominance of ALL-VoidnessALL-Vacuumness lead to a frequency “displacement” of Self-Consciousness of “a human
personality” into PIIYKH-VVU-Forms of stablozanc’es (guurluusses, luuyussts, illiirssts) or
into DDVUU-VVU-Forms of poldhs (vaduludms, gnoyttrs).
10.10484.

A dominant Synthesis of Aspects of the Quality “ALL-Steadiness-ALL-Stability” in
a NUU-VVU Configuration automatically refocuses you into A’IYG-VVU-Forms of pridmls
(sunns, gallds, sfoffrs). An increase in the existing dominance of Aspects of the Qualities
ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence and ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom synthesized according to a
slightly different fundamental scheme as compared with “human” LLUU-VVU-Forms
results in refocusings into other human UULL-VVU-Forms, not of people, but of allgsses,
whose prominent representatives are such races as kakrikonc’es, pravins, e’ldons, and lamits.
10.10485.

The highest priority Directions of possible refocusings from NUU-VVU into other
Proto-Forms may be expressed in the following way:
10.10486.

ALL-Love + ALL-Initiality;
ALL-Love + ALL-Fullness;
ALL-Love + ALL-Presence;
ALL-Love + ALL-Unity;
ALL-Love + ALL-Knowledge;
ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Aspiration;
ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Integrity;
ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Essentiality;
ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Voidness;
ALL-Intelligence + “ALL-STEADINESS”, and so on.

It’s possible to continue very long to list such qualitative Directions of a possible
further development from a “human” LLUU-VVU-Form into Forms of other (“nonhuman”)
types of Collective Intelligences. However, this would only serve to confirm the main
thesis further, because it would be possible to fulfill the Universal Life Principle of
Duvuyllerrtness of the simultaneous Existence of ALL, only when each of the Forms has
the possibility to be in such a transitional state.
10.10487.
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This complex and simultaneous evolutional-involutional Process has its own
idiosyncrasies and nuances, the first of which is the principle of a greater degree of
compatibility, selectivity or preference during inertial implementation of the Synthesis
of Aspects of some Qualities relative to Aspects of other Qualities.
10.10488.

For example, refocusings from LLUU-VVU-Forms into Proto-Forms that have
any two Dominants among the Aspects of such Qualities as ALL-Steadiness, ALLVoidness, ALL-Integrity or ALL-Aspiration are carried out in the structures of “human”
Self-Consciousness much more easily and more intensively than the same process in
Configurations of Proto-Forms with two Dominants of Aspects of such Qualities as ALLUnity, ALL-Essentiality, ALL-Initiality, ALL-Mobility, ALL-Knowledge or ALL-Fullness.
10.10489.

The entire diversity of different-qualitative creative manifestations characteristic
of “human” Stereo-Types (that very specifically structure frequency Configurations
of NUU-VVU-Forms of various races, nations and peoples living in different historical
periods of the simultaneous inertial development of the Collective Intelligence of
“humankind”) is explained by the fact that each of these numerous Directions has its
own (characteristic only of this race, nation or people) skrruullerrt system of preferred
choices. The skrruullerrt system distinguishes Stereo-Types used by them for refocusings
from Stereo-Types of each of the other Directions of possible development of NUU-VVUForms of “humankind”.
10.10490.

In fact, the whole range of possible individual differences like psychic abilities and
reactions, biological and physical peculiarities, creative bents and talents, phobias and
pathologic complexes, is also, to a great extent, the result of the same dynamic processes
of unconscious and tendentially stable refocusings of UFS from Formo-Types of other
Proto-Forms of GOOLGAMAA-A into Formo-Types of LLUU-VVU-Forms.
10.10491.

These processes are relevant as well to factors that actively influence the duration of
individual rotation Cycles which are characteristic of some representatives of the civilized
and intellectually developed part of humankind and of some of the underdeveloped
individuals that live in tribes in Australia, New Zealand, India, Central Africa, South Africa,
Latin America, North America, and the Northern territories of Russia and Alaska (I mean
not entire tribes and peoples, but distinct individuals), who represent adaptational or diffusgent
(transitional) Forms between the simplest Configurations of “human” NUU-VVU and other
Proto-Forms whose Self-Consciousnesses represent other combinations of Dominants.
10.10492.

It’s common knowledge that the lifespan of the members of these tribes and
peoples is considerably shorter than the average lifespan of “humankind” as a whole. That
they don’t have professional medical services, high quality nutrition, or sanitary living
conditions (that stagger the imagination) is far from being the main factors determining
the lifespan of each member of such tribes.
10.10493.

The lifespans of the totemic animals and plants which are objects of worship for
each of these underdeveloped tribes are also significant, because refocusings of UFS are
constantly performed among these Forms, simultaneously in both directions.
10.10494.
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This is why there are no essential differences in the duration of their Lives, because
the first and second groups, in essence, live in one (joint) Formo-system of Worlds and in
subjective Reality of one type modeled by the same SFUURMM-Forms.
10.10495.

I warn you that by no means should you take an overly-simple, one-dimensional
and irresponsible approach to this issue! Otherwise you’ll easily become, in your primitive
reasoning, like the members of the underdeveloped tribes and fail to see behind this
the deepest Truth that reveals the Primary Principles of the formation of Collective
Intelligences of Universes.
10.10496.

Racial, chauvinistic and nationalistic conclusions drawn on the basis of the
Information I share here will reveal only one thing: that the proponents of such primitive
thinking and negative judgments have already approached closely that dangerous border
in their development, behind which, inevitably, there must follow refocusings into FormoTypes of less developed and more aggressive Proto-Forms represented in our types of
Realities by ruthless predators.
10.10497.

I warn you with all responsibility: beware of drawing hasty conclusions. Don’t use
this Information to make cheap accusations and smear campaigns designed to entertain
a wild public craving sensation! To do so is a big mistake, and the price of your “sad
mistake” will be the loss of perspective to further focus your Self-Consciousness in a
“human” NUU-VVU-Form.
10.10498.

The loss of this perspective results automatically in the loss of the possibility to ever
achieve, in your individual development, the highest (to this “humankind») parameters of
VLOOOMOOT and NNAASSMM, because any “slipping off ” in the direction of an increase,
in Self-Consciousness, of the Creative Activity of Aspects of other Dominants may lead
in “human” types of Realities only to a decrease of the qualitative dynamics of both “the
Creative Cosmic Potential” and the wave Configuration.
10.10499.

The main Goal of the Information I revealed is to open even further the energyinformation structures of your Self-Consciousness to allow a deep Understanding of your
Unity with all living creatures of Creation. This is necessary to develop in you on this
basis, as quickly as possible, the highest Altruism and Intellect, which will bring Your UFS
to the unconditional acceptance and active introduction of various Aspects of the Pure
Quality ALL-Unity in your life creativity.
10.10500.

Another, quicker Way of development simply doesn’t exist to any of the
representatives of “human” society. All other Ways of self-perfection — through refocusings
in Directions of development in other Proto-Forms — always go round about, and to be
more exact, lead to a long inertial “hang-up” of UFS in lower-quality Time Flows of lowerquality types of subjective Realities. By the way, IISSIIDIOLOGY won’t be there to help you
escape from those Realities.
10.10501.

Here, I should especially note that absolutely all manifestations of the twelve Pure
Cosmic Qualities may be relatively divided into three types more or less familiar to us
10.10502.
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from our emotional Experiences in Life which we define by such SFUURMM-Forms as
“feeling” and “intellect”. There is also a third (intermediate) state which the majority of
“people” know only from their internal sensations and which is not designated by any
particular term.
Lower levels of manifestation of the third state in our Lives can be compared with
a short-lived, but very kindly and positive reaction of a scientist, explorer, or thinker who
has finally succeeded in solving a complex problem or unraveling a mystery. At that instant,
he experiences the deepest intellectual satisfaction, and sincerely feels unconditional Love
for the entire World which he sees only in joyful and optimistic terms.
10.10503.

This is the simplest example I can give of a very short-term real manifestation
in our Self-Consciousness (as a result of transmutation) of single-level (identical in
frequency) Synthesis of Intellect (realized Intelligence) with the highly altruistic Feeling
(realized Love) which is common only to highly creative states and activities.
10.10504.

I’d like to point out that of the entire Flow of Pure Qualities, approximately
twenty-five percent of the Aspects we use in our life “manipulations” seem to be the same
as what we call “feelings”. This is not the case, however, and that’s why what we experience
as “feelings” don’t belong to Aspects of one of the two dominant Qualities of any LLUUVVU-Form — ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom.
10.10505.

It’s very difficult to differentiate between them, but remember one thing: True
Feeling is not passion, nor emotionality, nor hysteria, nor meticulousness, but a deep,
internal and individual experience whether relative to something or somebody or
without any association with anything. It’s not in the least mutual, and the degree of
manifestation is not conditioned by any external relations or circumstances. This is a
brief characterization of one of your two Dominants.
10.10506.

Everything that deals with all possible “applied” demonstrations of your
sensuousness, for example, such hard considerations as: “Is it right or wrong for me to
feel this? Why do I need to feel this? Is the feeling mutual? Will what I feel do any harm?
Maybe I love too much?” and other “what”, “how”, “why”, and “for what purpose” questions
are “pseudo feelings” manifested by Creative Activity in your Self-Consciousness. They’re
not anything like Aspects of ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom.
10.10507.

Aspects of the Quality ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom may be (of course, to a high degree
of conventionality) characterized as a creative manifestation of “pure sensuousness”
which has been duvuyllerrtly transformed from “rude-sexual egocentricity” of lower
Levels of INGLIMILISSA-IISSIIDI into altruistic experiences of one “personality” relative
to another. Initiated by UU-VVU-copies of higher Levels of the same Center, sequentially
(according to the degree and depth of implementation of inertial Synthesis) the Aspects
transform first into highly-sensuous relations with all Forms of the World, and then into
high-minded, spiritual, and harmonious feelings of the Hearty Unity with All, which the
majority of “people” tend to regard subjectively as “Divine Love-Wisdom”.
10.10508.
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But you should understand that this subjective “Divinity” is represented only as
“physical” Levels of manifestation of Aspects of this Quality, which don’t exceed vibrations
of the third synthesized Level of AIGLLILLIAA- and ORLAAKTOR-IISSIIDI. Everything
that manifests in structures of Self-Consciousness of STOOLL-VVU-Forms (khristal) and
STOOLL-VVU-Forms (mental) defies description, because, for the time being, SFUURMMForms of these experiences are completely absent in the frequency Configurations of the
biological NUU-VVU-Forms focused by You now.
10.10509.

The same is true of Aspects of the Quality ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence. All of you
equate Intellect with such unlike manifestations as expediency, businesslike character,
constructiveness, rationality, scrupulousness, pedantry, high tech savvy, fidelity to
principles, objectivity, cunning, deviousness, suspicion, high demands, responsibility and
the like.
10.10510.

But none of this is Intellect itself, only its practical applications. Someone creates
an invention as a result of ingenuity or comes up with a neat theory by way of analysis
and subsequent far-reaching conclusions. These are manifestations of intellect. Yes,
creativity is hard, time-consuming, and exhausting, and it takes all the attention of “the
personality”. Nevertheless, the process is pleasant and if “the personality” was deprived of
the possibility to be absorbed in this, it would be unhappy.
10.10511.

Once the process is finished, the task accomplished, conclusions are formulated,
and it seems that it is time to rest, recuperate, and relax. But new ideas, new plans mature
in the Self-Consciousness of the thinker. There is a drive to continue the intellectual
creativity, to plunge again into logic, analysis and intuition.
10.10512.

A scientist or philosopher who enjoys the process of mental creativity, abstract
and logical thinking, who is only happy when he faces seemingly insoluble theoretical and
practical problems and is unconcerned with what profit he will gain at the end, realizes
and develops sequentially Aspects of the Quality ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence in his SelfConsciousness. This is an intellectual Creative Activity.
10.10513.

On the other hand, there are those who apply the results of someone else’s
intellectual activity, and who are only interested in selling the application, the “product”,
to the highest bidder. They may implement the results more quickly, favoring expedience
over originality, file documents, control, check, review, and criticize (but not deeply and
logically oppose!), overcome bureaucratic obstacles, produce, arrange, build, reconstruct.
However, these “people” are occupied with the actualization of anything but Aspects of
the Quality ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence.
10.10514.

So, we have briefly considered the two Dominants common to “human” LLUUVVU-Forms. Aspects of three of the ten other recessive Qualities are close to one of the
Dominants in some respect, Aspects of three other are close to the other, and the remaining
two pairs will present as something in between, which manifest to a different extent in
both as some degree of “sensuousness” and “intellectuality”.
10.10515.
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Unfortunately, as of yet, you interpret these conceptions (which in deed represent
characteristics of the manifestation of impenetrably deeper creative dynamisms) only as
separate and opposed dual aspects, in their subjective opposition to each other but not
from the point of view of their deepest synthesis, because none of us, I’m sorry to say, are
quite yet People, and the state of “Creative Cosmic POTENTIALITY” is not yet accessible
to us.
10.10516.

We are all “aliens” in LLUU-VVU-Form who have refocused into its Stereo-Types
from many other Proto-Forms. But understand, this statement, in Essence, is so far from
those primitive views (reminding physical distance between the Earth and the farthest
planet at the other side of the Galaxy)which permit comparisons of our “present” Life as
part of LLUU-VVU with “a past life” as a swine, a snake or a frog.
10.10517.

We don’t have any “past lives” in other Proto-Forms of GOOLGAMAA-A because
such synthetic processes simply cannot be implemented neither in one Life, nor in a
hundred manifestations (generations) in “human” biological NUU-VVU-Forms!
10.10518.

That this is true is only clear if we consider it from the point of view of an
objective single-momentness of all the creative dynamics of our Universal Focuses of SelfConsciousness which take place simultaneously in the Configurations of all Proto-Forms
of GOOLGAMAA-A.
10.10519.

All Configurations of each of the innumerable Formo-Types of your LLUU-VVUForms simultaneously manifest in different-qualitative Time Flows. The Configurations
maintain a strict adherence to the Principle of preservation of duvuyllerrtness in not only
Formo-Types, but also in the Stereo-Types that form them.
10.10520.

Each individual development scenario represents (in its characteristic quality
dynamics) a very smooth and infinitely sequential transition from a slightly lower-quality
state (in one of the possible Directions of development) into Stereo-Type Configurations
of the frequency range which has a slightly higher quality, and vice versa.
10.10521.

So that you can refocus into NUU-VVU-Forms with Self-Consciousness so highly
developed that it allows you to study IISSIIDIOLOGY or to be professionally occupied
with any other mental-sensuous creative activity, an innumerable set of lower-quality
Formo-Types have been initially modeled in the lower diapasons of vibrations of the
Collective Intelligence of your LLUU-VVU. They are inertially manifested in their primitive
Configurations in various Time Flows as part of the “human” Forms of underdeveloped
tribes and indigenous peoples scattered over all corners of irkkulligren types of Realities
during all the millennia of “the human History of development”.
10.10522.

You are energy-informationally connected to all of them only by the rezonation
activity of your DNA genes. When, in spite of your existing, “respectable” position in society,
with its concomitant titles, regalia and authority, your life creativity begins to degrade
gradually in some of the Directions of development to the primitive levels of mentalsensuous activity common to aboriginals of the “so-and-so” tribe or to native peoples
10.10523.
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(close to their level of development) that jump around a sacrificial fire and worship
their totem, then this may serve you “personally” as an obvious sign of the process (that
tends to appear in your refocusings) of a gradual return to the states which bring the
manifestation of your UFS closer to these tribes and peoples, no matter in which Time
Flows you “personally” (or they) are.
The process of transformation of the Self-Consciousness (which is very difficult
and lengthy process) into any of the Proto-Forms begins and is implemented only on the
level of genetic activity which is individual for each NUU-VVU-Form focused by You. You
always “displace” your UFS into Configurations of Forms which are able to satisfy to the
utmost the creative Interest that appeared in your Self-Consciousness.
10.10524.

If this Interest is so intense and irresistible that you are ready to sacrifice literally
anything for it, then, in principle, it is of no importance to you which of Proto-Forms can
provide you with the possibility of the quickest satisfaction of those urgent needs. If your
interests are of low quality, such as the ones associated, for example, to an extreme degree
of your infatuation with all sorts of violence or “rude-sexual” realizations, then, if you
maintain that desire, you’ll eventually refocus into a Form which will provide you with
the best possibilities for indulging it.
10.10525.

I don’t mean by this that this Form will be the typical “human” body of a killer or
rapist, whose Self-Consciousness represents only intermediate stages of refocusings from
“more human-like” Forms into “less human-like” Forms. I mean those tribes and peoples
which form joint types of subjective realities with animals (which have Configurations
similar to theirs) who are considered “wild by nature”, from the point of view of civilized
relationships.
10.10526.

The moment when your UFS “comes out” of the Configurations of any Proto-Form
does not result from purposeful and specific creativity of only one Stereo-Form during
Life. It’s a psychic, mental, cultural, professional, social, and religious process which is as
lengthy and as complex in implementation as the gradual “introduction” into It.
10.10527.

The extreme limit for dynamics of such frequency“displacements”are manifestations
in adaptative (borderline, diffusgent) Forms which, despite their primitiveness and
intellectual underdevelopment, don’t consider themselves disadvantaged , unhappy or
deprived of anything at all by civilization (if they have any idea of it). On the contrary,
the less somebody intervenes in their Lives, living conditions, culture, religious beliefs,
and relationships with other tribes, the happier and closer they are to the way of Life of
their “totem”.
10.10528.

As long as you perceive yourself as “a civilized human being”, such a perspective
may seem dreadful and incomprehensible to you. They, however, not knowing any other
possibilities, or other perspectives on their development, and recognizing only the
primordial laws of their ancestors, thoroughly enjoy their primitive communal, original
Lives. They wouldn’t change it for anything, not for any of the achievements of human
civilization which is so far from (and absolutely inaccessible to) their earthy understanding.
10.10529.
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As long as you are intensively occupied in your life creativity with the Synthesis of
low-quality SFUURMM-Forms of the two lower IISSIIDI-Centers, the subconscious energyinformation connection with members of these wild and half-wild tribes (through lower
Levels of the complementary System of Forms You focus) may influence potentially, to
one extent or another, the quality of your “present” decisions. This will connect your SelfConsciousness frequencies with frequencies of specific manifestations of animal and plant
Proto-Forms which very closely “cohabit” with these distant and seemingly inaccessible
tribes.
10.10530.

Every day, your Self-Consciousness is intensively affected by specific peculiarities
of these Proto-Forms. It happens much more often than you realize. I would like to note
that, for the realization of UU-VVU-copies that tightly structure (with frequencies of their
characteristic diapasons) Configurations of the NUU-VVU-Forms You focus, it absolutely
doesn’t matter whether you consider yourself “a civilized human being” who is no longer
capable of “bad acts” or you enjoy engaging in cannibalistic rituals in a comfortable
apartment.
10.10531.

If even a slight necessity for the realization of something has been maintained for
a long period in dynamics of Self-Consciousness, then the refocusings initiated by UUVVU-copies of this ongoing Desire will bring you one day to its direct experience which
may turn out to be so strong, unusual and deep that you’ll be completely dependent on it.
10.10532.

Then everything that you — in your “present” judicious state — would never allow
yourself even to think about, will become absolutely natural, desirable and indispensable
to you. You’ll find yourself in the specific state of a deep plunge into some “vicious” or
forbidden experience, without which your further existence will seem simply unthinkable
and inadequate to you. Inertial refocusings from LLUU-VVU into other Proto-Forms
happen exactly this way.
10.10533.

Everyone is occupied in their Life with the things with which their Subconsciousness
abounds. Your Subconsciousness also maintains in this Form close contact with subjects
of your previous refocusings which are “nearest” to you in frequency, and it draws
inexplicable fears and phobias, amiability and enmity, love and hatred, positivism and
aversions, sympathies and antipathies “from there”.
10.10534.

In addition to these psychic influences from other Proto-Forms you also acquire
an innate disposition for some professional activity and aim to master the necessary
skills, habits and character traits for it. You develop manual dexterity speed, physical
flexibility, muscle strength, keen vision, sensitivity of perception, your pain threshold,
moral steadfastness, fearlessness, cunning, as well as facial expressions, gait, and body
movements.
10.10535.

Of course, geneticists are absolutely right when they object, arguing that
everything listed above belongs to so-called hereditary features which parents pass on
to their offspring. Yes, of course, this is correct! Genotype and phenotype determine
absolutely everything in the individual biology of Stereo-Forms focused by Us.
10.10536.
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But, as I have already mentioned, wave Configurations of the genes of “the human”
genome are the energy-information interrelationships which unite each of focused-byYou NUU-VVU-Forms with those types of Collective Intelligences which you focused
simultaneously and inertially in some Time Flows of your infinite Existence as UFS.
10.10537.

There are so many things in “the human” genome, so many genes of all sorts of
plants and animals from amoeba and worm to rice and baobab. They’re present in the
complex-quality biological Information which geneticists, due to their lack of knowledge,
of course, so recklessly call “junk DNA”!
10.10538.

It never occurred to any of them that all this “evolutional junk” in our DNA
represents the wave projections of all possible Proto-Forms of the “former us”, starting
with plants, lichens, amoebas, worms, insects and fishes and ending with cows, pigs,
monkeys, whales, dolphins, and also many Forms unknown to us which either have
disappeared from our subjective realities or in which we have not yet approached real
possibilities of manifestation There are so many of them there: “aliens”, “extraterrestrials”,
even “dinosaurs”!
10.10539.

We have reached the stage of people by way of those other beings! But it happened
neither “yesterday” nor “tomorrow”, which simultaneously exist with our subjective
“today”, but thousands of years “ago” or hundreds of years “ahead”.
10.10540.

This is true even if all this sounds weird to some of you, making you wonder about
my “sanity”. Examples are not hard to find: the entire history of “human” development
known to us (up to now) teems with facts about how “people” worship various species of
animals and plants.
10.10541.

For example, eagles and other birds are incarnations of a “human” soul in
the conceptions of some of the mountain peoples of the Caucasus. Even now, they’re
considered sacred by the Caucasians, and their “killing” and eating is considered the
gravest sacrilege. The Lezgins and the Hebrews directly identified the blood of “a human
being” with his soul.
10.10542.

As objects of “people’s” worship (totem), we can list wind, sun, rain, thunder, water,
iron, even parts of some animals or plants. For example, the North-American Ojibwa tribe
consists of 23 clans, each of which considers a certain animal as its totem: wolf, bear, beaver,
carp, sturgeon, duck, snake and so on. In Ghana, Africa, a fig tree and maize are totems.
10.10543.

In Australia, where totemism particularly thrives, even all the elements of nature
are associated with totems. For instance, Australians from Mount Gambier associate rain,
thunder, lightning, clouds and hail with the totem of crow; they associate fish, seals and
some species of trees with the totem of snake. Tribes in Port McKay associate the sun to
the totem of kangaroo, and the moon to the totem of alligator.
10.10544.

In Africa, in clans of the snake totem, “newborn” infants are subject to a special trial
by a snake: if the snake doesn’t touch the baby, it’s considered a clan member, otherwise,
it’s “killed” as foreign to the clan. Australian Muris call their totemic animal “their flesh”.
10.10545.
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Tribes of the Gulf of Carpentaria, when witnessing a “killing” of their totem, ask why that
“man” was “killed”, calling him a father or a brother.
In Australia, where there are sex totems, female representatives of their totem
are considered their sisters, male representatives are considered their brothers, and all
of them are considered to be their common ancestors. Many totemic tribes believe that
after “Death” each human being turns into an animal of their totem and, therefore, every
animal is a “dead” relative.
10.10546.

According to traditional beliefs, a totemic animal maintains a special relationship
with its associated ethnic group. So, if the totem is a dangerous predator, it must certainly
have mercy on the consanguineous clan. In Senegambia, aboriginals believe that scorpions
don’t harm their worshipers. The tribe of Bechuans have a crocodile as their totem, and
they so believe in its favor that if a person is bitten by a crocodile, or even if water drops
on the person from the splash of a crocodile’s tail, then he or she is expelled from the clan
as an obvious outsider.
10.10547.

In Africa, instead of the question concerning a “person’s” clan or totem membership,
some tribes ask whose dance he dances, that is, whom he becomes during his dance.
During religious ceremonies, they often put masks with an image of their totem on their
faces, put on hides of totemic animals, adorn themselves with feathers and so on for tribal
identification.
10.10548.

The Ancient Southern Slavs had a tradition that when a baby was born, an old
woman ran out of the house shouting: “she-wolf gave birth to a wolf cub!” After that, the
baby “was passed through” a wolfskin, and a bit of a wolf ’s eyes and heart was sewn up in
a shirt or was hung round the neck. For a complete strengthening of the clan’s unity with
the totem, “ancient people” confirmed the union with blood, the same ceremony used to
accept strangers as members of the clan and during conclusions of unions between clans
and peace agreements.
10.10549.

Those members of the Buffalo clan of the Omaha tribe in North America who
observe their traditions still wrap “a dying person” in a buffalo hide, color the face according
to the totem and say to the person: “You go to buffaloes! You go to your ancestors! Be
strong!” In the Indian Zuni tribe, when they bring the totemic animal (a turtle) into their
houses, they greet it weeping: “Oh, our poor perished son (father, brother, grandfather)!
Who knows who you are?”
10.10550.

A fundamental belief of totemic people is that anything that harms “a totem
representative” is absolutely taboo. If it’s an animal, in many clans or tribes, it is strictly
forbidden not only to “kill” it, use it as food, or put on its skin but also for members to
touch it or look at it (for example, the Bechuans in Africa). If it’s a tree or another plant,
they avoid chopping it (and threaten those who attempt to do it!), using it as firewood,
eating its fruit, and sometimes even sitting in its shadow.
10.10551.

For many tribes, the “killing” of their “totem” by a stranger is considered as the
“killing” of their tribesman and requires a reciprocal revenge. Similar examples of ongoing
10.10552.
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blood disputes between members of different groups in Ancient Egypt have arisen as a
result of “totem killings”. Even “now”, when tribal or clan members encounter a “totem”
or simply run across its sign in some places, one can observe their ritual greetings in the
form of bows to it and casting valuables in front of it.
It’s customary among such people to assume that in order to put oneself completely
right with one’s totem, it‘s necessary to get closer to it by adopting its likeness. Thus, in
the Omaha tribe, boys of the Buffalo clan weave their hair into two knots on their head
to mimic the horns of their “totem”. In the Turtle clan, they wear six hair curls or knots to
look like the legs, head and tail of their totemic animal. In the African Botoka tribe, they
knock out their upper teeth in the front to look like a buffalo, their “totem”. Ceremonial
dances are also often designed to achieve the likeness of the movements and calls of the
totemic animal.
10.10553.

For example, in Australia, when they find a corpse of a totemic animal, they offer
their condolences and give it an honorable burial. Even tribes that allow the eating of a
“totem” use it moderately, avoid “killing” it while it sleeps, and always give the animal a
chance to escape. Australians from Mount Gambier “kill” their totemic animal only in the
case of severe hunger, expressing regret for having “killed their friend, their flesh”.
10.10554.

They believe that totems, like faithful tribesmen, but with supernatural powers,
provide special protection to their blood relatives who worship them, help bring them
material prosperity, protect them from natural disasters and supernatural enemies,
caution them against dangers (for example, like the owl in the Samoa Islands), or give the
signal to march during wars (like the kangaroo in Australia).
10.10555.

Rubbing the “totem’s” blood into the body was replaced by body painting over the
course of time. The constant, close presence of the “totem” is considered an important
means to ensure its supernatural protection. That’s why totemic animals are very often
fed and kept in captivity, for example, highlanders of the Taiwan Island feed snakes and
leopards and house them in cages. Similarly, in the Samoa Islands, they keep eels near
their houses. Later, customs gradually developed to keep animals in temples and repay
them with religious honors, as in Egypt.
10.10556.

In some circles, it’s believed that the primary means of communication with a
totem is by eating “its” body (theophagy). From time to time, members of one clan “kill”
their totemic animal and solemnly, observing a number of rituals and ceremonies, eat it
— most often completely, including bones and bowels. A similar ritual takes place when
the totem is represented by a plant.
10.10557.

We can find echoes of this clannish eating in the modern cooking of many countries
of the world: the Christmas coliphia (or kutiya) of the Slavs, in the Easter soup, magirits,
of the Greeks (made of sheep bowels), in the wedding dish of the Buryats called toolay (a
boiled mutton head), and even in the ritual meal during the Eucharist sacrament of the
Christian Church, when congregants take communion by eating the bread of “Jesus Christ’s
flesh” and drinking the wine that “is his blood”. All of these look quite like “totem” worship.
10.10558.
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Believers have always considered these customs quite acceptable to the totem.
Sometimes, the procedure is presented as if the “killed” animal commits an act of selfsacrifice and wishes to be eaten by its worshipers. For example, the Gilyaks (Nivkhis, a
non-Russian tribe of the Far East in Russia), although they no longer practice totemic
rituals, still have an annual ceremonial “killing” of a bear during the so-called Bear’s
Festival and say convincingly that the bear itself indicates the right spot to deliver the
“mortal” blow.
10.10559.

Ritual religious “killing” is sometimes intended either to subdue the “totem” by
“killing” some of its kind or to release the “totem’s” soul so that it can go to a better world.
Thus, in the Worm clan of the Omaha tribe (North America), if worms spoil grain crops,
tribesmen catch some worms, grind them together with the grain and then eat it, believing
that this will save the land for one year. And in the Zuni tribe of North American Indians,
there is an annual procession after totemic turtles; after warm greetings, they “kill” the
turtles and bury their flesh and bones, without touching them, in a river to provide them
with eternal life.
10.10560.

This list of evidence of deep energy-information interrelationships of ProtoForms of the Vegetable, Animal and even Mineral “Kingdoms” can be extended by the
deepest veneration of cows, monkeys, elephants and buffaloes observed in India, the worship
of bears and deer by Northern tribes, the reverence for semiprecious stones by native people
of the Ural Mountains, and the exaltation of cedars, oaks and fir-trees in Siberia. And if
we talk about religions of ancient Egypt... but, I think you can get such Information from
other sources.
10.10561.

I would like to point out, in particular, that “inside” each of the Proto-Forms —
in the frequency Configurations of “physical” bodies typically manifested by it — there
is also its own, wide range of intensity of an interquality combination and division, and
also different degrees of synthetic interactions between Aspects of its two characteristic
Dominants and Aspects of all other recessive Qualities.
10.10562.

For example, all of you know that representatives of the same species of animals
have completely different abilities and inclinations to various kinds of activity. Some
of them can be immediately and easily trained, but in order to train others a trainer
needs literally “to squeeze” SFUURMM-Forms of his Self-Consciousness into the system
of Perception of an animal for an extended period of time, literally “making” it refocus
gradually and displace its UFS into Configurations of bodies that resonate more with the
characteristic qualities of the necessary LLUU-VVU-Forms.
10.10563.

Structures of the Self-Consciousness of domestic animals — as a result of
unconscious adoption of SFUURMM-Forms peculiar to “people” — are “humanized” to
a much greater extent than those of their wild congeners. Within vibrations of karmic
Channels of our two lower Centers, domestic animals unconsciously exchange with us
all qualities which are common to their type of Collective Intelligence and frequency
characteristics which are subjectively expressed by them in habits, aptitudes, inclinations
and specific behavioral reactions.
10.10564.
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Besides, if “the master” of an animal refocuses steadily from LLUU-VVU in the
Direction of development of one of “nonhuman” Proto-Forms, then “the fosterling” is
also automatically subject to the same tendencies, although the development of each one
of them in this Direction will only be implemented according to a scheme specific to their
type of Collective Intelligence.
10.10565.

In turn, communicating for a long time and closely with some domestic animal,
“a human being” involuntarily and unconsciously borrows from its Self-Consciousness
reflections of corresponding traits, behavior particularities, primitive skills, and specific
manifestations of Aspects of Dominants characteristic of his pet. Gradually, the person
becomes more and more attached internally to the animal and starts to resemble the pet
in some habits, manners, tastes, and sometimes even physical traits.
10.10566.

In one and the same synthetic process called Life (which is common to all Forms), we
closely observe and study animals; and, reciprocally, they observe us with equal attention. As
we know from quantum physics, “an observer always influences in his own fashion an object
observed by him”; therefore, any energy-information exchanges between people and animals
and vice versa are always accompanied by an active mutual influence upon each other.
10.10567.

The same happens not only in the closed system of interaction of “a human
being and an animal”, but also in any other system of interquality interrelations such
as: “a human being and a plant” or “mineral”, “an animal and a plant”, or “animals of two
different species”, “animals of one species interact with a human being who interacts with
animals of another species”, or “a human being interacts with animals of one species that,
in turn, interact with animals of another species”.
10.10568.

That is exactly the reason why there is always the possibility of refocusing from
any Proto-Form in any possible Direction of the development of Self-Consciousness.
Only 25-30% of all “bodies of simultaneous manifestation” of a given Proto-Form in all
Time Flows in each of the space-time Continuums are real carriers of specific creative
states typical of a given type of Collective Intelligence.
10.10569.

Maybe these cause-and-effect relationships between “people” and Proto-Forms,
in particular concerning those of “the Mineral Kingdom”, will help some of you to find
the reason of a seemingly pathologic attachment to precious stones as adornments, which
is expressed by many modern beauties and which, by the way, often bears no relation to
greed or to hoarding wealth.
10.10570.

I am sure that due to such an attachment many “people”, who are obsessed with a
strong passion for gold, platinum, silver, or even for iron and copper, choose to become
geologists (the same is true for any other profession) for a reason, by avocation, This
occurs intuitively, due to an inexplicable internal interest in something that reflects a
specific Aspect of Quality which subconsciously interests this “personality”.
10.10571.

A similar mechanism is at work when two “human beings” can understand each
other immediately, even though they cannot come to an understanding with many others
10.10572.
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for years, or when a person lives among “people” of another nationality, race, or citizenship,
or when a person prefers to stay in a particular country or region, near a sea or in a desert,
in mountains or on the plain, in a forest or among interminable fields — that is, any
type of manifestation of something, any particular fact of sympathy or antipathy always
includes a reason which is often very difficult for us to understand.
Even if at first you don’t believe in all of this, at least you should think this
Information over. It is simply impossible to wave it aside because it is too logically, smoothly,
and neatly interwoven with the Principles of general energy-information structure of the
Universe, and also because it plays quite an important role in the “personal” Life of each
of you.
10.10573.

Now, perhaps, you should recall the words which I have often repeated about the
necessity of a deep, conscious, and purposeful realization of literally each of the Levels of
the Creative Activity of your Self-Consciousness, regardless of whether you like it or not,
whether others approve of it or not, and even regardless of whether you understand it or
not (or even if you do not wish to!).
10.10574.

Without such level-by-level realizations, you will not be able to develop further
(when you will approach a definite moment in the development of your intellect and
sensuousness) without the Synthesis of Aspects of both dominant Qualities (which is
necessary for the activation of each of the next quality Levels of your Self-Consciousness).
10.10575.

Here, the point is also that it is the degree of synthesis of all Aspects of Qualities
actively manifested in structures of Self-Consciousness through UU-VVU-copies that
determines the extent and intensity of your focusing exactly in a LLUU-VVU-Form, but
not in one of the Proto-Forms of GOOLGAMAA-A, which are duvuyllerrtly close to it.
10.10576.

By what is it conditioned? Let us consider this question using a particular example.
Let us suppose that you, who aspire so irrepressibly and insistently toward your spiritual
self-perfection, don’t like some of the sexual manifestations of your psychology, and
are tired of your “extremely indecent”, yet for some reason so attractive and arousing,
,involuntary fantasies, dreams, Thoughts, and sensations.
10.10577.

So you say to yourself: “That’s it, I am fed up with all this! This is not spiritual;
it hinders my harmonious development, my perfection, and my movement along the
spiritual Path. I refuse this, suppress any attempts to provoke me to this and begin to study
persistently only IISSIIDIOLOGY!
10.10578.

And you actually begin to delve purposefully into mental processes that lead to a
deeper awareness and clearer understanding of this Knowledge, which, as it seems to you,
can distract you from constantly “annoying” desires of “rude-sexual realizations” and can
help you to refocus sequentially into higher-quality Configurations of NUU-VVU-Forms
used by you.
10.10579.

All this is good, of course. But at the same time you don’t take into account some
nuances of this synthetic process, namely: being afraid that any sensuous activity can
10.10580.
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involve your Self-Consciousness in unnecessary experiences, you decrease intentionally
or unconsciously the Creative Activity of Aspects of the Quality ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom,
and fill your life creativity with the dynamics (as it seems to you!) of Aspects of the Quality
ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence “to the full”.
But I assure you that it only seems this way to you! The point is that you are not
the author of IISSIIDIOLOGY and are unable to be completely aware of Those Levels of
Information on the frequency of which I have formulated and uttered this Knowledge. As
long as you are occupied with pure analysis and logic, trying to imagine abstract schemes
of very complex cause-and-effect interrelations and principles of structuring, as long
as you manipulate all possible mental logisms in your Self-Consciousness, thoroughly
“polishing” them by your analysis, you, beyond doubt, realize actively Aspects of the
Quality ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence.
10.10581.

But you do not come close to understanding everything in this Knowledge in
order to think incessantly and make Choices only within the activity of SFUURMM-Forms
that belong to it, and that is why you get tired very quickly, and are more subject to the
obstinate desire to occupy yourself with something more primitive.
10.10582.

When you get too tired to think and act “in the right way”, you completely
unnoticeably to yourself and unconsciously direct your mental logical-analytical activity
into a more convenient and easy (to your Perception) course, incessantly trying to APPLY
(I intentionally underlined this word!) the intellectual Essence of this Knowledge to your
particular life situations, to adjust and adapt it to lower Levels of your understanding,
judgment, and creativity.
10.10583.

For example, being unable to cope with some of your common drawbacks, you will
distort (out of context or simply superficially) in your own fashion some of statements
of the Knowledge (which I, perhaps, formulated not quite specifically), and you will
begin to try to prove, literally and “furiously” your own (profitable to you “personally”)
interpretation of some statement to somebody by using all your “logic” and “analysis” to
convince those who doubt it.
10.10584.

However, I am sorry to disappoint you, but this will not amount to any realization
of Aspects of the Quality ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence! This is not the deep intellectual
activity in search of the Truth which must occur regardless of whether it will suit your
beliefs or not, whether it will help you or, on the contrary, will complicate your existence.
A purposeful search for the Truth (not its replacement by SFUURMM-Forms which are
more convenient to you but at the same time are more primitive) is the key to Aspects of
the Quality ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence.
10.10585.

What you will demonstrate, in this case, is ambition, cunning, temporization,
mimicry, stubbornness, persistence, perseverance, meticulousness, scrupulousness,
assiduity, commitment, expedience, rationality, fanaticism, ignorance, — in short,
anything but Intellectual-Sensuous Experience of some analytical process!
10.10586.
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You must remember the following, which is very important (to your conscious
development): as soon as you begin to practically apply, use, adjust, manipulate, adapt, or
fit, high-quality SFUURMM-Forms of some particular sphere of Knowledge to something
(or to somebody), Aspects of the Quality ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence take second place.
10.10587.

Their place is immediately occupied in your Self-Consciousness by more active
UU-VVU-copies of some of the Aspects of other recessive Qualities, which also remind
you of logic, analysis, and deep thinking in something, but... only in connection with your
lower subjective needs that correspond to existing conventionality, forced circumstances,
patient expectations, necessary understanding, preconceived opinion, individual
interpretation, practical usage, and so on.
10.10588.

But this does not mean that all of the abovementioned is worse than the IntellectualSensual Experience common to People, that you don’t need this at all, or that you should avoid
all this so as not to get involved too actively in Aspects of other, non-dominant Qualities.
10.10589.

It is complete nonsense to perceive this Information in such a way, which once
again demonstrates the primitivism of Configurations of NUU-VVU-Forms focused by
You, — a simple fact you should carefully consider.
10.10590.

I repeat: an increased intensity of the Intellectual-Sensual Experience truly
manifested in your life creativity is only a necessary condition of the Synthesis of a specific
state in Self-Consciousness which I notionally call “Creative Cosmic POTENTIALITY”
which is rezonationally compatible with Aspects of the Quality ALL-Unity that structure
middle Levels of the third and fourth IISSIIDI-Centers.
10.10591.

But, just as everything else in the One and indivisible Universe, it is simply
impossible to synthesize these Aspects in Self-Consciousness in isolation from the
Creative Activity of Aspects of the other ten Qualities, which [the Creative Activity] is
manifested to a necessary extent in your life creativity.
10.10592.

This means that if you decide to continue to focus in the Human Direction
of development of this LLUU-VVU-Form, then you should not get rid of anything
“non-intellectual” and “non-sensuous”! You should simply have an adequate clarity in
understanding of “what is what and what may become what” in your Life. That’s all!
10.10593.

I gave this Information only so that, in the process of your incessant subjective
awareness of the essence of each moment, you could clearly differentiate and deeply analyze
all tints of your own life creativity, not allowing yourself to be deceived and focusing for
excessively long periods (and too deeply!) in the realization of Aspects of background
Qualities, naively taking their realization for the manifestation of your Dominants.
10.10594.

All Aspects of all Pure Cosmic Qualities are very deeply and tightly interrelated by
all possible Fields-Consciousnesses that simultaneously structure many synthetic Spheres
of Creativity. In fact, everything, absolutely everything, is already initially synthesized
and all results of these cause-and-effect force interrelations projected from higherquality Levels of Energy-Plasma onto lower-quality ones simply cannot be perceived by
10.10595.
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us as anything separate, because they carry ALREADY-synthesized Information which is
characteristic of these or those Qualities to one extent or another.
That is why LLUU-VVU-Forms provide you with specific “creative mechanisms”,
such as Intellect and Sensuousness. So, as you constantly perform deep analyses of all
that happens simultaneously both in your inner psyche and in the outer World, you
can find subjective differences in any type of interaction and, logically “filtering out”
some illusory dualities (“the necessary” from “the unnecessary”, “the important” from
“the unimportant”, “the better” from “the worse”), to learn how to reduce in a highlysensuous way (intuitively) all your mental-sensuous processes to a common (synthesized
from subjective extremes!) denominator. This is the real manifestation of the state of
“Creative Cosmic POTENTIALITY”.
10.10596.

Now that I have protected you against possible extremes in your development,
let us get back to our example. I remind you that, being afraid of activation of UU-VVUcopies of lower Levels of INGLIMILISSA in your Self-Consciousness, you have deliberately
suppressed your sensuousness (Aspects of the Dominant Quality ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom)
for some period. Instead of it, along with a fragmentary intellectual activity in a deep
study of some direction of Knowledge (not necessarily IISSIIDIOLOGY), you started to
intensively develop the Creative Activity of something in your Self-Consciousness, which
helps you to assimilate new Information, and which, in your opinion, is very close to
Aspects of the Quality ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence.
10.10597.

In some time, you begin to see the particular situation to which you have led
yourself more clearly. You begin to express more and more asperity in your relations with
others, which sometimes comes to cynicism, more and more persistence, occasionally
demonstrating blunt obstinacy and irreconcilability towards everything that resists you;
and the main thing is the manifestation of increasingly oversensitive ambition which,
being burst forth in the most unexpected-to-you forms of conflicting interrelations with
other “people”, more and more often forces you to make extremely illogical actions.
10.10598.

Why does this happen? The point is that using some Knowledge in practice without
quite understanding its true altruistic meaning, in order “to give a good account of yourself ”
or not “to come out on the short end” in front of somebody, you often try to wangle,
wriggle, understate, distort, garbling new SFUURMM-Forms to fit your old conceptions,
combining some fragments of one Knowledge with snippets of other Information, each
time adapting in every possible way this process of low-intellect thinking to the doubtful
quality of your life creativity and satisfaction of your egoistic needs.
10.10599.

In some time, this process (this “something” which you perceived beyond doubt as
the manifestation of Intellect and Sensuousness) becomes so intensely activated in your
Self-Consciousness that it begins to turn from a recessive state into a serious competition
for the Dominant of ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom stubbornly suppressed by you. You replace
it with an impetuous partiality or, vice versa, by a cold impartiality, with ostentatious
delight or forced self-humiliation, with arrogant ambition or unveiled haughtiness.
10.10600.
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In some period of time, this “pseudo-sensuousness” becomes equal, in its intensity,
to the Sensuousness suppressed by you and soon becomes a simply indispensable
characteristic factor of your entire existence and a principle of formation of interrelations
between you and the outer World. That’s how it is!
10.10601.

This means that it is not impartial logic and deep analysis common to Intellect, and
it is not unconditional positivism and selfless Altruism common to Sensuousness. Rather,
it is a primitive and excessive practice of egoistic use of the mental-sensuous creativity of
UU-VVU-copies of the two lower Centers (which are actually isolated from the Knowledge
you study) that considerably prevails in your life creativity over the Creative Activity of
Aspects of the dominant Qualities common to LLUU-VVU-Forms.
10.10602.

All this usually happens with intensive dynamics of countless subjective “Deaths”
of focused-by-You NUU-VVU-Forms and subsequent refocusings into Configurations of
Forms of other priority Directions of your possible development, which resonate to the
utmost with wave dynamics of Thoughts, Feelings, and Desires generated by your SelfConsciousness and the Aspirations intensively formed by them.
10.10603.

In these cases, your life circumstances are also modeled in the direction of a highpriority manifestation of the realization possibilities which correspond to the narrow
frequency range of Energy-Plasma in which you perceive yourself. You remove yourself more
and more from society, from people who “are unable” either to understand you or evaluate
you worthily and give due share of the credit for your unusual mind, genius, and abilities...
10.10604.

Persistent non-recognition of your extraordinariness on the part of the rest of
“humankind” forces your wounded ambition to choose solitude more and more often and
to desire complete privacy, motivating these fits of sophisticated hypocrisy and unhealthy
pride by the fact that you prefer “spiritual development” to “the worldly vanity”.
10.10605.

At such moments, you very often have Thoughts about Life in some remote
monastery or in a far ashram, under the guidance of an experienced “master” who, unlike
all others, could see all of your gifts and unusual abilities, and could help you to open them
even more. Then, you would show “them all what a genius they once failed to discover,
acknowledge, and accept!”
10.10606.

All these complex psychic transformations take deeper root on lower Levels
of Self-Consciousness and usually result at some point in you making a decisive (or
desperate) step in the direction of a radical transformation of your current Life. As a rule,
they first result in a drastic reorientation of your professional activity or in a change of
your marital status or place of residence.
10.10607.

You may perceive such changes in your life circumstances either as positive
(“better” locality or country, circle of acquaintances and environment, conditions for
living, work, creative activity, earnings, nutrition, personal and family relations and many
other things than you had before) or as negative ones (you assess the same things as
“worse than it used to be”).
10.10608.
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But all of them bring you inevitably closer to the necessity of refocusing into
another territory, into one of the diffusgent races, nations, or peoples whose NUU-VVUForms resonate closer in quality with the general Configuration of the Proto-Form
unconsciously chosen by you. Such Forms are able to finally help your UFS to refocus
(for example, by changing the place of residence) into a half-wild tribe or into a remote,
“godforsaken” village whose residents (by Configurations of their Self-Consciousness)
represent borderline Forms between “people” and specific bodies of manifestation of this
Proto-Form.
10.10609.

On the condition that there is further continuation of the Synthesis of Aspects of
Qualities in the same Direction and in case of the achievement of a definite quality limit
in this process, you refocus completely into an absolutely different — “human-like” or
even “nonhuman” — Proto-Form!
10.10610.

This is the result of “I don’t want”», even though everything started so optimistically,
so “logically”, and so thoughtfully! And you were even ready to hang all possible tags on
me, such as “a sexual maniac”, only because I have deeper Knowledge than you and always
try to save you in a precautionary, careful manner from that which later you will be unable
either to correct “personally” in any way, bring back, or change...
10.10611.

Due to the more sensuous characteristics of the Configuration of your SelfConsciousness your inability to understand deeply such a complex Knowledge as
IISSIIDIOLOGY, everything happens in a similar way (only differing in nuance) when
you try to suppress in your life creativity characteristic manifestations of the Creative
Activity of Aspects of the Quality ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence and begin to focus more
intensively only on “the study” of lower egoistic Levels of the dominant “spiral” ALL-LoveALL-Wisdom.
10.10612.

This can occur when you mistakenly begin to take a sexual passion or a selfsacrificing egoistic attachment to a particular “personality” (whether it be a person of
the opposite sex, a close relative, your own child or even someone else’s child whom you
have adopted) in order to individually express your altruistic Sensuousness, plunging you
deeper and deeper into self-deception, which is not at all any realization of Aspects of the
Quality ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom.
10.10613.

Instead of Aspects of the second Dominant (the Quality ALL-Will-of-ALLIntelligence), due to weak mental capabilities, you begin to intensively study all of the
possible volitional features (but not highly-intellectual ones!) of your character (assiduity
that amounts to “cramming”; persistence in achievement of goals that is more like
“obstinacy”; adaptability with elements of “acting skills”; psychological “study” changed
by utter meticulousness and so on) which allow you to successfully pretend that you deeply
understand these high Levels of Knowledge.
10.10614.

Finally, all of this pretense and self-deception also lead to the consequences
described above in the form of sequential stable refocusings into “bodies of manifestation”
characteristic of other Proto-Forms. Most often, UU-VVU-copies of low-sexual realizations
10.10615.
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take possession of your Self-Consciousness for a long time, completely slaking your interest
in any kind of intellectual activity; this, in turn, determines your choice of Direction of
your further development.
Well, this is perhaps all what I wanted to tell you on this subject. And the necessity
of this, as you probably remember, appeared when I was going to explain to you what “a
Stereo-Form” or, in other words, a Formo-Type of LLUU-VVU is.
10.10616.

So, speaking of a particular Stereo-Form, I mean the entire set of subjective
interpretations of UFS, which are simultaneously manifested in different development
scenarios of one Time Flow as particular “personalities” born approximately at the same
time period (in some variants a child was born prematurely, but survived; somewhere,
“the same” child was born two or three days or even a week later) by the same parents.
10.10617.

It should also be noted that there is not any common association of the moment
of “birth” of the entire set of Stereo-Types of one Stereo-Form with some particular
geographical location, because development scenarios of a mother, by the moment of any
of innumerable “births” of its child, could be very different (somewhere, there is a father,
and somewhere he is absent; somewhere, she moved in one place, somewhere she moved
in another place, and somewhere, she did not move at all…).
10.10618.

For example, my Stereo-Form is the whole variety of “other me’s” who “individually”
live (as NUU-VVU-Forms simultaneously focused by Me) their own development scenarios
in one and the same Time Flow.
10.10619.

To each of these “individual interpretations of me” — in their “now” — the
calendar will always show the same day, month, and year, although geographical, social,
economic, religious, political, physiological and other conditions of existence (as well as
physical possibilities, psychic abilities, professional skills and personal talents) for each
individual interpretation among the entire set of “me” are expressed in an extremely wide
range of manifestations, from a president to a beggar, from a rogue to a scientist or a
spiritual figure, from a sage to a cretin.
10.10620.

All of these polarities and extremes, manifested in the Destinies of each of
the “personalities” and inertially formed in one Continuum within the collective
Consciousness of each Stereo-Form, are a result of initially modeled individual
differences in wave Configurations (NNAASSMM) that determine the unique peculiarity
of particular genetic states which are characteristic of each of simultaneously-manifested
“personalities”; this is of a fundamental importance to the degree of life realization of
the Creative Potential (VLOOOMOOT).
10.10621.

Each of these other “individual incarnations of me” specifically (depending on
wave parameters of NNAASSMM and VLOOOMOOT) forms “its own individual” Worlds on
different qualitative Levels of Energy-Plasma that constitute all creative dynamics of one
and the same Time Flow. Every instant, different physical states and psychic reactions
appear and everyone simultaneously bases his own choices on them! The quality of these
10.10622.
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choices automatically refocuses the UFS of each of my other “personalized interpretations”
into groups of Stereo-Types that belong to various development scenarios.
In this respect, any quantity of identical or fraternal twins (both males and females)
that were born simultaneously by one mother or donor (including cases of “birth” as a
result of artificial or “tube” insemination in a laboratory, laser-wave insemination and
also cloning using of stem cells) should be considered as “physical” manifestations of
“personalized interpretations” of one and the same Stereo-Form.
10.10623.

Do not be surprised by the fact that in these exclusive (although not so rare)
cases, not only the appearance of twins may differ, but also their sex. These ostensible
“anomalies” may be strange only to our subjective and limited perception, while they are
just ordinary things to our more universal “future” Forms of manifestation.
10.10624.

The holographous nature of a Stereo-Form, just like the one of the Universe, allows
it to duplicate itself in an unlimited number of its own simultaneous manifestations,
regardless of sex or method of “birth”. It is simply much more difficult to perform all
of these possibilities of diverse manifestations in Formo-systems of dense-inertial
Continuums than on more tractable and higher-quality Levels of Energy-Plasma.
10.10625.

In higher-quality Continuums, our UFS and the Stereo-Forms focused by them
will attain an incomparably greater broadening of the individual diversity of the entire
set of Forms used by us (SVUULL-VVU and STOOLL-VVU, LUUD-VVU and STOOLL-VVU).
10.10626.

With the help of purposeful Meditation combined with a deep state of IntellectualSensual Experience, we will be able to extend, virtually to infinity, the range of external
characteristics of bodies individually modeled by us in order to realize our life creativity.
Everyone will be able to do this within the collective Consciousness of one’s own StereoForm.
10.10627.

Believe me, all present operations to change sex and plastic surgery interferences
to change one’s own external appearance are just primitive compared with that which
very soon will become as habitual to us as today’s ordinary change of clothes. You will be
able to change your external appearance (and even sex!) several times a day! And these
are natural properties of our Stereo-Forms which for the time being are realized with
difficulty in dense-inertial conditions of this Continuum.
10.10628.

Different Stereo-Forms of one and the same LLUU-VVU are different Formo-Types
to each other. Moreover, any dynamic part of one Stereo-Form (that is, one of my other
“parallel personalities”) is also a Formo-Type to any other “personality” formed by the
collective Consciousness of the same Stereo-Form relative to “individual incarnations”
of my LLUU-VVU in other Time Flows (day, month, year, hundred or hundred thousand
years “ago” or “in the future”) or relative to the ones that belong to the same Time Flow
but are born by other parents.
10.10629.

But the terms “Stereo-Form” and “Formo-Type” are synonyms only in relation to
your “present incarnation”. In other words, each of you — from the point of view of the
10.10630.
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current existence of your LLUU-VVU — may be simultaneously considered as its StereoForm and Formo-Type.
That is, every LLUU-VVU has many Formo-Types that are simultaneously
manifested in absolutely different Time Flows with different characteristics, such as
physical appearance and sex, and live both in different and in the same time periods,
Formo-systems of Worlds and Continuums. Among all of these forms is your current
Stereo-Form, or that which you subjectively perceive as “the one who is living now”.
10.10631.

Each “personality” of a given LLUU-VVU-Form (only to itself, that is, in its own
self-perception of its “present incarnation”) is the manifestation of a definite StereoForm, irrespective of subjective circumstances or Time Flows in which it creatively exists.
10.10632.

This means that you, as an individual quality manifestation of this particular
Stereo-Form, will never and nowhere else (in the external appearance common to you
“now”) be born, because the entire outer World began to exist to you, not thousands or
millions of years “ago”, but only at the moment of “your personal birth”.
10.10633.

All other “yous” born at the same time in identical or in different life circumstances
are (relative to anyone whom you perceive as yourself) also “individual incarnations” of
the same Stereo-Form.
10.10634.

As soon as you were born, and to be more exact, as soon as you could minimally
perceive yourself as somebody on any Level of your Self-Consciousness, the outer World
also immediately appeared “to you personally” at once in all Time Flows and in all spacetime Continuums, where you began to perceive “yourself ” as a “personality”; and each
of these Worlds began to represent to you a certain particular scene for some of your
specific creative realizations.
10.10635.

Now each of you is, for example, a manifestation of a Stereo-Form of your LLUUVVU (from the point of view of your “current” Formo-Type). And everything that is
usually called “parallel” Lives which you “live” in your other Forms, with other names and
acoustic Codes, is the creative existence of different Formo-Types of your LLUU-VVUForm in relation to your “current personality”.
10.10636.

Any Form of Collective Intelligence that has a date of “birth” is subjectively a
Stereo-Form and objectively a Formo-Type of LLUU-VVU.
10.10637.

For example, one of the Formo-Types of the creative manifestation of my LLUUVVU, along with my present existence, is “the personality” that was born and named Shota
Rustaveli and that lives in its “now” in the Time Flow that we would refer to as about 1240
A.D.
10.10638.

Moreover, this “personality” (that lives “now” in the 13th century in its own selfperception) and I (the one who perceives himself living “now” in 2011) are different
Formo-Types of one and the same LLUU-VVU-Form, but each of us is a manifestation only
of his own Stereo-Form to “himself ”.
10.10639.
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Such is the case for the rest of the innumerable quantity of Formo-Types (in other
words, if you consider different “personalities”) and Stereo-Forms (if you consider your
“personality”) of one LLUU-VVU-Form, which are “incarnated” in an infinite set of their
subjective “now” in many Formo-systems of Creation.
10.10640.

In other words, speaking of my other Formo-Type, I will always mean one of
numerous “personalities” of my LLUU-VVU-Form, which exists in its “now” under another
name, with a different external appearance, with other DNA qualities, and with other
parents.
10.10641.

Though, in fact, even in different Worlds of my manifested Stereo-Form (which
you know and which is like this only in association with its own subjective view of itself),
many of its “personalities” may also differ greatly from one another in their qualities, not
only in internal (psychic and spiritual) properties, peculiarities, or achievements, but also
in outward appearance, because dominance of these or those character features inevitably
leaves its special inimitable imprints on the face and body of “the personality”.
10.10642.

That is why we must consider that these “groups” of Stereo-Types are manifestations
of different Formo-Types of my LLUU-VVU-Form in relation to me and also to each other,
just as individual manifestations of each of you are manifestations of Formo-Types to me,
and I am also a Formo-Type to each of you, as a “personality”. However, there is a great
probability that both I and many of you are Formo-Types of one and the same LLUU-VVU.
10.10643.

A Formo-Type of LLUU-VVU is the concept which unites all manifested Forms
(including your present “personality”) as a species, into one whole, into a human Form of
the Collective Intelligence, no matter in which Time Flow and in which Continuum each
of these “personalities” perceives itself individually.
10.10644.

Of course, we have other Formo-Types in Creation, but they differ from our
habitual “human” Forms in terms of physiology and energy. This refers to external
appearance, a way of creative manifestation, principles of behavior, and typical psychic
reactions. They are SVUULL-VVU (astral) and LUUD-VVU (lutal), and also STOOLL-VVU
(khristal) and STOOLL-VVU (mental) Forms.
10.10645.

10.10646.

GOORR-VVU-Forms of Human civilizations are the nearest ones to us (after NUULL-

VVU) among “future” Forms of our refocusings in the Direction of Human development.

They are even more highly-intellectual and more highly-sensuous and more highlydeveloped than we are.

These People no longer call themselves “people of Earth”, because the limits of their
cosmic creativity are far beyond the Earth’s orbit. They prefer to be called kriigmms (a new
universal and common-to-all language is already created, where the word combination
“kriig” and “mmam” means “the ones that personify all the best in themselves”).
10.10647.

This “future” civilization consists of three major Races partially synthesized
from “former” highly-developed Forms of people of Earth (NUULL-VVU) and allgsses
10.10648.
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(UULL-VVU) who are very much like them. They are also partially synthesized from
representatives of some extraterrestrial civilizations who, just like us, belong to FormoTypes of our LLUU-VVU-Forms, which are common to us and to them.
The whole sensuous-intellectual energy-information basis of ours “future”
GOORR-VVU-Forms is formed by the following synthetic Races (I give them in increasing
order in terms of the quality of their Self-Consciousness):
10.10649.

a) klungrs — dense-plasma bioenergy NUULL-VVU-Forms — synthesized from misc’ents
and gorrffts (aiyfullugrs + ngunms, ffillisc’es + bollfs, iissorfs + skradomula’ts);
b) pfitts — semi-virtual SVUULL-LUUD-VVU-Forms — synthesized from stroolgs and
tloonds (paarruurses + lovirgiydc’es, ailggillufc’es + pridmls, aammorfs + regosporruts);
c) pre’kkrs — virtual STOOLL-UOLD-VVU-Forms — synthesized from trruuksses and
iooldds (truusc’es + dze’ydztc’es, olldrins + krringrs, oollirfs + gerokomvats).
Though the majority of our “future” Formo-Types also have a head, four limbs,
and approximately the same body as us, they are not quite “human beings” in our
habitual perception but rather “human-like” Forms which are very similar to us in
outward appearance but are engaged in slightly different synthetic Processes of EnergyPlasma. That is, they are engaged in the Synthesis of a specific state of “Creative Cosmic
POTENTIALITY” with Aspects of the Quality ALL-Unity.
10.10650.

Manifestations in GOORR-VVU-Forms, and in a great many other Forms, is a
part of the prerogative of the Collective Creativity of each LLUU-VVU-Form that passes
duvuyllerrtly (that is, inertially, gradually, and sequentially) through certain borderline
states in different types of Realities into other realization Forms. The characteristic
feature of these other realization Forms is not the Synthesis of Aspects of the dominant
Qualities ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence, but Synthesis of any
of their combinations with Aspects of other Qualities which gradually replace one of the
two dominants, “moving” it to a background (recessive) state in an individual synthetic
process.
10.10651.

It is more evident not only in many external physiological, intellectual, and
psychological differences typical of different ethnic features in “the human” society
observed by us, but also in many other various interspecific Formo-Types of LLUU-VVU
whose features (appearance, character, world view, sensuousness, intellect) differ very
distinctly from the “human” type habitual to us.
10.10652.

We are used to seeing our physical appearance as it is, but it is just a projection,
“an imprint” of a short moment of our Eternal Existence. Believe it, in Creation, there are
a great many Formo-Types of our LLUU-VVU which have an absolutely different “physical”
Form that is unusual to our perception.
10.10653.

Nonetheless, all of this is just evidence of an infinite variety of Forms of the
specific realization of various Aspects of Qualities through “the combined Consciousness”
10.10654.
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of our LLUU-VVU. They transit duvuyllerrtly from traditionally “human” ones into various
“human-like” ones, as well as into all possible “anthropomorphous” ones. And when there is a
radical change of the dominants of synthesized Aspects of Qualities during manifestations
in underdeveloped tribes and peoples, they transit into “nonhuman” Forms.
So, it turns out that a Formo-Type and a Stereo-Form are in principle one and the
same. They “differ” from one another only from the point of view of an observer whose
Focus is identified with some of the Forms of their manifestation.
10.10655.

A Stereo-Form may also be considered as a simultaneous specific manifestation
(in a particular “interval” of a Time Flow in some groups of Worlds) of simple facts of
existence of many biological Forms that differ in their Configurations, are similar in
their DNA structure, and are duvuyllerrtly combined together into an integral space-time
formation.
10.10656.

It is because any “personality” manifested in this or in that Formo-system of
Worlds is, in essence, only a result, visually perceived by us, of the uniting action of
specific properties of this space-time Continuum whose range of vibrations starts from
the third-fourth synthesized Levels of Activity of Creators (fragmented Consciousnesses)
of ORLAAKTOR- and AIGLLILLIAA-IISSIIDI and ends with the lowest Levels of Activity of
Creators of INGLIMILISSA- and ARGLLAAMUNI-IISSIIDI.
10.10657.

A special vibration frequency of Energy-Plasma forms the structure of our spacetime Continuum and shapes (crystallizes, manifests, “materializes”) absolutely everything
that you can visually see and sensuously feel around you in a definite way into numerous
Forms. The examples are: a specific combination of Aspects of Qualities that interact
actively among themselves, allowable degrees of their “dominance” and “recessiveness”
relative to each other, parameters of the rotation Shift which are characteristic of this
Reality, as well as electromagnetic background (one of Aspects of the synthesized Quality
“Creative Cosmic POTENTIALITY” — ALL-Love + ALL-Intelligence), temperature mode
(one of Aspects of the Quality ALL-Integrity), conditions of the atmospheric pressure (one
of Aspects of the Quality ALL-Unity), background radiation (one of Aspects of the Quality
ALL-Essentiality), and many other things.
10.10658.

In other conditions of creative interaction and with other parameters of the above
features, the picture of outer reality observed by you would change in a greater or lesser
degree, including psychic peculiarities of your own perception and reactions of living
creatures that contact you.
10.10659.

10.10660.

EVERYTHING that IS in the World around you is manifested simultaneously with

you only “now”. And that which is not in the World is manifested “now” for those of your
NUU-VVU-Forms which perceive themselves simultaneously with you as the ones living
“now” in each of possible variants of “individually” structured Formo-systems of Worlds.
Every Form in the picture of the World that is visually observed by us is not formed
by one particular Configuration: in a single moment, each of the billions of simultaneously
10.10661.
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manifested “human” Formo-Types has a countless number of Configurations. They differ
slightly from each other in the frequency of their manifestation in such a way that Creators
(UU-VVU-copies) of some karmic Channels of IISSIIDI-Centers are more active in one
Configuration, and other ones are more active in a second Configuration, still other ones
are more active in a third one.
Very soon scientists will understand that if they gradually increase the frequency
of sequential projection-emission of “pictures” into one point of Space-Time from 24
“frames” (“pixels”) per second to at least 180 “frames” per second (while also increasing
the quantity of high-frequency projectors), a two-dimensional picture will turn into a
rather dense three-dimensional hologram.
10.10662.

And if the frequency of this process attains 328 “pictures” per second (still
increasing the quantity of projectors), then a three-dimensional virtual picture manifested
in a given point of Space may actually turn into a “dense-material” one.
10.10663.

What is the principle of the hologram which is being developed only now? As it
is known from physics, any three-dimensional hologram is based on the phenomenon
called interference, that is, an appearance of a specific frequency Configuration as a result
of superposition of frequencies of several light sources (or radio waves) on each other.
10.10664.

The same happens when one laser ray is split into two individual rays. After that,
one ray is reflected from a photographed object and the other ray mixes with its reflected
light. The interference image, which is formed during this process and reminds concentric
circles that appear when several stones fall into water, is recorded on tape. As soon as the
ray of another laser falls on this place, a three-dimensional and “immaterial” image of
this object appears in the air.
10.10665.

The most noteworthy aspect of this whole process is that if we sequentially cut
the image of an object on a tape photographed using the holographic method into two,
three, or any other number of parts, and then light up each of them again by a laser, we
will be able to see the whole image on any of them. It means that each small particle of the
holographic tape always contains the information about the whole initial image.
10.10666.

In the first chapter of this book, I explained in detail that a biological “human
being” appearing in front of us is a specific manifestation (which is duvuyllerrtly combined
at a definite frequency of vibrations — 328 Shifts per second) of the Creative Activity
of a great number of interacting Forms of Energies (wave Configurations of StereoTypes of one Stereo-Form), whose very similar wave Configurations may have frequency
overlapping in this structure of the space-time Continuum (like laser rays). The Forms
of Energies can visually manifest themselves in a definite point of Space formed by this
diapason of Energy-Plasma exactly in this manner — in the form of “a personality” that
we perceive (NUU-VVU, NUULL-VVU-Forms and others).
10.10667.

Fragmented Configurations of UU-VVU-copies (simultaneously projected from
OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems onto various frequency Levels and sublevels of our Self10.10668.
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Consciousness) act as lasers or wave projectors in this complex synthetic process of Form
“materialization”.
And the function of a stage is performed by the entire set of Time structures of
the Continuum, whose narrowly-specific rotation noo-time Shifts (FFLUARRS-factors)
bring into action (individually, in relation to each structure of Self-Consciousness) the
whole Program of a sequential manifestation of holographous “images” (or, if you wish,
“pieces of puzzle”) in the system of our subjective Perception.
10.10669.

Many other Configurations of NUU-VVU-Forms, which we cannot perceive in
any way (because their specific frequency of manifestation of Aspects of their Qualities
differs from ours), exist at the boundaries of the “physical” manifestation of our biological
bodies. Their “dimension Coefficient” can be either higher than that of our bodies, which
corresponds to the “internal”, higher-quality Sphere of Self-Consciousness, or lower,
which is the “external”, lower-quality part of the Sphere of our possible life Creativity.
10.10670.

We don’t see them, not because they either “died” or don’t exist “anywhere” at all,
but only because, among the entire set of our “physical” Forms of manifestation, they
differ to some extent from us, “the present ones”, both in the frequency of the rotation Shift
typical of their Formo-systems of Worlds and in the individually-synthesized qualities
initially included in frequency Configurations of energy-information structures of their
Self-Consciousnesses.
10.10671.

These are NUU-VVU-Forms involved in slightly different Processes of Synthesis
performed with other intensity of interaction between Aspects of Dominants typical of
LLUU-VVU and Aspects of background or recessive Qualities.
10.10672.

As I have already mentioned, as distinguished from NUULL-VVU-Forms that
synthesize the state of “Creative Cosmic POTENTIALITY” in their Self-Consciousnesses,
which is characteristic of people, the function of NUU-VVU Configurations is to form all
other possible Directions of development initially provided for refocusings of UFS from
LLUU-VVU-Forms into other Proto-Forms of GOOLGAMAA-A.
10.10673.

They exist self-consciously in their Formo-system of Worlds simultaneously with
us and are closely interconnected with the structures of our Self-Consciousness by many
common “rezonation zones” which cannot be broken apart because these connections are
performed only on an energy-information level.
10.10674.

In fact, all that we use as the Experience of realization of background Qualities is
a result of the collective synthesizing Creativity of each group of these NUU-VVU-Forms.
The Creativity is scrupulously generated (quantum-holographously projected) by FieldsConsciousnesses of their Configurations onto corresponding Levels of Self-Consciousness
of all other Stereo-Types simultaneously manifested by “the combined Consciousness” of
this LLUU-VVU in all Time Flows.
10.10675.

It is equally true that each of you (through Configurations of NUU-VVU-Forms
focused by You) also incessantly transmits his own “individual” Experience of the Synthesis
10.10676.
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of the Aspects of two Dominants into wave structures of Self-Consciousness of all other
Forms — “people”, animals, plants and minerals.
I would like to remind you one more time that a visibly-manifested-by-you
“personality” which you perceive as the only one actually is not a single “human being”.
Instead, it is always represented by a whole conglomerate of “personalities” manifested
duvuyllerrtly and simultaneously in a strictly-definite (for this Continuum) wave range in
the form of duvuyllerrt groups of Stereo-Types of your Stereo-Form that are sequentially
“unpacked” from the temporal ethereal constituent.
10.10677.

10.110678. Any

of the Stereo-Types is not “a personality” by itself, just like a car body cannot
be the car itself with all its functional capacity. Each Stereo-Type that makes part of this
or that NUU-VVU-Form and provides the very fact of its simultaneous multiple quantumholographous “manifestation-unfolding” in Spaces of Continuums and of Time Flows
associated with its creativity is very strictly determined by the development scenario of
that Formo-system of Worlds which initially “includes” its specific wave Configuration.
QUESTION. Oris, I am sorry for interrupting you, but you just used the term “quantum-ho-

lographous”. The “quantum” part is clear to me, but I cannot get the second part of the word
combination. As far as I know, it would be more correct to say “holographic” instead of “holographous”, because, I am sorry again, this reminds me very much your own interpretation of
the usual word. Did you use this term in this very form intentionally or it was just a slip of the
tongue?

— No, dear Uullarg. Thank you for listening to me so attentively. However, I did
not made a slip of the tongue and used this word intentionally in a slightly changed form
so as to separate these two notions which are identical in principle but different in the
meaning I put into each of them. As it sometimes happens when I express the Knowledge
of IISSIIDIOLOGY, owing to a lack of words and terms which could help me to state
more accurately the Information unusual to your Perception, when I describe some new
SFUURMM-Forms I simply have to use partly or completely notions which already exist in
your thinking and which reflect at least slightly a part of indescribable dynamics or highquality multidimensional processes, phenomena, properties, principles, characteristics
and other things, but in no way are suitable for description of their new meaning.
10.10679.

Such is the case with the notion of “resonance” (a complete coincidence of
oscillations), which I had to modify into an absolutely-new-to-you Conception of
“rezonationness” — a high degree of conformity between complex-configuration wavetype or higher-quality (or lower-quality!) manifestations of creative dynamics of various
Forms of Collective Intelligences. I used the term “spherical” (that is, limited by a sphere)
to form a qualitatively new Conception of “spheroidicity” — any type of creative wave
Configuration dynamics of Forms of Collective Intelligences; the dynamics propagate
duvuyllerrtly, uniformly and simultaneously in the entire multidimensionality of infinite
Directions of interquality force interrelations typical of this Universe. Although I did
not change the term space-time Continuum, I included an absolutely new informational
10.10680.
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essence into it, and so on. Now, I simply cannot remember everything. One of you invented
a special definition (“orisisms”) for all these changed terms. It’s all right! Only one thing
is important to me: to make the Information I give more clear and comprehensible to you
with the help of the numerous “orisisms”.
So, since such terms as “holography” and “holographic” already exist, are known,
and are comprehensible to many, especially to those who deal with physics and other
sciences, it is much easier for me to use them in a deeper and wider meaning than to devise
new terms and to offer lengthy explanations. But in order not to confuse one concept
with the other, I slightly changed the term. While the term “holographic” implies only a
possibility to reproduce three-dimensional projections of certain objects in a local space, I
use the term “holographous”, with the meaning of different-quality dynamics of the whole
infinite set of energy-information interrelations between absolutely all multidimensional
Forms of Collective Intelligences that simultaneously in one single moment, “visibly” and
“invisibly”, “perceptibly” and “imperceptibly”, potentially and specifically, manifest their
subjective creativity in a given “rezonation point” of a skrruullerrt system.
10.10681.

10.110682. When I want to talk only about processes common to irkkulligren types of subjective

realities, I use, as in this case for example, the word-combination quantum-holographous,
meaning by it a certain inertial process of “quantization of the physical diapason” of SpaceTime (3-4 dimensional) by certain wave Configurations of SFUURMM-Forms that manifest
by frequency in this diapason in the form of “material” objects. I have another definition
for processes that manifest simultaneously specifically in many diapasons of dimension
— “singular-holographous”, that is, manifested in a multifaceted and different-quality way
in the entire Infinity of the Universe. For the next, 4-5-dimensional diapason, there is the
term “iskon-holographous”, and for the 2-3-dimensional one — “uykkuy-holographous”.
This is the whole difference. Is it clear now?

— Yes, thank you very much, Oris!
And now let us continue our conversation. So, each Stereo-Type is just a quality
“fragment” of general creative dynamics of the NUU-VVU-Form structured by it. Its “own”
dynamics is “a quantum of qualitative inertial displacement” of its World and nothing
else. But NUU-VVU represents, in its outer Space, a dynamic manifestation of development
scenarios of many Worlds organized into dynamic Formo-systems.
10.10683.

NUU-VVU is an energy-information intermedium involved in very complex
dynamics of reprojection, from World into World, of a collective creativity of many UUVVU-copies whose qualities were initially “copied” from OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems
and encoded into the temporal ethereal constituent of NUU-VVU. A Stereo-Type, on the
10.10684.

other hand, simply cannot have its own temporal ethereal constituent, because its wave
Configuration is just a small — instantaneous! — “fragment” in the general Configuration
of its NUU-VVU-Form.
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10.10685.

NUU-VVU-Forms dynamically manifest themselves, in irkkulligren Space-Time,

as that which you visually perceive as one and the same “personality”. They are those
duvuyllerrt groups of Stereo-Types focused by You whose “individual” frequencydimensional properties endow them with maximum (among all other NUU-VVU)
possibilities of “physical” manifestation in synthetic Configurations of Worlds of this
space-time group. These Worlds have a very specific frequency range of waves which
makes possible the manifestation (in them) only of Forms that have a definite quality and
strictly correspond to Configurations of these Worlds.

Other Forms, due to their distinctive rezonation properties, either no longer can
or cannot yet visually manifest themselves in our outer World owing to their specific set
of individual frequencies. But they manifest where NUU-VVU-Forms currently focused by
Us cannot manifest. This means that we don’t subjectively exist to them either, just as they
don’t exist to our system of Perception.
10.10686.

Let me remind you that Space and Time are Cosmic Entities that pass duvuyllerrtly
into each other and always coexist as parts of one space-time Continuum structured by
them. The entire set of Continuums of each Universe is united into energy-information
Conversums that represent absolutely all specific properties and possible development
scenarios of the Universe in their balanced and harmonious Unity.
10.10687.

Conversums of each frequency-wave manifestation of each Universe are united
into even more integral structures: Cosmic Universums of an innumerable set of onetype Universes. Their creative dynamics are formed in specific Directions of development
common to them. For example, Universes of “our” type are formed on the basis of synthetic
Processes characteristic of OO-UU- and TOO-UU-Entities.
10.10688.

Absolutely everything in the Universe is a frequency-wave expression of the
creative dynamics of some “individual” manifestations of this Conversum (from the Latin
“conversio” or “turning around, transformation, change”). And, in spite of the ostensible
separation from all of the rest, it represents one inseparable Reality where all Qualities
and Forms harmoniously and mutually convert into each other.
10.10689.

At the same time, each self-conscious Aspect of such a common creative dynamism
has unique properties (characteristics) on its own Level of vibrational manifestation, just
like every gust of wind or change in the monotonous sound of rain, play of light and
shadows on a shiny day or swirling whirlpools in a river does not disturb the general
harmony of these phenomena but always remains very individual in each of their
manifestations, although you can never clearly distinguish where one thing ends and
another thing begins.
10.10690.

The fact that we, in the general flow of continuous events and changing phenomena,
for some reason define something in one way and something else in an absolutely different
way, is only the result of the individual capacity of our system of Perception for incessant
abstraction and separation.
10.10691.
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By the way, this very property of the Forms focused by Us allows us to gain the
invaluable Experience of simultaneous existence in manifestation diapasons of all types
of irkkulligren Realities. Only owing to this mental capacity for fragmentation and
categorization of everything that happens, we give rise to all sorts of our problems, all
grievances and discords, quarrels and misunderstandings, all our mistakes and delusions
(including scientific ones).
10.10692.

When you look at “a human being”, you see only him, while those who have
developed extrasensory abilities can observe near the borders of the biological body
of any “personality” certain “blurred” multicolored flows of Energy-Plasma which pass
duvuyllerrtly one into another and are like those on photographs of moving objects
photographed in the dark.
10.10693.

These flows include more distinct, one-color independent “contours” that very
precisely, but with some time delay, repeat all our linear movements and form a peculiar
“trail” that accompanies each motion. , Other “contours” become less and less visible
“psychic bundles” of Energy-Plasma synthesized in our Self-Consciousness as they move
farther from the physically manifested body and then turn into absolutely shapeless flows
that go into infinity. That is, they move into Worlds with different (as compared with
this “now”) frequency Configurations which cannot be clearly distinguished even on the
extrasensory level of Perception.
10.10694.

These multicolored flows of Energy-Plasma are an incessant duvuyllerrt flow of
focused-by-Us NUU-VVU-Forms, a part of which (the ones whose frequencies have passed
beyond the limits of the vibration range allowable to these Worlds) immediately begins
to belong to other dimensional variants of our incessant Existence, where the frequency
of Configurations of NUU-VVU-Forms differs either just “slightly” (this forms “the trail”)
or very much (forming flows of shapeless “bundles”) from vibration frequencies of our
Worlds and Forms which we normally perceive.
10.10695.

But if you have such extrasensory vision that allows you to refocus more accurately
and deeper into frequency ranges of the Worlds that are invisible to us (in other variants
of dimension), then you can continue to perceive (“see”) duvuyllerrt groups of StereoTypes of other “you” that gradually “move away” from your “bodies of manifestation” and
that perceive themselves simultaneously with you in other Worlds, where conditions for
a real manifestation of each Form differ to some extent from the conditions of existence
in “your” World.
10.10696.

If you were to concretize everything you “saw”, you could authentically state to some
extent that, every second, “the body” of a manifested “personality”, which seems clearly
visible, is formed by synchronous and duvuyllerrt dynamics performed simultaneously
by a group of “personalities” that consists of about 328 Stereo-Types of one Stereo-Form
whose frequency Configurations are so much alike among themselves that they actually
can be called “identical”.
10.10697.

The dynamics are such that, each second, the “clearly” manifested body is
surrounded by a tight “contour” of a group of “previous” 328 Stereo-Types which also
10.10698.
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formed a part of “a clearly visible body” of this “personality” a second ago. 328 “contours”
of other Stereo-Types are put together with a lesser density around this “trail”; they served
as a visual manifestation of this “personality” two seconds ago; those, in their turn, also
smoothly pass into a certain, even less “dense”, layer formed by Forms manifested before
us three seconds ago, and so on, and so forth.
Everything described above occurs not only due to the action of “the rotation
principle” typical of each type of Reality and of each “personality”, but also as an effect
of a powerful influence of the Inertia Coefficient of Energy-Plasma which is peculiar
(“individual”) to each World.
10.10699.

Owing to the presence of this Coefficient in each World, during any of our physical
motions we can observe, with the help of extrasensory abilities residual projections of
smooth and incessant “trail-like” trajectories in the inertia of “rotation dynamics” that
copy each mechanical movement of any part of our body like in a slow-motion picture.
10.10700.

Thus, any “personality” — in its space-time self-expression — represents a unique
“quantum” hologram which has a definite displacement frequency that contributes to
a corresponding superposition of wave Configurations on each other. The hologram
carries, in the structures of its Self-Consciousness, complete Information not only of this
Continuum but also of the entire Universe, including all possible physical, biological,
psychological, evolutional, moral-ethical, philosophical, social and technological aspects
in which its development has been inertially performed.
10.10701.

That is exactly the reason why there is always a very specific field of Energy
(Fields-Consciousnesses) around the focused-by-Us Forms that is visually imperceptible
(for ordinary human vision) and tactually impalpable. It reminds us of a capsule of
multicolored light that consists of many wave projections (like blurred “layers”) that
occupy the same part of Space as the “visible” body but start to expand considerably in
size as one moves farther and farther away from it.
10.10702.

These are the different-quality wave Configurations (as if “displaced” by dynamics
of rotation Shifts) of each of the focused-by-Us Stereo-Types duvuyllerrtly manifested in
this Formo-system of Worlds, which are usually called auras, that fill the entire Space
with their constant dynamic interaction.
10.10703.

It must be noted that auras of all “people” who are located near each other but do
not interact, although being incessantly mutually superimposed, never “flow” one into
another and do not mix arbitrarily.
10.10704.

Such a mental-sensuous mutual interchange of SFUURMM-Forms [in the form
of thoughts and feelings] happens only during close “interpersonal” communication or
when thoughts of one “human being” about another “human being” are quite stable and
intensive, no matter what distance separates them.
10.10705.

Therefore, in spite of our usual way of perception of an image, any manifested
“personality” is always nonlocal and actually always “propagated” without limit not only
10.10706.
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in its characteristic Continuum but also in the entire energy-information structure of
the Universal Universum, regardless of which OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-system specifically
projects it into this “rezonation point” of Space-Time.
Any visual manifestation (or “materialization”) is based on the frequency (the
vibrational nature) of absolutely Everything that Exists, including the Forms upon which
We focus. This nature endows all objects and all creatures with much more universal
properties than you can imagine. The properties allow any of us to be beyond limits of
Time and Space and to be potentially present everywhere and always. But whether you
“personally” are able to be aware of it is another case.
10.10707.

That is why I would like to remind you one more time that it is absolutely
impossible to unambiguously understand the term “Subtle Plane” (which you often use to
describe “everything that you don’t see but that does exist”) only as higher-quality Levels
of Existence.
10.10708.

Everything that, just a second ago, used to be “visible” and “clear” to you becomes
visually inaccessible to your systems of Perception, automatically turning into (in relation
to you, the one who perceives oneself “now”) an attribute of Worlds with a slightly different
frequency range and naturally transforming (reprojecting) into one of the nominal Time
categories of our ALL-UNITED and ALL-INTEGRAL Existence — the Memory-of-the-Worldof-the-Past.
10.10709.

When you observe an object, a human being, an animal, a plant, a mineral or a
natural phenomenon, you can only see a certain combination of Stereo-Types which are
very close in vibrational frequency and compose (by their simultaneous and synchronous
collective Creativity) a given variant of a NUU-VVU-Form visually manifested only in
Worlds with identical configurations of vibrational characteristics.
10.10710.

Everything you see “now” fades more and more from your perception with
each instant. This means that there is a decrease of the object’s resonance with the
incessantly changing (as a result of existing dynamics of rotation Shifts) parameters of
inertial Coefficients of groups of Worlds that follow “rotationally” one after another.
And eventually, in one second, the object “passes out” of your “view” together with other
groups of Worlds. It is noteworthy that at the same time it always remains a manifested
part only in its own space-time Continuums.
10.10711.

Absolutely all current mechanical actions (as though performed by “you” in the
nearest Formo-systems of duvuyllerrt groups of Worlds, in rotation Cycles of which you
occupy specific NUU-VVU-Forms that represent various Types of Collective Intelligences
in “humankind” and refocus incessantly or, in other words, “displace” qualitatively in
Time and in Space) are actually performed sequentially by a great number of your other
“personalities” which manifest by duvuyllerrt groups during each subsequent rotation
Shift and participate only for an instant in individual mechanical processes that form
the whole quantum-holographous “picture” of events that occur incessantly in your
Perception!
10.10712.
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At the next moment, those Stereo-Types of your Stereo-Form which qualitatively
(according to the degree of dominance and recessiveness of synthesized Aspects of
Qualities) differ from the frequency Configuration of your outer Worlds, after refocusing
in the nearest skrruullerrt system, are already occupied with other realizations in
numerous Directions of “individual” implementation of scenarios of their own Lives. This
depends completely on the chain of choices made by the Stereo-Types. Various choices
are represented in other frequency “interpretations” of your Stereo-Form there.
10.10713.

That is why it is simply impossible to see your other Stereo-Types in your “now”
with your own eyes, because at the next inertial moment they already think, feel, and
do something else, in absolutely different space-time points of their Formo-systems of
Worlds.
10.10714.

But always — only for one or two seconds! — a certain duvuyllerrt group of StereoTypes, which is nearest to you in the quality of its Configuration and is occupied with the
same creative process as you, is also present in the series of Worlds which you change
inertially, and you identify visually all these Stereo-Types as one particular “personality”
or NUU-VVU-Form subjectively generalized by you.
10.10715.

If you can observe several “personalities” at once in different points of Space, in
this case several independent duvuyllerrt groups of Stereo-Types are manifested before
you and they belong to different Formo-Types or even to several LLUU-VVU-Forms.
10.10716.

Each Stereo-Form manifested in each World of this space-time Continuum
participates simultaneously and actively through its Stereo-Types in a conscious
form-creating activity of identical duvuyllerrt groups manifested in other space-time
Continuums. This is because all groups of Worlds “are displaced” duvuyllerrtly (along all
quality Vectors of possible Directions of development) in the endless process of individual
rotation Shifts into other (higher-quality or lower-quality) space-time Continuums,
Conversums and Universums.
10.10717.

“Personalities” that belong to one and the same Stereo-Form but are manifested
in different Formo-systems of duvuyllerrt groups of Worlds may have different names,
times, dates of “birth”, scenarios of Life, etc. For example: owing to certain circumstances,
the fact of “birth” is registered at one time in one group of Worlds, and owing to another
set of circumstances, it is registered at some other time in other Worlds; somewhere, “a
personality” was given one name, and somewhere it was given another one; somewhere,
“the personality” changed the initial name to one which is more interesting to it and so
on.
10.10718.

This Stereo-Form that has a definite place and time of «birth” is differentiated in
each of these Formo-systems of duvuyllerrt groups of Worlds into a set of Stereo-Types.
The Configuration of each Stereo-Type belongs only to its own skrruullerrt system, and
corresponds strictly to and is designed for the structure of Collective Intelligence only of
a certain World.
10.10719.
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Thus, each duvuyllerrt group of Worlds has only its own strictly corresponding
duvuyllerrt groups of Stereo-Types with definite Configurations.
10.10720.

In its turn, what you see and perceive as one “personality” (along with a part
of Configurations of Forms not perceived by you and invisible to you which, however,
participate at this moment in the mental-sensuous activity of “the personality”) consists
of a set of Stereo-Doubles.
10.10721.

Stereo-Doubles are a very small group of Stereo-Types which have duvuyllerrtlyclose frequency Configurations and form quality dynamics of one skrruullerrt system.
10.10722.

I single them out from the whole set of Stereo-Types only so that you would not
confuse those Stereo-Types which may greatly differ in qualities from each other and
which may belong to different rotation Cycles with the Stereo-Types which constitute
Configurations of Self-Consciousness of individually manifested NUU-VVU-Forms.
10.10723.

Stereo-Doubles have very insignificant and imperceptible differences to our
Perception. For example, they have certain very inessential differences in nuances of
feeling and thinking; but they affect the quality of a choice of “a personality” at the next
moment of its manifestation.
10.10724.

Stereo-Doubles are always “intermediate” Forms in the entire set of “us” and they
always perceive “themselves” in the dynamics of outer Worlds only “now”. They can (and
are initially programmed to) make only one choice at any moment of Time. These StereoTypes are very similar in terms of their wave Configurations of Forms. That is, they have
almost the same parameters of NNAASSMM and VLOOOMOOT (the former determines an
individual Configuration and the latter determines a Creative Potential of a given group
of Stereo-Doubles in possible types of creative realizations).
10.10725.

For example, at each moment of my communication with you, the groups of
Stereo-Doubles (the ones that incessantly change each other) which visually manifest “the
personality” of Oris in the Worlds of your “now” have a definite VLOOOMOOT-parameter,
allowing each of these Stereo-Doubles of my Stereo-Form to “manipulate” MENTO- and
ASTRO-Plasma of at least third synthesized Levels of AIGLLILLIAA- and ORLAAKTORIISSIIDI.
10.10726.

This allows them to give you verbal Information during our conversation which
is not as distorted as the Information you could get from other groups of my StereoDoubles with a lower VLOOOMOOT.
10.10727.

We make “our” choices all the time based on the quality potential of a given mentalsensuous activity. The potential is peculiar to the current group of our Stereo-Doubles,
through the collective creativity of which only “chakram personalities” that belong to
strictly-defined Levels of Self-Consciousness of our Stereo-Form can be manifested in
this Formo-system of Worlds at this moment of our subjectively perceived Existence.
10.10728.
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In other Worlds, our manifested “personality” is formed by way of our focusing on
time sequences of other Stereo-Doubles, and their Configurations of Self-Consciousness
are also qualitatively very close to each other.
10.10729.

That is why the same Stereo-Doubles which we use “here” cannot manifest in the
creativity of our other Formo-Types (in the other Worlds), because they are simultaneously
and always “together with us”, and we perceive them as “ourselves”.
10.10730.

We always subjectively identify each group of Stereo-Doubles (manifested at a
given moment) with “ourselves”, with “our” external appearance; it constitutes the energyinformation and psychic basis of our manifested “personality” in each duvuyllerrt Formosystem of Worlds.
10.10731.

That is exactly why we cannot see our other Stereo-Types; instead we always see
only a present, current duvuyllerrt group of Stereo-Types of almost identical quality
which, as such, are Stereo-Doubles.
10.10732.

Though, when their rotation Cycles “come out” of systems of manifestation of
our current Worlds, these groups of Stereo-Doubles can still mentally and sensuously
influence the quality and intensity of our current emotional experiences for several
moments when favorable conditions appear in these Worlds for realization of specific
UU-VVU-copies of “chakram personalities” typical of their Configuration.
10.10733.

There is only one main group of Stereo-Doubles that is always manifested only
“now” in this duvuyllerrt Formo-system of Worlds “w” and has certain information at this
moment which determines the whole quality of current thinking and psychic processes in
the structure of Self-Consciousness of “the personality” focused by Us.
10.10734.

When we pass through a great number of Formo-systems of Worlds in our rotation
Cycles, we already use different groups of Stereo-Doubles in our life creativity at other
moments and in other situations; their frequencies can manifest in these Worlds on other
active Levels of feeling and thinking that correspond to their Configurations.
10.10735.

As “one and the same person” (who is usually joyful, optimistic and spiritualized)
has a sudden drastic change of mood, we often see a noticeable twist of facial gestures;
everything in behavior, including voice and psychic reactions, also changes very much,
and it seems as if “the personality” itself “transforms” visually into a different one.
10.10736.

Therefore, one group of Stereo-Doubles, which have disappeared from the sphere
of manifestation in “current” Worlds, and another group of Stereo-Doubles, through
specific properties of which “a human being” perceives himself at a given moment,
represent various Stereo-Types that essentially differ from each other in frequency
Configurations of Self-Consciousness and in activity Levels of IISSIIDI-Centers.
10.10737.

Each group of Stereo-Types (that is, NUU-VVU) has an informational access —
through its characteristic set of UU-VVU-copies — only to its section of the temporal
ethereal constituent. That is, it only remembers the events which were quantum10.10738.
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holographously recorded as an instantaneous Experience in its Configuration through
the Life of “the personality” manifested in this type of Space-Time with the help of these
Stereo-Types.
This “memory” represents the variable ethereal component on higher-quality
Levels of “the combined Consciousness” of LLUU-VVU and includes not only the whole
Experience of its Stereo-Form, but also the Experience of other Formo-Types of LLUUVVU. All dynamics of these energy-information Flows are based not only on the Experience
transmitted through OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems, but also on a much more universal
Experience generated by FLUU-LLUU-complexes, which provide Information for Spheres
of high-frequency realization of Creators higher than vibrations of the first two IISSIIDICenters.
10.10739.

To summarize, any LLUU-VVU-Form may be categorized into Formo-Types of
different types of Worlds which are Stereo-Forms in relation to “personalities” manifested
“individually” through them.
10.10740.

Each of these Stereo-Forms is subdivided in Formo-systems of Worlds into an
innumerable set of Stereo-Types; I call their duvuyllerrt groups (no more than 350-400
Stereo-Types) duvuyllerrt groups of Stereo-Doubles owing to a high degree of identity of
their frequency Configurations; as a matter of fact, duvuyllerrt groups of Stereo-Doubles
represent a NUU-VVU-Form which you perceive visually every second and with which you
subjectively identify your biological body.
10.10741.

In order to understand this more fully, let us look at a particular example. In
this Formo-system of Worlds, where I am manifested as “a personality” (that is, as an
alternation of groups of Stereo-Doubles of one and the same Stereo-Form, which
perceive themselves as a particular human being who lives “here and now”), there are
simultaneously many other Formo-Types of my LLUU-VVU-Form which are manifested
through other “personalities” born at different times and in different places, under other
names and with other parents.
10.10742.

Each of these NUU-VVU-Forms cannot belong to my Stereo-Form: any of them is
also “the personality” of its own Formo-Type in relation to my “personality”, just as the
ones that live really and simultaneously with me in their “now” (100 or 5000 years “ago”
or 10000 years “ahead”) and perceive themselves (are present in space) only in their “own”
Time Flows — in other space-time Continuums.
10.10743.

I would like to place special emphasis on a very important moment: different
Formo-Types of one LLUU-VVU-Form may be present in one World, but duvuyllerrt
groups of Stereo-Types of one and the same Stereo-Form in no way can manifest in one
and the same World, because each individual Configuration of each Stereo-Type of each
Stereo-Form is very precisely “embedded in”, “linked to”, and “imprinted on” the structure
of each World. This is analogous to a small but essential detail of any frame of a motion
picture film strip. If it is either replaced or removed, then the general picture of the action
sequence will be ruined and the whole movie will be spoiled.
10.10744.
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However, those developed Stereo-Types of my Stereo-Form that have definite
high-quality Levels (which provide a free access to Information of “the combined
Consciousness”) activated in Configurations of their Self-Consciousness have the ability to
really manifest themselves in Formo-Types of numerous Worlds of “their possible future”,
in Formo-Types of numerous Worlds of “their simultaneous past”, and in development
scenarios in which Stereo-Types of this Stereo-Form are absent.
10.10745.

Yes, there are also other Formo-Types of my LLUU-VVU-Form THERE, for example,
ALDG’ELLIS, IILLGMMII-I, LUA ANDIS, SSNIILLGS, or Shota Rustaveli… However, each
of these Formo-Types is represented in each World only by its own Stereo-Types, by
completely different realizational NUU-VVU-Forms, but not by “the personality” born on
the 25th of January 1954 at 12 hours 30 minutes from Yevgeniya Timofeyevna Tsveliova
and Vasiliy Ivanovich Tsveliov. As I have mentioned, there can be a great many variants
relative to a particular date, time, and place of manifestation of the first group of StereoTypes of this Stereo-Form.
10.10746.

Since Worlds transit duvuyllerrtly one into another and are always manifested
“rotationally” (in groups) in systems of Perception, frequency Configurations of SelfConsciousness of Stereo-Types which structure them can also manifest visually only in
combinations — in a sequential alternation of duvuyllerrt groups.
10.10747.

I have told you that the structure of the Universe reminds us of quantumholographous “pixels”, like the ones we observe on a computer screen, because in this
frequency range “the processor” [of our Perception system] simply cannot “output”
(simultaneously “unpack” and “unfold”) into Space-Time the whole dynamic “picture”
transmitted from the temporal ethereal constituent without “splitting” it in advance into
pieces of a definite size.
10.10748.

In the same way, the reality we perceive “now” in an illusory way as one and
indivisible (due to absolute synchronism of “displacement” of individual rotation Cycles of
each our Stereo-Type with individual rotation Shifts of each World of our manifestation),
is not at all absolutely integral and indivisible. It is not one inseparable World but a
dynamic group of Worlds that quickly alternate (328 times per second).
10.10749.

Everything around us consists of such quantum-holographous “pieces” because
the “geometry” of Space-Time of any Continuum is not one complete energy-andinformation picture of Existence which is absolutely identical in its entirety. Instead, it
consists of the minutest energy-information “bits” that structure each of innumerable
skrruullerrt systems that form the entire multidimensionality around us.
10.10750.

Even a quantum of energy, in fact, does not have “an energy potential” that is
as infinitely small as you might think. But it represents only a certain minimal (only
to this type of “physical” Reality) “portion” of the general qualitative dynamics of the
irkkulligren Level of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma.
10.10751.
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For example, that which physicists understand as rectilinear uniform motion does
not exist. Any “material” object that displaces in Space and Time moves through impulses: at
first, it disappears completely for an instant in one point of space (all its physical parameters
“fluctuate” partially and determine its frequency dynamics, and the object transits at this
instant into another “adjacent” dimension). Then it obtains again the previous frequency
and appears (to an observer) in another, neighboring point in the direction of its “twinkling”
movement (this process is called “quantum of movement”) and so on.
10.10752.

Neither a building you see, a dog, a tree, nor you nor I — absolutely nothing that
we can observe exists in an absolutely single or strictly (“permanently”) fixed state. Each
of these “objects” subjectively perceived by us is objectively and dynamically present in
development scenarios of nearest duvuyllerrt groups of Worlds, where similar states are
initially modeled (programmed) for each of them.
10.10753.

In the same way, every one of us is initially “inserted” (by many Stereo-Type
groups of one’s Stereo-Form) into the general development scenario of this space-time
Continuum’s Collective Intelligence, being manifested only by one Stereo-Double in each
World.
10.10754.

In other words, our “personalized” manifestation in each group of Worlds is
provided only through a definite group of Stereo-Doubles — energy-information “blocks
of personalities” initially included into “packs of scenarios” for various Worlds. They always
were, always are, and always will be in their “places” in their Worlds, as if “encrusting”
(structuring) them with specific frequency Configurations of their Self-Consciousness
the total picture of multidimensional Existence “there” that involves Aspects of different
Qualities.
10.10755.

In a way, the groups of Stereo-Doubles are very small “puzzle pieces” (“quanta of
movement”) of the general dynamic picture of our infinite Existence. In order to become
a real and conscious part of this or that World, you must stably focus (literally “puzzle
piece” after “puzzle piece”!), in your Self-Consciousness, on qualitative configurational
parameters characteristic of each Stereo-Double group of your Stereo-Form whose
configurational frequencies “encrust” these very Formo-systems of Worlds.
10.10756.

Imagine that a manifestation of that complex and diversified Creation which we
call the outer World is a separate well-made book with a certain set of tightly bound
pages, and it is practically impossible and even undesirable to read them separately from
others, because the whole sequence, plot, and integrity of “narration” will be ruined.
10.10757.

And there is a countless number of such “books”: they are gathered and piled
up in a strictly-defined order and in a very sophisticated thematic sequence, which
corresponds to particular inertial dynamics of development scenarios initially modeled
for each World.
10.10758.

These “books” can only be “read” using the specific dynamics of “rotational”
mechanisms which are individually characteristic of each Reality type. The whole
10.10759.
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aggregate of the “books” constitute the entire creative Design of the Universe that can be
cognized only in the sequence in which all of the “books” are found.
It is simply impossible to get to one page leaving out the previous ones — just
as it is impossible to crystallize and separate only one component of our manifested
“personality”, one Stereo-Double, from current dynamics of “our outer Worlds”. We can
manifest ourselves in this Continuum (at least for one second!) only with the help of
coordinated (through our choices) creative dynamics of 328 individual Stereo-Doubles
(“puzzle pieces”) of the NUU-VVU-Forms focused by Us.
10.10760.

That is why Stereo-Doubles are also as inseparable from one another as all other
manifestation Forms of Collective Intelligences included in duvuyllerrt Worlds (that is,
the ones that are very close in their frequency Configurations and development scenarios).
10.10761.

The number of Stereo-Doubles in each “rezonation point” of every skrruullerrt
system equals the number of Choice Vectors in various development Directions that
may be determined in it. In fact, the instantaneous dynamics in each particular “point”
of UFS Choices are qualitatively structured only by Stereo-Doubles (in other words, by
Stereo-Types that are configurationally very similar yet belong to absolutely different
development scenarios).
10.10762.

10.110763. So,

I repeat: each LLUU-VVU-Form represents one planetary Proto-Form of
GOOLGAMAA-A out of many and manifests itself in Formo-systems of Worlds through
many of its own Formo-Types. Depending on how they are perceived, a subject or an
object of collective creativity in duvuyllerrt Time Flows, each Formo-Type can also be
simultaneously perceived as a Stereo-Form structured by an innumerable set of its own
different-quality Stereo-Types, which, again, are Stereo-Doubles relative to each other in
narrowly-specific duvuyllerrt combinations.
QUESTION. The only difference of the two terms (“Formo-Type” and “Stereo-Form”) is that by a

Stereo-Form each of us should mean one’s current Formo-Type. If their difference is only in this,
then maybe we simply should not use one of these terms so as not to get confused?

— In many cases, when I talk about my Formo-Types, dear Dauirrhlss, it becomes
absolutely unclear to you WHAT EXACTLY I mean: whether I talk about my present
existence in this particular Form, or I mean one of billions of Lives of my LLUU-VVU lived
in different Time Flows (in “the past” or in “the future”) in relation to the present Form
of my self-perception which is simultaneous with this Life of mine.
10.10764.

If I need to isolate “the personality” under consideration in relation to numerous
other Forms of my LLUU-VVU-Form’s creative manifestation that perceive themselves in
other Time Fields of this Reality, I say: “My Stereo-Form in relation to other Formo-Types
of my LLUU-VVU-Form…”. And it will be clear to everybody that I talk about “myself, the
present one” relative to “myself, the past one” or to “myself, the future one”.
10.10765.
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But in this case I will have to point out that we deal with Formo-Types exactly of
my LLUU-VVU-Form, because Formo-Types that belong to other LLUU-VVU-Forms are not
defined by any other term and are also called Formo-Types.
10.10766.

10.110767. Although,

if you wish, I may call them “cadastral” Formo-Types. I also may call
Formo-Types manifested by Proto-Forms of other Types of Collective Intelligences
LLAISS-Forms (Formo-Types of animals), SSAALM-Forms (Formo-Types of plants) and
OOLLM-Forms (Formo-Types of minerals). And then, I hope, it will be even easier for you
to understand all this nominal structure of terms.
QUESTION. Why should we distinguish the notions “Formo-Type” and “Stereo-Type”? Which is

a more correct use of these notions?

— Dear Iirrffliyrriss, from the point of view of my active Levels (deeper and
more multidimensional ones as compared with yours) of Perception of Creation, both
these terms in essence represent the same notion, — a particular Configuration of
Information expressed in waves of a definite frequency and accurately superimposed on
a corresponding “fractality” (another peculiar frequency Configuration) of a particular
Time Flow.
10.10768.

Indeed, a Stereo-Type creatively expressed in the Configuration of a particular World
may also be perceived as a Formo-Type relative to other Formo-Types of my LLUU-VVU. It will
also be a Formo-Type relative to all “cadastral” Formo-Types (you see, the new term proved
useful!) which are Stereo-Forms to “themselves” and are manifested in Configurations either
of the same World or in corresponding Configurations of other Worlds.
10.10769.

When the Knowledge of IISSIIDIOLOGY first appeared, I said that I changed my
Formo-Type, meaning refocusing into a qualitatively-different one among a set of my
“personalities”. And according to the new terminology, I choose a new group of StereoTypes of my Stereo-Form instead of the previous one.
10.10770.

In this regard, of course, I don’t become another Formo-Type but my SelfConsciousness remains in skrruullerrt systems structured in the Collective Consciousness
of the same Stereo-Form. The only difference is that it is focused on slightly different
dynamic Levels of its characteristic Creative Activity (NNAASSMM).
10.10771.

Without the nominal division into Stereo-Forms and their Stereo-Types, a FormoType is both the one whom I just “was” and the one whom I “am now” or “will become in
the future” (although, actually, this Level of comprehension is more authentic than the
discrete one which is more comprehensible to you but more primitive and dual).
10.10772.

But believe it, a moment will come (in proportion to your deeper penetration into
higher-quality realities) when both of these notions subjectively divided by us (FormoTypes and Stereo-Types) will merge together in your more universal Comprehension on
a new Level, where “they” always represent one whole.
10.10773.
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I emphasize one more time that “We” (both all together and each one “individually”)
are the entire infinite diversity of multidimensional holographous UFS simultaneously
projected onto the entire set of wave Configurations of Forms inspired and “initiated by
Us” for particular manifestations of the Creative Activity performed by these Forms in
different-quality Time Flows.
10.10774.

You always are a Formo-Type and simply cannot but be at the same time a StereoType in terms of energy and information — a minimum “quantum” of the Creative Activity
of simultaneous life dynamics of your LLUU-VVU-Form.
10.10775.

10.110776. But now I cannot explain this to you more clearly and truly, because higher-quality

Information will be understood only by a few of you, and most “people” will simply get more
confused, because they will be unable to unite this entire great quantity of Stereo-Types in
a certain Form simultaneously both united and separated (in their comprehension), just
as, for example, wind, air, or rain cannot be a Form in their comprehension.
QUESTION. How do SFUURMM-Forms influence the change of Stereo-Types of “a human being”,

his life path?

— Each of our “personal” Lives, dear Vella, is consciously or subconsciously
organized in strict correspondence with an established set of our deep Beliefs and
Conceptions that are fixed in the structure of our Self-Consciousness in the form of
definite combinations of stable Thoughts, typical Feelings, persistent Desires and natural
Aspirations. All of this, in essence, constitutes the energy-information basis of our
“personalized” set of SFUURMM-Forms.
10.10777.

10.10778.

SFUURMM-Forms are simultaneously that which we remembered well, assimilated,

and accepted as a guide for action, as a particular life position, as well as that which we,
on the contrary, do not accept at all, reject in every possible way or try not to admit, not
only in our actions but also in our thinking.
Synthetic inertial dynamics of a “material” manifestation of individual Thoughts
and SFUURMM-Forms in general in dense-plasma conditions of irkkulligren Realities
can be roughly compared to whirlpools in a rapid river which are formed very quickly
and seemingly chaotically; and in spite of all their unpredictability, when they do appear
in one place, they may form “a swirl” of water for a long time at this spot, manifesting
amazing steadiness in general dynamics of the river flow.
10.10779.

In order to change the water flow in this part of the river or remove the whirlpool,
it is necessary to apply quite substantial outside effort in order to change the configuration
not only of the river bed but also of both river banks; then the stable vortex will not be
gone nor will disappear, but will just move to a new place in the river that corresponds to
its configuration in order to continue its tireless swirl.
10.10780.
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This also applies to dynamics of any of SFUURMM-Forms — specific combinations
of synthesized Ideas, Thoughts, opinions and experiences (Feelings) that are typical of
them in terms of frequency.
10.10781.

Once having been manifested in Configurations of Self-Consciousness of focusedby-You NUU-VVU-Forms in the form of some particular Conceptions, SFUURMM-Forms
turn out to be so enduring and clingy that at times it is very difficult to change them —
you need very strong motivations for a complete replacement of the Creative Activity
of one SFUURMM-Form by an equal-in-intensity influence of another one structured by
different Information.
10.10782.

Very often, excessively long focusing on one and the same set of Conceptions of
oneself and of the outer World inhibits actively the perception of new Ideas, Knowledge,
and Information, and is an insurmountable obstacle on the Path of further spiritual and
intellectual development of “a personality”.
10.10783.

Many conservative SFUURMM-Forms, once having possessed your SelfConsciousness, hold you hostage to their narrow-mindedness and take power over your
choices, tastes, preferences, and behavior for a long time. It is very hard to resist them, but
only as long as you perceive yourself not as UFS but as Forms focused by You.
10.10784.

I should also specially note that SFUURMM-Forms, as well as the “chakram
personalities” that form them, can manifest themselves in structures of Self-Consciousness
not separately but in quite numerous and interrelated identical groups (“logical packets”
of wave Configurations) representing peculiar energy-information “files” or narrowlyformed aspects of focused-by-Us “personalities” manifested in this reality — UU-VVUcopies.
10.10785.

These are frequency ranges (that transit duvuyllerrtly into one another) of
interacting waves associated with all possible Fields-Consciousnesses. And these
frequency ranges are specifically reflected in Self-Consciousness Configurations of usedby-us NUU-VVU-Forms as many specific fragmented Consciousnesses.
10.10786.

The mechanism (which is yet very weak and imperfect) controlling the expression
of active Levels of your own Self-Consciousness is a demonstrative example of inconstancy,
because the mechanism can be under the guidance of a certain group of UU-VVU-copies
only for a very short period of Time, although it still continues to pass from one fragmented
“personality” to a second one, then to a third one, a fourth one...
10.10787.

Sometimes, there is a drastic intensification of transitional energy-information
fluctuations in karmic Channels which unite several Formo-Types of one LLUU-VVU
from different Time Flows by common interrelations, while the simultaneous dynamics
of the Formo-Types’ UFS are as if superimposed on one Time Flow (often this happens
after a psychological, physical or sexual violence). As a result, this process in the structure
of “a personality’s” Self-Consciousness becomes pathologic to some extent or even
schizophrenic.
10.10788.
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I would like to point out that there are such manifestations of “personalities”
whose structures of Self-Consciousness involve tens and even hundreds of Formo-Types
that simultaneously perceive themselves in different historical epochs, social conditions,
and geographical locations, and realize themselves one by one in the outer Space-Time
for quite long periods of Time.
10.10789.

Besides, each of these superimposed Formo-Types most often represents an
integral manifestation of a certain independent “personality” that has its own characteristic
wave Configuration of Self-Consciousness, its own established habits, bents, desires,
aspirations, and logic. Each of these also has its own type of blood circulation, heartbeat,
muscle strength, body posture, gait, and even its own diseases (for example, arthritis,
epilepsy, allergy and others). Among these Formo-Types, there are often representatives
of the opposite sex relative to the Form into which they as if “intruded”.
10.10790.

Such undesired “intrusions” into Self-Consciousness of “a personality” on the part
of many unknown “people” who forcibly introduce their psychic activity, their SFUURMMForms, their histories, and their Destinies into its life creativity lead to depression, phobias,
self-mutilation, and many other psychic and physical disorders that eventually end in the
destruction of this NUU-VVU-Form.
10.10791.

Generally speaking, SFUURMM-Forms are various Thought-Forms among all our
current Conceptions of “ourselves in the World and of the World in ourselves”; they are
that particular thinking-feeling Creativity through which we can represent ourselves at
this moment in a narrow range of our “personal” qualities; in essence they are us at a
current moment of our particular self-awareness.
10.10792.

What I mean by the term “SFUURMM-Forms” is a summary manifestation of the
“individual” Creativity of many realizational Forms (Proto-Forms) of different SLUISLUU (“chakram personalities”) which activate Levels of karmic Channels in energyinformation structures of our Self-Consciousness and are particularly expressed through
all of our subjective conceptions, knowledge, choices, actions, Intentions and Aspirations.
10.10793.

Each SFUURMM-Form is structured by some particular Information of a very
narrow Energy-Plasma diapason and manifests itself through our psychic activity which
is always performed on the basis of definite Thoughts, Feelings and Desires generated in
the Self-Consciousness by some groups of “chakram personalities”.
10.10794.

Particular SFUURMM-Forms are characteristic of each “personality” until the
Activity of Self-Consciousness typical of these “chakram personalities” either “improves”
or “degrades” to new Levels, and “the personality”, due to a stable focus in other groups of
its Stereo-Types, finds itself under a dominant influence of SFUURMM-Forms formed by
“chakram Creators” of other Levels of Self-Consciousness.
10.10795.

Subsequent SFUURMM-Forms originate on the basis of the incessant Information
which we are force-fed every day by mass media, movies, and videos;, by which we are
persuaded in school, assured by lecturers at an institute, and by parents; which is formed
10.10796.
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by self-education and self-disciplining activities and hobbies; which fills various types
of literature and art that depicts our Reality: philosophical, religious, esoteric, political,
economic, professional, and of course belles-lettres with all of its genres, from poems to
anecdotes.
If you are absolutely sure of something, have a firm belief in something, freely
manipulate some particular Information, follow (or, on the contrary, don’t follow) some
rules or norms without hesitation, then such a Creative Activity on corresponding Levels
of Energy-Plasma will synthesize, in structures of your Self-Consciousness, types of force
interrelations (that correspond to such Levels in quality) of Thoughts and Feelings which
are specifically reflected in fragmented Configurations of UU-VVU-copies and form your
new Conceptions of Life — SFUURMM-Forms.
10.10797.

This specific set of energy-information components, which are typical only of
our space-time Continuum, is a psychological Code recorded in the potential activity
of DNA-Levels of each “personality’s” NUU-VVU-Form. And it is this set that fixes a
given Configuration of each group of Stereo-Types in a strictly specific way to definite
development scenarios of corresponding Formo-systems of Worlds.
10.10798.

Since all of these creative dynamics of each “personality” depend directly on the
quality of definite rotation Cycles (formed by its Self-Consciousness in each skrruullerrt
system that alternates incessantly and inertially), it is possible to say that SFUURMMForms are mechanisms which provide dynamics mostly of Time Entities rather than of
Space Entities, though both of them are very deeply interrelated.
10.10799.

Actually, it is SFUURMM-Forms (and to be more exact, UU-VVU-copies that reflect
them specifically in the outer World and are the qualitative energy-information basis
of the Configuration of Self-Consciousness of any “personality”) that determine “the
personality’s” individual capabilities of adequately evaluating everything happening
around it and to it. SFUURMM-Forms also activate corresponding qualitative Levels of
every human being and degrees of his Perception of current Life circumstances which
change every single moment.
10.10800.

The same SFUURMM-Forms are typical of many “personalities” that “inhabit”
different space-time Continuums, that exist in different Time Flows, that are occupied
with various creative activities, and that even have intellectual and sensuous abilities
which differ strikingly from each other.
10.10801.

For example, I am now trying to convey to you an absolutely new Knowledge
for this epoch, which I called IISSIIDIOLOGY and which is a natural structuring part of
the Collective Intelligences of countless higher-quality Formo-systems of Worlds in our
“future”.
10.10802.

It is amazing that people, whose Creative Activity of Self-Consciousness
Configurations mostly pertains to completely different qualitative Levels of EnergyPlasma, have responded positively to this very complex Knowledge in a very short time!
10.10803.
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Before proposing this Knowledge to you, I — through more developed FormoTypes of my LLUU-VVU — studied a lot and deeply internalized the informational Essence
of “future” Creative Spheres of the Universe (including information of higher-quality,
“Buddhic” Levels!), sequentially activating in my Self-Consciousness those karmic
Channels whose Creators — simultaneously with us — create the most attractive (to
me) variants of harmonious development of Formo-systems of Worlds that are currently
focused by Us.
10.10804.

I scrupulously studied the fundamental Ideas (SFUURMM-Forms) and forming
Principles of these “future” Worlds (infinitely different in their histories), compared them,
synthesized them with the Knowledge and Conceptions that I already had in my SelfConsciousness. Later I tried to describe all of this, concretizing my new Comprehension
and forming it into a certain verbal exposition more comprehensible to you. And now
I am trying to explain to all of you the synthesized essence of the new integration
transformations that happened in my Self-Consciousness.
10.10805.

At this moment of my infinite development, my current SFUURMM-Forms are
the main Sources and primary Inspiration of my present life creativity. I use them for the
quickest achievement of the Goals I have set before myself: the systematic refocusings
into Configurations of more harmonious and perfect NUU-VVU-Forms that belong to
these “future” Worlds.
10.10806.

At the same time, I also know that much higher-quality states of these SFUURMMForms exist in other Worlds, but in order to refocus stably into Stereo-Types that
correspond to them I need to realize myself completely in that which, at each moment of
my “now”, is yet quite active in the Self-Consciousness of NUU-VVU-Forms focused by Me.
10.10807.

This also happens to you in exactly the same way: you gradually and with more
and more conviction, assurance, and comprehension begin to replace your own previous
SFUURMM-Forms — which were formed when you read the books I wrote previously or on
the basis of information you got from other literature — with my new SFUURMM-Forms.
10.10808.

Synthesizing the new Knowledge, trying to understand in your own fashion and
to digest deeper its true Essence, passing through numerous doubts and “discrepancies”,
surmises, and insights, each of you gradually pushes out of your Focus of Creative Activity
all that which already seems less authentic and less universal to you, imperceptibly
replacing your old Conceptions (of “Death”, of the outer World, of yourself as a human
being and of many other things) with new, truer, and deeper ones.
10.10809.

Along with increased activation of these new Conceptions in your SelfConsciousness, new words, expressions, notions, estimates, and judgments appear more
often in your vocabulary, and they are more concordant with the things which I am
trying to convince you of.
10.10810.

In order to understand the meaning of the Information that I give, you have to
increasingly and more consciously manipulate the Fields-Consciousnesses of the Energy10.10811.
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Plasma Levels about which you previously did not even think, and of which you may
not even have dreamt, because you simply did not have comparative criteria to evaluate
Energy-Plasma dynamics using Information of such new Level.
Earlier, you lived, thought, and felt in a completely different way. And now you
are already absolutely sure of the fact that each “human being”, as well the World around
“him”, represents a huge quantity of Stereo-Types, and that you do not move linearly
in your Existence (from your “past” into your “future”). Instead, you refocus according
to your frequency, either consciously or unconsciously changing the quality dynamics
of your Focus of Close Attention. That is, you just incessantly change between many
SFUURMM-Forms, depending on the Configuration of Self-Consciousness of the StereoTypes you choose.
10.10812.

In the same way, my characteristic SFUURMM-Forms, which at this moment form
the whole psycho-spiritual content of the current “personality” now focused by You, soon
will also become stably characteristic of you. And the more of these details I manage to
present to you and the deeper I substantiate them for your Perception, the more correctly
you will be able to understand them, the more accurately, clearly, and explicitly you will
be able to grasp their differences from your previous Conceptions.
10.10813.

Only after you finally confirm their greater truth and authenticity will they
become “your own” SFUURMM-Forms, at which point you will be newly aware of who you
actually are and on which of Levels of the Cosmic Creation you are subjectively focused
at a given moment of your infinite Existence.
10.10814.

Earlier, billions of “people” existed and created outer Worlds on the basis of
primitive SFUURMM-Forms (formed thousands of years ago) concerning Adam and Eve,
the history of Christianity based on the Old Testament, a collection of revelations about
karma and “reincarnation of souls” adopted in Buddhism, interpretations of edifying
stories and Sufic mystic experiences of Islam, religious teaching legends and tutorial
traditions of other religions, or some other system of Information.
10.10815.

However, when a sufficient amount of higher-quality and more authentic
Knowledge is accumulated (that is, higher-quality Levels of Energy-Plasma are sufficiently
activated) in energy-information structures of the “humankind’s” Collective Intelligence,
“people” begin to refocus more rapidly in directions of their individual inertial-rotation
Shifts along the Vectors of PROOFF-RRU development on higher-quality Levels of the
planetary Creativity.
10.10816.

At the same time, subsequent Formo-systems begin to differ essentially from all
previous Formo-systems not only in terms of information, but also visually. Furthermore,
at a certain moment these typical differences become so significant and so deep that they
are no longer compatible in any way with the same groups of Worlds; new SFUURMMForms have actually replaced all of the old and lower-quality ones in Configurations of
Worlds.
10.10817.
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That is why we can say that Formo-systems of Collective Intelligences belong
to different space-time Continuums when they differ greatly from one another. This
is simultaneously performed by all realizational Forms of Collective Intelligences in
different development Directions of Aspects of the Pure Cosmic Qualities in them.
10.10818.

For example, if in our “now”, owing to some extraordinary dramatic circumstances
(for example, an impact of strong planetary cataclysms, global nuclear wars), SFUURMMForms typical of the Middle Ages were intensively imposed on “people”, then eventually,
in rotation Cycles of the development of the present civilized society, as a result of such
low-quality refocusings of the majority of Collective Intelligence Forms, scenarios that
include cruel practices used during the Inquisition or “witch-hunts” would have appeared,
and all new and progressive trends would have been blindly negated again.
10.10819.

These Conceptions that are induced by new Life circumstances (for example, by
the necessity to survive global wars or cataclysms at all costs) and that differ too much
from the previous ones, would have greatly influenced the levels of creativity of more and
more “people”, and the Focus of Creative Activity of PROOFF-RRU would have gradually
(duvuyllerrtly) become a part of a lower-quality space-time Continuum.
10.10820.

It doesn’t matter that levels of technical development of such a community greatly
differ from that of the medieval era. The fact that the realization of social, religious,
moral, and “interpersonal” relations comparable with the medieval ones are possible in
society would have removed these differences and would have flung “humankind” again
into the chaos of religious hysteria. This undoubtedly would have also affected the state
of Self-Consciousness of all “people” who try at least somehow to stand against this orgy
of violence and repression.
10.10821.

We would have begun to perceive ourselves habitually as the ones living in the
World where the Consciousness of society in essence differs only slightly from that of “the
Middle Ages”, with the exception of things like clothing styles or the cars and computers.
But relations and laws, in principle, would have been the same: cruel persecutions of
human freedoms, intensive inculcation of views only to the benefit of the establishment,
making fools of the population through mass media, pseudo-culture, and other such
things.
10.10822.

Now, if we compare the “humankind” described above with another one which
simultaneously and sequentially refocused in its choices into other, higher-quality energyinformation Flows, we will see that they would differ from one another as essentially as if
they are two absolutely different civilizations.
10.10823.

However, “we”, the same Forms, in the same age categories, are both “there”
and “here”. Very drastic refocusings and transitions from one social formation into an
innumerable set of other formations are quite possible at the “present” time, because
the conditions of existence of “humankind” are such that Information Flows accelerate
geometrically.
10.10824.
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“Humankind” is not only the “people” you meet when you visit, for example,
America or Nigeria, not only the “people” you see on TV and about whom you read in
newspapers. Those whom you see every day are just an infinitely small part of PROOFFRRU. They are just a Form of collective Consciousness of one of the billions of groups
(duvuyllerrtly manifested in different types of Realities) of this Collective Intelligence.
10.10825.

The Collective Intelligence of a civilization radically and perpetually changes the
direction of its development inside its skrruullerrt systems during the period of just one
“human” Life (70-90 years), trading some space-time Continuums for other ones and
essentially moving away in its Creativity from other variants of possible development for
this civilization.
10.10826.

This can be exemplified by the appearance and disappearance of many countries
from the political map of the world within a short period: Levels of the Self-Consciousness
development of the people who lived in these countries in the beginning of their existence
differs drastically from the Consciousnesses of those who lived at the end of such periods
(for example, in the Soviet Union).
10.10827.

Studying different variants of possible human development, I found simply
incredible, fantastic changes that took place over very short periods both in the conditions
of “people’s” existence on the Planet and in the rates of the extraplanetary development of
human civilization, our exploration of the cosmos, and the settlement of people in other
Star systems.
10.10828.

These immense (in their scale and quality) changes are equally possible both
toward a very quick increase of the quality of most Forms of the humankind’s Collective
Intelligence and toward a decrease of the quality, when the power on the Planet is forcefully
seized by the cruelest destroyers and the most ruthless dictators.
10.10829.

Such abrupt rises in the activity of the two lower IISSIIDI-Centers’ Creators are
usually observed after extensive nuclear wars, the falling of large meteorites to Earth,
destructive global floods, powerful earthquakes, and other planetary catastrophes that
lead to the mass destruction of living creatures and the degradation of science and culture
against the background of a fanatical-hysterical religious boom.
10.10830.

At the same time, millions of survivors who oppose the established dictatorship
are quickly annihilated one way or another, and those who remain alive begin to obey the
regime, completely changing the levels of their Perception to more egoistic ones. They
gradually refocus into another Continuum where an active realization of Forms exactly
on these Levels of Energy-Plasma is of highest priority.
10.10831.

The same is true of the possibilities of mass refocusings into higher-quality
Continuums. For example, in the next thirty years, we have a real chance to refocus into
Formo-systems of Worlds whose qualities radically differ from those which are typical
of our present-day self-perception. This will be a magnificent time of a harmonious
integration (Synthesis) of a new Culture and a new Spirituality with a new Science and
10.10832.
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a new Society, a new Worldview and a new Philosophy with a new Economy and a new
Industry.
For this purpose, in your “today”, you are given such a deep, universal Knowledge
as IISSIIDIOLOGY which, harmoniously combining science and spirituality, philosophy
and politics, will finally make “people” free from macabre fanaticism of any kind, from
infinite religious and ethnic wars, from international dissention, enmity and cruelty,
and will allow billions of “people” to bring Focuses of Creative Activity to Levels of life
Creativity that have never been achieved before.
10.10833.

This Knowledge is so global and so deep that it will introduce considerable
changes into our Life, not merely “re-polish” old religious and scientific foundations,
leaving previous concepts as they are. This Knowledge will cardinally change all of your
present Conceptions of Life and “Death”, of the Divine and the Cosmos, of the Laws of
Nature and of social institutions, of principles of collective and “interpersonal” relations,
and of many other, not less important things.
10.10834.

10.10835.

IISSIIDIOLOGY is the most important Intersection of many Directions of possible

further development for our civilization, where modern scientific achievements and true
Spirituality (devoid of any religious pomposity, artificiality, and meaningless dogmatism)
come together.
At this Intersection, it is possible to absent-mindedly miss these incredible
possibilities of further development by ignoring the very fact of this long-awaited Meeting.
Conversely, having taken encouragement from and armed with the new Knowledge, it
is possible to consciously create, through joint efforts, such a wonderful and fantastic
reality which we cannot even dream in our “today”.
10.10836.

Now “humankind” (in quotation marks) has most closely approached the moment
of making the right Choice to finally become humankind (without quotation marks). Most
people thirst for the appearance of a new Spiritual Truth of such a highly-intellectual Level,
which harmoniously combines both an invaluable, centuries-old spiritual Experience
and the deepest scientific achievements, a Truth that honors Life and contributes to its
prosperity rather than annihilate it.
10.10837.

The entire outer world is already ripe for making such a unification which could
indicate to everybody a new Spiritual Path built on new Conceptions and beliefs. Yet the
majority of the brightest minds simply hesitate to declare this aloud, refusing to acknowledge
that our present Paths of science and religion do not lead us to where we are trying to go.
10.10838.

Many of these bright persons just cannot stand up against prevailing Conceptions,
even if they are aware that these ideas will only gradually “kill” them. In order to change
the world for the better, we try to force “people” to change their behavior instead of trying
to fundamentally change their outdated egoistic beliefs.
10.10839.

A gradual and complete replacement within our Collective Intelligence, of
existing but very outdated SFUURMM-Forms in science and spirituality, in economy and
10.10840.
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politics, in culture and philosophy, can make us a civilization of truly Immortal People
who establish all of their relations only on the basis of a universally humanistic, altruistic,
and spiritual approach to all spheres of “personal” and social Life.
The more intensive the information flow, the quicker the process of development
and the more rapid and radical the transitions into other (both higher-quality and lowerquality) Levels of Self-Consciousness that structure Formo-systems of Worlds which
configurationally correspond to them.
10.10841.

One of the conclusions now actively discussed in quantum physics states
approximately the following: when conducting any quantum-mechanical experiment, the
observer automatically becomes a part of this action. That is, the observer becomes an
object that participates in the experimental process and, as a consequence, influences its
course by some of his qualities or expectations.
10.10842.

This means that the more quickly and the more intensively you evolve, the more
quickly and the more effectively you can, in proportion to your level of development,
influence the Lives of “people” around you, organizing the processes of the mass refocusing
of entire Collective Intelligences into Levels of life creativity typical of the quality of your
SFUURMM-Forms.
10.10843.

Therefore, as soon as you learn how to treat Life more consciously and in a more
altruistic way, how to do Good and create Love around yourself with deeper Comprehension
and Trust, radical changes of basic circumstances of Life you observe around will become
increasingly rapid, as if being gradually and naturally adapted to the system of your new
Self-perception.
10.10844.

The more manifested results of life creativity of such “people” as you (the most
highly-developed representatives) there are and the more active they are manifested in
the outer world, the quicker your conscious collective Creativity refocuses you into a
Continuum where these qualities have the maximum possibility of realization in the
community with a corresponding development Level.
10.10845.

But you must not forget that “we” in other Worlds are not some strange and
unfamiliar “other people”; “we” are just slightly different there. For example, in some
Worlds, there is Oris, and in other ones there is Sergey Tsveliov who did not know that
he is Oris. The same is true of any “human being”. Indeed, “there”, I also know well many
of those who sit “now” in front of me and I am continually astonished at the incredible
difference which I observe in many Forms of your different-quality “incarnations”.
10.10846.

Essentially, different Worlds are not somewhere “there”, on certain nominal Mental
or Astral Planes. They are simply Worlds with different dimensions of Space-Time that
vary to one extent or another from our “present” ones and are peculiar only to themselves.
10.10847.

Owing to the fact that each of you, as well as any other realizational Form of this
Continuum, always has the potential to refocus in your skrruullerrt systems, both into
more and into less favorable variants of the development of the Collective Intelligence
10.10848.
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of “humankind”, you must intensively form in your Self-Consciousness only that highquality Conception of your society which you seek to gain yourself, which completely
corresponds to your best and highest expectations.
And then, in the event of your stable refocusing from some psychic states into
qualitatively different Levels of life creativity, you will reproject into Configurations of
Stereo-Types with different dynamics of rotation Shifts. This means that you will begin to
“belong” to other variants of individual scenarios (included into rotation Cycles of other
groups of Worlds) of your possible development in this Stereo-Form.
10.10849.

Besides, all your current choices determine not only Vectors of your “own”
development Directions but also the possibility of quality refocusings of the Collective
Intelligence of PROOFF-RRU into various variants of its “future”. You also have a psychoenergy influence over the Collective Intelligence of “your” part of “humankind” through
your conversations, your thinking, your attitude, your acceptance or non-acceptance of
anything, and your interest or indifference.
10.10850.

Thus, in your youth or even in your childhood, each of you already had the
chance to switch to the path of spiritual aspirations to which you, in your current state of
Self-Consciousness, did not pay attention at that time or which you, perhaps, no longer
remember in your “now”.
10.10851.

For example, in other (in relation to the “present” state of your Self-Consciousness)
Formo-systems of Worlds, you started to think about Altruism and to seek how to improve
your own soulful qualities much earlier. You chose your higher-quality spiritual Path
earlier and, at the present moment of Time in existence of your Stereo-Form, you have
achieved much more than you have in the “current” variant of your “now”.
10.10852.

And somewhere, although you chose this Path earlier than others in some
skrruullerrt systems, you achieved less compared to those who began later but reached
higher-quality Levels of Self-Consciousness quicker than you.
10.10853.

Someone among the “previous you» got stuck and “sucked down” for a long time
in “black magic”, in rabid occultism, or in some destructive, aggressive sect whose leaders
fiercely fought for power, bound rigorously by their limited comprehension of the outer
World. But they fought for it not to change the Lives of all “people” for the better but to
enjoy the power and to satiate their own unhealthy ambition.
10.10854.

Now those of you whose NUU-VVU-Forms already have Configurations of SelfConsciousness which actively resonate with Levels of the Knowledge of IISSIIDIOLOGY
have the possibility right now to begin living not spontaneously and instinctively, relying
on “a happy concurrence of life circumstances”, but to choose at your own discretion
(that is, consciously and purposefully), from amongst the entire set of every-moment
“Offerings” of outer Worlds. You can choose only those groups of Worlds that suit you
in quality, incessantly advancing your development through events that maximally
correspond to the aspirations of your Focus of Creative Activity.
10.10855.
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However, even your conscious and purposeful Choices, which refocus and stabilize
you sequentially in structures of Self-Consciousness of NUU-VVU-Forms that are more
suitable to your life creativity, of course, do not guarantee a sequential “displacement” of
your Focus of Creative Activity into higher-quality structures of your Stereo-Form.
10.10856.

Indeed, a less egoistic (i.e., more altruistic) side of your existence may not necessarily
be subjectively “better”, that is, more convenient and comfortable to you “personally”.
Everything depends on the dynamics of the active levels of your Self-Consciousness.
What seems “good” and “convenient” to you may seem simply unbearable to many others.
10.10857.

This means that either incessant and increasing satisfaction of your own “material”
needs or high spiritual values and your ineradicable need for devoted and self-sacrificing
Service for the sake of the spiritual prosperity, not only of you “personally” or some group
of “people” but literally of the entire “humankind”, may become your highest and most
urgent priority in your “personal” Life.
10.10858.

And if you really want to become plenipotentiary and conscious Creators of
your own Destiny in order to have the possibility to bring more spiritual Meaning into
the Lives of “people” and direct them to noble and truly high Goals, here is “the Law of
Eternal Existence of a Form”:
10.10859.

Being incessantly ahead of an average (to the “part” of the Collective Intelligence of
“humankind” in which you perceive yourself “now”) frequency of the individual rotation
Cycle, you displace inevitably and sequentially the Focus of Creative Activity of your SelfConsciousness into a higher-quality “part” of this Collective Intelligence whose Formosystems correspond in a greater degree to your spiritual Goals and altruistic Aspirations.
What does this mean? It means that, due to a stable presence of vibrations
corresponding to more altruistic decisions and more positive Choices in your life
creativity, you will automatically refocus into higher-quality structures of your SelfConsciousness and thereby will ensure the virtually incessant “physical” (biological)
presence of focused-by-You NUU-VVU-Forms in more harmonious and perfect (as
compared with the previous ones) Formo-systems of Worlds that have higher-quality
individual development scenarios.
10.10860.

This happens because higher-quality structures of Worlds tend to show an
obligatory increase in the lifespan of manifested Forms that exhibit self-conscious
Elements which participate actively in their creative spiritually-reorganizing dynamics.
10.10861.

And remember that everything, absolutely everything that happens around you
and to you is initially created only in your own Self-Consciousness. And you don’t need
a rostrum to announce your attitude to anything to the entire world. You don’t need to
seek how to manipulate any legislative body to establish higher-quality and fair social
laws. You can accomplish this much more effectively in the meaningful “silence” of your
Self-Consciousness, from which you can open the entire diversity of perspectives for all
currently possible development variants of “humankind”.
10.10862.
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You also can really establish order and increase the quality of relations in your
family, at work, or in any kind of individual or collective creativity only by bringing your
own Self-Consciousness to higher-quality and more harmonious states.
10.10863.

If, however, your psycho-spiritual state is like unstable blinks of a shimmering,
burning-down candle with a dying-out flame that simply cannot illuminate anything
or anybody in the World, then others who just like you scramble in twilight will not be
able either to hear or to see you. Even if they notice you they will simply not believe you,
because you are blind yourself.
10.10864.

Light, which confidently illuminates and reliably warms the whole creative Space
around you (although it is dank with falseness and darkness), must always come from
inside of you, from your good Thoughts and cordial Feelings, from your kind Actions,
and altruistic Choices, easily appearing before people around you from the deepest parts
of your restless Soul and immediately becoming a naturally-positive dynamic part of
Your “own” enlightened Worlds!
10.10865.
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Chapter IV

The newest Conceptions of dynamics of energy-information structures
of Creation

The real possibility of our “personal” Immortality (as well as any other way of
existence of any Collective Intelligence Form ) is essentially provided by universal features
of Formo-systems of Worlds and by unique properties of Energy-Plasma which structures
that Infinity, which we more simply and in a more limited way perceive as Creation.
10.10866.

Before the revelation of the Information that forms the basis of IISSIIDIOLOGY,
nobody authentically knew anything about elementary multidimensional structures of
the nearest-to-us-in-frequency Levels of “the Diapason of Plasmic Forces”, about FieldsConsciousnesses in Creation, or about dynamic force Processes that provide qualitative
transitions of Formo-systems of some Worlds into other ones and frequency-wave
“displacement” of some Forms of Consciousness into its other Forms.
10.10867.

We did not know what rotation Cycles were or about how they divide innumerable
groups of duvuyllerrt Worlds into higher-quality and lower-quality Formo-systems. We
did not know anything about the universal Principle of duvuyllerrtness of EVERYTHING,
that is, about a gradual “transition-displacement” of Forms from some quality states to
other ones, and from some dimensions into other ones. And, naturally, we did not know
how closely connected all this (and this is the main thing to which we approach now!) is
to such an important notion to all “people” as “the length of Life”.
10.10868.

I must say right away: the higher the quality of Formo-systems (i.e., the higher
their energy-information content) of Worlds of our subjective self-awareness, the longer
the length of existence (for which individual development scenarios are designed) of
Formo-Types (NUU-VVU-Forms) that structure LLUU-VVU-Forms.
10.10869.

Our “personal” Lives, with an increase of the quality of mental-sensuous, psychic
Processes performed in our Self-Consciousness, also become brighter and more ample,
10.10870.
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more productive and more fruitful, more dynamic and filled with more information,
which allows us to create something much more harmonious than in the lower-quality
states for the same period of Time.
I may say with full responsibility that, in higher-quality groups of Worlds of this
“physical” Reality, the length of Life of our “personalities” not only improves in quality
but also steadily increases linearly in a specific (to those Worlds) subjective Perception
of Time: Time Flows that manipulate higher-quality Information are considerably more
dense, more concentrated, and more intense in corresponding-to-them Configurations
of Self-Consciousness.
10.10871.

This is a natural effect of “the Law of Harmonization and Stabilization of Qualities
of ALL in ALL” (SLOO-GGOLL). To be more exact, it is the action of the second of its many
Principles — SKLAA-GG-LOO (”I-Am the creative reflection of interaction on Levels of
Energy-Plasma with identical-in-Configuration Forms of All”).
10.10872.

An obvious conclusion derives from this Principle: the higher the quality of
Energy-Plasma (ASTRO-, MENTO- and Karmo-Plasma) which structures Worlds, the
higher the quality of Forms which form frequency Configurations of these Worlds.
10.10873.

A deep Comprehension of this universal Law allows “a personality” with a
corresponding Configuration of Self-Consciousness to gradually acquire an absolute
Faith in the possibility of achieving Immortality. However, this state is implemented in
Life only when “the personality” meets definite conditions with respect to a profound reevaluation of the attitude to itself and to all others in the outer reality.
10.10874.

Those “people” who don’t have this new Knowledge or who have not scrupulously
understood all of the complex-configuration postulates of IISSIIDIOLOGY are unable
to consciously perform the innumerable moment by moment refocusings of SelfConsciousness among the entire set of Stereo-Types that are simultaneously “physically”
manifested on different Levels of “the Tertiary structure” of Energy-Plasma.
10.10875.

This is because such “people” will unconsciously (instinctively) choose in their
“personal” Lives not particular but any scenarios which are initially provided for all
different-quality Stereo-Types of their Stereo-Form which participate (according to their
individual rotation Cycles) in the creative dynamics of all innumerable development
variants of realizational Forms of this “humankind’s” Collective Intelligence.
10.10876.

You must have noticed that when I mention “humankind” I very often use the word
“this” in combination with it, thereby I constantly try to remind you that both the best
and the worst variants of qualitative Directions of our mutual simultaneous development
already exist in parallel with the “present” variant perceived by us.
10.10877.

The type of Collective Intelligence under the subjectively-invented-by-us name
“Humankind of Earth” started its inertial development “here” (simultaneously with us)
not thousands, not hundreds of thousands and not even hundreds of millions, but billions,
10.10878.
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— I repeat: billions! — of years “ago”, being very much different from “present” biological
NUU-VVU-Forms habitual to us.
Without raising the question about the degree of quality of “those” dimensional
Levels on which this happens in “those” Time Flows (in parallel with our “present now”),
I should point out that, just like us, “the present ones”, first People (with a capital P!) were
an integral part of an infinite set of skrruullerrt systems of Energy-Plasma which forms
Formo-systems of “earth” Worlds.
10.10879.

And this means that, along with the most egoistic variants of choices (we are a
partial “result” of them), there were always also Choices in highest-quality Directions of
possible development, which allowed many variations of the collective Consciousness of
PROOFF-RRU to refocus drastically into the most harmonious Forms of Cosmic Creators,
leaving out many disharmonious manifestations on coarse-frequency Levels of EnergyPlasma.
10.10880.

Thus, different realizational Forms of Us inertially appeared in higher-quality
Time Flows, and these Forms perceive themselves in Their “now” as innate inhabitants of
all possible Star systems, which we, earthlings, call Pleiades, Sirius, Andromeda, Orion…
10.10881.

Such Forms are those variants of “us” who, in their time, managed (unlike us!) to
avoid the enticement of some easier but lower-quality variants of choices and, overcoming
all temptations and allurements (which “we, the present ones”, fail to overcome), refocused
steadily into increasingly higher-quality Configurations of Forms, constantly continuing
their Path of development in the Direction of Harmony and Perfection for many inertial
eons of Time.
10.10882.

“They are there, we are here…” These preconceived and illusory notions of “there”
and “here” are just one of many false conceptions we constantly devise out of ignorance.
But the fact is that either “there” or “here”, either “we” or “they”, such wise and perfect
beings simply don’t exist separately from “us”.
10.10883.

All of Us are One – One Integral Whole! We are simply indivisible, are simply
inseparable from each other in one Essence that fills both “us” and “them” in one energyinformation Nature.
10.10884.

The only discrete thing in Space and Time is an innumerable set of simultaneouslyfocused-by-Us Forms manifested by an innumerable set of similar (united in their Essence,
just like Us, but different in quality) types of Collective Cosmic Intelligences.
10.10885.

All of Us are “separated” from each other only by the difference in the
configurational quality states of Self-Consciousness of Forms which We focus in Time
and in Space. Characteristic peculiarities of the Energy-Plasma structure on each of
its energy-information Levels (where these Forms are initially “encrusted”) create the
Illusion of total discreteness and “unlikeness” (“individuality”) to us.
10.10886.
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But now, due to the appearance of IISSIIDIOLOGY, factors of Time and Space which
previously seemed absolutely inviolable and incomprehensible to us begin to recede into
the background in our life creativity, giving way to a deep Understanding of the Infinity,
the Unity, and the continuity of our simultaneous Existence.
10.10887.

When we acknowledge our Immortality, we will finally get rid of all our previous
(limiting, separating, and harmful) conceptions that have become absolutely unnecessary
and meaningless. Setting the most grandiose Goals for ourselves which were previously
considered impossible, we will be able to reduce the “virtual” gap between “Those Us”
and “these us” millions of times quicker than before, when we could count only on several
short decades ahead of us in our creative perspective plans.
10.10888.

While the Time factor is now clear, the quality of thinking and feeling, another
crucial factor, is much more complex. The principle of strong inertia, which is characteristic
of our outer Formo-systems of Worlds “here», also applies to the dynamics of all our
Thoughts, Feelings, Aspirations, and Conceptions.
10.10889.

Neither I nor anybody else, anyone who has a more self-conscious approach to
one’s life creativity, anyone with the strongest will in the world, will be able to make all
of your Choices for you at every instant in order to draw you out of the bog of egoism,
ignorance, and morbid grievance. Without this complex process of making your own
Choices you will never get stable refocusings into NUU-VVU-Forms with higher-quality
Configurations of Self-Consciousness.
10.10890.

The same is true of the length of your “personality’s” existence. Each of your
scenarios, for some reason or another, can have different variants of “the length of Life”
of Stereo-Types involved in them; that is why a conscious control of “a personality”
over Time becomes simply impossible without a deep Understanding and a rigorous
implementation of the Principles of IISSIIDIOLOGY.
10.10891.

In order to understand the deeper meaning of this, let us consider these
mysterious individual rotation Cycles in more detail. Since the question is very important
for the process of your deep Understanding, not only of the principles of “personality”
Immortality, but also of IISSIIDIOLOGY in general, I will have to explain every detail. That
is why you should arm yourself with as much patience and attention as possible!
10.10892.

To begin with, let me remind you of what I have previously said: every rotation
Cycle results from a spatial manifestation (in our Self-Consciousness) of the creative
dynamics of certain groups of “chakram personalities” (to be more exact, their UU-VVUcopies) which structure and thereby determine (by their specific qualities and typical
nature of creative dynamics) all specific properties of Time Entities and Space Entities in
each Formo-system of Worlds, in each Continuum.
10.10893.

What does this mean to you “personally”? A Continuum (its specific “geometry”
of Space-Time “includes” all Forms focused by You “moment by moment”) consists of very
narrowly-specific (and fantastically dynamic!) internal energy-information interactions
10.10894.
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between self-conscious Elements of Energy-Plasma that are also specifically manifested
in a strictly-defined (to each of them) quality (wave) range.
These “self-conscious Elements” of Energy-Plasma, which we will consider later
in great detail, manifest in your Self-Consciousness structures in the form of particular
Thoughts, Feelings, Desires, and Aspirations initiated by qualitatively-corresponding
fragmented Consciousnesses of UU-VVU that are most active in the Configuration of the
NUU-VVU-Form temporarily focused by You.
10.10895.

This means that the Thoughts, Feelings, and Desires which you manipulate
every moment of your Life determine the Formo-systems of Worlds of this Continuum
into which you automatically refocus. Neither “God” nor “the devil” participates in this
individual creative process, and neither of them drags you in this or that Direction of
your possible development.
10.10896.

What and how exactly you think about something, what and how you motivate, what
exactly you desire every moment, is where you refocus, because your Desire is the Law of
Energy-Plasma (your Thoughts, Feelings, and Desires are as such a specific reflection of
properties of Energy-Plasma in this Continuum).
10.10897.

Schematically, any multidimensional “point” of Energy Plasma represents
an infinite set of energy-information interrelations between different forces formed
according to the principle of duvuyllerrtly-structured skrruullerrt systems.
10.10898.

One skrruullerrt system never exists; there are always closely interrelated dynamics
of an infinite set of such systems that “are” one inside others, because they are, in fact,
always “separated” from each other in inertial Space only by one nominal “instant”. This
is UFS, “a universal system” formed by a mutually-balanced interaction of an innumerable
set of “universal systems”.
10.10899.

In essence, the different-quality dynamics of each inertial SSFU-UNGSS-Shift
create (in the “geometry” of Space-Time formed by the Shift “quantum after quantum”)
the next skrruullerrt system of force-type interrelations which represents (to UFS of
any Form present in the skrruullerrt system) the totality of many quality Directions of
subsequent inertial refocusings possible for any Form whose Configuration expresses a
strictly-defined quality state of Energy-Plasma in this point.
10.10900.

Let me remind you of the schematic of an individual rotation Cycle with the
following example: imagine Energy-Plasma (that is, the only source of your Thoughts,
Feelings, Desires, and Actions) in the form of an infinite field covered with a thick layer
of snow. Suppose that you are a hare that appeared in some point of this field (newly-born
in your skrruullerrt system in the entire multiplicity of different-quality manifestations
of your Stereo-Form).
10.10901.

Let us leave alone the whole set of other potential realizations of “you” and let
us consider the dynamics of the possible development of only one of “your” variants. In
the very beginning of Life, all of your mechanical movements are instantly reflected by
10.10902.
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specific “quantum traces” on the surface of “the field” of Energy-Plasma and depend on
other people (such as your parents, other family members, ancestors, doctors, hospital
staff, etc.) and their particular choices and circumstances that develop around them: the
discipline of your brothers and sisters, the conscientiousness of a taxi driver who drives
you home, and even the state of the stairs on which your father (who may be a little
drunk on the occasion of your «birth”) carries you to your new home-- , everything,
from the weather to the political and economic situation of the time, will come into
play.
All this is individually surrounded by particular circumstances and Time, marked
with definite events in your Destiny, forever “imprinted” (fixed energy-informationally)
with definite changes (”quantum traces”) on the general “field” of this variant of your
“personality’s” existence.
10.10903.

As soon as the first glimpses of Self-Consciousness begin to manifest in your Life,
you start to insert some “lines” of your own into these “traces”, unconsciously changing
the intricate configuration of the trajectory formed by you, which reflects all of your
psychic and mechanical dynamics in this or that Direction.
10.10904.

The more independence you express in your Life, the more you influence “the
trace” inertially formed by you in Energy-Plasma, which is what I mean by the term “an
individual rotation Cycle”.
10.10905.

Your every decision, every movement in Space, every realized Thought, Feeling,
and Desire, with all scrupulousness and accuracy, correct your individual rotation Cycle
at each instant of your Life and refocus you into NUU-VVU-Forms formed by groups of
Stereo-Types whose Self-Consciousness Configurations are absolutely identical to the
quality of Fields-Consciousnesses initiated and generated by you.
10.10906.

Why is it called “a rotation Cycle”? Because it is characterized by a particular
unique parameter of rotation Shift which distinguishes objectively the quality “Content”
(development scenarios) of Stereo-Type groups “encrusted” in some Formo-systems of
Worlds from the energy-information “Content” of qualitatively different Stereo-Type
groups belonging to other Formo-systems of Worlds.
10.10907.

Each “physical” World is formed as a result of instantaneous space-time dynamics
of a quantum Shift which is qualitatively characteristic only of this World. The slightest
change in the quality state of a Collective Intelligence Form results inevitably in the
formation of some dynamic tension in this state which can be nullified only by separating
the previous state from the newly-formed one; this leads to the appearance of a rotation
Shift with a specific frequency.
10.10908.

Since quality changes occur incessantly and simultaneously on all Levels of
Energy-Plasma dynamics (for example, processes of a different-quality Synthesis
between different “intermediate” states of Aspects of every Pure and Combined Quality
form different types of Universes), inertial rotation Shifts are also incessantly and
10.10909.
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simultaneously implemented in all possible Directions of development of the Collegial
Cosmic Intelligence of AYFAAR.
Since the NUU-VVU-Forms upon which We focus constantly and simultaneously
are inseparably connected to their own dynamic “intervals” of Planetary Time Flows, we,
in essence, are an integral part of all “displacement ingredients” in the Worlds which we
inertially explore. That is, we are in fact UFS which particularly “exist” only in a subjective
association with a certain Time Flow specifically chosen by us (in accordance with the
Configuration of a NUU-VVU-Form preferred by us at a given moment).
10.10910.

At the same time, the quality state of the rest of the infinite diversity of our similar
Universal Focuses of Self-Consciousness, which for one reason or another that depends
on our creative Interest are concentrated in Configurations of all other Forms, becomes
seemingly nonexistent to us.
10.10911.

This is analogous to each of us, being formed by a countless number of individual
“selves” that travel together in some unknown area, and being suddenly very much
interested in something. For example, one of the “selves” would like to enter a certain
building and, being carried away by its contents, would like to stop to perceive himself
really as a part of that one group for some time.
10.10912.

At that moment, all of his other “selves” that remained outside, behind the wall
of this Form and also dispersed over “objects” of their individual interest, seem as if they
ceased to exist to him (and to one another), each being completely occupied only with
their own individual research. But they have not ceased to be one group because of this!
10.10913.

Having studied what is around them and having completely satiated their curiosity,
they will come out of various buildings that had temporarily attracted and accommodated
them, and after they become the same unified group again, they will continue their journey
in order to explore in the same way, in detail and deeply, other spaces formed by some
other “settlements” that may attract them.
10.10914.

Of course, on their way, they will fully share the obtained Information with each
other, will accurately convey to all others the Feelings, Impressions, and Experience of
their own individual research to make all this common and accessible literally to each of
their other “selves”.
10.10915.

Each of us is formed by an infinite number of such, simultaneously-acting,
exploration “groups” formed according to different interests, bents, desires, sensuousness
and intellectuality.
10.10916.

That is why we must remember the simple Truth: anyone of you never was his own
body (a group of Stereo-Types or a NUU-VVU-Form); all such visual attributes are just
some of objects of our endless cosmic research.
10.10917.

You do absolutely nothing (either “materially” or psychically) independently
every instant of your Life, you create nothing but only continuously choose (consciously
10.10918.
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or unconsciously) from among the entire set of proposed Forms, constantly refocusing
among an infinite number of ready-made Stereo-Types initially inserted in particular
scenarios of your possible development.
Your Thoughts and your Feelings that convey the degree of your Interest in
something in your outer Reality are the main mechanism, the main means of “displacement”,
and the main exploration instrument in this infinite process of research of Worlds and
Realities.
10.10919.

Individually “quantizing” the outer Space-Time with your Thoughts and Feelings,
you are automatically (at one instant!) “inserted” into a corresponding wave Configuration
of Self-Consciousness of an already-existing group of Stereo-Types initially belonging
to some particular rotation Cycles of your Stereo-Form with their own development
scenarios. When you focus on one Form, you also focus in scenarios of Life initially
prescribed specifically to it.
10.10920.

Before a Thought appears in your Self-Consciousness, you have already refocused
into Stereo-Types whose Configurations contain the frequency of this very Thought.
Before you experience a certain Feeling, you have already “become” a NUU-VVU-Form
containing the Self-Consciousness in which exactly this type of Feeling (in accordance
with its development scenario) can be most easily expressed.
10.10921.

The parameters of every rotation Cycle are strictly determined not only for each
“personality” (manifested NUU-VVU-Form), but also for the whole community of “people”
in the Formo-systems of Worlds (that are duvuyllerrtly close in synthesized qualities)
where these “personalities” realize themselves.
10.10922.

Development scenarios of these groups (identical in some individual features) of
Formo-systems of Worlds form rotation Cycles of an innumerable set of distinct Forms
of different-quality variations of the collective Consciousness of PROOFF-RRU.
10.10923.

All Formo-systems of Worlds of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma and also some
synthetic form-creating Processes that take place on Levels of the Secondary and of the
Primary Energy-Plasma (but not in the context of “the linear length” of existence of
anything which I have just outlined) are subject to individual rotation Cycles.
10.10924.

To consider a change in the quality dynamics of just one “point” of a skrruullerrt
system relative to a particular Stereo-Type, let us imagine that all dynamics of Time
have stopped for an instant and the entire Space “stood still” and was fixed in initiallyprogrammed states and positions of Forms determined for it at a given moment.
10.10925.

This skrruullerrt system provides the considered nominal Stereo-Type with the
possibility of a choice of any Direction of the “psychic creativity” inertially realized by it
out of all of the quality Directions peculiar to the skrruullerrt system.
10.10926.

By “psychic creativity” I mean absolutely all possible (in a particular situation)
manifestations of subjective mental-sensuous activities of “a personality” realized by it for
10.10927.
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the purpose of achieving certain (nearest in time or perspective) goals, states, positions,
sensations, experiences, and so on.
Let us use the term “Choice Vectors” to denote the individual Directions of the
Synthesis of Aspects of Qualities performed in the skrruullerrt system at the instant under
consideration, and let us use the term “Ray of Choice Vectors” to describe the entire set
of individual Directions with similar quality parameters (for example, the same degree of
synthesis of Dominants relative to some Aspects of recessive Qualities)”.
10.10928.

“A Ray” is the totality of variants available to a Stereo-Type in this “point” for
implementing its creative realization dynamics (Thoughts, Feelings, Desires, movements)
toward the achievement of some particular goal.
10.10929.

It can be figuratively compared with a narrow beam of a very powerful spotlight
which lights up all particular objective circumstances contained in a certain space which
will inevitably accompany you on your way if you make a decision to continue your path
in that given direction.
10.10930.

Using the spotlight you see that in one direction the path gets very narrow and
over there, a little farther, it is a little wider. In another place there is some obstacle,
and, in order to overcome it, you will have to swim across a river; but you cannot swim.
Therefore, there is no sense to continue on this path from this point in this direction,
because it will not lead you to the desired goal.
10.10931.

You then use the beam to light up the nearest space in order to find out whether
there is a small bridge somewhere nearby which may help you to get to the other side. If
you don’t find it, you begin to light up a path in an adjacent direction which is the most
traversable to you until you find a more suitable possibility for a safe journey along your
path.
10.10932.

These possibilities may appear as a slippery and rotten log that lies across the
river; and if you move immediately in this direction hoping to use it to cross the river
without studying all possibilities with your spotlight, then you may fail to notice that
there is a small rope bridge a little further which is more reliable even though it is shaky,
and there is a strong timber bridge still further; and in another direction the river is
absent and the path doesn’t narrow but, on the contrary, gets wider.
10.10933.

And if you had not been so stubborn and turned your face in the opposite direction,
you would have noticed a free taxi ready to drive you wherever you wanted without any
incidents. You just need to pay something to somebody, part with something, sacrifice
something...
10.10934.

And then the following question would immediately appear before you: are you
ready to sacrifice what you currently have, to give up anything in order to achieve your goal
quickly and without problems? Or all the same, in spite of all logic and reason, you will
move to the slippery log, risking your entire Life because of your persistent unwillingness
to part with something which, in fact, is not worth a bean?!
10.10935.
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The picture I just depicted above is the schematic image of a skrruullerrt system
illustrating the possible Directions of further development of life dynamics (development
scenarios) with Rays of Choice Vectors that lead to different consequences in the further
development of the seemingly same scenario.
10.10936.

I should note that sometimes “Rays” directed in “opposite” (according to your
subjective conception of them!) directions can also lead you to the goal which you try to
achieve by taking a certain path.
10.10937.

On the contrary, taking into account all countless Aspects of Qualities of lower
Levels of the two lower Centers (ARGLLAAMUNI and INGLIMILISSA) that you have yet to
synthesize, I am absolutely sure that the shortest and most favorable Directions (to your
development) are located exactly where you don’t even think to look.
10.10938.

And if you did not rush in the first Direction provided to you, but turned around
and looked around attentively in the surrounding darkness, using “the Ray” of your
enlightened Self-Consciousness, you would have opened to yourself long ago the most
elementary Truth: EVERYTHING, ABSOLUTELY EVERYTHING ALREADY IS!
10.10939.

You just need to CHOOSE THE BEST WAY among this entire diversity of paths and
possibilities initially available to you. You just need to choose what you really need and
what will help you to stop being satisfied by some simplified variants of your possible
Existence (such as: material wealth with its quickly-boring comfort and money; power
over a bunch of “people” or even over an entire nation which always ends with a fall and
disappointment; or a short moment of a flush of fame and the experience of the pain of
oblivion which inevitably follows it) and lead you to the achievement of most fantastic,
most incredible Goals.
10.10940.

Essentially, the problem with choosing these highest-quality variants of your
further existence is associated in your Self-Consciousness with the obligation to constantly
refuse something that becomes more and more incompatible with the achievement of the
set Goal as you develop further. But at every instant of your choice you have no time to
become aware of this and thus you consider such “a sacrifice” to be irrational, inexpedient,
premature, and superfluous.
10.10941.

You give any number of reasons, even simply ridiculous ones, in order to dissuade
yourself from the fact that it is time to get rid of something that you have achieved with
great effort and that you have valued so highly (representing that which used to be very
desirable, important, and valuable to you) in exchange for something that is of higher
quality but “unknown to you”.
10.10942.

To many of you “the desirable” are jewels, rich furnishings of luxury houses,
splendid and exorbitantly expensive clothes and, of course, simply money, money and
more money! And this desire grows not only when there is too little of it, but most often
when there is too much of it!
10.10943.
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It is precisely parting with money — even for realization of the best and
highest Goals! — that is the most serious stumbling block to many of you on the Path
of comprehensive self-perfection. Every time you are possessed by one and the same
Thought: “I already have money, and what I will get in exchange for it, if I give it away for
these purposes, is too abstract and illusory. So, I’d better put it on hold!”
10.10944.

And you hastily make your piteous, puny, material choice... And thereby you
miss a unique opportunity to manage your Destiny in the best possible way! And it is
unknown when, in which part of your forthcoming rotation Cycle, you will have the same
opportunity again.
10.10945.

It is absolutely impossible to many of you to refuse the “material” comfort and
conveniences, along with the privileges associated with them, which have become so
habitual and so seemingly indispensable. And the point is not that you have two bathrooms
in your apartment, computers, a technologically-advanced kitchen, and a nice car, all of
which help you to save much time for more important affairs.
10.10946.

The whole problem is in the refusal of obvious surplus, of the things which you
practically never use, which in essence have become needless stuff and metal junk, which
are kept without being used and even hinder a normal life, occupying too much space.
10.10947.

This problem lies in the lack of awareness of the inevitable necessity to refuse
something that you once bought with much effort, something that used to bring joy,
something that, perhaps, one day you will need...
10.10948.

The same applies not only to money and wealth, but also to any power over
somebody or something; any relations with somebody which make you more important
in the eyes of others than you really are; any fame, even if it is the smallest amount,
even if it is not quite decent and moral, which, however, makes other people at least
sometimes recognize you or remember your existence, appreciate your offbeat features
and uniqueness, be delighted with you and admire you...
10.10949.

But to many of you it is not money and power, not fame and fear of “Death”
that represent the insurmountable obstacle blocking your individual-collective Path of
Self-cognition but your own (so firmly established and reliable, so logical and perfect, so
convenient and comprehensible) Conceptions of everything in the world, including of
yourself at any moment of your subjective relations with the outer World.
10.10950.

Such “an absolutely unthinkable sacrifice” (the replacement of old beliefs by new
ones) can be done by very few of you, because all your habitual SFUURMM-Forms are
actually “you yourselves”, those “you” whom “you” know very well, appreciate, respect,
who are so close and have become literally akin to you.
10.10951.

How can you voluntarily replace all of this (intensely familiar) affinity for “yourself ”
and for everything that is around you “, with something new and unfamiliar, even if it is
suspiciously attractive, even if it is incredibly logical, but for the time being is yet absolutely
incomprehensible? And that is why it cannot properly replace what you already have!
10.10952.
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But we still have to choose something every instant, because without a change of
the old, however convenient and reliable it seems, there will not be anything new. And
only you can choose what kind of new it will be, only you always make this choice and
nobody else but you!
10.10953.

Everything that I just specified, as well as many other things that fill our entire
Existence, is the universal skrruullerrt system, impenetrable in its complexity, which in
some cases can provide us with the most fantastic and unthinkable possibilities for our
creative realization, and in other cases can ruthlessly “take us away”, from or “destroy”, as
it seems, the last and the dearest things which we, at a given moment, appreciate more
than any goals, possible achievements, and bold expectations.
10.10954.

The main functional mechanism of refocusings of Self-Consciousness in the
skrruullerrt system is the abovementioned Ray of Choice Vectors: depending on the
frequency Configuration of the NUU-VVU-Form You use, this very “Ray” focuses all your
attention on one possible variant of the continuation of your entire Life.
10.10955.

At every subsequent instant, your Life depends on which one of the numerous
“Rays” you fix your UFS at every given instant.
10.10956.

You should understand that the different-quality structure of the wave
Configuration of any Ray of Choice Vectors is unique for each “point” of this skrruullerrt
system: in any “point” that constitutes it, there is a different Configuration of “the Ray”,
structured either by different combinations of definite Quality Aspects or by a different
degree of predominance of Aspects of some Qualities over Aspects of other Ones.
10.10957.

There are also a great many possible Choice Vectors in the frequency range of a
unique Configuration of each “Ray”, and all of them differ from each other in quality:
either as diametrically as “YES” and “NO”, or in barely perceptible tints of some Aspects
characteristic of your feelings, thinking, “physical” state, or physiological peculiarities of
your organism at the moment when you make the choice.
10.10958.

What I have just described occurs when you desire actively to do something yet
you involuntarily put off carrying out this action for several minutes, not because you
hesitate (although these variants are also included in the skrruullerrt system), but, for
example, only due to an unanticipated state of your organism (dizziness, malfunction of
intestines, long cough, etc.) or due to a distraction of your attention, which cannot have
any influence on your intention in general.
10.10959.

But even the most insignificant delay in the realization of your choice (even for
several minutes or seconds!) can radically change the quality dynamics of your further
rotation Cycle, changing many circumstances of your Life for better or for worse, influencing
the proportion of certain Aspects of Qualities in Configurations of focused-by-You Forms,
excluding some people from your environment and introducing new ones, and so on.
10.10960.

Just one moment, one second, and how everything changes! Here, at this moment,
you had the opportunity to change consciously something in your Life. But you hesitated
10.10961.
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to make a decision, and a couple of seconds later you simply don’t have that Choice
anymore. You “missed carelessly” definite possibilities provided by one scenario and
while you hesitate and think with uncertainty you “dash” through skrruullerrt systems to
potential possibilities of a second, third... hundredth, thousandth scenario. And you miss
them again, again, and again...
These very finest tints of your psychic states, annoying forced delays, uncertainties
and hesitations, doubts and hasty conclusions will play a decisive role in determining
a particular psychic reaction of focused-by-You Forms and also your further “Destiny”,
during subsequent inertial refocusings in the skrruullerrt system in the further formation
of many individual rotation Cycles of each Form (UU-VVU and Stereo-Types) that interacts
with other Forms and with you in the outer World.
10.10962.

All Choice Vectors “come into contact” very tightly with each other in zones of the
most active rezonation interaction. But owing to a very narrow specificity of the frequency
Configuration that forms them, they never mix and (depending on an individual Direction
of a Vector in “a Ray”) they influence duvuyllerrtly, to one extent or another, the quality
of Choices made in an inertial sequence for each of Stereo-Types in each skrruullerrt
system.
10.10963.

Each “Ray” contains both “higher amplitude” frequency (long) Vectors that
correspond to a greater degree of resonance with the frequency Configuration of SelfConsciousness of a Stereo-Type and, therefore, are “closer” to more probable variants of
a further development of events in the next skrruullerrt system (at the next instant), and
“lower amplitude” (short) ones that correspond to less probable variants of Choices, for
the fulfillment of which a definite volitional impulse must be exerted in the structure of
Self-Consciousness of a Stereo-Type (a greater degree of Aspiration must be expressed).
10.10964.

A lower resonance between the wave Configuration of a Stereo-Type and the
variant of choice proposed to it in this skrruullerrt system means the following: there
must be more volitional Potential, and the intensity of the Desire must be excited in
its Self-Consciousness for a longer period of Time by definite Configurations of UUVVU-copies in order to realize the Intention, and the motivations needed for the inertial
implementation of this Desire must be more convincing.
10.10965.

The number of variants of all possible choices is determined not so much by the
value of the rotation SSFU-UNGSS-Shift (1/328 second) which plays a decisive role only in
the speed of decision making as by the general parameter of skrruullerrtness, equaling
386 in energy-information systems of our Reality type (DS-VVU-U-LLU-VVU-DS).
10.10966.

It means that, in each skrruullerrt system that structures Energy-Plasma of our
Reality, there are 386 Choice Vectors that determine possible Directions of the rotation
Shift of the Universal Focus of Self-Consciousness into Configurations of Forms whose
UU-VVU are initiated by Creators of the nearest Duplex-Spheres of duvuyllerrt Formosystems of Worlds that resonate to the maximum among themselves.
10.10967.
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As I have mentioned, each Stereo-Type is initially “encrusted” only in the scenario
of its “individual” World (that exactly corresponds to it in the wave Configuration) formed
by the most active SFUURMM-Forms peculiar to this Stereo-Type and generated into its
Self-Consciousness (through the medium of karmic Channels) by Creators of definite
Duplex-Spheres.
10.10968.

And each individually-subjective World, in its turn, is also initially “embedded”
into a Formo-system of Worlds that corresponds to it in the wave range. The Formosystem consists of an innumerable set of duvuyllerrtly-close (in their Configurations)
“individual” Worlds that form this type of subjective Reality.
10.10969.

If you imagine this dynamic“picture”in the form of a multi-level (multidimensional)
set (as in an infinite Rubik’s cube) of very tiny, microscopic puzzle pieces, where each
piece has its own corresponding wave Configuration of a Stereo-Type, one can see that
each puzzle piece is rezonationally interrelated only with a finite quantity of neighboring
puzzle pieces.
10.10970.

Moreover, it is “packaged” more tightly in frequency with some of them. That is,
it has closer energy-information interrelations with them, and it has weaker, or very weak
interrelations with other puzzle pieces located a little further from it or on a different
wave level (among the ones around it), or it doesn’t interact at all with any frequency
within the range of its Configuration.
10.10971.

Thus, we make sure on the basis of this notional “image” that every Stereo-Type
(”puzzle piece”) is initially included into differently-directed “rotation” dynamics of
sequential UFS refocusings “made with different intensities at one and the same moment
in the entire diversity of Directions corresponding to a given qualitative Ray of Choice
Vectors.
10.10972.

Each possible (at a given moment) Direction of the next inertial refocusing is
conditioned by a definite motivation (volitional Aspiration of our Stereo-Type for a
particular goal) or, on the contrary, is caused by the absence of any important goals in its
Self-Consciousness at a given moment, as well as by the desire to “go carelessly with the
stream” of Life, without applying any special volitional efforts to anything.
10.10973.

Now, we come to the task of understanding the essential difference between such
seemingly very identical notions as the rotation Cycle of “a personality” and its individual
development scenario. Where is the end of one and the beginning of the other? Which
one is “primary” and which is “secondary”?
10.10974.

Let me answer it right away to free you from time-consuming guesses: an
individual development scenario initially programmed for each wave Configuration of
Stereo-Types according to the principle of a duvuyllerrt transition (one into another) of
Fields-Consciousnesses’ waves that distinguish some quality characteristics of EnergyPlasma (the number of dominant Qualities and the degree of intensity of their Creative
Activity relative to Aspects of recessive Qualities) from others is “primary”. Although it is
10.10975.
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impossible to state authentically what is “primary” and what is “secondary” in quantumholographous manifestations of Forms, because one always “mutually originates” from
the other.
In fact, an individual development scenario is absolutely all energy-information
“material” initially involved in programming of the general different-quality simultaneous
inertial dynamics of the entire infinite set of individual rotation Cycles of Forms which
We simultaneously focus (through UFS) and which are “encrusted” into Time Flows that
correspond to them in quality.
10.10976.

Each scenario (with an invariable and inevitable sequence of events which
automatically happen one after another and are modeled during inertial manifestation of
a definite group of Stereo-Types with very similar Configurations of Self-Consciousness)
reflects very specifically only those life circumstances which allow you to fulfill some
of your dreams, fantasies, goals, Desires that can be thought of, felt, and “physically”
experienced in different ways.
10.10977.

In very close scenario, this degree of fulfillment is initially programmed in each
Direction of possible experiences in the form of a duvuyllerrt increase of intensity from
almost complete indifference towards something or somebody to the greatest degree
of its exaltation (both in “a positive” (delight-enjoyment) and in “a negative” (despairdepression) respect).
10.10978.

I repeat: each scenario is always a potential possibility (available to each of us)
to experience something very deeply and in detail: joy, sadness, love, hatred, enjoyment,
despair, passion, despondency, delight, disappointment... All these and many other things
already exist in the general development scenario of our Stereo-Form.
10.10979.

10.10980.

UFS is the mechanism of choice, and to be more exact, that part of it which I call

the Focus of Close Attention. It forms its own moment of choice in each skrruullerrt
system for each Stereo-Type focused by Us.

The succession of all such sequentially-realized moments of choices, which is
inertially implemented from the moment of impregnation to the “present” moment of “a
personality’s” Existence, is the quality expression of the dynamics of manifestation of a
Creative Activity in Space-Time which I define as “an individual rotation Cycle”.
10.10981.

If certain priority tendencies that require realization through particular Desires,
Intentions, and Aspirations are present in wave dynamics of Configurations of NUUVVU-Forms chosen by Us for temporary focusing, we will intuitively strive to make our
choice in each skrruullerrt system in the Direction of development of that scenario whose
particular circumstances contribute to the utmost to the soonest implementation of these
Desires, Intentions, and Aspirations.
10.10982.

In order to reach the goal as soon as possible, we choose only those parts of each
scenario that correspond to the goal in our subjective opinion, and when we get inertially
into some events or circumstances that don’t allow us to achieve our goal, we use our
10.10983.
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previous motivations and volitional efforts to refocus into NUU-VVU that belong to other
scenarios.
The later we can discern the incongruity of events that develop around us with
the quality of our interests, the stronger and longer the effort we will have to exert in each
subsequent skrruullerrt system in order to gradually “filter out” the Directions that will
help us to refocus again into the scenario we need from the entire set of Directions that
manifest in our Self-Consciousness.
10.10984.

Intuition is the ability to choose, among the entire set of possibilities with which
we are provided every single moment, only the ones whose frequency and Configuration
resonate to the utmost with Fields-Consciousnesses that form our main (at a given
moment!) Desires, Intentions, and Aspirations.
10.10985.

Intuition is an expression (in each particular life situation associated with the
NUU-VVU-Form that exists “individually” in a given point of Space-Time) of the entire
Experience of an innumerable quantity of Stereo-Types and Formo-Types of a given
LLUU-VVU-Form, which are simultaneously manifested in various dimensions and Time
Flows and which experience identical or very similar situations.
10.10986.

I should point out that Intuition generated in the Self-Consciousness by the activity
of Creators of the third and the fourth Centers (through lower Levels of SSAASSFATI and
ULGLUU) differs very much from the “intuition” which is incessantly initiated by Creators
of the two lower Centers through wave systems of “the intestinal brain” and which is
responsible mainly for the normal functioning and the survival of the biological body.
10.10987.

Being guided only by “intuition” (which is more primitive), it is impossible to
achieve the spiritual and highly-intellectual Goals to which you can refocus only by using
“nonbiological”, Spiritual Intuition, because the fixation of UFS will be performed only on
those Aspects which provide for the egoistic needs of “a personality”.
10.10988.

Returning to the scheme of energy-information interrelations in each skrruullerrt
system, I would like to point out that if the qualitative wave displacement of UFS goes on
inertially in the Direction of the nearest duvuyllerrt (very much similar to each other
in configuration) groups of Stereo-Types between which there are very close energyinformation interrelations in the current (initially common to them) Time Flow, such a
Direction can be called a priority Direction.
10.10989.

A priority Direction typical of each skrruullerrt system is defined by the dynamics
of duvuyllerrt qualitative transformations in the inertial content of each individual
development scenario. Such dynamics are structured by most probable Choice Vectors
which actually require either no effort at all or very little additional volitional effort for
their soonest realization.
10.10990.

In this respect, it is also possible to say that an individual scenario of inertial
development of duvuyllerrt groups of Stereo-Types is a succession (sequentially performed
10.10991.
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in Time and in Space) of the most probable and easily-predictable refocusings which DO
NOT require Stereo-Types to make significant physical efforts and psychic-energy (volitional)
inputs for the realization of life creativity in a particular Direction of development.
This is the subjective reflection of a particular development scenario of a
“personality” with regard to the inertial dynamics of the “rotational” mechanism
(FFLUARRS-factor) which allows each individual duvuyllerrt group of Stereo-Types to
manifest visibly (”materially”) in particular frequency Configurations of each of Formosystems of Worlds in the form of NUU-VVU-Forms of “personalities”.
10.10992.

Inertial refocusings in less probable Directions (where “the puzzle piece” under
consideration slightly or “barely” touches some of the many “puzzle pieces” of neighboring
Levels) are possible only if there is an increased volitional Aspiration in different-quality
Configurations of Stereo-Type groups and its stable maintenance in the inertial dynamics
of this Time Flow.
10.10993.

This, in its turn, can be fulfilled only with a higher intensity of a motivating
influence over Self-Consciousness. The motivation stably holds UFS exactly in that
Intention (among many of them) which fills our Self-Consciousness every instant and is
necessary for the achievement of a Goal (for example, “you don’t want to do something,
but you MUST” or “you MUST begin realizing a particular thing but not other ones among
many desires and urgent affairs”).
10.10994.

Thus, a guaranteed “sideways deviation” from the priority Direction of a given
skrruullerrt system and from the most probable Choice Vectors closely associated with
it, is possible only if the Configuration of “a personality” has a necessary Experience that
allows it to use the volitional potential characteristic of its VLOOOMOOT and express in
its life creativity quite a great extent of self-awareness and control over its own behavior,
excluding absent-mindedness, impulsivity, alogism, recklessness, and stupidity.
10.10995.

Such a life Experience manifests only with quite a high and stable realization of
the study (in Configurations of the NUU-VVU-Forms focused by Us) of Aspects of both
dominant Qualities deeply synthesized among themselves on lower Levels of ORLAAKTOR
and AIGLLILLIAA.
10.10996.

Naturally, speaking of the most probable Choice Vector in each priority Direction,
which, as I have already mentioned, is necessarily present in any skrruullerrt system, I
mean not one but a duvuyllerrt set of most probable Choice Vectors that are implemented
simultaneously but in different ways (in different degrees of intensity!) in each priority
Direction.
10.10997.

Of course, even negligibly small (in their intensity) quality tints of any choice
can change the frequency parameters of a rotation Cycle; and trifles, as well as accidents,
simply cannot be, because even the most chaotic and impulsive choice is just an obvious
result of definite, cause-and-effect interrelations organized on deeper Levels of SelfConsciousness.
10.10998.
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These tints can vary widely. For example, one and the same result can be achieved
by doing some work: a) not because you want to but because you “must”; b) because you
have a certain interest in it, that is, you derive a certain “benefit” from it; c) because you
want to do it; d) because you have nothing else to do; and so on). But at the same time
these “details” cannot essentially affect the energy-information Essence of the Choice
itself and move you away from the priority Direction of this development scenario.
10.10999.

Each scenario is implemented in a certain quality range (although it is very
narrowly-specific, it is, however, particularly feasible). Many seemingly “insignificant”
influences combine with increasing intensity to impact the quality of our choices, resulting
in a gradual deviation from definite allowable limits and, as a consequence, a refocusing
into another development scenario.
10.11000.

Let us take as an example scenarios of a taxi driver’s arrival to work at a designated
time. At some point, however, the driver, for whatever reason, becomes unwilling to show
up for work at this time. This change in “details” may “bring” his UFS to the development
scenario where possibly a car accident and a “lethal” outcome for a passenger could result.
10.11001.

Here, such a seemingly little nuance as unwillingness to do something or to
participate in something that one must do, can result in a radical turn in the rotation
Cycle — hospital, disability, court trial, jail, all sorts of humiliating situations, family
disruption, suicide attempt and so on.
10.11002.

Even a slightest change in the quality of our psychological, emotional, or
physiological state when implementing seemingly the same choice will lead us in each
case to the individual development scenario which is duvuyllerrtly “very close” but with
slightly different details.
10.11003.

In the inertial sequence of each choice, the difference in details may lead even to
qualitatively opposite results not in hours and minutes but in seconds. You made a certain
choice and — “voila!” — your entire Life changed unexpectedly and fundamentally in
literally a few seconds.
10.11004.

When I refer to the most probable Choice Vector, I always mean only that allowable
set of Choices in a priority Direction which cannot lead to essential deformations of
frequency Configurations of other Stereo-Types duvuyllerrtly involved in this scenario
and also which cannot essentially influence the quality of the next decision made by these
Stereo-Types within natural vibrations of each inertial change in the general dynamics of
rotation Cycles of this Time Flow.
10.11005.

An individual development scenario may also be compared with a ball that rolls
on a billiard table in a strictly prescribed direction. The force initially absorbed by the
ball (if there are no other influences over the ball) causes it to roll to a definite final point
of its movement.
10.11006.

This is the scenario of the most probable development of any dynamics of particular
quality interactions. Given the intentions of the player, the direction of movement of
10.11007.
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the billiard cue, the ball’s inertia, resistance of the cloth on the table, the distance to a
pocket, it is the most foreseeable variant of a sequential development of events that lead
necessarily to a certain goal. The whole sequence can be objectively implemented only in
this way and not otherwise.
To make the ball roll contrary to the way it must roll, according to the laws of
physics, and to get it to go to a different place than to the place it should go, that is to
say, to the point which you (that is, “another player”) selected, during its fast, initiallypredetermined movement, you must manage to apply such efforts and so many times with
the help of your billiard cue so that they could provide the change of its initial trajectory
toward the point you chose.
10.11008.

At the same time, the whole configuration of the ball’s motion, trajectory which you
change consciously in a desired direction, is formally the energy-information reflection,
in Space and Time, of all creative dynamics of the individual rotation Cycle (initiated by
you) of the ball’s dynamic existence for this period of Time.
10.11009.

The same thing also happens to you. The only difference is that the role of active
“pushers” or initiators of your frequency “displacements” (fluctuations) in a certain
direction in each skrruullerrt system in your Existence is played by “a team” of differentquality Entities (UU-VVU-copies), the selection of which is strictly determined by the
Configuration of each Stereo-Type that is focused by You.
10.11010.

Here is another example: the main need of an alcoholic is to maintain a high
level of alcohol in the blood. Perhaps, he would be happy to give up this dependence, but
he cannot exert quite a strong and consistent volitional potential owing to the specific
Configuration of focused-by-Him Forms.
10.11011.

In essence, he acts as usual: wakes up, takes a drink, goes to work, works his shift,
comes home, gets drunk, falls asleep, wakes up, takes a drink again… Such a predictable
sequence of choices represents an individual development scenario that develops logically
(as planned) in Time with the help of an elementary rotation Cycle of development.
10.11012.

The alcoholic doesn’t have to exert any effort to maintain such a way of Life.
The cause-and-effect dynamics of his psychological, thinking and physical activity are
absolutely predictable and will remain virtually unchanged until such scenarios initially
modeled for his Stereo-Types will objectively exist (that is, until his UFS passes an
innumerable quantity of times through “Death” as a loss of his Form caused by alcoholism)
or until a certain strong life factor “wedges” in the Configuration of Self-Consciousness
of “the personality” and “pushes him out of this rut”.
10.11013.

Indecisive attempts to get rid of the dependence are also prescribed and are also
initially included in the scenario. Therefore, these attempts to quit the addiction will
have only a short-term effect (a small fluctuation in the planned “trajectory” that cannot
essentially influence the quality of the Vector of a subsequent Choice which could
replace this priority Direction by another one that leads to a higher-quality individual
development scenario), after which “the human being” will get back to “his rut”.
10.11014.
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And he will “die”, “die”, “die” many times, each time passing his Experience to
“personalities” that choose the possibility to focus in NUU-VVU-Forms with higher-quality
Configurations structured (composed) on the basis of the Experience undergone by the
whole set of “dying” alcoholics.
10.11015.

Thus, the totality of most probable Choice Vectors represents a classical regular
attractor, in which, after a short period of quality stabilization, small deviations from a
prescribed path return the system back to its initial path (dynamics of Choice Vectors in
the initial priority Direction).
10.11016.

If, however, “the human being” (independently or with the help of relatives,
acquaintances, or life circumstances) manages to take a critical attitude toward his
habitual way of Life and, at a certain moment, activates sufficient volitional Aspects in his
Self-Consciousness, and chooses a Goal (motivation) which is incompatible with alcohol,
at that moment he will choose not one of most probable Choice Vectors in a skrruullerrt
system, but a higher-quality Vector that refocuses his UFS into the group of StereoTypes whose Configurations of Self-Consciousness include a much more conscious and
responsible attitude to himself and to others.
10.11017.

A stable consistency in implementing such higher-quality Choice Vectors in SelfConsciousness may lead dynamics of the individual rotation Cycle of this “personality”
into skrruullerrt systems with higher-quality Configurations of Self-Consciousness, which
also means Configurations with absolutely different priority Directions in individual
development scenarios.
10.11018.

Let me repeat: an individual development scenario is an initially-programmed
(for duvuyllerrt groups of Stereo-Types with definite parameters of NNAASSMM and
VLOOOMOOT), most probable Direction in dynamics of possible (to these StereoTypes) sequential inertial-rotation frequency SSFU-UNGSS-displacements (sequential
refocusings) performed in a particular Time Flow.
10.11019.

You should understand the term “an individual rotation Cycle” to mean certain
dynamics of sequential refocusings of Stereo-Types through any set of different-quality
skrruullerrt systems that form, by their priority Directions, a countless number of all
possible individual development scenarios.
10.11020.

The temporal ethereal constituent is the energy-information basis for each
rotation Cycle. It can contain any quantity of energy-information fragments that belong
to different individual development scenarios initially modeled for a given Stereo-Form.
10.11021.

That is, on the whole, you should understand an individual rotation Cycle of “a
personality” as a strictly-defined sequence in changes of priority Directions when dynamic
changes of rotation Shifts take place. The dynamics connect the energy-information
situation at the moment of a baby’s conception with the moment of its «birth” and then
with inertial refocusings in different-quality groups of duvuyllerrt Stereo-Types (until
refocusing into a “final” NUU-VVU-Form in this Time Flow).
10.11022.
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Here, I would like to point your attention to the fact that any development scenario
or rotation Cycle we use is not at all “written” in detail to the most insignificant particulars,
such as instinctive reactions and automatic motions, which we make unconsciously, that
is, not thinking whether to do them or not.
10.11023.

Any scenario is, first of all, a certain Idea initially “depicted” in detail in the form
of a possible “Program of development” in close connection with all of the other Programs
that share common wave Configurations.
10.11024.

Any rotation Cycle we choose during refocusings is a ready-made mechanism of
possible realizations of this Idea. “Turning points” in each Cycle that imply a possible
transition from one scenario into another one are always affixed to some event-driven
objects or situations which are “written down” in the most detailed manner.
10.11025.

Everything that happens inertially (you looked mechanically at your watch or
at something, turned, gave a yawn, limbered up, moved something from place to place,
thought about something inessential and forgot it immediately) between such “control
points” that may involve drastic changes has a certain degree of freedom and has no
influence on many intermediate refocusings performed at this time.
10.11026.

This can be compared with the fact that we do not think about all of the life
processes that occur within our bodies, , about what reactions take place there, and about
what substances are being formed or annihilated in its cells during our breathing, eating,
walking, lying or sitting, thinking, or feeling, etc.
10.11027.

These processes are performed for billions of “people” on the basis of specially
developed physiological Programs that are common to all NUU-VVU-Forms. And these
inherent Programs work almost in the same way in all “people”, regardless of whether
they think about it or not. We simply live, and our common Programs work.
10.11028.

Ideas of all development scenarios have the same behavior: there are some
schemes of behavior, thinking, reactions, unconscious motion, and motivations common
to all “people” which make up a general energy-information basis (outline of events) of
any scenario. There are also “individual peculiarities” connected with the realization of a
given Idea; in order to include them, we have to add more details to this scenario, study
some new aspects, change particular conditions so that we could really refocus through
our UFS into another scenario at least for an instant.
10.11029.

Usually, such “alteration” possibilities are attached to what I call the “impulsemotivation models” which — not only due to definite life circumstances, but also to
specific frequency characteristics of Configurations of their Forms — are a mechanism
that attracts many seemingly “accidental” people, events, and circumstances.
10.11030.

Such “models” are most often represented by hotels and motels, sanitariums and
boarding houses, rest houses and brothels, sales agencies and real-estate agencies, hospitals
and maternity clinics, hostels and schools, monasteries and ashrams, sects and esoteric
schools, editorial offices and publishing houses, motion-picture studios and television
10.11031.
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studios, fortune-telling and astrologic saloons, museums and exhibitions, shops and
trade centers, restaurants and cafes, lunchrooms and messes, markets and “flea markets”,
factories and firms, corporations and consortiums, enterprises and plants, airports and
seaports, railroad stations and bus stations, trains and aircraft, cruisers and sea liners,
electric trains and buses, taxis and tuk-tuks, as well by those who operate and manage all
these things, work in them or simply participate in them.
Hundreds of thousands of roads and intersecting life Destinies that realize
millions of individual development scenarios of different (in their Configurations) Forms
of people, animals, plants and minerals pour together in a way that is inconceivable to us
in any of the abovementioned “places” or in the sphere of activity associated with them.
10.11032.

Any of your involvement in some of these “impulse-motivation models” means
that between the quality content of Self-Consciousness Configurations of the Forms
focused by You and this “model” there is quite a high degree of identity; this identity may
affect quite widely the change of development scenarios and reconstruction of all further
circumstances of your “personal” Life.
10.11033.

No one ever enters a particular school, checks into a particular hotel room, takes
a ticket “exactly for this” plane, train, or bus, or goes to a shop or a market without serious
karmic reasons that led one to those exact life circumstances which one deserves; they are
a natural result of a long succession of one’s choices.
10.11034.

It is possible to say that the time intervals between these motivation “models” are
not completely written in your scenarios and resemble a certain stereotyped Program of
behavior (common to and typical of the overwhelming majority of “people”) which you
follow individually and which can have a very weak influence over the total result of this
time interval.
10.11035.

This very period reminds me of the above-described functioning of our biological
organism, where each system or organ performs exactly its functions without our conscious
interference in its activity, even though the organism also has its own nuances associated
with its individual peculiarities.
10.11036.

That is, everything happens in the same way as in scenarios, and you have to
discern, trace, and deeply analyze this analogy to learn how to distinguish such moments
in your Life that involve an obligatory contact with “an impulse-motivation model” whose
influence may turn out to be very important for your entire further Life (both “positively”
and “negatively”) depending on Levels of Activity of your Self-Consciousness.
10.11037.

I would like to draw your attention to the following fact: development scenarios
are subjectively “finite” to each group of Stereo-Types that structure them and belong
to one Stereo-Form. That is, there is the factor of “Death” in them as a fact of a nominal
end of one intermediate part of a rotation Cycle and an incessant continuation of one
of its other parts. Rotation Cycles that reflect our qualitative Existence in Time, on the
contrary, are practically infinite.
10.11038.
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You may ask: Why? Because any of these numerous factors of “Death” of StereoTypes are not reflected in any way (that is, sensuously, psychically, “physically”) in the SelfConsciousness of Stereo-Types that follow inertially after them in their own skrruullerrt
systems and continue their rotation Cycles until another “Death” drives their UFS into a
qualitatively new mode of creative dynamics.
10.11039.

Our UFS doesn’t “die” and doesn’t disappear anywhere with each “Death”, but just
naturally, as before, continues to refocus into that group of Stereo-Types of their own
Stereo-Form which is the closest to UFS in its quality Configuration (in the degree of
interest in possibilities of creative realization).
10.11040.

If we use the subjective factor of duration of Existence, then individual rotation
Cycles of all Stereo-Type groups that choose qualitatively-definite Directions of creative
realization at a certain stage of development of Self-Consciousness will eventually “merge”
into one rotation Cycle. This Cycle qualitatively represents the entire life Experience of
all Stereo-Types whose temporal ethereal constituents have many identical fragments of
choices that unite them stably in different-quality Time Flows.
10.11041.

This means that each of all possible development Directions of one Stereo-Form
is structured by many scenarios which have different duration (initially provided to
groups of Stereo-Types) of manifestation of the Creative Activity in a given dimensional
diapason.
10.11042.

The universal simultaneous dynamics of Stereo-Form development include many
Directions of Creative Activity that provide its Forms with a maximum (to this type of
Realities) lifespan.
10.11043.

This doesn’t necessarily mean that scenarios of all of these Directions definitely
lead to self-expression only in spiritual life creativity, — the quality state is not determined
by a specialty or occupation but only by a high quality of long-lasting psychic and mentalsensuous activity.
10.11044.

So, your lower-quality choices that constantly lead to “fatal outcomes” are replaced
by increasingly higher-quality ones, until they finally bring your UFS dynamics to the
highest-quality (to this Stereo-Form) Direction of development, the duration of which
equals the highest SIIIGS-parameter to this Reality type.
10.11045.

For example, this parameter allowed the highest-quality NUU-VVU-Forms to
physically exist for up to 120 years in realities in which I focused five years ago [in 2005]
as this “personality”.
10.11046.

Bodies which You focus and which belong to the highest-quality Directions of
development are objectively designed exactly for this maximum biological Life span. And
you could really live “in one body” exactly for this term, if you only chose the realization
possibilities which belong to these highest-quality Directions. But this does not happen
because these realization possibilities are not considered to be high priority to your
current low-quality Configurations!
10.11047.
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But the point is that when you constantly change the quality of your refocusings
for the better, you simultaneously change your current type of Reality to a higher-quality
one, where NUU-VVU-Forms have a different parameter of the maximum Life span initially
designed for them.
10.11048.

For example, this parameter has increased by 0.128 SIIIGS for the last five years
in the Reality in which we all perceive ourselves “now”, which equals approximately 25
years and totals 145 years of a possible existence in focused-by-Us Stereo-Types of a given
Stereo-Form.
10.11049.

But if you will continue to choose higher-quality refocusings in “the future” and
make (whatever the cost may be to your egoism!) higher-quality Choices, then Formosystems of your “current” focusing will incessantly improve and, when you will reach your
145th “birthday”, you will find out that a much higher maximum Life span is provided to
the focused-by-You Form.
10.11050.

This is the main Principle of eternal “personalized” Existence or, in other words,
“individual” Immortality.
Let me remind you that the whole sequence of choices that you ever made and
fulfilled when passing through an N number of skrruullerrt systems (where N = {years
of Life + months of Life + days of Life} x 24 hours x 3600 seconds x 328 rotation Shifts)
is recorded in the temporal ethereal constituent of “the personality” focused by You at a
given moment.
10.11051.

A Stereo-Form represents the whole totality of individual rotation Cycles
of duvuyllerrt groups of Stereo-Types whose frequency Configurations are closely
interrelated among themselves in one Time Flow by such objective factors as the same time
of impregnation, the same time of «birth”, the same parents (the same DNA composition).
10.11052.

Here, I would like to digress slightly from the subject and dwell upon the
following, which is extremely important for a deep understanding of IISSIIDIOLOGY. I
artificially limited the model of the Creation which I always try to describe in my books,
not only in order to attach your concrete mind to notions and images that are habitual
to you, but also to help you to establish as many logical interrelations as possible in your
Self-Consciousness in order to understand such abstract notions as Infinity of Creation,
Eternity of Existence, Universal Single-Momentness, and Simultaneity.
10.11053.

When I tried to describe the structure of our Universe in as much detail as possible
and in the most constructive way, I immediately faced the full torrent of open questions
to myself such as: “How can I at least theoretically determine borders between all types of
different-quality Universes that form the absolutely Infinite Creation? How can I describe
“exactly THIS” Universe, but not some other one?” — and various others.
10.11054.

Indeed, you must admit that it is impossible to study deeply and in detail, for
example, the structure of a tree or peculiarities of its development without knowing
10.11055.
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anything how the Sun, water and air influence its growth, about existence of animals,
birds and insects that use this tree for their life? At the same time we cannot but take
into account properties of various types of soil, climate, vegetation that covers the soil,
proximity of other trees and so on.
You must understand that Tertiary, Secondary, and Primary are just infinitely
nominal Levels which I artificially “extracted” (differentiated) from the general dynamics
of the indivisible Unity of all duvuyllerrt Formo-systems in Creation and arbitrarily
“sorted” (“filtered” subjectively and “arranged systematically” for better understanding)
them from an infinite series of unimaginable-to-us possibilities of the simultaneous
Creative Realization of Cosmic Collective Intelligences.
10.11056.

I can compare that which I observe every time during periodic research of the
Creation with absolutely nothing and cannot describe it, because there is nothing and
cannot be anything even distantly similar to what I observe in the reality habitual to us.
I decided to call what I encountered “Qualities”, “dimensions”, and denoted something
“Energy-Plasma”, “Universe”, “Continuum”, “World”, “Time”, “Space”…
10.11057.

I appeal to scientists: don’t become too attached to the specific meaning of words;
otherwise you will be very quickly sucked down into the bog of your own prejudices
and will be perplexed relative to the things that don’t correspond to your established
conceptions. Try to find such images and notions in your Imagination which will help
you, when you will recognize your own erroneous delusions many times, to reach a truer
Image of an infinitely multidimensional and multiple-quality model of the Creation.
10.11058.

Additionally, don’t attach to the numbers I mention. Don’t take them into account,
because a specific frequency configuration of any numbers in fact by no means expresses
and reflects in specifics of this Continuum whatever you think about them. Try to
understand that IISSIIDIOLOGY is much more an expression of relations of Qualitativeness
of the Creation rather than its certain quantitativeness.
10.11059.

All numbers which I use as examples are just wave-type, or “quantum-type”,
projections of certain Quality Aspects of this space-time Continuum on properties of
certain Time Flows that specifically reflect the Aspects.
10.11060.

Can you have a true conception of some multidimensional object using just one
or two projections? What does a circle outlined on a plane mean? Is it really a reflection
of a sphere, a cone, a cylinder or a rotating square?
10.11061.

Forget about your usual conceptions of numbers as you study this unusual
Knowledge. They are necessary in the material I give only to distinguish “left” from
“right”, “green” from “slightly green”, “irkkulligren” from “ellitimoglofic” and so on.
It is impossible to describe Qualities of the Creation with the help of your habitual
mathematical apparatus, but you have not yet any other “apparatus”.
10.11062.

There are no numbers, no specifics on those high-frequency Levels of SelfConsciousness from where I take this Information, but there are only multidimensional
10.11063.
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Fractals which I transfer (involuntarily “distorting” them beyond recognition!) into our
Worlds and compare with the accepted images and notions of mathematics. Any of the
units of measurement that we regularly use are associated with one and only one type of
Continuum. And since it is simply impossible to show the Essence of the multidimensional
Creation in your habitual terms, you must understand that the majority of numbers
(values) which I give are just conventionalities.
The Creation is infinite “above” and “below”, “inside” and “outside”. Our Universe
is connected with billions of other Universes, only some of which are to some extent like
ours, the rest are completely different. When I use the term “our Universe”, I mean the
entire infinite set of Its different-quality (multidimensional) manifestations that form,
in Time (through dynamics of rotation Shifts), the entire innumerable set of duvuyllerrt
groups of Universes which are very much alike among themselves in some features and
are different in other features.
10.11064.

That is, speaking of the Universe, I mean simultaneously the entire infinite set
of Its individual manifestations in Time. Each Universe is just one instant of a unified
dynamic interaction between qualities, and the instant goes from Eternity into Eternity
in any Direction of Its possible implementation.
10.11065.

I tried to “transfer” Information from the highest-quality Levels of SelfConsciousness among the ones accessible to me and to describe at least one fragment
of this infinite mosaic of simultaneously-performed Instants as fully as possible. I have
no idea about the number of Pure Cosmic Qualities in our Universe that represent the
fundamental principle of the entire Energy-Plasma, whether there are 36 or 1036 of them.
10.11066.

Any Quality, which forms the basis of an internal synthetic transformation of our
Universe, is just an intermediate result of the different-quality Cosmic Creativity of an
infinite series of other Universal Entities. Absolutely all results of our common universal
Creativity instantly become the basic, initial or additional construction “material” for the
Creativity of all other Universes. Exactly this simultaneous Process underlies the notion
“Infinity”.
10.11067.

I am just the first of many “future discoverers” of the Universe and that is why I have
nobody to consult with. Maybe, when I described that which I subjectively designated as
“the Tertiary state” of Energy-Plasma, I “intervened” directly and randomly in the 152741
066385290119637529375649th dimension, or maybe in the second or the twelfth one. It is
difficult to say. And if I call this “the third dimension”, in essence nothing will change: this
will be neither “more authentic” nor “less authentic”, because I have absolutely nothing to
start from in my calculations.
10.11068.

As I have explained it, I simply had to do this in order to create, in very limited
“human” systems of Perception and Imagination, a greater degree of clarity, association,
and conceptuality of the general picture of the different-quality Creative Activity of all
possible Forms of Our eternal and infinite Existence.
10.11069.
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We have never exactly been the person whom we perceive outwardly and with
whom we identify internally; and in our “present” state, we are not the final and only
realizational Form initially designed for different variants of a simultaneous development
of Humankind’s Collective Intelligence.
10.11070.

“Chakram personalities” of ARGLLAAMUNI- and INGLIMILISSA-IISSIIDI are not the
crudest Forms of Energy-Plasma either — all of them are simply different, because they
are involved in absolutely different cosmic synthetic Processes than We (people, PROOFFRRU), who are, in our Essence, different-quality Planetary Creators of middle and higher
Levels of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma.
10.11071.

The Universal Principle of duvuyllerrtness, which provides ALL-Integrity,
ALL-Infinity and ALL-Spheroidicity (an infinite self-propagation of wave vibrations
of Forms in all possible qualitative directions of their development) of absolutely All
Forms, harmoniously and naturally unites all Formo-systems of the Creation into one
(indivisible in any way) realization System of Higher Intelligence. The System cannot be
considered either from positions of Space (horizontally or vertically) or from positions
of its reference to Time (in “the past” or in “the future”).
10.11072.

And the transition state of the Collective Intelligence of the Cosmic Creation,
which I arbitrarily defined as the Tertiary Energy-Plasma, is just one of an innumerable set
of “rezonation zones” which I artificially “selected” from a very narrow vibration section
of “the Diapason of Plasmic Forces”, whose dynamics form the Universal Creation.
10.11073.

I repeat: I took only the most insignificant, very narrow “segment” of eternal and
infinite Existence of the Creation in order to provide the subjective, “human” mind with a real
possibility to begin to investigate and to analyze at least something in This Infinity, to try to
understand It separately, and then to try to assimilate these individual findings as one whole.
10.11074.

Scrupulously studying this infinite spheroidal “segment” of simultaneous
“Existence-Non-Existence” in this way, I chose to pay attention to the fact that a first
group of its Forms of manifestation represents some space-time features (I distinguished
them as higher-quality features), a second group represents different properties (lowerquality ones), and a third one represents different-quality intermediate states formed due
to an active interaction between elements of the first two groups.
10.11075.

But I don’t know what is “beyond these groups” on other quality Levels. With
the help of Configurations of focused-by-Me Forms, I can logically “distinguish” from a
common multidimensional Flow of Information which I receive from different frequency
Levels only that which can be comprehensible or at least somehow typical of our Reality
and only that which is associated with Aspects of the two dominant Pure Cosmic Qualities
synthesized by us and with dynamics of their specific force combinations with Aspects of
the other ten (background) Qualities.
10.11076.

As a subject of research, I cannot specifically interpret what I cannot perceive due
to the absence of at least some Conceptions and psychic associations in Configurations
10.11077.
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of Self-Consciousness of Forms which I successively focus.
Let me remind you that NUU-VVU-Forms focused by Us belong to the HUMANOID
or SYNTHETIC Branch of development — just one of 24 primary Branches that reflect,
through the quality dynamics of their internal Processes, all possible Directions of a
simultaneous evolutional-involutional development in Time of all energy-information
structures of the Collective Intelligence of the Creation.
10.11078.

That is why you must not understand the Primary Energy-Plasma as Something
initial, primordial, highest and most perfect, and Its “Tertiary state” as the worst thing
that is not worth your attention. This will be the grossest error that will distort all your
other Conceptions of Universes and of the Creation.
10.11079.

I repeat one more time: that infinitely “narrow” and “thin” frequency “section”
of the Creation, which I defined as “the Primary Energy-Plasma”, is synthesized by only
36 Cosmic Qualities. Although in absolutely inaccessible Spheres (even for the highestquality systems of my “beyond-personality” Perception), its nominal “limits” continue
even deeper and transit duvuyllerrtly into even higher-quality Levels of the Creation
structured by tens of thousands, maybe hundreds of thousands, or even billions of other
synthesized Cosmic Qualities.
10.11080.

The same is true of the Sphere of Creativity which I distinguished artificially
and called “the Tertiary Energy-Plasma”. The Unified Flow of the Pure Cosmic Qualities
doesn’t end below Levels of the frequency range which I explored; it simply becomes
DIFFERENT and absolutely inaccessible in its frequency even for the systems of my
extrasensory Perception.
10.11081.

A sort of greater frequency differentiation takes place inside each of the Twelve
primary qualitative Flows that are subdivided into an infinite number of more isolated
properties and features that organize among themselves absolutely different Forms of
dimensions based on other — incomprehensible to me — Principles of force interactions
inside a different-quality range of one Flow of a Pure Cosmic Quality.
10.11082.

Most likely, before we can focus on NUU-VVU-Forms which are habitual to us “now”,
“We” simultaneously and actively participate in the processes of Synthesis performed
inside individual Flows of One Pure Quality. I repeat: there is an innumerable set of such
frequency Levels of differentiation inside one Quality!
10.11083.

Our synthetic interactions inside one Quality form absolutely different (than we
have “now”) Forms of Space-Time dimensions. Suppose that I differentiate notionally
each Flow of a Pure Quality, inside the synthesized diapason of Energy-Plasma formed
by It, into 1728 (12 “first” features x 12 “second” features x 12 “third” features) primary
“gradations” or “subspecies” more. As a result of “mental-sensuous manipulations”, selfconscious Elements of these “gradations” form absolutely different types of dimensions,
because they are based on absolutely different types of interaction between forces, as
compared with “ours”.
10.11084.
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That is, before we can synthesize Aspects of two dominant and ten recessive
Qualities (which we do “now”) in structures of our Self-Consciousness, we must
necessarily approach, in our inertial development, a very important evolutional moment
of our collective Creativity — active focusing in Forms, Configurations of which represent
a certain degree of “completeness” (to be more exact, it’s just an intermediate state) of
the Synthesis of all primary 1728 Aspect “gradations” of each of the twelve Pure Cosmic
Qualities.
10.11085.

Indeed, this is so logical: until our energy-information structures represent the
most all-integral embodiment of all possible wave interpretations of each of the Qualities,
we will not be able really to act as mediators in synthetic interactions between more
integrated (whole) Aspects of each of these twelve Pure Qualities.
10.11086.

I cannot give any associative comparison which would help you to have at least
the most elementary concrete Conception of individual peculiarities of each of these
1728 “gradations”, and far less — for each of the Qualities! For the time being, it is simply
beyond our Understanding, because in order to understand and to experience these
states, you must, just like me, become at least for an instant that which you are trying to
comprehend.
10.11087.

For example, different synthetic experiences, such as “bitter jealousy” and “lust for
rude sex”, “physical pain” and “physical bliss”, “heartache psychic pain” and “unconditional
Love”, to a greater extent belong to Aspects of the same Pure Quality — ALL-Love-ALLWisdom. Even in the “human” brain, the same regions are responsible for these experiences,
that is, these unlike emotions are controlled by the same Creators!
10.11088.

Associatively, these emotions are absolutely different, but collectively they form
Aspects of manifestation of One, that which I subjectively call ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom. But
then each of the aforementioned emotions is divided into still deeper and more unlike
states which we simply can NO LONGER “filter out” of the Self-Consciousness of NUUVVU-Forms focused by Us because we now have an absolutely different synthetic task.
10.11089.

And in our previous Forms (NOT in irkkulligren — 4-3-dimensional, but in
doollttrok — 3-2-dimensional, loolgsloor — 2-1-dimensional and protoformic — below
“zero” dimension), we can easily and freely distinguish, manipulate, combine, change,
and synthesize all of this together through even more subjective feelings than we have in
our present Forms.
10.11090.

Thus, neither Life in general, nor the Existence of Forms, nor our synthetic
Creativity, ends beyond the nominal border (inaccessible to our Understanding and
Perception) of wave states common to diapasons of “the first” or “zero” dimension. Instead,
these processes are carried out in a slightly different quality system of our individual
Conceptions of ourselves and of our outward World based not on the Synthesis of Aspects
of two dominant and ten recessive Qualities but on a fuller and deeper understanding
and study of Aspects of one of the twelve Pure Qualities.
10.11091.
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We cannot know what these Qualities are, how They can manifest Themselves,
or how They interact among Themselves, because for the time being we are (still
unconsciously!) on the most primitive, most “external” Levels of the multiple-stage
Synthesis Process that deals with Aspects of two Qualities; this doesn’t allow us to actively
and consciously use (in our Self-Consciousness) the Experience of our simultaneous
Existence on the abovementioned Levels.
10.11092.

The same is also true of our present possibilities of Understanding and of
associative Perception of the entire infinite set of Aspects of the third (to us!) Quality
— ALL-Unity — which becomes more and more dominant against all other Qualities
and which inevitably resonates and combines with the specific state of “Creative Cosmic
POTENTIALITY” synthesized in our Self-Consciousness.
10.11093.

We either don’t understand the third Quality’s specific manifestations in our
Life which are synthesized with Aspects of the other two Qualities or perceive them very
superficially, in a limited and distorted way: our Heart can feel the manifestations at least
somehow, but our attempts to explain them in words always fall short.
10.11094.

Those who have hastily read the IISSIIDIOLOGY books try hopelessly to imagine the
whole Creation, the whole Universe, in the form of a super-complex and super-dynamic
36-dimensional Space-Time Structure that represents a certain Intelligent Source of
EVERYTHING — AYFAAR.
10.11095.

But don’t forget that everything that I describe in my books is simply my individual
attempt made according to my ability to convey only one of innumerable Forms of
Universal Cosmic Intelligences through my Levels of Self-Consciousness.
10.11096.

My descriptions are extremely limited by our verbal abilities, enabling only
a superficial description of “an energy” structure of “the human being” represented
(manifested) in this space-time Continuum by innumerable Levels of vibration vortices,
— karmic Channels, IISSIIDI-Centers and many other various energy structures, — which
allow each of you to perceive individually and realize these or those Forms of Aspects of
certain Qualities in his own fashion.
10.11097.

Please do not forget that besides humans there are an innumerable set of other
complex-vibration Forms of Planetary Collective Intelligences, which are absolutely
unlike us, not to mention more “global” and “deeper” Levels of Cosmic Intelligences of
billions of billions of Universes and of billions of Forms of SUPRA-Universes created by
Them.
10.11098.

Imagine that Those “Universal” Levels of Cosmic Creativity which I tried to
describe are a specific Energy Structure of just one “Personality” which manifests limited
Flows into the Creation — properties peculiar only to It. We are simply unable to analyze
or compare this Creativity with anything familiar to us, or at least to perceive, to some
extent, everything that exists “beyond” these properties.
10.11099.
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Indeed, even being on Levels of SVAAGALI-IISSIIDI of the structure of my own
Self-Consciousness, “I” don’t have any possibility to know Those Who “created” and
“organized” all these innumerable Universal Flows of infinite realization Forms, even on
the highest (to us!) Levels of the Cosmic Creativity of ORIS or SSLAAIINGSS.
10.11100.

Nor do I have Information which would fully reveal all of the Mysteries of formation
and functioning of “Universes” and “SUPRA-Universes” on Levels which are considerably
(in tens and hundreds of times!) higher in frequency than the 36-dimensional diapason
or which go infinitely “below” the nominal level of “the zero” dimension.
10.11101.

So, returning to the former subject, I repeat: there are always complex dynamic
Processes, which I arbitrarily define as individual rotation Shifts, in all Formo-systems
where there is a creative manifestation of Time and Space Entities of the Primary, of the
Secondary and of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma. These Processes are also typical beyond
the limits of quality dynamics of the mentioned “Diapasons of Plasmic Forces”.
10.11102.

Just as everything else in this Creation, the Processes comply with KKVVOO-OTM
(“the Principle of duvuyllerrtness of All in All”) derived from SSALLASST-UUSST (“the
Law of ALL-Integrity of multiplicities”).
10.11103.

This means that all of us, “individually” and collectively “, are simultaneously
duvuyllerrtly integrated and differentiated in the multidimensional structure of our
Collective Intelligence (Self-Consciousness) into the entire set of Stereo-Forms of our
specific manifestation and Stereo-Types which form Stereo-Forms and which structure
“by themselves” different Formo-systems of Worlds with their characteristic Time Flows.
10.11104.

Therefore, each duvuyllerrt group of these Stereo-Types (whose inertial dynamics
form NUU-VVU-Forms focused by Us) is very closely interrelated only with narrowlyspecific properties of a particular Entity of Time in the individual development scenario;
this means that all of them (the Stereo-Types of one and the same Stereo-Form) belong to
different Levels of the Collective Intelligence of different Planetary Entities of Time (that
is, they differ among themselves in properties) that not only structure different Worlds
but also different types of Realities in space-time Continuums.
10.11105.

For the same reason, all different-quality dynamics of all rotation Cycles of each
Stereo-Form are duvuyllerrtly differentiated into that which I define as STAAKLAVVS —
individual rotation Cycles of Proto-Forms of GOOLGAMAA-A.
10.11106.

Individual rotation Cycles are a multi-level, universal INTER-Focus mechanism
of energy-information interrelations of realization Forms in space-time Continuums.
Owing to this mechanism, there are real possibilities of an instant psychic interaction in
Self-Consciousness between NUU-VVU-Forms which subjectively inhabit some Formosystems of Worlds and NUU-VVU-Forms which synchronously (in parallel) inhabit
qualitatively-different (alternative) Formo-systems of Worlds.
10.11107.

All synthetic Processes of Evolution and Involution are activated on the
basis of this INTER-Focus mechanism simultaneously on all Levels of “the combined
10.11108.
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Consciousness” of LLUU-VVU. This is because individual rotation Cycles are a natural
result of the manifestation — in structures of Self-Consciousness of all Forms (their
collective creativity form space-time Continuums) — of specific dynamics of Time Flows
which reproduce sequentially (manifest, combine among themselves) in Formo-systems
of Worlds all possible variants of mental-sensuous activity and choices objectively
conditioned by each individual development scenario initially modeled for each StereoForm.
Individual rotation Cycles very closely interrelate individual scenarios of existence
of each Form of a Collective Cosmic Intelligence in one space-time Continuum: ameba,
virus, flea, ant, worm, human being, animal, country, nation, Planetary Entity, Star Entity,
Galactic Entity, and so on.
10.11109.

What we subjectively define here (in duvuyllerrt groups of “physical” Formosystems) as “linear time of existence” of a Form loses its present meaning in higherquality Worlds as a certain limited dynamic interval of Time that lasts “from” one thing
“to” something completely different.
10.11110.

Our Existence as “personalities” is naturally transformed in higher-quality
Formo-systems into a certain Principle when our Stereo-Forms inherently get much
wider opportunities of high-quality creative realizations. The new opportunities cannot
be defined any more as “a time-limited period”, because this creative Process will be
completely included in a certain continuous “period of existence” which doesn’t depend
on Time but is determined only by typical creative phases: “a certain quality state fixed
in Self-Consciousness as the beginning of a process” — “a definite degree of Creative
Activity dynamics” — “a certain quality state fixed in Self-Consciousness as the end of a
process”… and so on.
10.11111.

In higher-quality Worlds, if you think it expedient to change the Form of your
manifestation for a phase that characterizes “the beginning of a process”, there will
be absolutely no obstacles to doing so because a much higher degree of vibration and
plasticity of Energy-Plasma which has a much lower inertial potential will allow each
Form, if desired, to reproduce itself quickly and easily in any other virtual interpretation.
10.11112.

Of course, now, being heavily dependent upon the Illusion of Time, it is very
difficult for you to imagine that someday all of this can happen so miraculously, beyond
strict time limits, because, in principle, both “the beginning” and “the end” of any process
will be qualitatively united in one “noo-time point”. This also exists now but we simply
don’t have the psychic possibility to simultaneously perceive it.
10.11113.

The creative realization is simultaneously possible from this multidimensional
beyond-time “point” of Self-Consciousness in many Directions which take into account
absolutely all variants of possible creativity development at each qualitatively (but not in
a subjective — linear — perception of Time!) alternating stage.
10.11114.

In “the future”, in more perfect Formo-systems of Worlds, suppose, in 5-, 6-,
7-dimensional Realities, not to mention the possibilities of the Secondary Energy-Plasma,
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we, as Creators, will simply no longer have any mechanisms for perceiving ourselves in a
certain “linear duration” of creative processes activated in high-frequency structures of
Self-Consciousness of focused-by-Us Forms.
10.11116.

THERE, in Formo-systems of much higher dimensions (as compared with the

present irkkulligren one), we perceive ourselves at once in all different-quality Forms that
perform our particular creative realization, simultaneously and everywhere — both in
quality states associated with “the beginning” of something and in other quality states
associated with an intermediate or “final” state of something.
When a certain moment of creative Inspiration comes, there IS ALWAYS ALREADY
an intermediate result of Creativity, as well as the entire set of its possible “completions”,
and the task of our “personality” is reduced only to choosing, among the entire diversity
of particular results, that variant which suits us (at this moment of our “personalized”
self-perception) better than all the rest.
10.11117.

Some of you might ask: if everything already initially is, then what does each of us
create? What pleasure, then, should we derive from the very Process of Creation?
10.11118.

The point is that a purely subjective and ambitious idea about receiving “a creative
pleasure” from something done “personally” in current “physical” Worlds differs very
much from our deeper and higher-quality conceptions of this process in Those Worlds
into which we refocus sequentially, and where we already are “now”, at this instant, as
multidimensional Creators.
10.11119.

Here, in the Worlds of our present self-perception, everything develops in strict
compliance with the development scenarios of each duvuyllerrt group of all our StereoTypes which we unconsciously choose as a result of our own quality preferences or
rejections, sympathies or antipathies.
10.11120.

On the basis of our own limited experience with biological existence, each of us can
only perceive himself as a participant of one particular scenario subjectively (consciously
or unconsciously) chosen by us in the current skrruullerrt system among the entire set of
possible variants of our further development.
10.11121.

Our “individual” life creativity is that on which we incessantly model our own
Destiny through our Thoughts, Desires, current Goals, and psychic Intentions, composing
it like a mosaic from individual moments of Life we live and from our Choices in different
quality Directions.
10.11122.

Every time we choose in our Self-Consciousness to refocus on one of the nearest
(in quality to our psychic states) scenarios, we can immediately (at the next moment,
without going further in the development of this story of our possible existence) choose
an absolutely different scenario that better corresponds either to our current psychic state
and temporary mood, or to our established “material” priorities, life views, and general
spiritual aspirations.
10.11123.
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During each refocusing, we consciously or intuitively summarize the entire
diversity of possible different-quality Vectors of our Choices which are already made
by each of our NUU-VVU-Forms in their Worlds and “find ourselves” in that World to
which the frequency of instantaneous dynamics of our Focus of Close Attention exactly
corresponds.
10.11124.

This “road” representing our “conscious existence” winds among different-quality
Directions of our possible development in the form of intricate spirals and penetrates an
innumerable set of development scenarios of our Stereo-Form.
10.11125.

This “path” of choices, which we make in Time, “quantum-by-quantum”,
meticulously and precisely registers all events that happen to us in the temporal ethereal
constituent of our current “personality” and represents the whole information basis of
the subjective comprehension that each of us implies by the words “my life Experience”
and “my personal Life”.
10.11126.

Each of our choices instantly focuses our Self-Consciousness into NUU-VVUForms with a specific Configuration, refocusing us simultaneously into that World to
which this particular group of Stereo-Types belongs and which can develop exclusively
according to its own individual scenario.
10.11127.

There is an infinite set of various development scenarios of each Formo-Type
of our LLUU-VVU. They are performed through the entire innumerable diversity of
Stereo-Type groups that form them. Being more or less stably focused in these or those
Configurations, we live automatically, for more or less long periods, in all scenarios
initially modeled for them.
10.11128.

The quality Level of dynamics of the General Focus of Creative Activity for
each integral part of the “humankind’s” Collective Intelligence completely depends on
an average quality of choices, made at each linear moment of Time, of all the “people”
whose specific creativity forms a given Formo-Type (“a self-conscious part” specifically
manifested in Space and in Time) of this Collective Intelligence.
10.11129.

An infinite number of Formo-Types in the Collective Intelligence of “humankind”
exist simultaneously because of the many real possibilities of different-quality choices at
each unit of Time Flow (OO-KKVV-OO), as well as by the specific influence from different
Levels of the Planetary Entity of Time on Consciousnesses of Forms that compose this
Collective Intelligence. The Entity of Time models, in the Self-Consciousness of each
“personality”, a vivid and convincing sensation of the Illusion of an incessant linear
“displacement” in Time and in Space in the direction from “its past” to “its future”.
10.11130.

When noticeable changes occur in the general creative dynamics of one
Configuration of the Collective Intelligence,it automatically affects all of Its transformations
in diapasons of Creative Activity Levels in Energy-Plasma and immediately results in a
corresponding change in Its collective VLOOOMOOT (“the General Creative Potential”).
In turn, this change simultaneously affects the average quality parameter of the current
10.11131.
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choices of all Forms that constitute the Collective Intelligence and displace accordingly
the Vector of development of the individual rotation Cycle of this collective Consciousness
of “humankind”.
At each subsequent moment of our Existence, regardless of which part of
“humankind” (type of its collective Consciousness) we inhabit, there is always a real
individual possibility of refocusing into those “parts” of it which have both higher-quality
and lower-quality parameters of VLOOOMOOT in relation to the current diapason.
10.11132.

We always have the possibility to “displace” and to simultaneously focus our SelfConsciousness in all probable Directions; each direction is characterized by its particular
parameter of the rotation Shift which greatly determines the possible degree of the
refocusing quality in each kind of Creativity.
10.11133.

Let me remind you once more that any individual rotation Cycle manifested in any
space-time Continuum is first of all, in its organizational essence, a certain all-connecting
(“all-completing”) mechanism necessary to maintain incessant force interrelations in
structures of “a combined Consciousness” (or of a Collective Intelligence). The interrelations
determine the activation and Synthesis of certain Energy-Plasma Levels in all psychic
interactions between different Forms of this Consciousness (or this Collective Intelligence).
10.11134.

Secondly, it is also a universal way to perpetually maintain the Illusion of
“self-disidentification” and is extremely necessary for the functioning of the system of
Perception of any Form of Self-Consciousness creatively manifested in strong inertial
structures of all irkkulligren Worlds.
10.11135.

In fact, any structural part of some groups of Worlds with specific quality
characteristics simply cannot “be separated” from any other thing which objectively
belongs to other groups of Worlds. The quality of psychic dynamics peculiar to each Form
incessantly makes (introduces) a corresponding quality change to the multidimensional
Configuration (“geometry”) of the outward Space-Time.
10.11136.

Any isolated systems are completely absent in the multidimensional structure of
the Creation because they are all connected by innumerable energy-information Flows
of different Time Entities which structure all fundamental quality bases of absolutely all
space-time Continuums.
10.11137.

Due to their various active dynamic properties, which provide an incessant and
sequential Synthesis of different self-conscious Elements on all Levels of the Tertiary
Energy-Plasma, all Time Entities introduce a certain organizing principle into each World
structured by Them, thereby resisting those destructive, exterminating processes which
intensify entropy and thus bring all Directions of Creativity to a harmoniously balanced
state.
10.11138.

I would like to explain that the term entropy means a certain inevitable increase of
disorder — without interference of intelligent creatures — observed over Time. In other
words, it refers to a constant intensification of chaos over the course of time
10.11139.
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But on the other hand, the so-called chaos, ensured by a sequential stimulation of
Intelligence, represents a potential source of possible harmony within physical, chemical,
biological, and even social systems, all of which exist in these externally destructive states.
10.11140.

There is such a notion as “strange attractors” in hydrodynamics, chemistry,
astronomy, meteorology, and ecology. The attractor mentioned above is usually understood
as an area of Space in which there is a projection of a certain point that moves in Space.
10.11141.

If the movement of this point within this area is chaotic at any moment of Time,
then such Space is called a strange attractor. This phenomenon is not visible to the naked
eye; it is only possible to model it on a computer, for example, in order to describe the
dynamics of turbulent liquids as well as other complex kinds of movement.
10.11142.

To reiterate, there are no Energy dynamics in Nature which are not animated by
some Form of Self-Consciousness. What scientists understand as “strange attractors”
(and also fractals, chaos) is the result of a creative activity of special Forms of Collective
Intelligences (SBOALLGSS), that is, organized dynamics of “clusters” of definite Formoparticles (Fields-Consciousnesses) of Energy-Plasma whose manifestations may first
seem chaotic from the outside, but in fact have a purposeful and well-ordered interaction
which is chaotically reflected only in that area of Space in which they concentrate their
hidden energy potential.
10.11143.

The creativity of SBOALLGSS is very closely associated with the activity of other
Forms of Collective Intelligence, such as Time Entities and Karmo-Creators that provide
all synthetic dynamics of skrruullerrt systems
10.11144.

You must bear in mind that the structure of Collective Intelligences of Worlds,
whose development scenarios include the program of sequential development and
duvuyllerrt transition into more perfect Formo-systems of other types of Collective
Intelligences, has its own internal SBOALLGSS-mechanism which allows the unstable
(unbalanced) systems of Worlds to take new, higher-quality dynamic states of EnergyPlasma which forms them. In this way, they become more complex and perfect without
any hypothetic influence from outside.
10.11145.

The evolution of a great number of organic Worlds within our Reality represents
the different-quality process of similar incessant self-perfection of Forms of Collective
Intelligences through the activity of SBOALLGSS-Entities that bring them sequentially out
of more “primitive” (simplified) seemingly chaotic states to more and more ordered ones.
10.11146.

We constantly really deal with these highly-developed Entities in our Life.
They help us to find ways out of seemingly hopeless situations by taking unexpected,
extraordinary, or absolutely illogical decisions which we consider afterwards as the most
successful and the only right ones.
10.11147.

These decisions seem very chaotic and impulsive to us at first, but in retrospect we
find out that they have their own hidden expedience and consistency. So, if you get into
10.11148.
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such a critical situation, don’t resist, since help will come to you from SBOALLGSS-Entities
in the form of absolutely illogical decisions. Their participation is always justified.
The balancing influence of Planetary Time Entities with different degrees of
energy-information density penetrates all Levels of Energy-Plasma, and is manifested
in different ways in each Formo-system of Worlds and is uniquely reflected in each
different-quality Formo-structure of Collective Cosmic Intelligences, from Proto-Forms
of all possible living organisms to Planets, Stars, Galaxies, and Universes.
10.11149.

General notions of Planetary Entities of Space and Time are like symmetrical
patterns. It is very difficult to unambiguously determine where the Sphere of Creativity of
the Planetary Entity of Space ends and where a manifestation of the Planetary Entity of Time
begins. That is why general characteristics of One of them can also be applied with much
authenticity to typical features of the Other one if one slightly changes one’s point of view.
10.11150.

Space and Time can by no means be considered independent of one another.
Planck’s constant (about 6.626*10-34 J•s), that is, a minimum level of a dynamic inertial
change of the qualitative energy-information state of Formo-Matter in Space and in Time,
starting from which “quantum” effects of gravitation begin to manifest (there are no such
effects on Levels of Energy-Plasma higher than “the fourth” dimension), includes both
components: Time and Space.
10.11151.

Neither time nor Space can be realized without the other in irkkulligren types
of Realities, in the process which we call visualization, “materialization”, or frequency
manifestation. In higher-quality Realities, where there is a much lesser inertia of
Energy-Plasma dynamics, subquantum types of interactions which we “now” refer to
as “emanations” (Thoughts) and “psychonations” (Feelings) have great possibilities of
frequency manifestation.
10.11152.

This is also true of the unlimited possibilities of multidimensional manifestations
of Space and Time; moreover, “above” nominal parameters of the third-fourth dimension
(Levels of flakglaass — 5-4-dimensional, vuoldsmmiis — 6-5-dimensional and other
types of Realities), the effect of “quantum indeterminateness” in the manifestation of
multidimensional Forms begins to increase exponentially.
10.11153.

This means that individual abilities of multidimensional Forms to change “the
geometry” of higher-dimension Spaces increases drastically on each subsequent Level
of Energy-Plasma dynamics as compared with the previous one! The same is true of
an increase of realization possibilities of three-four-dimensional Forms of irkkulligren
Realities relative to doollttrok (3-2-dimensional) and loolgsloor (2-1-dimensional) Levels of
Energy-Plasma.
10.11154.

The entire infinite set of individual rotation Cycles which determines the specificity
of a conscious creative existence of all self-conscious Forms in space-time Continuums
is not akind of Form. Instead, it is an essential, universal (multidimensional) feature of
a Form of any Collective Intelligence, starting with “individual Consciousness of atoms”,
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collective diversity of minerals and plants, “animal individualities”, “human personalities”
and ending with Stars, Galaxies and Universes.
When I say that rotation Shifts “divide” notionally, or that they “slice” each spacetime Continuum into multiple-pixel (not in a linear-planar but in a multidimensional
comprehension) Formo-systems of Worlds, by no means you should understand
it literally, word for word. I remind you again: in the Creation, absolutely EVERYTHING
ALREADY IS simultaneously, already Exists initially in its entire universal dynamics; each Form
of Collective Intelligence is already in its due “place”, in the Time Flow peculiar exactly to It
and in a predetermined quality, and that is why there cannot be any physical-dynamic “shifts”
or other direct “displacements” of any Form from one World into another one.
10.11156.

Try to understand deeply this Truth which is very important to your entire Existence:
everything, absolutely EVERYTHING that we call “our Universe” and the multidimensional
Worlds in It, everything that happens, has once happened and will happen to anybody (or
to anything), is manifested at one Eternal Super-Moment; and any sequence or order of
anything “that happens” is just the result of simultaneous individual inertial dynamics of
duvuyllerrt refocusings (“shifts”, “displacements”) in different-quality rotation Cycles of
those Forms of Self-Consciousness which “observe” these changes or participate in them.
10.11157.

Any one of us, or any other much more developed Form of the Universal Collective
Intelligence, creates, changes, and reorganizes nothing — ABSOLUTELY NOTHING!
Everything — ABSOLUTELY EVERYTHING! — is already inherently present in the Creation,
in the entire infinite variety of its collective-individual creative self-expression.
10.11158.

All of us, living creatures of a countless number of Universes, constantly choose,
just for a very short instant, among this entire diversity of different-quality Forms and
ways of existence, only the ones which, for some reason, are most interesting to us; and,
being focused in them, we cognize, through their characteristic interrelations, That Which
we define subjectively to ourselves as Life.
10.11159.

The term “Energy-Plasma” represents the most complex “Operating System” of
one (among many) possible variant of infinite Existence of Life and of absolutely all
Forms of Collective Intelligences which specifically structure It. In this respect, I would
place, with absolute assurance, an equal sign between such notions as “Life”, “EnergyPlasma” and “God” — They are One and the Same.
10.11160.

But, no matter how complex This “Operating System” is (in our limited
understanding!), It ALWAYS IS completely ready, unified and absolute to all Forms of
“computers” (local systems of Self-Consciousness) which have various Configurations of
“processors” with specific random access memory capacity, “video cards”, and particular
“drivers”, their own features of “system devices”, and different “sets of support application
programs” with various “compilers” and “decoders”.
10.11161.

I re-emphasize the fact that ALL OF THIS ALREADY IS: “the Operating System”
Itself, and the entire infinite set of “computers” compatible with It, with their sets of
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“installed Programs of individual development” (DNA). If we speak only of a physical and
biochemical range of Existence, these are Forms of Collective Intelligences of “Kingdoms”
(“Human”, “Animal”, “Vegetable” and “Mineral”) which, properly speaking, represent (to
us!) together almost everything that we mean by the term “Space”.
Moreover, depending on the power of the “processors”, all “computers” are made
out of various “materials” with specific properties taking into account factors, such
as power, operational efficiency, and peculiarity of operating tasks for which these
“computers” are created. Energy-information interrelations that exist between all of them
are predetermined.
10.11163.

So, everything ALREADY IS, is connected to power supply sources by a set of power
“cords” and interconnected to other computers. In this ready-to-use form, everything is
preserved in a certain (infinitely multidimensional!) “place” which we notionally define
as “the Moment of Eternity”.
10.11164.

This “Moment” always IS, but it is completely limited in its ideal self-sufficiency
because it is absolutely static and there are no independent dynamics in its richest Content.
This is the same as having a computer which is powered on but has no programs running.
10.11165.

All of THIS is of little use, if it just IS somewhere without being used or operated;
however, all this has been created for some Purpose!
10.11166.

But it will not work until the entire system of interrelated Forms of individual
“computers” is connected to an absolutely different (in operating principles) system
which we will call “Time”.
10.11167.

While a determining feature of each localized Space (in our allegory, it is an already
completely equipped “computer” “included” into the Configuration of a particular World)
is absolute stability, the primary feature of Time is absolute dynamism.
10.11168.

But all of this dynamism is also just a potential ability because it cannot express
itself without being affixed to something particular. This is like an electric current: yes,
it is there, but until you plug in an appliance and force electrons to move in a definite
direction, you will never know whether the current is or is not there.
10.11169.

The initial “Startup Mechanism” for the activation of the Cosmic Creativity of
all Universal Time Entities is “the Primary Evolutional Impulse” which comes from the
very “information depths” of the Creation and is conceived (relative to Universes) on
Levels of Collegial Cosmic Intelligences of multiple-thousand dimensions of Space-Time
of SUPRA-Universes and ULTRA-Universes.
10.11170.

This super-quality and super-frequency “Primary Evolutional Impulse” is the
most important of all objective Causes which, through different individual development
scenarios, forces us to try to incessantly “recall» Ourselves in higher-quality Interpretations
of focused-by-Us Forms and to inertially “displace” in Directions of different-quality
Vectors of “Evolution”. Although, as you already know, when you make the highest-quality
10.11171.
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Choice at a given moment, there are also dynamics directly opposite to it in quality in the
Self-Consciousness of some Forms simultaneously focused by You.
The main “processor mechanisms of the operating part” of Time itself are
individual rotation Cycles (which are already modeled for absolutely all realization
Forms) — an infinite set of narrowly-specific and “non-material” energy-information
Flows formed through a multi-level Synthesis of different Aspects of Pure and Combined
Cosmic Qualities.
10.11172.

In fact, the only “material” manifestation of a rotation Cycle of any “personality” is
the content of its temporal ethereal constituent that eternally preserves all circumstances
of Life of this “personality” at each moment of its Choices. Our rotation Cycle is our entire
subjective Perception of our entire Life: events, circumstances, psychic states, relations,
and so on.
10.11173.

An individual rotation Cycle of each “personality” is structured (“quantized”)
in its Self-Consciousness only by a special kind of Information and is fixed in Time by
Energy-Plasma dynamics (by characteristic interaction of definite Fields-Consciousnesses
— Thoughts, Feelings, experiences, actions) of a special property. This creates a unique
Configuration of force interrelations and the absolute impossibility of combining rotation
Cycles of different “personalities”.
10.11174.

In other words, billions of “computers” already exist and individual Programs
typical of each of them can be launched only by its “own processor”, which operates at
a strictly defined frequency. And when all possibilities of this Program are exhausted
and when Fields-Consciousnesses that used “to start up the processor” lose any creative
interest in it, “the computer” stops “picking up” its frequency, is “unplugged”, and in
essence turns into “junk”.
10.11175.

This peculiar “frequency” (the Configuration of many Fields-Consciousnesses
that interact among themselves) is the determining factor that “encrusts” (“attaches”) this
“computer” to its particular rotation Cycle, but only into its own characteristic Time Flow.
That is why any “computer” which is working in this rotation Cycle knows nothing about
its “predecessors” which “provided” it with all the Information it uses and became “junk”.
10.11176.

Each “personality” manifests only in its own rotation Cycle, so it simply cannot
manifest in someone else’s Cycles. But don’t confuse a Cycle with a scenario. A Cycle is, in
essence, a path, or a time interval which is characterized by a combined quality of made
choices and which passes through many scenarios.
10.11177.

Each scenario consists of an innumerable set of individual rotation Cycles of each
human being, animal, natural phenomenon, object, and many other things simultaneously
manifested and subjectively perceived by “the protagonist” of a particular scenario as “his
outer reality”.
10.11178.

But in some definite “singularity points” which unite different-quality (differentdimensional) rotation Cycles, some particular properties of Information and Energy
10.11179.
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have the greatest degree of identity; in such “points”, a certain special moment of tension
(“modulation”) is created which is common to these Cycles, that is, a resonance between
different specific Aspects of Qualities expressed only from the position of their certain
attitude (an increased degree of compatibility or antagonism) towards one another.
In such “singularity points”, there is a certain “accumulation” of very similar
Information which is encoded by different types of Energy and, therefore, belongs to
different rotation Cycles.
10.11180.

There can be a countless “number” of such Cycles which as if actively come
into contact with one another in one “rezonation point”; and all of them form an open
“system” which we notionally call “a skrruullerrt system”: absolutely all variants of
further realization possibilities accessible to each Configuration of Self-Consciousness
are spatially united in it; the Configuration of Self-Consciousness is “encrusted” into its
own individual rotation Cycle as a particular Form.
10.11181.

Due to the Principle of Duvuyllerrtness of All, there is an infinite set of skrruullerrt
systems that transit duvuyllerrtly one into another; in fact, they constitute the entire
multidimensional “geometry” of Space of each Continuum; “the geometry” represents a
set of different-quality “rezonation points” that interact dynamically among themselves.
10.11182.

This entire set, in turn, is organized into another infinite set of “individual Time
Flows”, each of which has its own distinctive features owing to the difference in Information
and Energy that form it: tension (capacity, intensity), direction (dominant aspects), density
(a degree of fluidity or viscosity), mobility (speed), analogy and antagonism (a degree of
compatibility with other Flows) and many other ones, incomprehensible to our present
understanding.
10.11183.

It is the presence of these narrowly-specific individual peculiarities that gives rise
to the general differentiation of the whole structure of Time into that which we define in
our limited Perception as “dimension” or “rotationness” — the primary composite Aspect
of the Illusion of separate Existence of All That Which ALREADY IS in one Moment of
Eternity.
10.11184.

So, as soon as this entire super-global System of Time is tightly (according to its
characteristic frequency that forms it in each “point”) projected onto all READY Forms
of Space which are connected with one another by the universal “Operating System” in a
strictly defined way (in accordance with the quality of “material” and the Configuration
of “the processor”), Everything is launched exactly at that moment and functions in
accordance with qualities (peculiar to All this) in definite dynamic “points” of Time.
Thus, the objective dynamic Process under the nominal name “Existence of Everything
in Time” starts its implementation.
10.11185.

But this is not yet the entire objective Life, because there is an innumerable set of
such Super-Programs simultaneously launched in absolutely different Systems of Time,
and each of them serves one definite Purpose as a part of One Universal Design (“the
10.11186.
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CREATION”, “the MACROCOSM”) Which, represents an objective Process of Existence

of the Universal Life or of That Which we define subjectively to ourselves as “God” or
“Energy-Plasma” (which is the same!).
Space is a dynamic reflection of all qualities of Objective Reality which are
simultaneously manifested in Time. Specific properties of Time help any Form of Space
to be accessible to someone’s Perception and to become dynamically manifested (in our
understanding — to be visualized) through specific force relations between all possible
Forms of Collective Intelligences in a quality state or shape characteristic of each Form.
10.11187.

Therefore, Time is the function of Space. This function is dynamically and
characteristically expressed in each of Space’s local states: properties of Time (which
is differentiated inside itself into a great number of different-quality Time Flows) also
change accordingly in parallel with changing quality states of Forms that form Space.
10.11188.

Both of Them — Space and Time — cannot be manifested separately because
the “ways” of Existence of one of these primary mechanisms of “the Operating System”
presuppose an obligatory presence of the other complementing mechanism.
10.11189.

All of this is expressed together as Space-Time and represents a unified Process
of a simultaneous universal creative realization of “the-Life-of-God”. The Process is
implemented through all Forms of Collective Intelligences (including us) in a one-andonly Moment of Eternity. Existing in an inseparable energy-information connection with
every Element of this Moment of Eternity, each focused-by-Us Form also automatically
obtains a characteristic property of Eternity — Immortality.
10.11190.

Space simply doesn’t exist in its theoretically “pure” form, that is, as “the absolute
void”, in which there would be nothing at all, not even Time, because, in principle, it can
be never manifested in such an indefinite way. Such a specific “mechanism” as Time is
always required for a local manifestation of any Form in whatever place.
10.11191.

Everything that IS, that exists in an energy Form, always represents a result of some
force and of interquality interrelations. That is, it is a peculiar expression of dynamical
interrelations of “one thing” with “something” different.
10.11192.

And Time is the universal means which allows any type of Self-Consciousness to
subjectively separate one thing from another, some features from others, or some quality
states from others.
10.11193.

Even the most “empty” physical space is filled by such a small (to our Perception!)
density of interactions between Energy particles “distributed” throughout an infinitely
immense vastness that it may seem to an outside observer as if nothing at all exists in this
part of Space.
10.11194.

But this is absolutely not so: the seeming “emptiness” is a zone of an activeforce interaction of a great number of Fields-Consciousnesses of various frequencies,
the existence of which the observer may not even suspect. The vibration frequency of
10.11195.
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Forms of these self-conscious Elements in no way fits the narrow frequency range of the
observer’s system of Perception. This is why it doesn’t appear to exist to him at all.
Actually, that which seems to us as matter is a dynamic manifestation of differentquality Forms of self-conscious Elements in Time that structure this type of Space.
Any “solid” (to systems of our Perception!) object represents “Space-Time” on Planck’s
(subatomic) level, which includes interaction of an innumerable set of Universes through
different qualities; the Universes represent, in their turn, specific Levels of the Creative
Activity of all possible Forms of Collective Intelligences.
10.11196.

These Universes are formed by the same Principles according to which we
inertially create our outward Worlds. In a specific way, we manifest (by dynamics of our
psychic activity) different Forms in the structure of our Self-Consciousness, being actively
focused on them.
10.11197.

But before we can focus on them, Energy-Plasma of corresponding Levels passes
through systems of Perception of other self-conscious and highly-organized Entities:
tachyons and quanta, tardyons and polaritons, quarks and leptons, bosons and fermions,
electrons and nucleons, and also an innumerable set of other Forms of different-dimension
“materiality” unknown to our science (soon, entire flakglaass “families” will be discovered:
falhats and malsons, klarions and klastirons, bilurins and kruolons, duvrits and klivrits,
iskons and tilumurs).
10.11198.

All “solid” states of “substance” in any of irkkulligren Realities (on the condition
that there is no water in it) include only 1% of “solid matter” and 99% of “air”, that
is, interatomic and internuclear Space that belongs to a borderline vibration Level
depending on its quality state — either to a flakglaass (5-4-dimensional) or to a loolgsloor
(2-1-dimensional) one.
10.11199.

The space between elementary particles that form atomic-molecular structures
of all objects in the World around us is immense and is quite comparable with distances
which separate such cosmic objects as Planets, Stars, and even Galaxies from one another.
10.11200.

This universal Energy, which is invisible and imperceptible to us and permits a
simultaneous implementation of absolutely all macrocosmic and microcosmic creative
interactions that maintain Formo-Plasma in definite dynamic (inertial) states, is, in its
essence, a fundamental information substance which we subjectively define as “SpaceTime”.
10.11201.

In other words, Energy-Plasma is a dynamic force state of absolutely all Forms of
Collective Intelligences which incessantly and simultaneously manifest in a specific way
in any point of any Space (depending on individual properties of the system of Perception
of an observer) as a result of a deep creative interaction between self-conscious Elements
(which differ in frequency and in quality) with strictly corresponding (in terms of
frequency and quality) states of Time (Time Flows).
10.11202.
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Remember: Space or Time — as a specific dynamic self-expression of different
properties of Energy-Plasma (matter) — always existed, and there was no subjective or
“linear time” before which one of them had not existed.
10.11203.

Furthermore, after electrons, protons and neutrons, quarks and leptons, quanta
and photons, an innumerable series of even more universal, that is, super-, hyper-, protouniversal, self-conscious Formo-particles (Creators of higher-frequency Realities of other
dimensions, as compared with ours) follow:
10.11204.

to +4.5 dimension: the abovementioned “future” falhats and malsons, klarions and
klastirons, bilurins and kruolons — superuniversal Formo-particles synthesized by
truusc’es and dze’ydztc’es, olldrins and krringrs, oollirfs and gerokomvats;
to +5.0 dimension: such Forms of superuniversal particles as duvrits and klivrits, iskons
and tilumurs synthesized by aragoforls and kriigmms, oforrtoyfc’es and rammalits, as well
as such as eerrerfs and basfodernits formed by the combined synthetic Creativity of
ilmofits and e’kkdogruars;
to +5.5 dimension: poolgs and glarrovvats, iisc’irfs and sluu’vverts, aaggda-a-agds and
spoloyu’vvats; these Forms of superuniversal particles are formed by the combined
synthetic Creativity of ukklofits and e’fflivgruars;
to +6.0 dimension: such superuniversal particles as gassta-a-aggds and aasslaa-assams, uullurfs and ssukkula’rits, aallgma-a-alls and vaydobillits; they are formed by the
combined synthetic Creativity of ssaulfits and ukkvummgruars;
to +6.5 dimension: nnuungiiddasts and grooffgruusts — hyperuniversal Formo-particles;
to +7.0 dimension: loungmaasts and froommgruusts — also hyperuniversal particles
synthesized by oorrassts and froorroverts;
to +8.0 dimension: such Form of hyperuniversal particles as draarrgmaasts and
vriivgruusts synthesized by iillossts and vvuurrotorts;
to +9.0 dimension: such Form of hyperuniversal particles as mmaargmaasts and
aargssruusts synthesized by uussurssts and mc’uukloklorts;
and finally the following protouniversal Formo-particles:
to +9.5 dimension: olloopphs and bsamadidoffs;
to +10.0 dimension: issaarrhs and pirrimiloffs;
to +11.0 dimension: ummuluhs and paarlitiffs;
to +12.0 dimension: uyu’yu’hs and e’sfelluriffs.
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All Energies of higher vibrations consolidated in one Creative Impulse by these
Cosmic Creators (scientists would call Them “quasi-particles”) form all that which, in
its essence, is “opposed” in frequency to a state of “substance” (but actually mutually
complements it!) characteristic of our Reality (matter), and that is why it is called
antimatter.
10.11205.

With our more and more stable focusing in Forms whose Configurations approach
flakglaass (5-4-dimensional) synthesized Levels of Energy-Plasma, we will “penetrate” even
deeper into different states of present “anti-matter”, duvuyllerrtly identifying ourselves
with Forms formed by it and we will interact more not with atoms and molecules but
with falhats and malsons, klarions and klastirons, bilurins and kruolons, and also with many
other “self-conscious Elements of Creators” that structure higher quality Levels
10.11206.

The phenomenon of Time is actually not so much a property of different-quality
dynamics of Space as a specific peculiarity of the energy-information structure of SelfConsciousness of focused-by-Us Forms, an individual manifestation of the function of
our subjective Perception, of our own point of view on a particular phenomenon, object,
or attitude to something or somebody.
10.11207.

Depending on how much and in what way the Focus of Close Attention of your
Self-Consciousness changes the perspective of any event, you begin to experience the
event differently, to have a different attitude to its participants and circumstances, thereby
uniquely transforming (distorting) the dynamics of your outer reality.
10.11208.

As long as you perceive yourself as an active, creative Formo-particle of the
outward World, you have the ability to initiate a particular effect of the passage of Time
in your Self-Consciousness, as if “decelerating” or “accelerating” it, “wedging” in it with
all of the specific dynamics of your Focus of Close Attention, and your FCA forms your
instant or current “point of view” on any event, sound, or action.
10.11209.

You use your “point of view” as an individual evaluation instrument for your
mental-sensuous manipulations with the help of which you can investigate and observe
your own sensations in those Directions which “now” interest you most, singling them
out of the contexts of current events and creating your own subjective “reality” and your
own outlook on Life.
10.11210.

Your “individual” Life (rotation Cycle) is a certain sequence of instantaneous,
incredibly fast refocusings in the form of your current choices and decisions. But, I repeat,
you create and change absolutely nothing in the Creation.
10.11211.

Creative dynamics of all your UFS don’t affect the stationary nature and the
stability of All That Which ALREADY IS. But it is the simultaneous and single-moment
dynamic changes of different qualities in all Forms in Everything That Exists that create
necessary harmony and consistency peculiar to each balanced System.
10.11212.

“You” — as a manifestation Form in Space of a Formo-system of Worlds — are
just a Focus of concentrated observation or a Focus of Close Attention which inspires
10.11213.
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any Form by its creative dynamics in a strict correspondence with the Form’s initial
development scenario, and nothing more!
By saying that we are active participants of all Synthetic Processes of the Tertiary
Energy-Plasma, I mean only that our potential participation in accumulation (assimilation)
of Experience is inertially integrated by Forms on which We simultaneously focus.
10.11214.

However, it is not “we” but They who think, feel, experience, react, act, walk, sleep,
and eat, while “you and I” only observe attentively their programmed Life “from inside”,
assimilating the Experience that They gain. When one Form of self-expression becomes
uninteresting to us, we focus immediately on another one and observe its Life with interest
“from inside”.
10.11215.

However, this observation often becomes so interesting that you, as is sometimes
the case in a gripping movie, start to perceive these Forms as “yourselves”, entirely
identifying yourselves with them. And then you fall into an absolute Illusion of their
limited self-perception, temporarily yet completely leaving your own (“parallel”) eternal
Existence.
10.11216.

Each of your innumerable NUU-VVU-Forms, just like each Form in your outer
Worlds, consists of truly fantastic (to your Perception) dynamics of an unlimited set of
purposeful Focuses of Creative Activity of elementary particles, sub-nuclear particles,
quasi-particles and Fields-Consciousnesses which form “atoms” and “molecules”, — the
main originators of the “substantial” manifestation of focused-by-You Forms in “your”
current “now”.
10.11217.

They move simultaneously at incredible speeds in this Space and in rotation
Cycles of Time, thereby creating the semblance of your “integral physical” existence in
irkkulligren Realities.
10.11218.

That is why you “slide” simultaneously with Them in Time, refocusing in this way
through Forms of Space. But you don’t physically move anywhere at all, every moment
belonging only to one structure of Space, only to one World. Moreover, both above states
are equally real to focused-by-You Forms.
10.11219.

During the passing of one minute of subjective, “linear” time during which
you are deeply concentrated on something, billions of Forms of different microscopic
entities will appear and disappear in your organism and billions of nuclear reactions
will be performed with billions of all kinds of participants — protons, neutrons and
other subatomic particles which form “atoms” and “molecules” of different chemical
“substances”.
10.11220.

All this produces such powerful inertial dynamics that even “Brownian-like”
motion in a huge ant hill would seem simply a still picture to you in comparison with
these dynamics.
10.11221.
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For example, a human being who meditates may feel that he has spent one minute
in a state of maximum internal calm (lying or sitting motionless), although more than an
hour may have actually passed.
10.11222.

From the outside, he looks to you as a whole and solid, while everything that forms
his serene external appearance, his motionless body, literally boils and rushes torrentially
in a powerful life cycle penetrating innumerable Worlds, “births” and “Deaths”, making
“the human being” exactly the way he is.
10.11223.

And if you could identify yourself with the Self-Consciousness of one of these
subatomic particles, you would feel around you only movements of similar, like you,
particles that rush past you at unthinkable speeds in different directions
10.11224.

And being in this state, you would never believe that all of this can appear as
quietude and immobility to someone else (in another system of Perception).
10.11225.

This is what happens in Life: looking at your outer World from a limited position
of your “personalized”, discrete Perception, you see everything that happens on the Planet
only from the same point of view of the Self-Consciousness of a subatomic particle around
which everything rushes in a constant movement.
10.11226.

Being in a separated, isolated state, you cannot perceive either yourself or the
Planet as one integral living Entity which is in a balanced, creative quietude.
10.11227.

But if you learn how to remove the limits in your Comprehension of oneness,
then observing those who always bustle about you will be able to see them and the World
in their entire integrity, quietude, and in peculiar internal harmony.
10.11228.

And then, when you face even the most difficult life circumstance and manage to
look above it at the universal Perfection around you, you will also want to become united
with it.
10.11229.

If you manage to focus stably enough to remember in critical circumstances, that
it is your own view of the existing situation that activates a stream of Thoughts which, in
their turn, manifest you (as a UFS of any Form) in the situation which you model yourself,
then even the most difficult problem will disappear by itself and, over time, your entire
Life (depending on the degree of stability of your focusing in these psychic states) will
change in the necessary Direction.
10.11230.

Looking at your Life from a wider angle, you will change your Conceptions of it
for the better. The deeper and the more frequently you can see positive moments in each
life situation, the better and the more consciously you will understand what happens.
10.11231.

Globalizing life perspectives, rather than disintegrating and limiting them through
the narrowness of your “personal” profit, introducing more altruism and positive thinking
into your relations with “people”, you will learn how to direct your Thoughts where you
want and thereby will introduce even higher-quality changes into your Experience!
10.11232.
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Each subsequent moment becomes possible to you only because you “connect”,
through “individual programs” peculiar to the Configuration of “the processor” of “the
biocomputer” that you use at a given moment, to the Configuration of one of many other
similar “biocomputers” located in the same “rezonation point” of your skrruullerrt system;
you automatically refocus into it because the whole system of “individual” Perception
(the decoding of incoming information) of a newly-focused-by-You Form is already
disconnected at this moment from the previous NUU-VVU-Form as your UFS has become
a part of “an application programs” of the following NUU-VVU which also already exists.
And so on, from one moment to the next.
10.11233.

You only systematically “scan” the necessary “parts” of yourself in the ALREADY
existing system of rotation Cycles and, as if “having experienced” this “part” for one-andonly moment (because the rotation Cycle itself which belongs to this Time Flow also
exists — IS — just for one moment!), you continue your “scanning” further, in another
NUU-VVU-Form. This dynamic process becomes possible only because it is also a part of
general Dynamics of all different-quality Time Flows.
10.11234.

When you temporarily identify yourself with the frequency corresponding to
the Configuration of Self-Consciousness of the focused-by-You Form, you also begin to
represent a part of “the geometry” of Space, and Space has to obey definite Laws and
Principles according to which “a Super-Program” of Time (projected in a special way on
all Forms of this Space) is created.
10.11235.

The higher the quality of Configuration of the focused-by-You Form (that is,
the lower the coefficient of density of Energy-Plasma that composes it), the less dense
Time Flows may be projected on it, and, therefore, the more “bits” of Information “the
processor” and “the video card” of the “computer” you use are able to process for one
moment; this will fill this moment with much more content than it would happen in
lower-quality Formo-systems.
10.11236.

So, we have found out that all Forms already exist and are manifested, not for years
and millennia, but only for One “Eternal Moment”. But, duvuyllerrtly refocusing in your
rotation Cycle through chosen-by-you scenarios of skrruullerrt systems and being fixed in
each of them just for a moment, your temporal ethereal constituent scans accurately each
of these moments and “adds up” hours, months and years of your “personality” existence
filled with results of “your” psychosomatic reactions, that is, subjective Conceptions and
Impressions which form “the long-term memory” of focused-by-You Forms.
10.11237.

This refers to all Energy-Plasma, in whatever specific state It perceives Itself. Any
possible things, no matter how much they differ among themselves, already initially Exist
in Energy-Plasma only for their single moment. These moments “stratify” sequentially
onto each other in different-quality dynamics of Time, are accumulated in the inertial
Perception of many Forms of Collective Intelligences, and eventually turn into innumerable
eons of Time of subjective Existence.
10.11238.
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Any differentiation of everything that “happens simultaneously” in the Collective
Intelligence of Energy-Plasma into such habitual categories of existence as “the past”,
“the present”, and “the future” is simply impossible. Everything really exists only for one
nominal Moment and subjectively ALWAYS IS — SIMULTANEOUSLY AND EVERYWHERE!
10.11239.

Even this subjective “always” is fixed in the Collective Intelligences of all EnergyPlasma Forms as a simultaneous-single-moment (that is, “a matter-of-course”) possibility
to be actively and creatively manifested through a definite Time Flow in one quality
diapason or another (but in this case this will already be a subjective manifestation
endowed with a certain degree of Self-Consciousness).
10.11240.

All “inter-frequency” transformations of NUU-VVU-Forms from World to World,
from one Formo-system of Worlds to another one are performed only through UFS (that
is, through us!) which don’t displace anywhere “physically” but change automatically
and instantly, by their “individual” psychic dynamics, some properties (a frequency
Configuration) of outer Space-Time (scientists call it more simply “geometry” or
“curvature” of Space), immediately becoming an initial structural attribute of another
rotation Cycle which is duvuyllerrt relative to their previous “location”.
10.11241.

Each new (subsequent) quality state of our Focus of Close Attention models
actively and specifically, around the NUU-VVU-Form (focused by Us at a given moment),
that “geometry” of Space-Time which strictly corresponds to “the curvature” of the
frequency Configuration of Aspects of Qualities that compose it (that is, to the degree of
Creative Activity of these or those karmic Channels in our Self-Consciousness).
10.11242.

“The geometry” of our outer Space-Time modifies incessantly during active
changes of our psychological, emotional, and spiritual states which influence greatly the
quality of decisions we make and the length of fixation of our UFS on these or those
synthesized Levels of ASTRO- and MENTO-Plasma.
10.11243.

I repeat once again that the self-perceiving “self of a personality” doesn’t displace
linearly anywhere in Space, and the Form focused by it doesn’t pass mechanically into any
other rotation Cycles because it is firmly attached to the frequency Configuration (the
development scenario) only of “its own” World structured by it. The rotation Cycle itself
is simply inertially reprojected through “the geometry” of Space formed by this Form.
10.11244.

Since each NUU-VVU-Form acquires its own “personalized” comprehension of “Iam” (that is, a particular “integral” subjective Conception of “itself ” and of what it is)
owing to our focus on it, the Focus of Close Attention of our Self-Consciousness resonates
at each moment of Time with a psycho-emotional state only of that NUU-VVU-Form
(among “the nearest” ones in quality) whose frequency Configuration reflects most fully
and most precisely the whole set of potential possibilities necessary for our “personalized”
creative self-expression.
10.11245.

In essence, the entire set of Stereo-Types of each of our Stereo-Forms is potentially
represented in one and the same multidimensional “point” of Space-Time. From among
10.11246.
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the Stereo-Types we, consciously or instinctively of our own free will (through quality
dynamics of our UFS), choose only that one whose frequency Configuration is suited in
the greatest degree to every particular situation.
By the way, I should note that “the expanding model of the Universe”, which is so
thoroughly established and continues to dominate in the minds of our scientists, only
represents the result of an illusory effect manifested in structures of multidimensional
Time and caused by a specific influence of dynamics of the incessantly changing
“geometry” on our system of Perception. The dynamics appear as a result of a narrowquality interaction of Space and Time of the same diapason of dimension.
10.11247.

This effect of apparent “expansion” and possible subsequent “contraction of the
material” Universe is not less illusory than mirages which we observe in the desert.
10.11248.

I must particularly mention that, together with the focused-by-Us NUU-VVUForm, we also automatically choose its corresponding development scenario with which
the duvuyllerrt group of Stereo-Types that constitute the NUU-VVU-Form is inseparably
associated. That is, becoming a new NUU-VVU-Form, a new “personality”, and choosing
Worlds of our dense-plasma manifestation (conscious stay) in every moment, we also
reconstruct our Destiny in a new way every time.
10.11249.

The cause of this phenomenon is that each individually manifested space-time
“point” (NUU-VVU-Form), in the narrowly-specific “geometry” of which we fixed our UFS,
has its own very distinct and invariable quality characteristics.
10.11250.

These individual properties are connected with a particular “History of
development” of a given space-time Continuum. The History is initially recorded in
temporal ethereal constituents of each of its Formo-systems; and for this very reason
each “point of fixation” of Self-Consciousness can offer to each of the Forms that belong
to it only a very limited set of possibilities (psychic situations, life circumstances) strictly
determined by the conditions of a particular scenario so that it could make its further
choices.
10.11251.

Each choice that differs in quality from the previous one is attached to dynamic
properties of other synthesized Levels of ASTRO- and MENTO-Plasma. When we manipulate
their self-conscious Elements (“emanations”, “psychonations”, and “karmonations”), we
get regular changes of “the geometry” of Space-Time around the Forms focused by Us.
10.11252.

Each choice is conditioned by the degree of Creative Activity of some kinds
of already-synthesized Fields-Consciousnesses (“emanations” of Thoughts and
“psychonations” of Feelings) in Configurations of focused Forms. These FieldsConsciousnesses have definite qualitative characteristics with the help of which they can
model (stimulate in a certain way the activity of UU-VVU-copies in karmic Channels)
corresponding psychic states in our Self-Consciousness.
10.11253.
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For example:
•• the most egocentric Thoughts and extremely aggressive Feelings structurally
belong to (form their SFUURMM-Forms in) one nominal category of Energy-Plasma
synthesized by dynamics from the first to the sixth karmic Channels of the two
lower IISSIIDI-Centers;

10.11254.

•• moderately egoistic and moderately aggressive ones belong to a second nominal

category (from the seventh to the ninth DUU-LLI);

•• nonaggressive and moderately altruistic ones belong to a third category of Energy-

Plasma (from the tenth to the twelfth Channels of the same Centers);

•• stably altruistic — starting with the first and second DUU-LLI of the third and fourth

Centers.

I would like to point out that each of these nominal quality “categories” has its own
frequency range of vibrations in which only “chakram personalities” of the mentioned
above karmic Channels have certain possibilities of an active creative manifestation. The
participation of fragmented “personalities” from other Centers is either excluded at all or
greatly limited.
10.11255.

Accordingly, all development scenarios of Forms in each of these nominal EnergyPlasma categories initially take into account the achievement of main goals and objectives
which refer to two things: to the development of each particular group of self-conscious
Elements that structures the category, and to the specific conditions necessary for the
initially programmed synthetic Processes performed by them.
10.11256.

We can make the following conclusion on the basis of the above-mentioned: each
of us passes properly inside his own structure of Self-Consciousness through focused-byHim Forms from activity on one Level of Energy-Plasma to another. Each of us instantly
changes certain characteristics in the frequency of outward Space-Time and, at the same
moment, without being physically displaced, turns out to be the one who perceives himself
“individually” in that one Form which corresponds ideally to the frequency Configuration
of his current psychic dynamics.
10.11257.

If the person who only thinks about himself in terms of his “individual” creativity
being separated from the WHOLE Creation doesn’t have corresponding evolutional
Experience and truer Knowledge in his Self-Consciousness (is ignorant), and identifies
“Himself ” too much with Forms focused by Him, it will be very difficult for him to
understand the deepest Essence of this Principle of continuous “moment-by-moment”
Existence which lies at the very energy-information basis of our “personal” Immortality.
10.11258.

Even having studied IISSIIDIOLOGY, many of you think that all Stereo-Types,
which you incessantly use to provide your manifested Existence in irkkulligren Realities,
exist somewhere out “there”, abstractly and separately from you, outside your field of
activity, just as it seems to you that the Earth by itself is here, under your feet, and the sky
is somewhere there, very high, outside the sphere of your activity.
10.11259.
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In fact, this is not true: we are not separated (both from each other and from
Forms used by all of us) anywhere for a single instant, we are not divided into anything
or anybody; this illusion of differentiation happens because the inseparable Unity of
our realizational Forms has energy-information connections with the definite quality
structures of Space-Time. These structures have some universal properties, although they
may be incomprehensible to us, on which this “moment-by-moment” teleportation from
“some of us” into “others of us” is based.
10.11260.

Making a particular choice, we simply tune our Self-Consciousness in to a strictly
defined frequency which differs infinitely from our primitive conceptions of the nature
of vibrations (for example, those of sound, color, electricity, magnetism, and radiation).
But this frequency has a very complex, absolutely unique Configuration composed of
coordinated dynamics of individual creativity of a countless number of self-conscious
Elements of ASTRO- and MENTO-Plasma.
10.11261.

A frequency Configuration is a summary of qualities from the narrowest diapasons
of Energy-Plasma (it is on the level of Planck’s values for irkkulligren Realities) which
specifically and uniquely structure each of the UU-VVU-copies of our Self-Consciousness
that create our current conceptions, Perceptions, Thoughts, and reactions.
10.11262.

While we don’t even have time to properly perceive our own reaction (from the
dual position “good or bad”), “the geometry” of Space-Time around the Forms we use
has already instantly changed, vectors of application of creative efforts have already been
modified, and we automatically find ourselves “newly manifested” in another “rezonation
point” of our infinite Existence, although we are completely unaware of it.
10.11263.

And if we even slightly change the quality of our psychic state once again at the
next instant, yet another involved-by-us Stereo-Type will be manifested in the same
multidimensional “point” of Space-Time. But this time it will be able to realize itself in
slightly different unique way. And all this will be reflected in our Self-Consciousness as
things that happen right “here”, right “now”, as if in “one and the same point”, in one and
the same World.
10.11264.

I repeat: in fact, we don’t move anywhere linearly. We, in principle, don’t do anything
essential for “our” manifestation in Forms that belong to other Worlds, — everything
always already IS and everything always already is “here”. Everything can always be used,
at any moment, for our own creative realization, but only if we tune very precisely to a
necessary frequency that corresponds to a desired Form.
10.11265.

We cannot see ALL, that is potentially present to each of us “here” and “now”,
within this room, within the space of that Continuum whose Forms we can visually and
sensuously perceive. And this is exactly what makes it difficult for us to comprehend it
more deeply.
10.11266.

You can only understand this deeply and interpret this logically only if you have
an evolutional ability that can consciously manipulate activated Levels of high-quality
10.11267.
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Energy-Plasma through such extrasensory abilities as superlogic, intuition, clairvoyance,
telepathy, and others that are manifested in more harmoniously organized Forms of SelfConsciousness.
For example, those of you who already have at least some Experience with socalled “astral explorations” think that this can be analogous to instantly changing your
Desires and Intentions while at the same time instantly changing the circumstances of
your outward reality.
10.11268.

You immediately become the one whom you want to be and you manifest where
you want. You also instantly disappear from there if you are no longer interested in being
there, and you immediately manifest in another “point” of Space corresponding precisely
to the Configuration of your Desire (UFS).
10.11269.

Of course, “you yourself ” don’t (that is, your Self-Consciousness that precisely
records your changeable psychic states doesn’t) move anywhere to get to that new point.
In other words, you don’t “physically” displace anywhere, but everything changes around
you, as if by itself, depending on the psychic states which you intentionally form in your
Self-Consciousness.
10.11270.

In order to implement your Intention or Desire, you don’t undertake anything
“physically”. You don’t make any efforts, but you simply change the quality dynamics of
your own Thoughts and Feelings, organizing them in a different way in your Conceptions
(SFUURMM-Forms); this is how the whole spatial picture of Formo-systems of Worlds,
which change each other “instant after instant”, is transformed automatically, immediately,
and imperceptibly around you, like in a movie.
10.11271.

Due to the quality state of their characteristic Configurations, consciously focusedby-Me Stereo-Types give me the ability to search at a rapid pace, like at a maximum “fast
forward” speed, through the entire variety of the Experience (which can be accessible to
me at a given moment) of the Stereo-Form that I use.
10.11272.

And I can search until I find the greatest degree of manifestation of Harmony,
until everything possible to “me” at this time exactly corresponds to that which I seek. (I
don’t mean variants of “someone else’s” — relative to “me” — Worlds whose development
scenarios are written down not for “me” but for other “protagonists”). I will give you more
details concerning “one’s own” and “someone else’s” Worlds in the last book of this series.
10.11273.

The wave “geometry” of our outward Space-Time modifies itself constantly and
becomes slightly more or less harmonious, depending on the intensity of our particular
psychic states and the frequency of their vibration (quality Configuration).
10.11274.

It is not Space and Time (which, at every instant, reflect in our Self-Consciousness
all that is included in them on Levels of Creative Activity of Energy-Plasma) that are the
main mechanisms of our every-moment refocusings. Instead, it is our own Thoughts,
Feelings, and characteristic Conceptions of the NUU-VVU-Forms we use that reproject
“us” automatically and perpetually into those Space Formo-structures and Time Flows
10.11275.
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to which they qualitatively belong. In other words, there are the most optimal rezonation
conditions for the realization of our Thoughts, Feelings, and Conceptions there.
In more objective structures of Formo-systems of Worlds that have more favored
creative conditions, Thoughts, Feelings, and Desires included in Configurations of
focused-by-Us Forms are reflected from individual properties of outward Space and are
rigidly fixed in a particular Time Flow. Our Perception receives what we at this moment
tend most of all to offer to ourselves and realize and what we are most able to “extract”
from ourselves and to subjectively project in the form of definite psychic and mechanical
reactions into our outward reality.
10.11276.

Space itself, with the infinite resources of Energy and Information that structure
it, simply doesn’t have anything particularly-subjective to offer to us, because everything
that we need is present in it only in the form of potential individual Programs, each of
which can be launched only by us when necessary, by unwinding dynamics of Creative
Activity Levels of our Self-Consciousness in one quality Direction or another.
10.11277.

Space is just a multidimensional and universal mechanism of refocusings for an
innumerable set of different Forms of Collective Intelligences; it is just an ideal “screen”
which we can use at any convenient moment to project any “motion pictures” or to realize
any fantasies. But the kind of “motion picture to watch” or fantasy to realize depends
completely on the quality content of our own Self-Consciousness.
10.11278.

Space by itself is potentially active simultaneously in each of its “rezonation
points”, which are “individually encrusted” into an identical frequency of a set of Time
Flows. Space is the infinite diversity of used-by-us (both in Life and in fantasies) Forms
closely “united” and “interlaced” among themselves by most complex psycho-information
force interrelations.
10.11279.

You must believe that each of you has such Stereo-Types whose more universal
properties allow you to fully regulate all of these “space-time metamorphoses” at your
own discretion. This allows you to change your Destiny at your own Will, like you can do
it with plasticine, or even much more simply.
10.11280.

Due to the extremely low level of your typical interests, due to the low quality
of your Goals and Aspirations, and due to low-frequency Stereo-Types that you actively
use, your current Configurations of ASTRO- and MENTO-Plasma greatly differ from the
Levels of Self-Consciousness of the Forms which you focus in your other “now” to feel
much higher-quality and more sublime feelings, to participate in the achievement of
incomparably more immense Goals, and to solve truly Cosmic Creative Objectives.
10.11281.

To re-tune to another World means to change your Configuration in the Direction
of absolute correspondence with all of the energy-information parameters of the World
that you consciously choose. This reminds me of the moment of conscious teleportation,
actively used by us “now”, through more harmonious Forms of higher-quality Worlds:
it only takes one instant — and you already perceive yourself as a Form that belongs to
another World, with an absolutely different development scenario both for you and for it.
10.11282.
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When you fix your Choice, your preference, and your Interest on anything —
even if you do it unconsciously — at the same instant you change the previous quality
Direction of your development (the process of Synthesis of certain Aspects of dominant
and recessive Qualities among themselves) and, therefore, you already begin to obey
another rotation Cycle which is strictly definite in its frequency parameters.
10.11283.

You live, think, feel, choose, and develop only in life conditions and circumstances
that are rigidly limited by quality characteristics of the scenarios that are inherently
designed for Forms whose configurations are “inserted” in this rotation Cycle.
10.11284.

Remember my example with the hare that was born in its skrruullerrt system
and runs in a snow field? Anyone who follows its traces exactly will get into the same
circumstances, face the same situations, see the same landscapes, objects, and events
“included” as the entourage and scenery of the creative background of this Cycle.
10.11285.

Here, everything, down to the most insignificant trifle, is designed only for a
definite synthetic process, for the formation of definite Conceptions and Beliefs that
resonate with definite Configurations of Self-Consciousness.
10.11286.

The slightest dissonance that emerges in the cause-and-effect relations appearing
in this system results instantly in “exclusion” of this Form of Self-Consciousness from the
system and in its refocusing into another wave diapason that forms a different rotation
Cycle with completely different development scenarios of Forms that structure this Cycle.
10.11287.

Even if you would simply “go obediently with the stream” and blindly subdue
your Life to the circumstances that are formed around you (this can be implemented not
really but only in theory, hypothetically), you will nevertheless develop within scenarios
of a particular group of Stereo-Types that structure a given rotation Cycle that already
exists inherently to synthesize some definite Aspects of Qualities.
10.11288.

Whatever state you are in, whatever you feel and do, whatever you seek, and
whatever you represent, at any moment you will certainly belong (through focused-byYou Forms) to some of an innumerable set of individual rotation Cycles.
10.11289.

All these endlessly diversified Cycles already exist inherently as natural dynamics
of Energy-Plasma. My recent example with the hare doesn’t mean that you form,
reconstruct, or create these Cycles in a new way: at every instant you simply choose from
among the entire set of innumerable possibilities accessible to you and select that which
you “now” prefer subjectively, that in which you have the greatest interest. At this moment,
you refocus into the NUU-VVU-Form which already is configured as part of an absolutely
different rotation Cycle.
10.11290.

A Cycle change takes place when you try to consciously choose such a Configuration
with a combination of synthesized Aspects of Qualities and Forms of expression that are
simply not initially designed for the rotation Cycle in which you focus at this moment.
10.11291.
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With a sufficiently stable UFS in a necessary quality range, you will always be able
to refocus into those groups of duvuyllerrt Worlds where you have the possibility of a
desired creative manifestation through corresponding Configurations of Forms.
10.11292.

The duration and efficiency of this refocusing depends only on the degree of
stability of the different-quality dynamics corresponding to the Focus of Close Attention
of your Self-Consciousness within a necessary range.
10.11293.

At the same time, conditions of “your” subjective Existence (of focused-by-You
Forms) start to immediately obey the specific dynamics of the new individual rotation
Cycle that you have just chosen; and absolutely everything that could possibly happen to
you will be based only on the specific properties of the dynamic processes typical of the
Levels of Energy-Plasma within this Cycle.
10.11294.

Take my advice: if you desire to fundamentally change your Life for the better,
you have to choose — at least for some time, but the longer the better! — that occupation
and that mental-sensuous activity best suited (as you think) to that quality Level (among
possible ones available to you at the “present” moment) in the Direction of development
of which you want to change the circumstances of your Life.
10.11295.

Dynamics of each individual rotation Cycles always reflect individual properties
(for example, some peculiarities of Space and Time, a unique combination of inertiallysynthesized qualities of MENTO- and ASTRO-Plasma, a narrow range of possible active
application of definite creative efforts, dynamics of existing force interrelations,
parameters of activated dimensions and many others) only of some Formo-systems of
duvuyllerrt Worlds that structure certain types of Realities.
10.11296.

Let me remind you that each “personality’s” rotation Cycle is the sum of those
numerous, microscopic “fragments” of individual development scenarios of some
specific Stereo-Types (among the ones already used by the “personality”) of one and the
same Stereo-Form, which have been chosen by this “personality”, either consciously or
unconsciously, at particular moments of its Life and recorded in energy-information
structures of its Self-Consciousness in the form of subjective recollections (“the longterm memory”), which are characteristic only of the temporal ethereal constituent of this
“personality”.
10.11297.

The “event” uniqueness of each rotation Cycles, which is constantly formed by
each of us in very narrow and specific (in synthesized Qualities) wave diapasons of SpaceTime, is the primary condition of existence of the Creative Activity, which I designate as
“individual Worlds”.
10.11298.

Actually, such “a locally expressed” structure doesn’t exist objectively in SpaceTime because any World (since each “personality” perceives it individually) only
subjectively reflects, in “the personality’s” Self-Consciousness, an instantaneous result
of characteristic quality dynamics of the Creative Activity of all UU-VVU-copies that
constitute wave Configurations of NUU-VVU-Forms focused by this “personality”.
10.11299.
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I repeat: “a World” as an objective structure simply doesn’t exist. What we tend to
call “a world” or “outward reality” at any instant of our life is really an objective expression
of all Formo-systems of Worlds structured by the sum total of Creative Activity of each
“individual” World subjectively formed by each “personality” at one Moment of Eternity.
10.11300.

A certain paradox emerges: formations such as “Worlds” are objectively absent,
but they are subjectively real to each of us. This is because only this type of force
manifestations (among the entire diversity of dynamics of Energy-Plasma) in essence
is that (psychically discerned and the only one perceived by us) combination of our all
possible energy-information interrelations which we subjectively implement through
focused-by-Us NUU-VVU-Forms and which we tend to call figuratively “moments of our
Life”.
10.11301.

While Energy-Plasma may be more simply characterized as the totality of
simultaneous dynamics of skrruullerrt systems, a Formo-system of Worlds can be similarly
designated as the totality of simultaneous dynamics of “individual” Worlds formed at
one instant in one and the same narrow dimensional diapason in Self-Consciousness
structures of all Forms of Collective Intelligences.
10.11302.

However, Formo-systems of Worlds are not suited to describe some properties of
focused-by-Us NUU-VVU-Forms because each of them objectively expresses a result of an
instantaneous quality state of realization Forms of absolutely all living creatures whose
wave Configurations are “encrusted” in this narrow diapason of dimension, starting with
characteristic vibrations of atoms and molecules, wind and water, plants and minerals,
animals and people, and ending with all Planetary, Star, and Galactic Entities Whose
specific Forms are also dynamically manifested at this instant in this narrow-frequency
range of Energy-Plasma.
10.11303.

Each one among the entire “set of us”, those who perceive themselves “individually”
(and simultaneously with us!) in their “now” as inhabitants of “Earth”, at one instant can
perceive the whole outward World only individually, only on the basis of a currentlyformed degree of Synthesis of certain Aspects of the Pure Qualities in the Configuration
of one’s Self-Consciousness.
10.11304.

It is equally true that to anyone “among other us“, who focuses simultaneously
with us in a specific Form of a human being, an animal or a plant and who (just like “we
ourselves”) perceives oneself objectively (at the same instant!) as the one who stays in
“a different” Space in the Universe, the outward World will be visually and psychically
perceived in a completely different way, as compared with our way of perception,
absolutely individually. At one and the same “individual” instant of a molecule or an
atom, a cat or an elephant, an ant or a chamomile, an ameba or a baobab, an earthling
or a Siriusian, a Martian or a Pleiadian, Self-Consciousness of each of these Forms,
using energy-information interrelations peculiar to the wave Configuration only of
this Form, can create only its own Conception of the World which simply cannot be
like any other one.
10.11305.
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I designate all this in whole, which is individually and “very specifically” expressed
at one and the same nominal instant, by such notion as “a Formo-system of Worlds” which
is more objective than “a World”.
10.11306.

A Formo-system of Worlds is not only that which you can see and feel at one
instant in front of you, but all that which happens to be at this instant in any point of this
Universe, regardless of whether it is subjectively perceived by you or not.
10.11307.

Actually, this is the state of the Universe qualitatively fixed at one particular
instant of Time. You may ask: Then what is the difference in the meaning of these two
terms — “the Formo-system of Worlds” and “the Universe”? Here, another paradox seems
to appear again (but only from the point of view of your limited Perception!).
10.11308.

The point is that individual rotation Cycles are formed by different rotation
inertial Shifts for all “tertiary” Forms of Collective Intelligences: this is one way that
people perceive Time, which is different than the way the abovementioned molecules or
atoms, cats or elephants, ants or chamomiles, amebas or baobabs, earthlings or Siriusians,
Martians or Pleiadians perceive it.
10.11309.

Just as I, at a particular instant (which is characteristic of my rotation Cycle), stay
formally with my Self-Consciousness in a corresponding Formo-system of Worlds, which
includes initially the scenario of my objective presence in it, so do individual structures of
Self-Consciousness of different molecules or atoms, cats or elephants, ants or chamomiles,
amebas or baobabs, earthlings or Siriusians, Martians or Pleiadians that also stay at “this
very” instant in “their” Formo-systems of Worlds, each of them in “its own” one, owing to
a peculiar “curvature” of Space-Time.
10.11310.

Both objectively and subjectively, every particular “instant” of Time represents
very different time intervals not only for Forms that belong to different types of Collective
Intelligences but also for different types of Self-Consciousnesses: to an atom it lasts this
much, to us — that much, and to a cat or an elephant, an ant or a chamomile, an ameba or
a baobab, an earthling or a Siriusian, a Martian or a Pleiadian, it is quite different.
10.11311.

But, objectively, all of us stay at this “nominal instant” in Space-Time of one and
the same Universe! It is because each our individual rotation Cycles is as if “inserted” into
one rotation Cycle of the Universe.
10.11312.

To make it easier for you to better understand the various different-quality
processes, I simply subdivide one objective notion of Formo-systems of Worlds into many
types, each of which is associated both with an individual rotation Cycle and with specific
possibilities of Perception of the structure of Self-Consciousness of a particular Form.
10.11313.

But you must not forget that I mean an absolutely united and indivisible Formosystem of different-quality Worlds, which objectively, at one “nominal instant” of Time,
reflects an initially determined quality state of inertial dynamics of the Tertiary EnergyPlasma of the Universe; this quality state is duvuyllerrtly performed for one “quantum-type”
(different-quality) change of dimension in all possible Directions of development of Forms.
10.11314.
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I notionally united all inertial dynamics (which are specifically expressed in SpaceTime for a definite interval of different-quality energy-information interactions between
all Forms that “encrust” these Formo-systems of Worlds with their rotation Cycles) of all
varieties of different-quality irkkulligren Formo-systems of Worlds into different-quality
types of Realities that transit duvuyllerrtly into one another.
10.11315.

For example, literally each type of NUU-VVU-Forms, whose Configurations of
Self-Consciousness are organized by approximately the same type of different-quality
Synthesis of the same Aspects of Qualities (that is, UU-VVU-copies can intensively
exchange energy and information because the Creative Activity of Aspects that belong to
the same pair of dominant Qualities differs from the Creative Activity of definite Aspects
of recessive Qualities), stays inertially in a given dimensional diapason of Space-Time
together with a frequency manifestation of all other Forms of Collective Intelligences
within its Formo-system of Worlds, and forms only its own characteristic type of Realities
with its subjective life creativity.
10.11316.

Moreover, don’t forget that all Formo-systems of Worlds that structure any type
of Reality are organized not only by the collective Creativity of NUU-VVU-Forms focused
by Us, but also by the different-quality activity of many other specific Proto-Forms that
belong to each GOOLGAMAA-A and participate in the structuring process of the same
Formo-systems by “individual” Worlds, that is, by properties characteristic only of their
synthetic Levels and types of Self-Consciousness. In other words, all quality kinds of
NUU-VVU-Forms of people of Earth make their own contribution to the common Formosystem; insects, fish, animals, plants and minerals make their own contribution, atoms
and molecules — their own one, and the notorious (in my example) Martians, Siriusians,
Pleiadians and a countless number of all other Forms of Life — of course, their own one.
10.11317.

Moreover, don’t forget that all Formo-systems of Worlds that structure any type
of Reality are organized not only by the collective Creativity of NUU-VVU-Forms focused
by Us, but also by the different-quality activity of many other specific Proto-Forms that
belong to each GOOLGAMAA-A and participate in the structuring process of the same
Formo-systems by “individual” Worlds, that is, by properties characteristic only of their
synthetic Levels and types of Self-Consciousness. In other words, all quality kinds of
NUU-VVU-Forms of people of Earth make their own contribution to the common Formosystem; insects, fish, animals, plants and minerals make their own contribution, atoms
and molecules — their own one, and the notorious (in my example) Martians, Siriusians,
Pleiadians and a countless number of all other Forms of Life — of course, their own one.
10.11318.

The Subjective Reality is a subjective reflection, occurring in structures of SelfConsciousness of all Forms simultaneously manifested in one “rezonation area” of the
irkkulligren diapason of Space-Time, of realization dynamics of the totality of specific
Conceptions (SFUURMM-Forms) which are limited by a narrow range of Aspects of Qualities
synthesized in a definite way (that is, depending on particular directivity of a sequential
level-by-level Synthesis from Quality to Quality, and depending on a degree of dominance or
recessiveness of the Qualities), and which allow Self-Consciousnesses of Forms structured
by these SFUURMM-Forms to be engaged in active, productive creative interactions.
10.11319.
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For example, let us consider the types of duvuyllerrt subjective realities where
there is inertial implementation of the development of the collective Consciousness
of “humankind”; its temporal ethereal constituent (NOO-Sphere) has “records” of a
particular rotation Cycle which we all know as a certain “Common global History of
development of humankind”.
10.11320.

Firstly, numerous representatives of one type of the collective Consciousness of
“humankind” (which are manifested in one and the same Time Flow but belong according
to Configurations of Self-Consciousness of focused-by-Them Forms to such qualitatively
polar states as the ones of the most developed parts of the population, on the one hand,
and the ones of aboriginals, indigenes, and native peoples of different continents, on the
other hand) form by their Conceptions different types of subjective realities that differ as
much as subjective realities of Proto-Forms that belong to completely different types of
Collective Intelligences. Why this happens is an entirely different subject!
10.11321.

Secondly, people of different countries and continents also have completely
different Knowledge and Conceptions (social, cultural, religious, scientific, philosophical)
of themselves and of their outward world in different time periods of their inertial
development during “the Common History” known to all of us; this allowed literally each
nation that lived simultaneously on the globe to form its own subjective reality.
10.11322.

Thirdly, in the course of some long, linear Time intervals, all notions of the
representative majority of each culture were radically changed, rearranged, and improved.
Thereby different-quality subjective realities activated only in this collective Consciousness
of “humankind” changed each other in every three-five generations of “people”.
10.11323.

For example, the “we” who focus in Forms whose Self-Consciousness is organized
according to the principle of dominance of Aspects of the Qualities YIU’-ULLU-YIU’ (ALLLove) and NYU’U’IFF-FLL-AA (ALL-Integrity) can form, by their specific thinking, Realities
so incompatible with “our present ones” (and also with Realities of the “us” who focus in
Configurations of Forms synthesized in essentially different ways) that these Realities
should be referred to as different types.
10.11324.

With an obvious change of the degree of dominance of Aspects of some Qualities
over others, and with an increase (or decrease) in the number of synthesized (partially or
completely) dominants in structures of Self-Consciousness of Forms, types of Realities
structured by these Forms begin to differ very much from each other.
10.11325.

That is why it is possible to say that a type of Reality is a subjective reflection,
in structures of Self-Consciousness (Perception systems) of Forms that have certain
Configurations, of definite features of the quality changes that “happen” duvuyllerrtly in
all creative dynamics of Forms of the Universal Objective Reality when it is subjectively
examined from different “rezonation points” that belong to different Time Flows.
10.11326.

All types of Realities (depending on the dominance of creative dynamics of
some Quality Aspects over possible manifestation of other ones) include unique Formo10.11327.
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systems of Worlds that are structured by specific Time Flows (rotation Cycles) and
synthesize Aspects of the Pure Qualities only in a strictly-definite inertial sequence of
their individual combinations (according to the degree of dominance).
Different types of Realities are incessantly present in their own skrruullerrt
systems and they alternate duvuyllerrtly (with a quality change of the Observer’s UFS) in
different Directions of possible (to them) Synthesis of Aspects that belong to various Pure
Cosmic Qualities (according to the degree of their dominance and recessiveness) through
a gradual change in the quality of creative dynamics in Forms of Collective Intelligences
in corresponding Formo-systems of Worlds.
10.11328.

Indeed, the development Vectors for rotation Cycles in Formo-systems of Worlds
of each Reality type change dynamically (during each SSFU-UNGSS-Shift) not just in one
Direction but on all possible Levels (for a given type of Collective Intelligences) of Synthesis
(within Self-Consciousness structures of their Forms) that involve both background and
dominant Aspects of Qualities (among all the Qualities that are typical of a given Reality
in a given Continuum).
10.11329.

For example, most “people” tend to consider that starting from a certain year,
say, 500 or 500,000 B.C., we all, that is, the collective Consciousness of a certain part of
“humankind” that is historically connected within itself (through its energy-information
Level of NOO-Sphere), developed in an integrated way only in one linear Direction (that
is, which changes sequentially with Time) characterized by a particular large-scale and
global phenomena, local historical events, discoveries in different fields of Life, and exact
dates of “human births and Deaths”.
10.11330.

All Information about this sequence was once scrupulously recorded and described
in detail, starting with the most ancient papyruses, scrolls, historical folios, chronicles,
and ending with modern books, encyclopedias, and the Internet, where everything is
ordered and arranged in detail and written down in a chronologic order, without any
particular contradictions.
10.11331.

But what might be immutable knowledge or an authentic historical fact to “us,
the present ones”, would be an absolutely unprovable statement, a “fiction”, or a doubtless
“lie” to the “other us”, the ones who develop historically in different Formo-Types of
our LLUU-VVU and make qualitatively different choices, because their own Information
that corresponds to their choices would in no way correspond to the things which “we,
the present ones”, know for certain from different “independent” historical sources, and
which are determined by the combined quality of “our” choices.
10.11332.

The simultaneous creative dynamics of Forms whose psychic Creativity organizes
“biological” Perception Levels of our irkkulligren Energy-Plasma diapason can be
schematically represented in the following approximate, inertial sequence (notionally
“from inside outwards”): narrow-frequency characteristics of different-quality DuplexSpheres are an energy-information foundation for countless universal OLLAKT- and
DRUOTMM-systems that structure (by fragmented Consciousnesses of UU-VVU-copies)
10.11333.
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wave Self-Consciousness Configurations of NUU-VVU-Forms whose Stereo-Types’
scenarios are “encrusted” into “moment-by-moment” different-quality dynamics of
individual rotation Cycles in duvuyllerrt Formo-systems of Worlds, that is, into the
dynamics that organize one particular type of subjective reality.
This type of reality is created by the community of many subjective world outlooks,
systems of views, and stable life principles (particular SFUURMM-Forms) characteristic
of the majority of “people” (representatives of several generations) and has the greatest
“similarity” in the Time Flow that unites children with their parents, lesser “similarity”
between grandchildren and grandparents, and practically no “similarity” at the time
interval between great-grandchildren and great-grandparents.
10.11334.

I would like to note that the scheme described here is common only to the
“present” density of energy-information Flows (by the way, their frequency has increased
exponentially in recent years!) that only structure the rotation Cycles of our duvuyllerrt
groups of Worlds.
10.11335.

In earlier time intervals that are very distant from us, this dependence on definite
SFUURMM-Forms and succession between many generations was wider and longer,
figuratively speaking, and affected everybody “to the twelfth generation”.
10.11336.

So, it is possible to say that, in a certain Collective Intelligence with definite creative
dynamics, NUU-VVU-Forms of “present” adults, of their parents, of their grandparents
and to some extent of their great-grandparents, formed by their SFUURMM-Forms (by
choices sequentially realized through them), in some particular linear interval of Time,
the outward reality (nature, ecology, politics, society, religious foundation, scientific
basis, etc.) which differs considerably (cardinally in many aspects) from everything that
inertially existed before.
10.11337.

In essence, these are notional time limits that distinguish a subjective reality of
one type from a subjective reality of another type in terms of their energy-information
contents.
10.11338.

Now you should understand why different “people” — without taking into account
their nationality, or cultural, religious, or racial background — are able to perceive and
interpret the same events that happen within the time limits of one reality in completely
different ways. So, there is a great diversity of possibilities for a different-quality perception
of phenomena and events in the outward reality from points of view of “very specific”
understanding of Collective Intelligences of the other Proto-Forms of GOOLGAMAA-A
about which we talked before, such as animals, plants, minerals, microorganisms, and
atoms?
10.11339.

For example, creatures whose physiology differs from that of humans may
perceive our outward World either considerably “smaller” or, on the contrary, much
“bigger”, because specific systems of Perception of their manifested Forms change the
wave “geometry” of Space-Time around them in a completely different way, which is
10.11340.
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why objects around them (at least in terms of their mass and gravitation) also have an
absolutely different influence on them than they do on us.
This is also true of organs of perception of each Proto-Form that participate and
organize all biochemical and mechanical processes that take place in its organism. This
is true of speeds, forms of mechanical manifestation and quality of psychic reactions that
are completely different from those of NUU-VVU-Forms focused by Us. As a consequence,
each living organism has individual terms of existence.
10.11341.

While the prospect of living fifty years seems quite modest to us, this time period
is an “eternity” to other types of Realities created in parallel with us by the entire set of
insect species. And, vice versa, what seems to be “eternity” to us will not “fill” even onehour or one-day duration to many more universal Forms of Super-intelligent Cosmic
Entities.
10.11342.

Since, as I have already mentioned, each biological Form changes “the curvature”
of Space-Time in its own fashion (very individually and specifically), this means that
the effect of gravitation on each type of Reality manifests itself on an individual basis.
(Gravitation is based on all kinds of electromagnetic Fields-Consciousnesses whose force
potential is conditioned by levels of strong and weak force interactions that appear inside
the atomic systems that form them).
10.11343.

Therefore, the higher the quality (vibration frequency) of the “personality’s”
Configuration upon which You consciously focus, the more harmoniously its NUU-VVUForms are included into the multidimensional “geometry” of Formo-systems of Worlds
that inertially alternate around them. This results in a higher probability of an increase
in duration of the efficient creative manifestation of “the personality” in these Worlds,
because its biological systems wear out to a much lesser degree, not spending much psychic
Energy to overcome forced resistance (tension created by tensor Fields-Consciousnesses)
for incessant self-balancing with common psychological conditions of the environment.
10.11344.

So, I hope that it is now clear to you why you should not forget that besides our
outward and incessantly inertially changing (in Time) subjective reality types formed only
by typical “human” SFUURMM-Forms, there are also a great number of other nominal types
of realities formed by systems of Perception of other Forms of Collective Intelligences
that “inhabit” the same Formo-systems of Worlds everywhere in parallel with us, together
with us, and near us: viruses and bacteria, worms and insects, wild and domestic animals,
river fish and river animals, sea fish and sea animals, plants, minerals, molecules, atoms,
elementary particles and many other particles.
10.11345.

There are different variants of irkkulligren Reality types, where a self-conscious
activity of Forms manifests, as it does in our Realities, mainly in Processes of Synthesis of
Aspects of the Qualities ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence against
the background of a more or less active common creative realization in Aspects of the
other ten Qualities. For example, Realities of human and “human-like” types formed by
SFUURMM-Forms of people, allgsses, duakkstrs, sfaygrs, and also gorillas and some other
species of monkeys.
10.11346.
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There are also many other specific types of Realities with dominating Aspects
of such Qualities as ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Aspiration in an inseparable unity
and in parallel with our (“human”) types of subjective realities, in each of space-time
Continuums consciously perceived by us. For example, Realities formed jointly but in
different ways by SFUURMM-Forms of such animals as dogs, wolves, cows, deer, moose,
roedeer, saigas, antelopes, horses, giraffes, pigs, goats, sheep, elephants, rats, mice, beavers,
muskrats and many other Proto-Forms of GOOLGAMAA-A.
10.11347.

Besides, there are peculiar kinds of types of Realities with dominating Aspects
of such Qualities as ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Steadiness-ALL-Stability in the most
direct interaction with the Collective Intelligence of “humankind”. For example, cats, lions,
tigers, pumas, panthers, leopards, lynxes, foxes, squirrels, martens, sables, minks, bears and
many others.
10.11348.

Many Proto-Forms specially created to provide processes of Synthesis of Aspects
of the Qualities ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Primordiality-ALL-Initiality (gre’ysc’es,
glooffrs, turtles, snakes, lizards, some of arthropods, etc.) inhabit near us, but nonetheless
live in their own types of subjective realities created by them.
10.11349.

For example, a spider that crawls on someone’s body has absolutely different
Conceptions of it than “the owner” of the body. The same refers to the difference in
Conceptions of the Form of any of Realities which surrounds spatially, simultaneously
and with the same density, people, insects, and any other representatives of “the Animal
Kingdom”,“the Vegetable Kingdom” and “the Mineral Kingdom” typical of this Continuum.
10.11350.

The following are Forms that synthesize, in structures of their Self-Consciousness,
Aspects of such Pure Cosmic Qualities as:
10.11351.

•• ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Abundance-ALL-Fullness (ngunms, krringrs, most

representatives of “the Vegetable Kingdom”, and others);

•• ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Mobility-ALL-Presence (ioolldls, amphibians, fish,

and others);

•• ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Unity (klazovits, kriigmms, birds, butterflies, bees,

wasps, bumble-bees, flies, mosquitoes, fleas, locusts, ants, cockroaches and many others);

•• ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Knowledge-ALL-Informedness (iyhrs, dze’ydztc’es,

bollfs, dolphins, whales, octopuses, squids, rays, water molecules, including deuterium
and tritium, DNA and RNA molecules, many organic acids, proteins, fats, carbohydrates,
hormones, and also atoms of hydrogen, oxygen, carbon, nitrogen and many others);

•• ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence and ALL-Aspiration (lovirgiydc’es, priddls, and also

spore plants, waterweeds, fungi, lichens);

•• ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence and ALL-Integrity (robburotts, atoms of heavy metals

and superheavy metals);
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•• ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence

and ALL-Essentiality-ALL-Permeability (pahtms,
triffttc’es, molds, unicellular and protozoa microorganisms, viruses, bacteria, atoms of
radioactive substances);

•• ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence

poldhs, atoms of inert gases);

and

ALL-Voidness-ALL-Vacuumness

(stablozans,

•• ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence and ALL-Steadiness-ALL-Stability (pridmls, minerals),

— all of these Proto-Forms, just like you, don’t know anything about the existence
of other subjective realities that are literally near them, yet have very specific
Conceptions of “their own” reality which differ very much from our Conceptions.

Of course, apart from “the nearest” realities given above as examples which we
are able to comprehend at least to some extent, different Proto-Forms also have formed
a countless number of other types of realities around us, whose realization Forms of
Aspects of Qualities interact among themselves through other schemes of synthetic
interrelations organized without a dominant influence of Aspects of the Qualities ALLWill-of-ALL-Intelligence and ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom.
10.11352.

Here, I anticipate the desire of some of you to “delve” independently and
interestedly into features of some animals, plants, or even in characters and bents of your
acquaintances to define the degree of correlation of the Creative Activity of Aspects of
certain Pure Cosmic Qualities in Configurations of their Self-Consciousness.
10.11353.

That is why I want to warn you that I interpreted Cosmic Codes of all Qualities,
not by taking into account your habitual and extremely limited Conceptions of the
words that express definite properties and types of experiences (Love, Wisdom, Will,
Intelligence, Steadiness, Stability, Voidness, Vacuumness, Essentiality, Permeability,
Integrity, Aspiration, Knowledge, Informedness, Unity), but in THEIR deeply internal
meaning, which has absolutely nothing in common with what you may mean in your
daily use of these words.
10.11354.

In order to understand, at least superficially at first, a truer meaning of each of
these Qualities, a deep and long Meditation is necessary on its acoustic Cosmic Code. It
implies a gradual “entry” of your Self-Consciousness into this deeply specific state, which
is inexpressible by any terms known to you.
10.11355.

Maybe, you will succeed at the tenth or hundredth attempt and will merge with
the Flow you explore. But after “you will come back” from the Meditation, will you be
able to convey and communicate in words the whole picture of your deep internal psychic
experiences to other “people”, which, I assure you, you won’t be able to compare with
anything you know?
10.11356.

That is why you should not play these childish games, subjectively hanging your
own tags on others. This will not contribute to your higher-quality refocusings but will
only drag you for a long time into the swamp of delusions, reprehensions, preconceptions,
10.11357.
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partiality, and deception. And the final result is obvious — possible refocusing in the
Direction of borderline Proto-Forms.
In the outward reality which we visually observe, there are constantly and
potentially hundreds of thousands of kinds of realities with different types of Collective
Intelligences that have continuous force interactions with each other, but we cannot
perceive them psychically in any way, since frequency Configurations of NUU-VVU-Forms
focused by Us “now” are designed only for providing the Synthesis of Aspects of two
Dominant Qualities peculiar to our Self-Consciousness.
10.11358.

To understand “the inner essence” of one’s specific reality, you must “become the
one” at least for a short time or reproject into Self-Consciousness of Proto-Forms that
created this type of creative interrelations by their SFUURMM-Forms.
10.11359.

The more you begin to synthesize (cultivate) Aspects of the third (to us) Quality
— ALL-Unity — in yourself, the easier and quicker you will be able to focus on specific
Levels of Self-Consciousness of any Proto-Forms of GOOLGAMAA-A and consciously
study all realities formed by them.
10.11360.

However, it is possible to achieve almost the same results by persistently making
conscious Choices in each skrruullerrt system, in the Direction of increasingly greater
activation, in the Self-Consciousness of focused-by-You Forms, of all possible specific
Aspects of those Qualities which are dominant to those Forms of Collective Intelligences
with which you want to establish a close “psychic” contact.
10.11361.

For example, if you are a geneticist and are so devoted to your creativity that you
are not much interested in organizing your “personal” Life, because you literally burn
with the overpowering desire to deeply explore the principles of Existence of such Forms
of Collective Intelligences as DNA or RNA, you can achieve it by way of more and more
intensive “deepening” of your Self-Consciousness in the direction of Creatively developing
various Aspects of such a Pure Quality as ALL-Knowledge-ALL-Informedness, individual
features of which will become more accessible to you after regular Meditations on the
Cosmic Code of this Quality — ASSMAAIYA’AA-SSM-AA.
10.11362.

The same applies to establishing a closer information contact with any of the
abovementioned Forms of Collective Intelligences. But before you make this choice,
you should keep in mind that in doing so you will automatically and inevitably begin
“to displace” your individual rotation Cycle towards an increasing influence (on your
Self-Consciousness) of the creativity spheres of the Entities in which you have interest,
enabling you to express fewer and fewer properties common to the NUU-VVU-Forms in
your behavior and in your “personal” Life.
10.11363.

If such refocusings become systematic, long, and deep, then, at the moment of
“Death” of one of focused-by-You NUU-VVU-Forms, you will unconsciously refocus into
one of the realization KLAI-KSS-Forms — DNA Creators. Always remember that “You”
are really not the temporary Form through which you implement the process of Self10.11364.
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cognition, but you are a UFS that can creatively inspire, in any of Time Flows, literally any
Proto-Forms of “Your” GOOLGAMAA-A which is of interest to “You”.
Different-quality inertial dynamics of Forms of many Reality types that belong to
one frequency range of dimensions of Energy-Plasma (that is, they have the same number
of varying Dominants realized in Time) are implemented in strictly defined dynamics
of Time Flows that notionally unite the Realities into even wider energy-information
structures that involve more Aspects of Qualities.
10.11365.

The realization creativity of each kind of Proto-Forms that belong to Collective
Intelligences is carried out through corresponding unique wave Configurations in
environments with different density (dimension), such as earth, water and gas mixtures,
and makes up a certain interdependent system of a collective Creativity of differentquality Forms of Collective Intelligences. I call this system a space-time Continuum.
10.11366.

I use the term “Continuum” not to designate the “objective” part of Creation “known”
to physicists, but to define the “wide-rezonation area” of Space which I distinguished very
subjectively and very notionally (by way of analysis, comparison, artificial differentiation
and integration of something) in Time and which is formed by strong energy-information
interactions between Configurations of Self-Consciousness of Forms that belong to a
certain Time Flow and structure by themselves many different types of subjective realities.
10.11367.

Owing to a difference in the value of the Coefficients of individual rotation
Shifts, which differentiate Forms (separate them from each other in Space) of different
types of Realities by their frequency, and also due to the fact that Configurations of these
Forms differ greatly in their processes of inter-quality Synthesis, each Continuum cannot
be “rigidly attached” to a very narrow expression of dimension of Energy-Plasma, but
propagates itself in vibrations across a wide wave range.
10.11368.

For example, all inter-quality dynamics of force interrelations of Forms that
structure irkkulligren types of Realities by their Configurations “unfold” in three-fourdimensional Continuums.
10.11369.

And Forms of doollttrok types of realities form two-three-dimensional Continuums,
the structures of which are absolutely incomparable with the previous ones.
10.11370.

Similarly, creative dynamics of Forms in flakglaass (four-five-dimensional)
Continuums differ very much from that in the abovementioned types of Continuums,
and so on.
10.11371.

Besides, all Continuums differ amongst themselves in their characteristic
dimension diapasons and also in their attachment to a particular Time Flow, which is
considered by our subjective Perception as belonging to a certain “historical epoch”.
10.11372.

But since there is an innumerable quantity of all possible “Histories of development”
with regards to only “our” Collective Intelligence, it is impossible even to imagine the
entire set of Continuums that structure one Universe.
10.11373.
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As I explained in the beginning, in order to help you form deeper Conceptions
of this Process in your Self-Consciousness, I combined the entire set of different-quality
space-time Continuums into energy-information Conversums of each Universe, in which
(in notionally multiple diapasons of dimensions: 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 4-5, 5-6, 6-7, 7-8, 8-9, 9-10,
10-11, 11-12 and so on) all energy-information dynamics of Energy-Plasma occur level
by level.
10.11374.

Moreover, all creative dynamics of Conversums that unite all Continuums in the
3-4-dimensional diapason, for example, are formed by hyper-transmission of Energy
and Information into their structures through wave Configurations of Forms at lower
vibration Levels of 4th-5th dimension Conversums.
10.11375.

At the same time, you should take into account the fact that one and the same
dimensional diapason is formed by creative dynamics of Forms which synthesize various
combinations of dominant Pure Qualities in their of Self-Consciousness Configurations.
10.11376.

Let me remind you that Continuums formed in this wave range by the collective
creativity of “people” (simultaneously in all variants of “Histories of human development”)
represent, perhaps, just the tiniest fraction of one percent of the Creative Activity of
Forms that belong to all other types of Collective Intelligences in our Universe.
10.11377.

Unknown Forms of Collective Intelligences in billions of Galaxies also form their
own Continuums simultaneously with all Proto-Forms on Earth in this dimensional
diapason based on their subjective Conceptions of themselves and of their Worlds. Such
Continuums also transform duvuyllerrtly into their own Conversums.
10.11378.

Since an infinite number of such Conversums are also formed in each Universe,
we have no choice but to unite, for example, all Conversums in all Universes of one type
into more universal Forms of Cosmic Universums that contain all of the Information
(Experience of Existence) about every possible development Direction for synthetic
Universes on all possible Levels of Existence (not “from” and “to”, but in absolute Infinity).
10.11379.

As I have already mentioned, the Process of Synthesis of Qualities is not a higher
priority in the universal Cosmic Existence. It is just one prerogative of the Cosmic
Creativity of OO-UU-Entities. There is an innumerable quantity of other Processes based
on Principles of force interrelations that are absolutely incomprehensible and unknown
to us.
10.11380.

So, each Universum combines in itself the whole Experience (gained by Universal
Entities) of different ways of Existence and manifestations of Creative Activity. The
contribution of all synthetic Universes to this Experience is no more than one-hundredthousandth of one percent.
10.11381.

This means that the Collective Intelligence of “our” Creation consisting of
hundreds of trillions of different types of Universes is formed by a force energyinformation interaction of millions of Cosmic Universums. This is really beyond any
Imagination and fantasy!
10.11382.
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Based on the Information I have given you, many of you will want to try to create
a certain “hierarchical pattern” or scheme of interrelations between various structures
and Forms of different Collective Intelligences. And it will be absolutely all for nothing!
Because there is not and cannot be any “Hierarchy” in the Creation that I briefly described,
as it would contradict the fundamental Principle of Existence of the Creation itself — the
single-moment-simultaneous interdependence of ALL!
10.11383.

10.111384. “Here

and now”, each of us has different development scenarios, and, in different
rotation Cycles, we do something (sit, lie, go, swim) in various geographical points according
to our individual Cycles of refocusings. But all of us — by multidimensional structures of
our Self-Consciousnesses — “stay” dynamically in one spaceless and timeless “point”. I
call this specific universal state (which allows us to perceive ourselves simultaneously as
all possible Forms of manifestation of different-quality dynamics of Our UFS) “a noo-time
Continuum”, that is, a Continuum that allows all Forms to exist beyond any subjective
Perception of Time and Space.
QUESTION. Oris, now explain please in more detail what is a noo-time Continuum?

— This notion, dear Uksstukkullur, differs from a space-time Continuum in that
all multidimensional dynamics of its Forms belonging to different “historical epochs”
(frequency ranges, dimensions) are structured by a much greater diversity of differentquality Time Flows and OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems. This allows an active interaction
between Self-Consciousnesses of Forms on all possible dynamic Levels of Factor Time
Axes and on Levels of countless “personalized” holographous projections of each Primary
Time Axis onto wave Configurations of all LLUU-VVU Formo-Types and other ProtoForms that include specific dynamics of force interrelations between Aspects of different
Qualities.
10.11385.

In essence, a noo-time Continuum represents the entire cause-and-effect (that is,
energy-information) basis for each subjective kind of space-time Continuum individuallyformed by each “personality’s” Self-Consciousness. These two types of Continuums
correlate with each other approximately in the same way as Proto-Forms (the Principle
of realization of Information, of Content) and UU-VVU (Information, Content) do, as
Formo-systems of Worlds and OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems do, and as two principles of
manifestation of different developmental Branches (SYNTHETIC and RESOSCONTIONAL)
simultaneously implemented in different ways in one “point” of the Creation do. One
cannot exist without the other, otherwise, the Very Meaning of the Creation and its
possibilities for dynamic and creative realization across all frequency ranges of EnergyPlasma would be lost.
10.11386.

There are approximately the same dynamic interrelations between Universal
energy-information (space-time) Conversums, — each of which unites all dynamics
of Collective Intelligence of a Proto-Form into one narrow dimensional diapason
(for example, in 0-1, 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 4-5 and so on), — and noo-time Conversums. While
energy-information Conversums represent all specific properties, structures, types of
10.11387.
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interrelations, and character of Qualitative Aspects Synthesis (combination of Dominants)
of one type of Collective Intelligence (for example, PROOFF-RRU with its ALL-Love-ALLWisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence), as well as possible development scenarios of
all manifestations of Its typical Proto-Forms (LLUU-VVU) in some dimensional diapasons
of Energy-Plasma (for example, all development variants of “historical epochs” in
all collective Consciousnesses of “humankind” in the 3rd-4th dimensions), noo-time
Conversums represent the same features in the same diapason but for absolutely all types of
Collective Intelligences and Proto-Forms regardless of the Qualitative Aspects synthesized
by them.
For example, there is an innumerable set of “human” space-time Continuums
formed by subjective creative dynamics of “people”, whose Configurations of
“personalized” Self-Consciousnesses structure many simultaneous variants of
“humankind’s development Histories” manifested in absolutely different Formo-systems
of Worlds in the 3-4-dimensional diapason of Energy-Plasma. This is the result of the
creativity of the Collective Intelligence of one energy-information Conversum, which (it
is very important to remember it!) structures the next, higher-quality, Energy-Plasma
diapason — the 4th-5th dimensions!
10.11388.

All different-quality dynamics of LLUU-VVU-Forms that develop in Human
Continuums that are subjectively formed and that realize the entire set of “Humankind’s
development Histories” in the 4-5-dimensional diapason (the Synthesis of Three
Dominants) are provided and organized by Energy-Information of the Collective
Intelligence of “another” (but in fact of the same!) energy-information Conversum that
structures the 5-6-dimensional Energy-Plasma diapason.
10.11389.

The Collective Intelligence of each Proto-Form forms, in Space-Time of each
diapason of Its manifestation, its own subjective space-time Continuums that differ
very much from each other in quality, because each one is structured, first, by creative
realization dynamics of its own quality Dominants, and, second, by Continuums created
by the creativity of some Proto-Forms that not only have different degrees of interrelations
of Dominants among themselves but also have different degrees of relations with Aspects
of background Qualities.
10.11390.

For example, it would be very difficult for ants that live in their Continuum from
two to three hundred “years ago” to understand principles of the creative realization
of “present” ants. And “present” ants that live in Central Africa and have their specific
Conceptions of their outer World (Continuum) would need some time to understand
the ants of Northern Russia. The diapason is the same but the Continuums are different.
The same is true of all other Proto-Forms. “People’s” notions of Continuum differ slightly
from that of animals only because there is a powerful communication system between all
of us which provides all countries with the same Information. That is why the majority of
“people” build their subjective interrelations with the outer World approximately in the
same way. But if we were to compare representatives of “a civilized” society and Australian
aboriginals, their Continuums will be also different.
10.11391.
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The number of Proto-Forms that creatively manifest in each notional diapason that
duvuyllerrtly pass one into another equals the number of energy-information Conversums
that provide, by their specific Form-creating systems, all creative synthetic dynamics of
these Proto-Forms in the infinite set of all possible variants of their development. For
example, in the 3-4-dimensional diapason — along with a “human” Conversum — there
is a simultaneously the manifestation of “an ant”, “a monkey”, “a dog”, “a cat”, “a bear”, “a
bird” (with subspecies), “an insect” (with subspecies), “a fish” (with subspecies), “a whaledolphin”, “a plant” (with subspecies), “a mineral” (with subspecies), “a microorganism”
(with subspecies) and many other energy-information Conversums that unite all their
space-time Continuums by common Information.
10.11392.

And the entire set of interquality creative interrelations between Proto-Forms
of energy-information Conversums corresponding to one notional dimensional diapason,
which are incessantly implemented in Continuums that belong to different-quality Time
Flows, are provided by a noo-time Conversum. For example, all OLLAKT-DRUOTMMsystems (whose Energy-Information structures our subjective “human” Continuums in
the irkkulligren diapason), as well as FLUU-LUU-complexes and universal FLOMM-systems,
belong to structures of noo-time Conversums.
10.11393.

One noo-time Conversum serves creativity of all Proto-Forms of GOOLGAMAA-A,
which are specifically manifested in one notional dimensional diapason. In all possible
creative combinations of different developmental Branches, all energy-information
and Form-forming dynamics of different Universes are enclosed in Universums of the
Creation that are not subdivided into anything because they are “Universal Versions of
the Creation”.
10.11394.

In order to attain a deeper Understanding of the nature and limitation of your
structural conceptions of your outer World, I propose that you compare “the hierarchical
pattern” (which, in your subjective opinion, is common to all possible types of force
interrelations that form space-time Continuums) with the structure of our “human”
community, which is well-known to you.
10.11395.

So, there are very specific kinds of creativity of small collectives of people in
our eternally changing “interpersonal” interrelations. There are individuums united in
families and in small “groups of interest” at the “bottom”.
10.11396.

The same individuums participate both in their groups (in registered and civil
marriages) and, simultaneously being in qualitatively-different conditions (on a different
quality level of interrelations), also creatively participate in the formation of various
professional and initiative groups at their workplace with activities and interests particular
only to this community, such as amateur, scientific, political, sport, religious, and many
others.
10.11397.

Levels of “interpersonal” relations in such groups can be compared with “very
specific” Levels of certain typical force interrelations that are characteristic of “chakram
personalities” of each Duplex-Sphere and structure (by pronounced Directivity of the
10.11398.
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Creative Activity peculiar to them) the entire energy-information “foundation” of each
Continuum. They are that characteristic dynamic basis that structures each Formosystem of Worlds.
Thus, in some Continuums that resonate with qualities of certain Time Flows,
there are higher-priority conditions for a creative realization of Forms only with a certain
type of wave Configurations (for example, mainly for UU-VVU-copies of the first four
or five — among twelve — karmic Channels of the two lower IISSIIDI-Centers), while
UFS manifested in Forms with higher-quality Configurations (or with another degree of
dominance of Aspects of some Qualities over others), being pressed by circumstances
unfavorable to their creative realization, have to gradually displace into “parallel”
Continuums, in Formo-systems with more favorable conditions for their existence.
10.11399.

Then all of these innumerable groups, collectives and organizations of individuums
belong territorially to (their activities structure) a certain country whose ethnic, cultural,
political, and religious foundations have a great influence on and determine the limits on
how their collective creativity can be manifested.
10.11400.

I would compare this peculiarity of our community with individual characteristics
of each Formo-system of Worlds among those that belong to the same Continuum
according to specific combinations of Configurations of the Forms that constitute them.
10.11401.

Countries unite with each other into larger and more complex Formations of
common creative activity that correspond to the particular Interests and development
Directions of each participant included in these Formations.
10.11402.

To me, this organizational feature of our community is associated mostly with
Conceptions of many subjective types of realities that structure each Continuum by their
specific creative dynamics.
10.11403.

I would also compare the diversity of the collective creativity of all possible
interethnic and international Unions, Alliances, Pacts, and Commonwealths (UNO, EEC,
NATO, and others) that allow their members to realize themselves within some frames
(which are very wide but still limited by agreements and conventions that exist between
them) with some types of subjective realities that form the main energy-information
basis of each Continuum.
10.11404.

And I would compare Continuums with particular (very much limited by
Configurations of their NUU-VVU-Forms) Creativity diapasons characteristic only of
individual Forms of the collective Consciousness of “humankind” that are specifically
manifested in each Direction of the universal development of PROOFF-RRU (of the
Collective Intelligence of humankind).
10.11405.

A linearly-subjective existence of each Form of the collective Consciousness of
“humankind” specifically occurs only in its own time mode, vibrations of which are fully
determined by predominance (in dynamics of its current Paradigm, or quality state)
10.11406.
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of certain principled positions, political and economic tendencies, collective decisions,
scientific achievements, cultural-and-philosophical views, religious foundations, and
principles of morals and ethics.
Let’s summarize the above: different types of Realities (that interact actively
among themselves in definite Time Flows), inertially created by simultaneous dynamics
of subjective life creativity of a set of different-quality Proto-Forms of GOOLGAMAA-A,
form Continuums in each particular synthetic diapason of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma,
or, common multidimensional realizational Spheres in which narrowly-specific Creativity
of various Forms of Collective Intelligences can be applied involving different qualities.
10.11407.

On the one hand, the Collective Intelligence of a particular type of subjective
reality is formed by creative realization dynamics of all kinds, sub-kinds, and species of
one and the same Proto-Form jointly manifested in some duvuyllerrt rotation Cycles of
certain Formo-systems of Worlds (there are many diverse human types of realities — Earth,
Siriusian, Pleiadian, and others; there are countless sets of “ant”, “fish”, “dog”, “monkey”,
and other types of realities formed in close connection with particular geographical areas
on Earth, with conditions of existence on other Planets). On the other hand, Collective
Intelligences of space-time Continuums are structured by more universal SFUURMMForms, because they include an innumerable set of Proto-Forms of GOOLGAMAA-A in
the Sphere of their collective Creativity that can actively and creatively manifest their
psychic, intellectual, and biomechanical abilities in their characteristic types of subjective
realities.
10.11408.

The entire innumerable set of different-quality Conversums, which form their
own types of Realities and types of Formo-systems of Worlds by duvuyllerrt dynamics,
notionally form, in the dimensional diapason which is characteristic of each, all subovertones of Fields-Consciousnesses, Plane-Overtones of Fields-Consciousnesses,
Cosmic Plane-Levels, and Cosmic Complex-Planes.
10.11409.

So, I can express everything mentioned above in a more comprehensible (to your
limited Self-Consciousness), albeit less authentic scheme closed inside itself:
10.11410.

… THE CREATION ... … Cosmic Universums … … the Universal Objective Reality
of Universes of this Type ... … OO-UU-Entities ... … SVOO-UU-Entities ... …
SLUI-SLUU ...
… Duplex-Spheres with “chakram personalities” and UU-VVU-copies
formed by them in OLLAKT- and DRUOTMM-systems ... … wave Configurations of
Stereo-Types of all Forms of different-type Collective Intelligences with their scenarios
... … all Forms of manifestation of different-type Collective Intelligences with their
rotation Cycles ...
… subjective “individual” Worlds ...
… Formo-systems of
Worlds ... … types of subjective realities ... …subjective space-time Continuums
...
… subovertones of Fields-Consciousnesses ...
… Plane-Overtones of FieldsConsciousnesses ... … Cosmic Plane-Levels ... … Cosmic Complex-Planes ... …
energy-information Conversums… … TUU-LLT-TUU of Universes ... … …
... Cosmic Universums … ... THE CREATION … … … … … … Cosmic
Universums … … and so on to Infinity.
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I should point out that the ellipses found in the above scheme designate all possible
continuations of an infinite set of variants of “other” inter-quality force interrelations
between Collective Intelligences of developmental Levels that are unimaginable to us; the
arrows, however, indicate only one possible Direction of interaction.
10.11411.

So, this scheme may be seriously considered only as a hint at definite directions of
analytical and logical thinking processes. No particular conclusions can be drawn from
it, because for the time being we have very insufficient Information to create a broader
picture of the energy-information structure of the Creation!
10.11412.

There is one more important observation. The Focus of Creative Activity of
the Collective Intelligence of Humankind can only partially perceive, be aware of, and
actively participate in an immeasurably tiny part of all infinite dynamics of form-forming
Cosmic Processes connected only with definite and very limited conditions necessary
for the implementation of a certain part of the Synthesis of Aspects of the Pure Cosmic
Qualities.
10.11413.

And these very complex and multilevel Processes (only a very narrow range of
their creative realization slightly corresponds to our usual term “Synthesis of Qualities”)
are typical only of the most insignificant part of the general Cosmic Creativity of SUPRAUniversal TII-YY-TII-Creators of the PIISSKL-L-UULLU-Flow Which can be notionally
characterized as the smallest Sphere of Creativity of the DUALIRITIVE Evolutional Branch
in the Creation.
10.11414.

All of Humankind, which simultaneously develops on multidimensional Levels
of different Planetary and Star space-time Entities, participates only in force interactions
of Forms structured by specific Energy-Plasma dynamics formed by the SYNTHETIC
(HUMANOID) Evolutional Branch and the RESOSCONTIONAL Involutional Branch. The
rest of Creation remains unattainable to and far beyond Understanding of our synthetic
Collective Cosmic Intelligence.
10.11415.

Let me remind you that the PIISSKL-L-UULLU-Flow, in addition to us (that is, realization Forms of OO-UU- and SVOO-UU-Entities), also includes absolutely incomprehensible-to-us Forms of Existence organized by Creators of various Evolutional and Involutional Branches, that is to say:
the ACCUMULATIVE Evolutional Branch and the PRIMENTIVE Involutional Branch;
10.11416.

the HERMAPHROID Evolutional Branch and the REGENERATION Involutional Branch;
the FLUOLISCIDE Evolutional Branch and the RESUMING Involutional Branch;
the POLAROID Evolutional Branch and the HETERORIZING Involutional Branch;
the PLANETOID Evolutional Branch and the TRANSSCANNING Involutional Branch.
Besides, you should not forget that all this Cosmic Creativity is inseparably connected to specific Directions of the Creativity of INTER-Universal Creators of another
10.11417.
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“parallel” SFUUKRSS-FFR-Flow, Whose Cosmic Creativity manifests with the help of INTERUniversal Entities of the following Branches:
the DUALIRITIVE Evolutional Branch and the DIPOLARIZING Involutional Branch;
the MANIFESTATION Evolutional Branch and the GENERATIVE Involutional Branch;
the FORMATIVE Evolutional Branch and the MONOMIGRATING Involutional Branch;
the REPRESENTATIVE Evolutional Branch and the POLYMIGRATING Involutional
Branch;
the COMMUNICATIONAL Evolutional Branch and the POLARIZING Involutional Branch;
the SPURULENT Evolutional Branch and the HARMONIZING Involutional Branch.
Based on this, you should picture that our outward reality (the true energyinformation structure of interrelations of which we are unable either to evaluate or
to cognize in 99.999% of cases on the present level of development of our system of
Perception) is unimaginably more complex, “multilayered” and multifaceted than our
(still extremely simplified, ignorant and primitive) Conceptions of it.
10.11418.

Such complex notions as “Space” and “Time”, “Inertia” and “dimension”, “substance”
and “antisubstance”, “gravitation” and “antigravitation”, “dark Energy” and “black holes”, as
well as many others, are not at all as we, owing to our nescience, can conceive them, but
represent just intermediate results of some other global Cosmic Macroprocesses, which are
absolutely inaccessible to our limited Understanding and which, in their turn, are also just
peculiar “puzzle pieces” of a certain insignificant part of the general Picture of the Creation.
10.11419.

It is simply impossible to even partially describe the Nature of existence
of Universes Whose Cosmic Creativity is organized not by capabilities (which are
common to focused-by-Us Forms) of Synthesis of different Energy-Plasma Qualities
but by something absolutely different that defies even our slightest Understanding and
perception. Unfortunately, for the time being, we can divide the whole outer World
only into narrow-range frequency states, either of “substance”, which we understand, or
of absolutely incomprehensible “non-substance”, which we cannot discover by existing
high-precision instruments and cannot even picture, let alone express our very subjective
Conceptions in words.
10.11420.

Such a fundamental and deep notion as “Energy-Plasma” is especially
incomprehensible and inexpressible. In the first IISSIIDIOLOGY books, I tried to explain
in great detail a truer Nature of this state of our outward Cosmic Reality. But it still seems
to me that all of these descriptions are extremely insufficient to imagine both the infinite
and diversified complexity and the inconceivable depth of this state of Everything That
Is, in all diapasons of multifarious Existence of all Forms of Collective Intelligences that
structure ALL Cosmic Creation by Their Creativity. We have to clear all this up in our
“future” conversations.
10.11421.
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Do understand that it is very difficult to comprehend this entire notional spacetime structure for those who try to study IISSIIDIOLOGY but still fail to understand anything
only because Configurations of focused-by-Them Forms still have Self-Consciousness
greatly differentiated into nonexistent “particulars” and “discretenesses”.
10.11422.

Such “explorers” will immediately begin to search in this list of terms and notions
for an obligatory (to their system of Perception) hierarchical pattern and consistency so
that they could, for example, state with absolute certainty: “this” is more evolutional or
involutional than “that”, and “this” is bigger than “that”, which means “this” is inside and
“that” is outside…
10.11423.

Such an “all-dividing” approach will achieve nothing except complete absurdity!
The notional classification which I provided is based not on false signs of conformity,
“from smaller to bigger or vice versa”, which are habitual to your discrete thinking, and
even not on the dual principle that “something is of a higher quality than something
else”, but rather on the rezonation principle of energy-information interrelations, which
is absolutely independent of your discrete logic: “to the right — to the left”, or “upward —
downward”, or “sideways — obliquely — diagonally”.
10.11424.

There is not and, by definition, simply cannot be anything in Objective Reality that
would be “more evolutional” or “worse” than anything else, because every self-conscious
Element of Energy-Plasma performs, accurately and self-sufficiently, only its own function
designed for it and only in its own “place”. Because of this, the whole Creation functions
absolutely consistently and harmoniously, like clockwork with all screws, springs, nuts,
and gears.
10.11425.

What is more important here? What is “worse”, and what is “better”? What can
be sacrificed and what cannot? What is “primary”, and what is “secondary”? If the thread
of the tiniest screw loosens or a tooth of the smallest gear breaks apart, the entire clock
mechanism will cease to function. And it doesn’t matter that an intact gear is much bigger
than the broken one?
10.11426.

In the Creation, “one thing” mutually coexists only with a “parallel” existence of
“some other thing”, no matter to which Level of general Energy-Plasma dynamics both
“things” belong.
10.11427.

In other words, any Form of Collective Intelligence has more universal (as
compared with those of another Form) characteristics of Self-Consciousness only because
the wave Configuration of another Form is already initially modeled (programmed) to
reliably provide implementation of the most important Principle of quality balance to
“individual” states of Forms of all other Directions of inertial development. In turn,
this guarantees all possibilities of the Form’s own creative realization that completely
conform with the Configuration of its Self-Consciousness.
10.11428.

You must forgo your rigid duality that severely limits your thinking and life
creativity! Trust your Intuition, open wide your Imagination towards Infinity and absolute
All-possibility! Otherwise you will never understand and will never accept IISSIIDIOLOGY!
10.11429.
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Each of the abovementioned Spheres of Creativity for different-quality Forms
of Collective Intelligences in the Creation develops simultaneously and duvuyllerrtly in
all (objectively possible for it at a given moment) Directions of Synthesis of absolutely
all Aspects of 12 Pure, 24 Combined, 36 Primary…, and also in all other n-dimensional
Cosmic Qualities (where n is a singular value).
10.11430.

You should understand that the terms “dominance” of Aspects of some Qualities
and “recessiveness” of Aspects of others, which I introduced in order to explain the
dynamics of more “internal” states of Energy-Plasma, are very nominal notions, because
in each case we have no real possibility to take into account the innumerable influences
of other quality factors expressed by the infinite n-set.
10.11431.

Thus, a conscious “Life” of “chakram personalities” that belong to each particular
narrow diapason (karmic Channel) of creative realization, which is unique to them, is
“affixed rigidly” to space-time properties of their Duplex-Spheres. At the same time,
however, this “Life” is projected in a special manner (through factor Axes of various ProtoForms of GOOLGAMAA-A) into OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems, and, therefore, through
them into other Forms of Collective Intelligences of subjective, “individual” Worlds and
structured-by-them Formo-systems of Worlds that form their own types of Realities.
10.11432.

You must clearly understand that all of us in our infinite simultaneous development
— in processes of incessant different-quality refocusings from Form into Form — pass
through nine primary Levels or various types of the Collective Intelligence of the Tertiary
Energy-Plasma.
10.11433.

Thus, any “personality” can be schematically compared with an iceberg: what we
see — a transitional NUU-VVU-Form — is only the most primitive and the most external,
borderline part of our LLUU-VVU-Forms.
10.11434.

10.11435.

NUU-VVU-Forms only represent to Our UFS a means of every-moment replacement

(in each of “rezonation zones” of Space explored by Us) of one wave Configuration by
another one. This mainly determines the degree of manifestation of the Creative Activity
corresponding to particular UU-VVU-copies in the individual rotation Cycle chosen by Us.
These are lower Levels of creative manifestation of that which I mean by
“personality” Self-Consciousness. In other words, I am referring to the whole set of specific
SFUURMM-Forms, the quality of which determines all our every-moment Conceptions of
“ourselves”, of possible relations with our outward reality, of a possible character of our
relationships with other “people” and with other Forms of Collective Intelligences (up to
superuniversal Forms of Universes).
10.11436.

This is the most subjective and the most limited part of our multifaceted and
multidimensional Existence in diverse Forms, because it rigidly attaches our UFS to a particular,
limited wave Configuration of the Perception system of a certain illusory “personality”.
10.11437.

I explained to you in the beginning why a NUU-VVU-Form is illusory. Let me
remind you again that, in fact, “our personality” is not real and it cannot be. There are only
10.11438.
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simultaneous and endless multiple-plane dynamics involving multilevel rotation-inertial
Processes of an illusory “displacement” (in multidimensional Flows of Time) of countless,
essentially-invariable, different-quality, multidimensional Forms that specifically and
individually structure “rezonation zones” of similarly multidimensional and essentiallyinvariable (without interference of Time!) Space.
And we, as I have repeatedly mentioned, are peculiar, temporary “passengers” of
each Formo-system of Worlds which structure a complex wave “geometry” of the entire
Space by their wave Flows (that is, by their Configurations of Forms).
10.11439.

Just for one nominal Instant, Our UFS simultaneously stays in energy-information
structures of all Configurations of Forms that interest us by their unique wave combinations
of synthesized Aspects of Qualities.
10.11440.

I would designate this infinite and very complex (in its internal organization)
Cosmic Process as “instantaneously-simultaneous space-time energy-information
dynamics of different-quality Forms of Collective Intelligences”.
10.11441.

As soon as “we” — as karmo-quanta of Universal Energy (UFS) — differentiate
inertially from the one and indivisible Whole into something subjectively-particular and
acquire “personality’s” Self-Consciousness through the perspective of the focused-byUs Forms, we automatically deprive ourselves of the possibility to perceive ourselves, as
we did before, as One with all Energy-Plasma, and we begin to perceive “ourselves” only
through the very limited possibilities of Configurations of Forms animated by us. In
other words, “we” tend to perceive this differentiated, subjective Self-Consciousness as
“Our Selves”, that is, as the Intelligence of the Whole.
10.11442.

Using its energy-information Essence, any type of creative collective manifestation
of Intelligence (that is, of Consciousness) has the possibility of being constructively
realized in any type of Formo-Matter or Formo-Plasma only with the help of a particular
wave Configuration. On the whole, Energy-Plasma can have a particular self-expression
and achieve a definite existence only in its dynamic union with the Creative Activity of
Consciousness.
10.11443.

Since that which we understand by Intelligence, due to our limited state, and
that which we interpret subjectively as Formo-Matter, in essence, represent one Form of
Energy-Plasma dynamics (energy-information waves), it is absolutely useless for us to talk
about a separate interaction of Consciousness and Formo-Matter, whether it be elementary
particles or Galactic Entities, because all of them are identical “self-conscious Elements of
manifestation”, without which any dynamics of Creative Activity would not be realized.
10.11444.

Our UFS and Forms focused with their help can manifest some of their wave
characteristics in any “rezonation zone” of Space only in the event of a joint dynamic
creativity, or as long as there is a quality tuning of the Configuration of Consciousness
with the Configuration of a Form and they remain co-directed to vibrations of definite
properties.
10.11445.
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When we tune to Altruism, we focus on corresponding Levels of Formo-Matter
and (through its characteristic Forms) form dynamics of constructive processes in Space.
When we tune to aggression and destruction, we destroy some Forms of “materiality”,
deconstruct it. When we tune stably to something, we become that thing.
10.11446.

Therefore, we can say that Consciousness is an indispensable condition of any
process of “reformatting” one kind of Energy-Plasma into another kind. Being Itself
an Extra-Universal Cosmic Entity, Energy-Plasma endows any part of Itself with this
universal property. That is why We simultaneously represent both UFS and focused-by-Us
“Matter” at every instant of our infinite Existence.
10.11447.

The quality state of Configurations of focused-by-Us NUU-VVU-Forms only
specifically determines the type and frequency Level of possible manifestations of all
creative dynamics of our “personality’s” Self-Consciousness in Formo-Matter, because
quality characteristics of our brains are also modeled by wave parameters of NNAASSMM.
10.11448.

Simultaneous creative dynamics of Our UFS are not limited by any vibrational
borders or quality limits of Energy-Plasma. The very ability of any Form to exist in
dynamic states is determined by characteristic features of Consciousness that resonate
with it, whether it be actions of a NUU-VVU-Form or a conscious behavior of any of
Formo-particles that compose it.
10.11449.

Any manifestation of Life is the result of the creative manifestation of Extrauniversal Consciousness of Energy-Plasma, which is why the subjective division
of the World into living and “nonliving” objects is absolutely meaningless, because
Consciousness and Life (Energy, Space, Time, and Universe) are inseparable, and do not
exist independently of each other.
10.11450.

Within form-forming structures of the Creation, a little “deeper” than these
extremely subjective information Levels of “personality’s” Self-Consciousness, there is the
domain of frequency ranges of that which I notionally refer to as Consciousness proper, and,
more specifically, as the subjective “unconscious”. I use these terms because all subjective
“memory” of a given “personality” is concentrated on these psycho-information Levels
(that is, on the level of what it can remember about itself). The “memory” has been formed
as a result of accumulation and analysis of Information, the thorough consideration,
“personalized” comprehension, and deep subjective understanding of this Information.
10.11451.

“A personality” uses Consciousness proper to make prompt choices, to realize
all possible sensory reactions, to organize behavioral tactics, and to analyze “future”
perspectives using its current personal Experience.
10.11452.

Consciousness proper is associatively-generalized and logically-analyzed (by
definite centers of the brain) experiential fixation of each current Life moment in “the
long-term memory”, or registration of all events ever performed by this “personality”
during its entire Life, making it accessible to its system of Perception if necessary (that is,
it can remember everything associatively).
10.11453.
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These manifestation Levels of Collective Intelligence differ from “personality’s”
Self-Consciousness in that the former are more objective and less artificial, unlike many
of focused-by-Us “personalities”. As a rule, “a personality” lives within a very illusory
Conception of itself and of its role in its outer reality.
10.11454.

We often tend to forget or we simply conceal anything unpleasant about our
behavior, character, and habits, causing us to believe that we do not have these features.
This is why we constantly idealize ourselves and overestimate our significance and indulge
in our own self-importance.
10.11455.

“The unconscious” is similar to conscience, it knows and remembers absolutely
everything that happened in the Life of this “personality”. It never forgets anything that it
made and, therefore, it is the basis of activation for all internal, self-critical processes and deep
psychic experiences that appear from time to time in the “personality’s” Self-Consciousness.
10.11456.

Furthermore, there is an even “deeper” Level than these that I just described
that occurs in higher-frequency ranges and is positioned in a special way in relation
to the subjective “unconscious”. This is the sphere of activity of complex-configuration
Information of the Subconsciousness, or of all that which has ever happened to us in Life
(regardless of whether we were aware of this or not), and which is absolutely accurately
registered in the temporal ethereal constituent, beginning from the latest terms of the
intrauterine development, when the embryo’s brain just enters the phase characteristic of
higher mammals, to the very last moment of “dying”, when UU-VVU-copies differentiate
into “niches” of OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems.
10.11457.

The Subconsciousness constantly scans and saves wave Configurations of focusedby-Us Stereo-Types and controls the coordination and regulation of all automatic,
biological functions, thoroughly saving, during our entire Life, not only all circumstances,
situations, events, and the subsequent Experience gained as a result of them, but also
all finest tints of any of our experiences, reactions, impressions, Thoughts, Feelings,
emotions, and anything else that our UFS has acquired during the time of its refocusing
in rotation Cycles of biological Forms of a given Stereo-Form.
10.11458.

The majority of this “moment-by-moment” Information is inaccessible to the
“personality’s” Self-Consciousness in its ordinary (unaltered) states because it contains
absolutely all of the scrupulously- and objectively-registered sequences of characteristic
Configurations of wave frequencies associated with all rotation Cycles that change each
other from time to time; this constitutes the total “cause-and-effect” energy-information
basis of Life of this particular “personality”, including not only all sequential dynamics of
its Thoughts and Feelings, but also the “memory” of even the most insignificant Actions,
that is, about all mechanical (automatic) and physiological (rough sensual) movements.
10.11459.

I would like to dwell on this (so close to and yet so unknown to us) Level of our
Existence, because only very few of you are really aware of the greater significance and
effectiveness of this structure in that infinite creative Flow that we subjectively define as
“our Life”.
10.11460.
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The Subconsciousness is a detailed Program of one of innumerable variants of
“a personality’s” development, “a Program that is initially developed specially for it, “for
the purpose of providing and determining” literally every moment of “the personality’s”
existence.
10.11461.

To be more exact, what I mean by the term “Subconsciousness” is not the Program
of “a personality’s” Life, but a very complex start-up mechanism (a peculiar “ENTER key”)
of that Program which propels the further development of “the personality” (the most
probable one at a given moment of Time).
10.11462.

How does the Subconsciousness work? Its “current” information bases are
skrruullerrt systems formed by a multidimensional “intersection” of an innumerable set
of rotation Cycles that structure each Formo-system of Worlds.
10.11463.

Even the smallest peculiarities of possible psychic states of any “personality” (its
Thoughts and Feelings, Desires and Aspirations) at each particular moment of Time are
already programmed into each developmental scenario that belongs to each rotation Cycles
of that Formo-system of Worlds in which the NUU-VVU-Form under consideration is focused.
Through our UFS, we only choose what is most interesting to us at a given moment.
10.11464.

All “Offers” (among currently possible ones) of duvuyllerrt groups of Worlds that
represent different-quality variants of a possible mental-sensuous activity are continuously
projected (as if proposed for a free choice) from the next skrruullerrt system into the
narrowly-specific frequency Configuration of Self-Consciousness associated with this
“personality”.
10.11465.

Each of these variants is rigidly inserted into one development scenario of one
rotation Cycle among the entire set of them that mutually intersect in this multidimensional
“point” of the skrruullerrt system.
10.11466.

The Configuration of Self-Consciousness of “the personality” will certainly
respond to one rhythm among these variants with a strong rezonation reaction (that
is, it will resonate with all dynamics of SFUURMM-Forms that constitute it), and, as a
result of this, the Focus of Close Attention will simultaneously become a natural part of a
particular development scenario of one of “the nearest” duvuyllerrt Worlds.
10.11467.

This process repeats itself at each subsequent instant of any “personality’s”
Life, at each its choice, and narrowly-specific frequency Configuration of each choice
is thoroughly and objectively registered “moment-by-moment” in the temporal ethereal
constituent of each of many NUU-VVU-Forms sequentially focused by “the personality”.
10.11468.

All SFUURMM-Forms, that are common to NUU-VVU-Configurations focused
by Us, are sequentially formed and firmly fixed in our Subconsciousness only under an
active influence of our own choices that result from spheres of our current vital Interests.
10.11469.

And these spheres, in turn, are actively modeled by a different-quality subjective
activity of a set of UU-VVU-copies in our Self-Consciousness that manifest, into Space10.11470.
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Time around us, objective creative Interests of “chakram personalities” that belong to
different karmic Channels of IISSIIDI-Centers.
You must understand once and for all that only you (and nobody else but you!)
choose all of your Conceptions among those available and contribute either to their
strong establishment in your Self-Consciousness, to their categorical rejection, or to your
neutral attitude toward them.
10.11471.

Only you bear personal responsibility for all spheres of your life creativity, for all
of your abilities or inabilities, for every problem or successful outcome of any process
that you perform, and for any circumstances of your Life that are initially programmed
in sequential scenarios of rotation Cycles of Worlds which you voluntarily chose from
among a series of possible decisions that were proposed to you at every instant by various
Forms of Collective Intelligences of the Creation.
10.11472.

Moreover, I divide “individual” Worlds of “human” Self-Consciousness into two
categories: “one’s own” and “someone else’s”. If someone adheres to a clear life position,
firmly holds one’s ground, is guided by “personal” principles, has “one’s own” opinion,
and has SFUURMM-Forms of conviction that the chosen path to the achievement of some
goals is right, then such “a personality” will always stay in “its own” World.
10.11473.

This doesn’t apply to those who borrow “someone else’s” SFUURMM-Forms (perhaps
as a result of various unsynthesized aspects on some Levels of their Self-Consciousness) and
don’t transform this “pre-individual” mode of behavior toward all circumstances in Life.
10.11474.

Such “people”, as a rule, are involved in “someone else’s” development scenario,
where they are definitely exposed to various negative circumstances which have not been
initially included into their own “personal” scenarios (I will consider this subject in detail
in one of the subsequent volumes dedicated to Immortality).
10.11475.

Nonetheless, everything in Life happens in full conformity with the Conceptions
of Yourself and of Life that you chose, no matter in whose “individual” Worlds you stay. If,
at the moment of making each of your choices, you adhere firmly to a principled position
that guarantees the quickest achievement of your own Goal, you will always remain
consciously only in “your own” Worlds.
10.11476.

Any Information is reflected in your Configuration by a certain Feeling, is
registered in “clusters” of the temporal ethereal constituent in the form of an individual
“file” of particular synthesized Knowledge and Experience. All of your reactions to each
“Offer” of a World represent logically-systemized derivatives of these “files” as a result of
preferences or rejections that you chose.
10.11477.

The Subconsciousness doesn’t have its own differentiated Intelligence which
somehow controls your behavior and has an independent influence over anything. The
Subconsciousness performs “an executive function” of “personality” Self-Consciousness,
which completely depends on the Creative Activity dynamics (Thoughts and Feelings)
that you choose; these dynamics manifest themselves through all wave Configurations of
10.11478.
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NUU-VVU-Forms (all those that were ever scanned and kept in the “memory”) which you

used in your Life for your refocusings.

Through your every-moment states, you are the one who programs (models)
the supersensitive mechanism of your Subconsciousness to develop in some particular
scenarios of a particular group of Worlds so that you can decide whether this will be
necessary, “profitable”, interesting, or useful to you.
10.11479.

Very complex vibrational mechanisms of the Subconsciousness just strictly
realize each of your current intentions by choosing (from existing scenarios according
to the principle of resonance) only those Directions of your most probable “future”
development where your SFUURMM-Forms have the best chance to be vibrationally
manifested, qualitatively realized, and subjectively asserted “in somebody or something”
else.
10.11480.

Remember: neither any scenario of Worlds nor any chosen-by-you NUU-VVUForm ever modifies itself, because it is essentially impossible. Instead, it is you who —
by dynamics of your psychic states and thinking-feeling processes —can actively change
your focuses in particular Worlds and Forms whose qualities most closely correspond to
these states and processes.
10.11481.

This is why your own self-conceptions, the quality of your attitude toward
developing situations, and your determination in achieving your goals are the determining
factors in the implementation of your desires. The degree of your determination depends
on the Experience you have gained, and not by some supernatural abilities or very active
efforts.
10.11482.

The more you really assert yourself, through your Thoughts, Feelings and Desires,
in pursuit of your current aspirations, the quicker the Subconsciousness will select those
exact variants of your scenarios in which this has already happened “now”, or at least has
a real possibility to occur.
10.11483.

The only thing you have to do is to exhibit patience in your choices and to valiantly
overcome the inertial “time” interval that objectively separates you from the Dream, which
has already come true in one of your simultaneous “nows”.
10.11484.

And one more thing: everything that is consciously or unconsciously involved in
the sphere of our Perception, in what we automatically think or habitually feel, in what we
hear or say, in our actions or our intentions, is registered in the Subconsciousness.
10.11485.

During this act of realization, the Subconsciousness itself does not objectively
judge or evaluate anything or subjectively divide anything into “bad” or “good”. It simply
makes an impartial statement and registers everything that has at least some relation to
our Life.
10.11486.

When we are in a state of deep relaxation (related to the brain’s alpha-rhythm),
we can consciously influence ourselves and decide which “absorbed” and assimilated
10.11487.
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attitudes, SFUURMM-Forms, and essential schemes of behavior we need and which we
should get rid of in order to activate new, more harmonious UU-VVU-copies that would
have a positive influence over qualities of our “future”.
In such a state of relaxation, we can, at each moment, choose from among the
entire diversity of “Offers” of each World those Programs (recorded in Configurations of
NUU-VVU) that allow for the quickest achievement of our Goals.
10.11488.

You should not try to turn back Time or try to stubbornly and dejectedly correct
some of your previous mistakes. Instead, you should just consciously refocus into those
NUU-VVU-Forms in Configurations of which your Desires are fulfilled in the way you
want, in accordance with the Program initially included in them.
10.11489.

The best method for this is to radically replace all negative sets, views, habits,
and Conceptions with the most positive Information and harmonious impressions of
everything that happens to you, to reliably strengthen all of the major aspects you need for
an active manifestation of all positive and creative abilities in your Life that are available
to you.
10.11490.

The friendly embrace of your infinite “future” opens before you at each instant,
and you can actively contribute to its implementation in the most favorable way to you.
10.11491.

Indeed, until your Life circumstances are determined in 80-90% of cases by
chaotic, external influences of “strangers” and “accidental” factors and until you provide a
real possibility to some other “people” to install certain imperfect and negative Programs
into your Subconsciousness, your Life will develop as somebody needs it, but not you.
10.11492.

On a “deeper” Level than those of the Subconsciousness, there is a wave information
Flow of the Supraconsciousness, or “intuitive” Knowledge, where all Information
about simultaneous “parallel” existences in individual rotation Cycles of all countless
development scenarios programmed for each NUU-VVU-Form of a given Stereo-Form is
concentrated in an “archived” form.
10.11493.

The Information of these Levels is projected into the Subconsciousness and
provides “a personality” with the possibility to adequately perceive one’s outer Reality, to
consciously and intelligibly organize the strategy of its relations, not only being guided
by bodily needs, but also thoroughly “filtering” these needs and Desires through the
inexorable logic of the Mind and the principles of moral-spiritual motivations.
10.11494.

Like the previous configurational kinds, the Supraconsciousness handles
information Flows that are realized in a narrow dimensional diapason, that is, only in
those Formo-systems of Worlds, in energy-information structures of which the frequency
Configurations of these NUU-VVU-Forms can be simultaneously focused (manifested).
10.11495.

A more universal energy-information structure of the Supraconsciousness consists
of the temporal ethereal constituents of all NUU-VVU-Forms that are simultaneously
manifested into this space-time Continuum by one Stereo-Form.
10.11496.
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Thus, the Supraconsciousness is the most functional center of manifestation of “a
personality’s” innate abilities, creative bents, and talents that manifest spontaneously in
the form of spiritual insight or creative inspiration. This is what “people” usually call “the
gate of the Soul”, although these are quite subjective Levels of Perception.
10.11497.

Let me remind you that absolutely all Formo-structures that form multidimensional
Formo-systems of Worlds, including plants, minerals, animals, and human beings,
incessantly emit transformed-by-them kinds of Energy into the outer Space-Time.
10.11498.

All these Fields-Consciousnesses (that form various Configurations of Forms and
vibrate in different, at times polar wave diapasons) penetrate into each other, creating the
innumerable set of characteristic energy-information pictures conditioned by particular
force interrelations, which we call development scenarios of Worlds.
10.11499.

All these Fields-Consciousnesses differ very much in their Configuration and
are inhomogeneous and dissimilar, which is why each human being has strictly-limited
(by one’s individual possibilities) capabilities to perceive them, capabilities that depend
entirely on the Level of Creative Activity of “a personality’s” Self-Consciousness.
10.11500.

Higher-quality Levels of our Self-Consciousness are sources of less specific, but
more concentrated Information that is encoded into complex-specific Configurations of
Thought-Ideas and Thought-Feelings (Images).
10.11501.

Identification and decoding of these energy-information flows happens only
when the Levels of IISSIIDI-Centers that exactly correspond to the Configuration of these
Ideas and Images are activated in the structure of “a personality’s” Self-Consciousness.
10.11502.

It is possible to state with certainty that almost all significant discoveries, brilliant
ideas, theories, and laws of natural science are not the result of persistent rational-logical
thinking, but are based on finely-developed Intuition, sudden insight, revelation from
above, or even “a human being’s” Perception of certain particular images, which are visible
only by his “internal vision”.
10.11503.

What we are used to calling “the combined Consciousness” of a human being
or of any living creature, in fact represents a unique and specific set of special Forms
of Collective Intelligences (SFUURMM-Forms) that consist of various Energy-Plasma
types, which in their own way influence the general dynamics of energy-information
interrelations of the outer World.
10.11504.

Any of these Forms initially includes all Information encoded in a special way
(“layer-by-layer” or “quality-by-quality”) not only about all other realization Forms of a
given Cosmic Entity, but also about the entire Universe, about its “past” and “future”.
10.11505.

In certain psychic conditions, some Forms of “the combined Consciousness” can
exert quite a strong influence over the activity of corresponding Levels of “a personality’s”
Self-Consciousness and also over the objects and phenomena around it, changing them
10.11506.
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and purposefully affecting the course of all psychic, physiological, and biochemical
processes of the organism.
For example, the well-known “Earth”, which represents just a very narrow
Creative Activity diapason (from “Formo-Plasma” to “Plasma-Form”) for the Collective
Intelligence of the Cosmic Entity GRE’IYSLIISS, is a highly-organized Form of this Entity’s
specific creative realization and is densely structured by information Flows of only those
Aspects of the twelve Pure Qualities that correspond to the Creative Activity diapasons
of Its Self-Consciousness.
10.11507.

All energy-information structures that form Levels of Its Activity are able to
influence every human being, animal, plant, and mineral which, in their turn, influences
dynamics of all Its processes through their own Creative Activity diapasons.
10.11508.

In addition to the various (in terms of frequency) electromagnetic FieldsConsciousnesses that ensure the normal functioning of the central nervous system of “a
human being”, including his brain, in each Formo-structure of simultaneously-developing
duvuyllerrt groups of the Collective Intelligence of “humankind”, there are about thirty
primary kinds of Fields-Consciousnesses with a definite degree of Creative Activity that
closely interact amongst each other. All in all, there are more than seventy of these FieldsConsciousnesses and the major part of Them manifest as elementary particles with a
non-integer spin).
10.11509.

As it is impossible to distinguish them clearly using existing methods of research,
I combine all of these force interactions into one complex-configuration “photoreversive
Field-Consciousness” (from the Greek photos — light, and the Latin reverses — reverse, that
is, the one which can change its direction), which is slightly comparable with the concept
of a “morphogenetic field”.
10.11510.

In their Cosmic Essence, vibrations and inaccessible (to our dimension) quality
characteristics associated with these different-quality Fields-Consciousnesses represent
the very “Creative Activity Diapason”, in which the main dynamics of all simultaneous
Focuses of Close Attention of this part of the Collective Intelligence of “humankind”
are concentrated. That is, the Levels of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma in which all totality
of Consciousnesses of “people” of this duvuyllerrt group of Worlds can simultaneously
perceive themselves in the entire set of moments in which individual-collective life
creativity is manifested.
10.11511.

In other words, these Fields-Consciousnesses are qualitative reflections (in
Formo-systems of Worlds of this space-time Continuum) of simultaneous, combined
dynamics of Self-Consciousness structures of all realization Forms that represent karmic
Channels both of the two lower IISSIIDI-Centers and of the most primitive pair of Levels
of the third and fourth Centers.
10.11512.

Higher-quality Levels of Creative Dynamics of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma are
inaccessible to the individual creativity of the majority of LLUU-VVU-Formo-Types that
comprise this part of the Collective Intelligence of “humankind”.
10.11513.
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So, with the help of all these Fields-Consciousnesses, all Information typical of
this group of duvuyllerrt Worlds is transmitted and received, according to its frequency,
through corresponding Levels of “the Diapason of Plasmic Forces” by the “Biopendulums”
(ILLGRII-TO-O) of all NUU-VVU-Forms whose Focuses of Close Attention can be
activated at least for some time in the diapasons of these frequencies, which are registered
in their temporal ethereal constituent.
10.11514.

From the moment of «birth», a baby doesn’t yet have access to its own “memory”
but intuitively uses (with the help of the gastrointestinal tract, which I call “the small
brain”) Information of the accessible Levels (depending on the activity of karmic Channels
of the two lower Centers in the structure of Self-Consciousness of focused-by-It NUUVVU-Forms), which structures photoreversive Fields-Consciousnesses of this part of the
Collective Intelligence of “humankind”.
10.11515.

Since the baby doesn’t have its own experience, which is determined by a degree
of the Creative Activity of lower KLOORTM-Creators in Self-Consciousness, its brain
functions according to the principle of detector-receiver, that is, when necessary it simply
tunes through “the Biopendulum” to a corresponding information wave of photoreducsive
Ether that represents the Creativity Sphere of photoreversive Fields-Consciousnesses and that
“filters out” only that part of Experience gained for millennia by the entire humankind
which suits it for survival in each particular case.
10.11516.

All cells of the baby’s organism are also interconnected through Levels (that strictly
correspond to the cells’ individual frequency) of photoreversive Fields-Consciousnesses
of that part of the “humankind’” Collective Intelligence, in which these dominant Aspects
of Qualities and corresponding electromagnetic waves can manifest.
10.11517.

One’s own functional systems begin to form and gradually become activated
(in proportion to “consumption” of necessary Information and increasing personal
Experience) in the brain of each teenager. The systems are closely connected with one’s
temporal ethereal constituent that registers all of the data about this “personality” in
individual Formo-structures of the brain responsible for “preservation of the memory”.
10.11518.

In the very “depth” of the Supraconsciousness, there is the Ultraconsciousness (or
“the combined Consciousness” of a given LLUU-VVU-Form), which includes structures of the
variable ethereal component containing configurationally-encoded, universal Information
that belongs to the temporal ethereal constituents of Stereo-Types of absolutely all
Formo-Types that are simultaneously manifested in the whole set of various space-time
Continuums, in the entire multidimensionality and different-quality states of Planetary
Time Flows.
10.11519.

It includes absolutely all Information about diverse variants of possible
development of “the past” and “the future” that are initially programmed for each FormoType of a given LLUU-VVU-Form. The Creative Activity diapason of the Ultraconsciousness
involves all the twelve dimensions of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma.
10.11520.
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Through higher Levels of “the combined Consciousness”, there is a natural
integration of all “personalized”, egoistic peculiarities of the Experience of species survival
into numerous “transpersonal” Forms of human Existence in the Entire Creation. At the
same time, the main characteristic features of our individuality are not being lost.
10.11521.

These are Levels of quite objective Information (higher karmic Channels of
ORLAAKTOR and AIGLLILLIAA Centers), which is mistakenly perceived by many (those
who don’t know deeper states) as “communication with God”. But in fact, this is far from
the truth.
10.11522.

Inseparably connected with the Ultraconsciousness (through the variable ethereal
component) are even deeper Levels of Planetary Information — the Praconsciousness, or
the entire diversity of development scenarios of all LLUU-VVU-Forms that belong to one
GOOLGAMAA-A and that are simultaneously manifested on absolutely all multidimensional
Levels of space-time structures of this Planetary Entity.
10.11523.

All Information accumulated by humankind in the course of the simultaneous
evolutional-involutional development in all Continuums is concentrated in these
Levels, wherever a LLUU-VVU-Form “happens to be”. Only certain individuals receive
the possibility to gain access to this “Pra-Knowledge” that unites us with and creates an
affinity between us and all other Forms of Collective Intelligences of the Universe.
10.11524.

In multidimensional depths of the Praconsciousness, there is the Protoconsciousness
— absolutely all Knowledge of the objective Experience of the simultaneous Existence of
GOOLGAMAA-A throughout all Its diverse Proto-Forms manifested in specific space-time
structures, not only of GRE’IYSLIISS, but also of many other Planetary Entities of this Star
system.
10.11525.

It also includes the whole “future” Experience of our Existence, not as people
but as more developed Collective Intelligences of individual multidimensional Formosystems of Worlds united by Planetary Ideas. These Ideas are simultaneously incarnated
by Collective Intelligences of various space-time Continuums.
10.11526.

Energy-information Levels of the Protoconsciousness become accessible only
in Forms whose Configurations are formed by completely synthesized, self-conscious
Elements of Aspects of the Qualities ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALLIntelligence with Aspects of the Quality ALL-Unity.
10.11527.

Such a state becomes possible only for wave Configurations of Self-Consciousness
in very developed NUU-VVU-Forms, because these Forms have completely integrated
(into structures of the fifth and sixth IISSIIDI-Centers) the entire Experience of Planetary
Creativity accumulated in the third and fourth Centers.
10.11528.

And, finally, the Hyperconsciousness is the entire generalized Experience of infinite
Existence of the whole set of GOOLGAMAA-A in all structures of the Tertiary EnergyPlasma Time Flows. In fact, this Information includes the entire integrated, objective
Experience of the Creative Activity corresponding to the Higher Collegial Intelligence of
10.11529.
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AYFAAR; the Experience is simultaneously manifested in the whole dimensional diapason

of “the Tertiary state” of Energy-Plasma.

Only the Cosmic Consciousness or the “Star” Consciousness of AIY-YA’ is higher in
frequency (“deeper”) than the Hyperconsciousness, which is at least somehow accessible
to our “human” subjective understanding. It unites an absolute Creative Experience of
all multidimensional LLUU-VVU-Forms of Collective Intelligences that structure “the
Tertiary and the Secondary states” of Energy-Plasma within a set of Planetary Entities.
10.11530.
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Chapter V

Each of us has a great number of Destinies

Before continuing our conversation about fundamental Principles of Immortality
of the “personality”, I would like to remind you very briefly of some important moments,
without a deep understanding of which it is no use for further study of this complex and
multifaceted Knowledge that requires not only a very high degree of concentration and
attention but also a deep knowledge of natural sciences, such as mathematics, genetics,
biology, physics, as well as of social sciences, such as philosophy, psychology, sociology,
pedagogy, and others.
10.11531.

As I have mentioned many times, each LLUU-VVU-Form (in a set of Configurations
of Formo-Types of which we project simultaneously and creatively by our UFS) is structured
by an innumerable set of its own Stereo-Types within countless different-quality Formosystems of Worlds.
10.11532.

10.111533. Duvuyllerrt

groups of these Stereo-Types (that are Stereo-Doubles to each other)
create (form), in energy-information structures of three-four-dimensional Realities of
habitual-to-us space-time Continuums, by a sharacteristic frequency of their vibrations
a clearly visible (visually perceived by somebody) — in this group of Worlds — “Image
of manifestation of a personality” or our biological NUU-VVU-Form, — a “formdifferentiating» time capsule of “a human being» (a Formo-Type of LLUU-VVU).
QUESTION. But a NUU-VVU cannot be a Formo-Type, because the latter is the whole totality of
NUU-VVU in all scenarios for one “incarnation”.

— — If you, dear Kraullarrd, had attentively read “FUNDAMENTALS OF
IISSIIDIOLOGY”, you would have noticed that it is written there: “form-differentiating
time capsule — NUU-VVU (Formo-Type)”. How can it be? Very simply! When you refocus
10.11534.
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into another Formo-Type of any LLUU-VVU-Form, then you start to perceive yourself in
a NUU-VVU-Form, unless, of course, you have reprojected your Focus in the Direction of
a specific quality dominance characteristic of developmental dynamics of another ProtoForm in order to start your refocusings in an animal Formo-Type! Remember these terms
so you don’t confuse them again: for a “human” Proto-Form, such subjective notions as
“personality” (a NUU-VVU-Form) and Formo-Type are identical! These “personalities”
simply may not be connected with each other by one temporal ethereal constituent of
their Stereo-Form, which is also a Formo-Type relative to the NUU-VVU-Forms of other
Stereo-Forms. That is it, let us go on!
Development scenarios, to which the multitude of our Stereo-Types belong, are
very much like that which we may call “our Life up until the present moment of time”. By
this we mean series of particular events, decisions, actions, and individual phenomena
containing Information that is already “unpacked” and psychically “processed” in
Configurations of our Self-Consciousness (in our “memory” or in the temporal ethereal
constituent). We can then sequentially arrange these Configurations, like a mosaic, when
we remember something and thereby restore the whole inertial picture of our “past”.
Because of this, we can perceive ourselves as somebody, starting with infancy and ending
with the “present” time.
10.11535.

So, I repeat: there is a great number of versions of “each of us”. To estimate the
multiplicity of your own Stereo-Types which you “have changed” from the moment of
«birth”, you have to multiply your age, suppose 56 years (like mine), by 328 rotation Shifts
per second, then by 365 days a year, then by 24 hours a day and 60 minutes in each hour
and, finally, by 60 seconds in each minute. The result is 579,253,248,000 of creatively
interrelated and inertially differentiated “parts of me” whose realization dynamics have
formed the whole subjective picture of my “past”.
10.11536.

But even this big number expresses only those Stereo-Types of my Stereo-Form,
which, according to their frequency, coincided with my particular Choices that constituted
the entire emotional-informational basis of my “present” Conceptions of myself as a
particular “personality”. These Stereo-Types have formed by their wave Configurations
my individual rotation Cycle projected by my own Choices into the TEC of my StereoForm through different-quality dynamics of billions of skrruullerrt systems.
10.11537.

That is, each of these Stereo-Types was rezonationally involved in my rotation
Cycle by particular dynamics of the Focus of Close Attention of my Self-Consciousness
in order to creatively realize some of my “chakram personalities”. However, if we consider
that each new inertial moment of Time provides us with unlimited possibilities to choose
a continuation of our individual Cycles, it becomes clear that this “quantity” is a merely a
drop in the bucket!
10.11538.

Every moment, billions of particular versions of “us” simultaneously make billions
of choices. And the fact that we “personally” don’t know what those choices are and that
we don’t remember anything about them doesn’t prevent them from an active existence
in their individual variants of irkkulligren Realities created by the choices that were
10.11539.
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initially included in their Configurations and fixed in the potential inertial dynamics of
the general temporal ethereal constituent of a given LLUU-VVU-Formo-Type.
Each of these individual choices represents the next frequency Shift
(“embranchment”, “turn”, “change”) in “current” wave dynamics of the next scenario that
completes an intermediate stage of your Destiny (of your rotation Cycle). And only those
Stereo-Types of your Stereo-Form are rezonationally attracted for its realization whose
Self-Consciousness Configurations are most concordant with this particular choice. Let
me remind you that frequency characteristics of a Configuration are being formed each
moment by the degree of Creative Activity, in the Self-Consciousness, of the UU-VVUcopies that belong to certain karmic Channels of corresponding IISSIIDI-Centers.)
10.11540.

Each group of duvuyllerrt Stereo-Types which we choose is initially selected in
such a way that it can vibrationally belong only to its individual rotation Cycle, which is
structured by its “own” variants of all possible scenarios included in “the General Program”
of all possible development Directions; the VLOOOMOOT of this Stereo-Form is initially
designed for the Program.
10.11541.

A certain part of these scenarios always inevitably leads to the “Death” of your
“present personality”: some scenarios lead to an instant “Death”, others lead to a delayed
one, and still others lead to a “Death” that will occur a long time from now in relation to
the time of making this choice. There are many scenarios that lead “a personality” safely
to its “present” age, after which it will continue its infinite sequential refocusings from
scenario into scenario, from certain groups of Stereo-Types into other ones.
10.11542.

There are groups of Stereo-Types whose lifespan is designed in their development
scenarios, say, for 10, 20, 30... 60, 90, 100... 160, 200 … 500... 1000 years and so on — to
Infinity. In fact, as you might have just noticed correctly, there is no “length of existence”
but there else are only incessant dynamics of refocusings of our UFS. And there is NOTHING
else that can somehow be objectively associated with a certain “beginning” of Life and a
certain “end” of it! But if we abstract ourselves from this subjective, notionally accepted
by us, explanation of the differences in terms of the existence of separate “personalities”,
our mind will have nothing to analyze at all, and we will have nothing to talk about. That
is why, for the time being, let us agree and consider that each “personality” still has a
certain notional “length of Life”, although it is very subjective.
10.11543.

Among all these possible variants, there are both lower-quality (and very short)
scenarios and highest-quality groups of rotation Cycles. The “personalities” that form
these development scenarios sequentially and inevitably reproject into increasingly
higher-quality Formo-systems of Worlds. By the quality of their SFUURMM-Forms, they
actively change existing types of Realities and gradually “unpack”, from the temporal
ethereal constituent of their Stereo-Form, more and more universal properties among
those potentially programmed specifically for this Formo-Type (NUU-VVU). This depends
completely on the degree of synthesis of karmic Channels of the four lower Centers. The
degree of synthesis, in turn, provides possibilities for the opening and the activation of
high-frequency creative dynamics of a “personality’s” Self-Consciousness.
10.11544.
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But any “personality” can master the higher-quality Knowledge which allows
the Synthesis of ORLAAKTOR and AIGLLILLIAA Levels to activate and can decrease the
intensity of dynamics of the two lower Centers only due to a higher-quality Creative
Activity of Self-Consciousness. This will lead it to the Path of a conscious Choice of
Spheres and the possible application of its high-quality Creativity. It will lead to the
selection of the highest Altruistic Goals, thus making itself truly Immortal. You should
understand that any Creative Aspect of your Stereo-Form (and of your LLUU-VVU-Form)
— both the lowest-frequency one and the highest-quality one — can be realized through
your constant choices.
10.11545.

That is, each of you always maintains the possibility to choose the differentquality Aspects of Creativity of your LLUU-VVU-Form through which you want to realize
yourself most of all at this particular moment in order to determine Who you are or Who
you want to become. Moreover, you should never forget that any of the choices possible
to you in this skrruullerrt system has already occurred in one rotation Cycles of your
Stereo-Form.
10.11546.

The only thing you need to do to become a real participant in such a Choice is to
apply a sufficient amount of high-quality psychic Energy by generating a steady Aspiration
for this Goal into Space of your Self-Consciousness (the process of “unpacking — unfolding
— compression — unpacking...”). Do not forget that EVERYTHING — both possible and
impossible to your Self-Consciousness — already initially IS: absolutely all scenarios of
your development are being implemented “now”, this very second, simultaneously in all
Formo-systems of Worlds to which the focused-by-You NUU-VVU-Form belongs.
10.11547.

Your Task is to find, to choose, and to resonate with (by your Focus of Close
Attention) precisely that single variant, out of the entire diversity of possible choices
for you at this moment, which will definitely lead the “present” you to the highestquality Direction of your possible development. The difficulty in this process is that you
cannot know exactly what incorrigible consequences “a choice may bring you. Yes, this
circumstance is yet an objective obstacle to you.
10.11548.

But on the other hand you can (even if subjectively!) sincerely assess each of your
possible actions by the degree of its egoism or altruism; in essence this is an indirect
evaluation of the highest-quality Choice thoroughly “filtered out” by you from among the
entire set of possible decisions at this moment for Configurations of that group of StereoTypes in which you focus. If, however, such conscious decision-making process is absent
in your life creativity, your entire Life (circumstances, conditions of your existence, your
immediate environment) is left to chance and becomes a consequence of the impulsivechaotic dynamics of your Focus of Close Attention.
10.11549.

And everything changes to the opposite when you, in each of your next Choices,
having exerted some effort over yourself to overcome some of your low-quality tendencies,
stably focus your Self-Consciousness in a rotation Cycle that is the most favorable to your
Creativity, but not simply in Configurations of Stereo-Types that are most comfortable,
pleasant, and trouble-free to your ego.
10.11550.
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At each current moment of your Life, unlimited possibilities to choose further
perspectives of your existence open before each of you. This includes all possible
Destinies (continuations of your rotation Cycle) which you don’t know but which you
choose either out of ignorance peculiar to you at a given moment or as a result of the
practical use of deep and authentic Knowledge that allows you to more accurately specify
all your life priorities and to more correctly accent the dynamics of your high-priority
creative realizations. WHAT becomes the most important to you at the next moment of
your Existence is exactly WHAT you become! The range of decisions you make depends
on the Knowledge which you actively use to assess each of your actions and which you
completely trust.
10.11551.

For example, let’s say that you currently live at Ayfaar. However, there are
simultaneously a great number of scenarios where “another you” has made different
choices from the very childhood that was not recorded in the “memory” of your “present”
NUU-VVU-Form and which has led “the other you” to a Destiny complete with different
consequences and outcomes. As I have already mentioned, “the long-term memory” of
each particular “personality” is formed by quality dynamics of the temporal ethereal
constituent and is just a characteristic combination of some of the choices made by it; this
is a sequence of “short-time episodes” brought into its Self-Consciousness by constantly
changing development scenarios of some particular groups of its Stereo-Types.
10.11552.

All scenarios of possible Life circumstances for “all other you” already exist
simultaneously (that is, they are dynamically manifested) in all Formo-systems of
Worlds from the moment you are born. However, your Stereo-Types that are “attached”
to different scenarios can never meet in one “point” of the same space-time Continuum
because the Formo-systems of Worlds, in whose rotation Cycles these Stereo-Types are
initially “recorded” in accordance with frequencies of their Configurations, have different
variable ethereal components completed with different Information. That is why it is
impossible for Stereo-Types belonging to different duvuyllerrt Formo-systems of Worlds
to meet, except for cases that happen during conscious “post-mortal” refocusings, when
purposeful dynamics of your UFS are rezonationally reprojected into one of these groups.
10.11553.

This is the real space-time structure of the Creation in which we subjectively
perceive ourselves at the “present” moment. Each space-time Continuum (which has an
individual rotation Cycle that corresponds only to it and which, in its own collective
Creativity, is subject only to its own development scenario) has a slightly different
Configuration in relation to other Continuums that are nearest to it in quality. Its
Configuration is determined by a specific combination of Aspects of Qualities of definite
Energy-Plasma Levels synthesized by the Collective Intelligence of the Continuum.
10.11554.

After “a personality” is born, the quality of its Aspirations determines all subsequent
development scenarios of its Destiny. And the quality of our impulsive desires, emotions,
and actions is generated and modeled by Creators that determine the degree of intensity
of each Level of Creative Activity of “chakram personalities” that is projected onto strictly
defined parts of DNA molecules.
10.11555.
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Let me give the following example: a child in a cradle saw a toy. In one scenario,
the child tried to reach it, but then something distracted the child’s attention and he
was then occupied with that new object. In another scenario, the child tried to reach the
toy, but failed to keep its balance and fell, seriously damaging his vertebral column. So,
starting literally from several months of its Life until, say, the age of 27, this person lived
in a paralyzed state, after which he “died”. However, in millions of other variants of his
possible behavior, either nothing happened to him at that moment, or he almost fell, or
he fell but did not hurt himself, or he hurt another part of his body but not too seriously,
or he hurt himself seriously but got cured over different periods of time.
10.11556.

You see, a seemingly harmless desire that caused this fall and serious injury instantly
refocused this very group of Stereo-Types into a completely different rotation Cycle with
a “tragic” outcome. Such potentially risky or “fatal” changes happen at every moment in
your current Life, each time you have the possibility to make a choice: either “upwards”
(into altruism), or “downwards” (into egoism), either “obliquely” (neither to them, nor
to us), or “horizontally” (both hither and thither), that is, along all multidimensional
Vectors of developmental Directions of your Stereo-Form possible at this moment.
10.11557.

Life is the infinite Sphere for creative interaction of various Forms of Collective
Intelligences that realize different Aspects of the Pure Qualities in their own fashion.
For example, at this moment, the Information I am explaining specifically influences the
quality state of Configurations of your Self-Consciousness, forcedly stabilizing (due to
your attempts to understand this Information) your Focus of Creative Activity on highquality Levels of ORLAAKTOR and AIGLLILLIAA, which are still unusual to you.
10.11558.

But this Information is digested and adapted in different ways in each of your
Self-Consciousnesses: in an hour, one of you will forget everything and “will lower
oneself ” to habitual Levels accessible to one’s Understanding and Perception; but another
will immediately try to apply the new Knowledge the next time one must make a Choice,
providing that person with the possibility to stabilize for a longer time in these high-quality
SFUURMM-Forms and to gain a certain Experience of creative manipulation of highfrequency types of psychic Energy. In turn, the presence of such an altruistic Experience
will automatically refocus your Self-Consciousness into groups of higher-quality StereoTypes that structure higher-quality scenarios, where you will have extrasensory abilities
that can greatly affect the “future” dynamics of your rotation Cycle, radically changing
your “future” Destiny.
10.11559.

There are scenarios in which you, Ayfaarians, just like “now”, sit near an evening
bonfire, listen to this Information of mine, and decide from now on to act the way I teach
you. And in other scenarios, you, the ones who also sit around an identical bright bonfire
at Ayfaar and also listen attentively to the same Information, have the possibility to make
completely different decisions that in no way comply with the things I tell you. In each of
these cases, your decisions can affect very much your further Destiny.
10.11560.

This is what happens during each moment: your entire Life (rotation Cycle) is
constantly in motion, reprojecting from one scenario into a second, a third, a tenth, a
10.11561.
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millionth... This whole complex-quality process is controlled not by “Somebody from
above”, not by a certain “stranger” or mythic Creature (even if it is Divine!), but by your
own Focus of Close Attention that forms (in fact simply “unpacks” and “reads” a particular
scenario from the temporal ethereal constituent of your Stereo-Types) all of your current
interests, your vital desires, your sympathies, your antipathies, your aspirations toward a
particular way of Life, and your definite relations with other people.
Thus, through incessant different-quality dynamics of your Focus of Close
Attention, you identify yourself at each instant “n” only with a certain group of StereoTypes. This group of Stereo-Types has a frequency of Configurations to which the
“current” state of your Self-Consciousness corresponds in the greatest degree. A large
number of “you” exist simultaneously as Stereo-Types in the infinite diversity of Realities,
and many of “you” are also present in Formo-systems of each World. This is why it is
virtually impossible to evaluate just how many of “you” really exist.
10.11562.

Each Formo-system of Worlds of our manifestation contains only that frequency
range which is necessary for the realization of narrowly-specific dynamics of the collective
Creativity of “chakram personalities” of definite karmic Channels through the innumerable
Forms that structure all details of the Formo-system — from the largest animals to the
smallest plants, including all microorganisms and minerals, as well as “molecules” with
their “atoms” and elementary particles. This frequency range determines the Formosystem’s dimension. Only a small difference in frequency and force parameters that are
characteristic of the general dimensional Configuration of each World (let us assume that
this is a Shift that equals the super-small value of 0.00000000000000001 centimeter) has a
considerable influence over rezonation possibilities of Perception systems of Forms that
belong to different duvuyllerrt groups of Worlds. Due to this difference, Stereo-Types
cannot visually contact each other within their Formo-systems.
10.11563.

But due to a quick frequency “displacement” of all Forms in “individual” projection
dynamics of rotation Cycles characteristic of each type of Reality (in “human” irkkulligren
types, this frequency of quantum-holographous “displacement” equals approximately 328
Shifts per second), each system of Perception within different Proto-Forms (different
“people” have their own one, different species of animals have their own one, plants and
minerals have their own ones) is finely tuned only to a narrow frequency range with
characteristic differences within one group of several hundred duvuyllerrt Worlds.
Stereo-Types that belong to other Worlds can be clearly (visually and palpably) reflected
and analyzed in systems of Perception of Forms only in such a multiple way.
10.11564.

However, we don’t perceive this group of discrete and dynamically changing
Worlds (formed from a great number of moment-by-moment quantum-holographous
“images” of each World that “dashes” in front of us) as discrete and separate but as a
single and indivisible “material” object. And if we slightly decelerate the speed at which
the Worlds change within the rotation Cycle of the Reality of this type, then the clarity of
our perception of any “motionless” object will immediately deteriorate, and “one moving”
object will begin to differentiate clearly into some blurred, shapeless mass with “traillike” dynamics.
10.11565.
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As I have already mentioned, I theoretically united into a group of Stereo-Doubles
a certain amount of Stereo-Types that change one after another and manifest visually in
systems of our Perception (in this group of Worlds) as “one observed object”. For example,
any person who is sitting near you at that bonfire at Ayfaar, as well as the trees around you,
the night sky and the stars in it are not absolutely integral objects but are a set of StereoDoubles that change each other. Each object belongs only to its “own” (according to the
Configuration frequency) World which is very close to an “adjacent” one (according to
the degree of identity up to 10-17 notional centimeters).
10.11566.

A characteristic wave (frequency) range, which allows for the combination of
some of these Stereo-Doubles in our Self-Consciousness into “one material” object,
represents that particular manifestation range that makes it possible at every instant to
“materialize” only those objects in front of us that pertain to the development scenarios
of this particular group of Worlds. All objects, whose wave frequencies differ at least
“slightly” in their value from “ours” (by at least 10-17 notional centimeters or more), belong
to other Worlds with different frequency parameters of individual rotation Cycles; this is
why we cannot visually perceive them.
10.11567.

That is why Stereo-Doubles of any person who sits here, near the bonfire, can in
no way physically interact (see, hear, smell, touch) with other groups of Stereo-Doubles
of the same “personality” that “now” “materialize” in the same way, but in “a slightly
different” Formo-system, within “a slightly different” rotation Cycle, and talk to each
other about “slightly different things”. At every instant that we manifest “ourselves” in
a certain Formo-system of Worlds, there is always an innumerable set of such variants
of “slightly” different quality that rapidly “slide” in their spaces and in their time Flows
along all possible developmental Vectors associated with each situation that instantly
arises in our Life.
10.11568.

Duvuyllerrt Stereo-Doubles of each “personality”, which are manifested in this
Formo-system of Worlds, are very close to each other with respect to the frequency
Configurations of Aspects of Qualities that form them, because all of “them”, just like
“you and me”, may sit at this moment at “their own” Ayfaar (which is almost like “ours”)
and may also talk near a bonfire. Before this moment, all of “their” previous choices, or
“their” individual development scenarios, coincided ideally with each other. That is, they
belonged to the same rotation Cycle (with all of the particulars of each “personality”
recorded in its “memory”, in the temporal ethereal constituent). But after “the present”
moment, all of “them”, except for a particular group that corresponds to a certain choice,
may be instantly projected into all possible developmental Directions at this instant of
“your” Life and are activated by the detailed dynamics of “your” choices.
10.11569.

For example, this may happen, if I ask those who listen to me “now” to speak
out somehow. At that instant, some of you will wish to say something but will not say it;
some will wish to do something but will not do it; some will wish to object to me but will
modestly keep silent — they will not say, do, or object. All of them are just some of the
many variants of “your” possible choices in this particular situation. But in hundreds of
thousands of other different-quality Formo-systems of Worlds that pass duvuyllerrtly
10.11570.
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one into another, “you” will say something, do something, and object to something.
As a result of each choice “each of you” will refocus into the rotation Cycle
that corresponds to the quality of the choice, with an individual development scenario
initially programmed for particular Stereo-Types of your Stereo-Form. That is, each
decision that “you” make at this instant will somehow influence your further Destiny,
the developmental possibilities of your “personality’s” Self-Consciousness, your psychic
reactions, your health, and all of the “future” circumstances of your Life.
10.11571.

In order to better understand why you don’t see your “slightly different”
duvuyllerrtly-close Stereo-Types (Stereo-Doubles), let us try to understand the following:
What scientists refer to, quite primitively and one-sidedly, as the very complex and
multidimensional notion of “Noosphere” is just a very insignificant part of your combined
Consciousness. This is because each “Noosphere” contains all of the Information belonging
to “the Current Content” of only a particular duvuyllerrt Formo-system of Worlds.
10.11572.

Some choices are implemented in accordance with scenarios of certain Formosystems, and there are scenarios of other Formo-systems in which something completely
different occurs simultaneously. This “something” is scrupulously and meticulously
recorded in dynamic structures of “Noospheres” whose Energy-Information organizes the
full Content of nominal, objectively-united but subjectively-discrete categories such as
the Future-Content-of-the-World, the Current-Content-of-the-World, and the Memoryof-the-World-of-the-Past.
10.11573.

In addition to all of the above Information, energy-information structures of “the
combined Consciousness” (all variable ethereal components of LLUU-VVU-Forms with
a multitude of temporal ethereal constituents of all Formo-Types) of each “personality”
potentially have different “supra-planetary” and even “supra-star” Levels of Cosmic SelfConsciousness — from AANI-Iissiidi to E’YA’AA-Iissiidi.
10.11574.

The Focus of Close Attention of your “personality’s” Self-Consciousness is
objectively limited by the definite frequency characteristics of the NUU-VVU-Form
Configuration upon which you specifically focus. FCA has the possibility to move, but
only within a strictly-defined vibrational range that combines only two different-quality
types of duvuyllerrt groups of your Stereo-Doubles. Though these groups belong to
different rotation Cycles, they are exactly duvuyllerrt-analogent relative to each other,
that is, they very insignificantly differ from each other in the frequency characteristics of
thinking and feeling.
10.11575.

When you perceive outer reality as you usually do, you don’t even notice from
which (“nearest” to you) quality Levels, from which “nearest” duvuyllerrt Formo-systems
of Worlds and “rezonation zones” you refocus every second into the 328 subsequent
Stereo-Doubles of your Stereo-Form. During the course of individual rotation Shifts,
you visually manifest (“materialize”) precisely in those Formo-systems whose scenarios
completely correspond to the Configurations of Self-Consciousness of Stereo-Doubles
chosen by you.
10.11576.
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Therefore, all of your current Life situations and circumstances change depending
on the quality of Stereo-Doubles that you choose. Moreover, you don’t “involve” some
of these Stereo-Doubles in “your” Formo-system of Worlds but, on the contrary, you
change one Formo-system of your current existence to another one based on differentquality dynamics (“sliding”, “displacement”, projection) of the Focus of Close Attention
on multidimensional Levels of your Self-Consciousness. For example, I say, do or think
about some things in certain Formo-systems which are “nearest” to me in their vibrational
quality, and I say, do or think about other things in other Formo-systems. That which I
say, do or think in my own (and in your) “now” propagates in hundreds of thousands of
variants of very similar situations.
10.11577.

But the fact is that each of you has billions of variants of simultaneous differentquality choices. When I am talking about “hundreds of thousands”, it is only because I am
referring to only those “nearest” to you in the degree of identity, that is, those which you
choose easily and naturally, without any special psycho-intellectual efforts, even without
noticing how you refocused, within your Self-Consciousness, into an “adjacent” Formosystem of Worlds, whose development scenarios include other initially-programmed
Stereo-Doubles of this Stereo-Form. However, you cannot immediately (instantly) refocus
into very far (non-duvuyllerrt) Formo-systems where, for example, either the bonfire is
not burning at all, or it is burning with a very strong fire, or I tell you completely different
things.
10.11578.

10.111579. The

principle of duvuyllerrtness (which is necessary for implementing dynamics
of Focuses of Close Attention of that category of NUU-VVU-Forms with which we identify
ourselves “now”) doesn’t allow the formation of creative dynamics of our “current” Life in a
very abrupt manner. Because of this, you can only refocus in the “nearest” groups of StereoDoubles that are almost the same as your “present” ones. As I have already pointed out,
this dependence is determined by a specific nature of frequency Shifts in each individual
rotation Cycles. And now I will take your questions.
QUESTION. Having studied physics, I have misunderstood the following process: you describe a

rotation Shift, which changes the current World into the next one in 1/328th of a second. In my
Consciousness, this looks like a change of some static images, but there are such physical experiments as high-speed video shooting of an atomic explosion, which allow static images to be
recorded with the frequency of 1/30000th of a second. To me, 1/328th of a second is “a quantum
of displacement”. But such “quanta” are described in physics with a much higher degree of discretization, to 1/30000th and more. How can we collate 1/328th of a second with much smaller
intervals of time described in physics, with much more discrete processes in physical models?

— You confuse everything, dear Ovulldds. Three hundred twenty-eight Shifts
are produced in our Self-Consciousness by psychic dynamics of “displacement” of our
mental-sensuous activity, by the value of the individual inertial Coefficient which is
specific to systems of Perception of focused-by-Us NUU-VVU-Forms. It is not for nothing
that I repeat to you so often: “…our subjective Worlds, the subjective reality of our type…”.
This is because they “are unpacked” from the temporal ethereal constituent of our StereoForm and “unfolded” in the Space-Time of our Self-Consciousness with the help of
10.11580.
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psychic experiences that are characteristic only of “us”. Systems of Perception of ants,
bees, fish, bacteria, viruses, or atoms have “their own” frequencies of rotation quantumholographous “displacement” that correspond only to their individual rotation Cycles.
There is a wide range of these values in rotation Cycles of Formo-systems of Worlds
that structure rotation Cycles of our Continuums. Cruder Thought-Forms have higherinertia dynamics, as compared to higher-quality ones, and smaller realization Forms have
systems of Perception that are organized completely differently than in NUU-VVU. I am
sure that the frequency of “rotation displacement” that you mentioned — 1/30000th of a
second — is quite normal and discernible to many Forms.
10.11581.

Dynamics of Space-Time are transformed and “displaced” much more quickly by
thinking in higher-quality Directions. Different Proto-Forms use peculiarities associated
with multidimensional “holography” of Forms of “psychonations” and “emanations” —
the basis for implementing an individual “folding” and “compressing” of Information in
the Self-Consciousness of each Proto-Form and for its subsequent, subjective “unfolding”
in outer Space-Time. A Shift that equals 328 quantum-holographous “displacements”
per second is just an individual property of our brain and a peculiarity of our psychic
state. This value depends more on the degree in which we can manipulate Feeling-Forms
and Thought-Forms of both ASTRO-Plasma and MENTO-Plasma. Such peculiarities
determine the “moment-by-moment” creative dynamics of all UU-VVU-Forms that
structure temporal ethereal constituents of focused-by-Us Stereo-Forms.
10.11582.

The frequency of record that physicists measure is just the deepening of quantum
or nuclear processes in a “substance”. This is a deepening into the “quantum geometry”
of Space — into component parts of Karmo-Forms: “psychonations” and “emanations”.
Physicists get deeper into Space but manipulate Time to much less of a degree, that is,
they do not correlate this with the capabilities of our brains and our neurons, which can
in no way exceed a certain frequency of interaction with the outer World.
10.11583.

This “displacement” frequency is characteristic of this Formo-system of Worlds.
When an electronic microscope magnifies a sample of “substance” a million times,
revealing a certain particle, what is the source of its manifestation? It manifests from
the same World. To be exact, it manifests from rotation-holographous dynamics of the
inertial sequence of Worlds that “displace before our eyes” (in fact, it happens in the
Self-Consciousness of each Form that can uniquely observe these dynamics) at a certain
frequency characteristic of this Formo-system (which is perceived by “human” SelfConsciousness).
10.11584.

10.111585. Indeed, 328 “displacements” per

second are characteristic of NUU-VVU-Forms that
belong only to this type of Realities. Other Forms, for instance, those of a worm, a butterfly,
a mountain, perceive a Reality at an absolutely different frequency, because their SelfConsciousness is tuned to a completely different frequency range. Owing to this narrowlyspecific frequency, they organize their “own” Worlds and uniquely form their “own” types
of subjective realities simultaneously with us in Space-Time of this Continuum.
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QUESTION. Then the frequency of rotation Shifts must be much higher for nuclear processes?
10.111586. — Yes. Atoms and their atomic nuclei are completely different Forms (as compared

with NUU-VVU) of collective Consciousness that organize their own realities based on their
own possibilities of manipulating Energy-Plasma. Their principles of interaction with the
same (as ours) Energy-Plasma Levels are absolutely different and are implemented in much
higher-frequency ranges, where properties of ASTRO- and MENTO-Plasma Elements also
change drastically, becoming more universal and mobile. In contrast, we can only interact
(albeit only subconsciously) with the outer World on the neuronal level, where there are
dynamics of synaptic connections between neurons. When neurons receive and transfer
a nervous impulse through synapses, we don’t perceive and don’t discern it, because then
we would react with a certain delay. This frequency (1/328th of a second) is an average
frequency of a signal transmission between neurons.
QUESTION. It means that it is possible to say that 1/328th of a second is the average frequency
of the rotation Shift of a NUU-VVU-Form?

— Yes, it is an average, dear Sklailffuulls. The reason is because I, for example,
can subjectively form my “individual” Worlds at a lower frequency (as compared with
you) of a quantum-holographous rotation Shift, manipulating higher-quality UU-VVUcopies in a certain Direction of different-quality dynamics within the skrruullerrt
system that structures these groups of Worlds. 1/328th of a second is an average value
for this duvuyllerrt group of Formo-Types and their NUU-VVU-Forms that structure the
collective Consciousness of this “humankind” by their mental-sensuous activity (not the
entire Collective Intelligence but its tiniest part — its collective Consciousness!). The
collective Consciousness forms several duvuyllerrt space-time Continuums on the basis
of this specific activity.
10.11587.

You should also learn to discern such seemingly identical notions as “a World” and
“a Formo-system of Worlds”. When we talk about many duvuyllerrt Worlds related to each
other by the same characteristic peculiarities of Time Flows, we are referring to Formosystems of Worlds. But these Worlds that you might imagine don’t exist at all in Nature:
every moment of your Life is just a result (which you see individually and experience
uniquely) of a specific (illusory) Perception typical of the entire type of “human” SelfConsciousness.
10.11588.

Every instant, the Focus of Close Attention slides (reprojects) inertially over
numerous energy-information wave structures which we call “Worlds” (but in essence it
slides through the synthesizing dynamics of Energy-Plasma which “is not influenced” by
anyone’s perception). The Focus of Close Attention independently “organizes” its outer
reality in a special way by “unfolding” “a certain illusory Conception of Energy-Plasma
in “a personality’s” Self-Consciousness, as “a particular, discrete system that consists of
discrete Forms”. But this is a patently false impression that has nothing in common with
objective Reality!
10.11589.
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Let us consider “Death”. If you “die” in a particular World, this means that the
fact of your “dying” is also “recorded” in detail (initially programmed) in scenarios
of the other Worlds belonging to the same Formo-system. Additionally, hundreds of
thousands of your Stereo-Types (in the entire variety of rotation Cycles of your StereoForm) “simultaneously “die”, both in those Formo-systems where Configurations of
Self-Consciousness of your NUU-VVU have some specific qualities and in those where
“you had” slightly different qualities but which were, nonetheless, interrelated with “the
deceased you” by the same rotation Cycle. This is as though “the deceased you”, the one
who finished one’s individual development scenario, is the “present” living you, the one
who continues creative dynamics of Stereo-Types of the same rotation Cycle through your
own development scenario of a slightly higher quality as compared with the previous one.
10.11590.

All of your Stereo-Types that have “now” approached the moment of “Death” in
their development scenarios “die” in this group of Worlds and are absent in all subsequent
Formo-systems, through which inertial dynamics of this rotation Cycle will develop. That
is, you will no longer be able to “repeat” (manifest, “materialize”) yourself again in any
of those subsequent Formo-systems in the same NUU-VVU-Form (that is, in an identical
combination of Stereo-Types used by your UFS).
10.11591.

For example, if I (the one whose name and surname is registered in my passport
as “Oris Oris”) “die” in this group of Worlds, which has its own characteristic rotation
Cycle, this inexorable fact of the “removal” of my particular realization Form from the
development scenarios of these Worlds “was” already explicitly recorded in a special way
(on the wave level) in the subsequent, general development scenario of all Formo-systems
of this group of Worlds.
10.11592.

On the other hand, there are many duvuyllerrt groups of Stereo-Types that belong
to my Stereo-Form and that are creatively realized in other Worlds simultaneously with
me (“Oris”) but are named Sergey Tsveliov. They still continue to live in their rotation
Cycles until the moment when they will approach, in their own scenarios, the Time Flow
in which they no longer participate in the rotation dynamics of subsequent Formosystems of Worlds, and this fact is subjectively interpreted as “Death of this personality”.
10.11593.

In fact, UFS displaces dynamics of the Focus of Close Attention to another
duvuyllerrt Stereo-Type group that structures the same skrruullerrt system, where the
activity of a previous group has ceased and where initially programmed creative dynamics
of the new group are automatically included into dynamics of the rotation Cycle, as if
interrupted for an instant. Everything happens simultaneously in reverse: an innumerable
quantity of Stereo-Types used by different-quality NUU-VVU-Forms named “Sergey
Tsveliov” also “die” somewhere, and an innumerable quantity of Stereo-Types used by
higher-quality NUULL-VVU-Forms named “Oris” continue to live in Configurations of
corresponding Formo-systems of Worlds.
10.11594.

10.111595. All

this is possible only because all groups of our Stereo-Types which we use for
the “materialization” of our NUU-VVU-Forms greatly differ in terms of quality in different
groups of Worlds formed by different-quality individual rotation Cycles. That is why we
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make different choices, sometimes diametrically-opposite decisions everywhere, and their
consequences lead us to rotation Cycles where scenarios have either very close or more
“distant” variants of “Death” for our NUU-VVU.
QUESTION. Is it possible to consider Formo-systems of Worlds and skrruullerrt systems equal?

— No, dear Stuurgurs. These notions are as incongruous as meters and kilograms.
It may seem at first that they are the same, but their individual dynamics include
completely different functioning principles. For example, I may say that Energy-Plasma
consists of joint dynamics of all skrruullerrt systems, and this will be correct. But then I
may state that Energy-Plasma is the integral of all Formo-systems of Worlds, and this will
be correct. Where is the Truth, where is the correct answer?
10.11596.

The Truth is in the difference of principles used in organizational processes of
their individual creative dynamics. Both of them are different-quality dynamics of groups
of duvuyllerrt Stereo-Worlds whose development scenarios are very much alike. However,
I would designate Formo-systems in these similar processes as “mutual effects”, and I
would designate skrruullerrt systems as “mutual causes” of these creative dynamisms. This
energy-information interaction has the same paradox as the well-known “relationship”
between the chicken and the egg — one simply cannot appear without the other in its own
characteristic way.
10.11597.

Every instant of your Life can be seen as a “point” of your quality Selfdetermination in energy-information structures of Space-Time of this Continuum. “You”,
as a particular “personality”, can take a certain decision motivated by certain Levels of
Creative Activity of your Self-Consciousness and can really refocus from this “point” into
a nearby skrruullerrt system. From that nearby system, you will then make your next,
higher-quality Choice that will “focus you” in the next skrruullerrt system among the
ones accessible to you.
10.11598.

Each such “system”, due to the principle of its universal different-quality dynamics,
slightly resembles a transshipment base or a railroad junction station where the railroad
tracks go in all directions of possible movement for this territory: trains with food can
only go in one direction, those with metal — in another direction, those with oil products
— in yet another direction, passenger trains — in still another one… You move in the
direction that most interests you at the moment you pass through such a “systems”. This
can also be compared with a local airport from which you can get to a number of other
local airports. From a second airport, you can buy a ticket for another flight and fly to the
next local airport located even closer to the destination of your interest, and so on.
10.11599.

A skrruullerrt system is a multidimensional and different-quality intersection
“point” of a great number of potential possibilities initially programmed in each individual
scenario for reliable use of some very specific possibilities in the further, simultaneous
development of each Stereo-Type group of your particular Stereo-Form. If the succession
of choices which you make every moment is motivated by Energies of a certain quality
10.11600.
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diapason, this may lead to some particular consequences. And if your decisions are based
on SFUURMM-Forms of UU-VVU-Creativity from another diapason, circumstances of your
Life can change “so and so”.
Each Formo-system of Worlds is an intermediate result of very complex differentquality dynamics of a set of individual rotation Shifts of each duvuyllerrt group of
Worlds; and these individual rotation Shifts “overlap” by their individual frequency
Configurations that are very similar in some parameters but differ greatly in others. Let
me remind you that quality dynamics of interaction between individual rotation Cycles
of each distinct World included only in its own duvuyllerrt group depend on whether its
frequency Configuration is identical with parameters of its individual Time Field.
10.11601.

Skrruullerrt systems are an internal, causative-structuring part of Formo-systems
of Worlds. Many skrruullerrt systems (that come together in one multidimensional
“point” of Space-Time and potentially belong to very similar but, in essence, differentquality individual rotation Cycles) belong to one Time Field, while different objects of a
Formo-system can belong to different Time Flows.
10.11602.

If we compare a Formo-system with a digital photograph, we can also compare
all skrruullerrt systems that provide all quality reflections of its Forms in Reality of
any kind with a great quantity of pixels. Then, this Reality has its own characteristic
degree of “pixel saturation”, which is much higher in higher-quality Realities. We can also
compare a Formo-system of Worlds with an infinite set of “motion picture projectors”
that constantly transmit, into each nearest quantum-holographous “point” of Space, only
their own part (firmly fixed to its own Time Flow) of holographous Information that
concerns a possible realization of a general development scenario in one Direction, from
among an innumerable set of initially preset ones.
10.11603.

“A personality’s” Self-Consciousness, manifested in a certain “point” of this
Formo-system, only acts as a peculiar “fluorescent screen” that, depending on the quality
of the “current” choice, “displays” only one “ray” directed at this quantum-holographous
“point” using specific dynamics of its NUU-VVU-Configuration. That ray belongs only to
one particular “motion picture projector” out of the whole set of them near this particular
“point” of Space-Time along all possible Vectors of the rotation Cycle in this Formosystem. You cannot even imagine at what speed everything changes around you at every
instant of your Life! You simply cannot notice the change of your 328 Stereo-Doubles per
second. But you can imagine this change as many of your simultaneously-possible Lives
filled with their own events, circumstances, triumphs, and “Deaths”.
10.11604.

Each subsequent instant of your Life makes it possible to become either one set
of 328 Stereo-Doubles, or a second set, or a third set, or one of many different sets… Your
particular, “personal” Destiny lies behind every such instantaneous choice, a Destiny that
includes your acquaintances, relations, dates of «birth” of your children, dates of “Death”
of your parents, and those of your friends and of “yourself ”, which differs very much from
all other Destinies.
10.11605.
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All these incredible dynamics (with a very high speed of quality changes) function
quite normally in the Creation: Life Itself would not exist without all of these frequency
“displacements”, overlaps and refocusings. But to us, to “people”, everything that happens
in and beyond the depths of our Subconsciousness manifests in a very compressed,
accelerated way per unit of Time.
10.11606.

Let me compare once more the “functioning” principle of our inertial Perception
systems in relation to all objects contained in outer reality with the forward wind of
a motion picture film strip: if we decrease the frame change frequency, the picture
dynamics will start to slow down; if we increase it to an excessively high speed, it will
be impossible to discern any particular moment in detail. Everything will simply flicker
in Self-Consciousness, though we still will be able to get the general sense of what is
happening. Such “acceleration” also happens at the moment of “Death”, when the SelfConsciousness of “a dying person” is first focused on its highest-quality UU-VVU-Levels,
where the frequency of individual rotation Shifts is considerably higher than the average
dynamics frequency of groups of outer Worlds surrounding the NUU-VVU-Form of “the
dying person”.
10.11607.

We “move” together in the infinite set of different-quality structures of the Tertiary
Energy-Plasma not with the help of our NUU-VVU-Forms (biological bodies), but by using
our Focus of Close Attention. We perpetually reproject “ourselves” (all “current” SFUURMMForms about “ourselves”) onto different-quality Levels of NNAASSMM (Configurations)
of Stereo-Types (which we choose every single moment) that structure an infinite set of
skrruullerrt systems. On the visual Level of Perception systems of focused-by-Us NUUVVU-Forms that structure this kind of Reality by their NNAASSMM, 328 Stereo-Types per
second are normally manifested. However, we cannot register each of them, but can only
discern the “intermediate results” of “motions” that they make.
10.11608.

By the way, you should not confuse the frequency of rotation Shifts of Reality (for
this type of Reality this frequency equals 328 “displacements” per second) and “individual”
frequencies of rotation Cycles of each Formo-system of Worlds. The dynamics of the
latter form total creative dynamics of this type of Reality on different dimensional Levels.
If you don’t understand this clearly, you will not be able to understand why we only see
those things that are among these 328 current “displacements” and why we cannot perceive
all other duvuyllerrt groups of Stereo-Doubles that are not yet inertially “involved” in
manifested dynamics of our rotation Cycle from their development scenarios or that has
just “left the screen” of our Focus for their rotation Cycles, which are different relative to
ours.
10.11609.

It is important to remember here that an “individual” frequency of the rotation
Cycle of a Formo-system of Worlds is directly interrelated, in terms of its EnergyInformation, with a very narrow dimensional diapason. This interrelation is characteristic
of the space-time Continuum structured by it and, in essence, corresponds directly
to a very narrow frequency range of manifestation characteristic of all Forms of this
Continuum. Each individual Formo-system of Worlds has only one corresponding
narrow dimensional diapason in connection with the general inertial dynamics of the
10.11610.
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space-time Continuum. This allows it to implement, with absolute precision, a quantumholographous projection of all Forms of manifestation of Collective Intelligences onto
Levels of a strictly predetermined dimension. In this process, Time is a peculiar set of
marks that denote all Formo-systems of Worlds and establish an exact correspondence
between dimension values, Forms of manifestation (for “human” Realities, it is NUUVVU), and the entire aggregate of individual rotation Cycles that are characteristic of
these Forms.
Thus, you are able to detect and discern dynamics of objects of your outer reality
that come within the activity of your Focus of Close Attention. However, you are not
able to do this instantaneously, but only after a lapse of one or two seconds. This lapse
is needed for you to clearly, logically, and visually register things that happen in the
structures of your Self-Consciousness. This time is necessary in order to implement
electromagnetic interrelations and biochemical reactions between all visual, aural, and
tactile receptors that transmit incoming Information to different neurons for processing,
analysis, and evaluation by corresponding centers of the brain; these centers then transmit
their reactions to peripheral systems of the organism in the form of particular decisions
carried out later by “a personality”.
10.11611.

But during this period of specific understanding of current events (which is
essential for microlevels of your Self-Consciousness), your Focus of Close Attention
sequentially changes its position more than 600 times on a psychobiological “screen” of
your system of Perception; this is because each Stereo-Double manifested in front of you
is not just a particular quality state of its Configuration but it also comprises all states of
your own Focus that change with the same frequency (328 changes per second).
10.11612.

We constantly reproject and refocus in this different-quality duvuyllerrtness of
Stereo-Types that “change in us”. Our Focus of Close Attention is incessantly fixed by
its electromagnetic components (Fields-Consciousnesses) on different “groups of us”
belonging to different development scenarios. In fact, the Focus becomes the various
Stereo-Doubles attracted by us at different times. Every second of our “personal” Life,
Stereo-Doubles use UU-VVU-copies that structure them to make particular decisions that
correspond to Configurations of their Self-Consciousness.
10.11613.

After you receive a command from the brain and make one decision, your Focus,
which already belongs to a completely different group of Stereo-Doubles (which is provided
by dynamics of UU-VVU-copies from other karmic Channels), is immediately fixed on a
different Direction (among possible ones at this moment) that corresponds to the quality
of Creativity Levels of this particular UU-VVU group. Some more time passes. In this
“rezonation point” of Realities of this type, your Focus is already represented by StereoType Configurations of qualitatively-different duvuyllerrt groups. And since you are subject
only to their realization tendencies, you project your Focus of Close Attention into other
Directions of Creativity and make qualitatively-different decisions, while all dynamics of
“your” previous choices recorded in your Time Field (on definite levels of your temporal
ethereal constituent) leave your field of vision and go into groups of Worlds with other
rotation Cycles (into the subjective category of the Memory-of-the-World-of-the-Past).
10.11614.
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All of these very complex dynamics (therefore, the dynamics cannot “be squeezed
into” your Self-Consciousness) connected to possible changes of Worlds and Stereo-Types
have always existed even before the time which you consider the moment of your «birth”
and will continue to exist eternally in all of the potential possibilities which you can
choose for “your” creative realizations as any subject of this Stereo-Form.
10.11615.

Basically, all this is so simple: when you are born, you already have an innumerable
set of variants of “your future Deaths”, variants of “your” upbringing in different preschools and kindergartens, variants of “your” study in different schools, technical colleges,
and institutes, variants of “your” career and occupation in different spheres of social
life and at different production facilities, posts and jobs, in different families, cities and
countries. Somewhere you have two children, somewhere you have three of them, and
somewhere you have none; somewhere you are married, somewhere you are single, and
somewhere you are a surviving spouse... These are all completely different Destinies with
varying, but still “your” own autobiographical details. This is because “you” have different
professions, different conditions for creative realization, and different circumstances of
your “personal” Life in different Formo-systems of Worlds.
10.11616.

All these innumerable variants of possible development of “your” Destiny, which
have initially existed from your very «birth”, were not designed and “built” by you. You
simply implement them sequentially and simultaneously in all Formo-systems of Worlds
of many types of Realities. You choose, consciously or unconsciously, at each subsequent
instant of your Life, that version of “you” whom you would like to perceive yourself among
this whole diversity.
10.11617.

Just because you perceive yourself exactly the way you are “now” doesn’t mean
that, at the same moment of linear time, there is no other “you” who is precisely “the same”
in terms of outward appearance but is absolutely different in other qualities. There is an
innumerable set of different versions of “you” — very different in character but seemingly
identical in outward appearance! And while all of these “you” exist simultaneously, none
of them is aware of the existence of any of the other ones. “Other you” have no idea
about your existence, which differs from “theirs”, and have no idea about the way all your
acquaintances, friends and close relatives know you “here and now”. Each variant of “you”
perceives itself as the only one who is there, in “its now”!
10.11618.

Remember a very essential detail: when dynamics of the Universal Focus of SelfConsciousness (initiated in a special way by a certain type of Collective Intelligence, for
example, by a “human” one) “coincide” in frequency with one duvuyllerrt group of StereoTypes, there is a projection of exact “holograms” of the Stereo-Types with which UFS
identifies itself into different-quality space-time structures of all Realities of this type.
10.11619.

In this very way, NUU-VVU-Forms focused by Us (that is, we, who are specifically
“visible and tangible”) manifest mechanically and psychically in particular “rezonation
zones” of different-quality Continuums. You, as a particular realization Form of the
“humankind’s” Collective Intelligence, can only begin to perceive yourself as somebody
existing somewhere when one of the innumerable UFS within this Collective Intelligence
10.11620.
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stably combines its creative dynamics with a Formo-Type of one of the innumerable set
of LLUU-VVU-Forms.
As NUU-VVU-Forms, all of us are the result of particular creative dynamics of Our
UFS. And if something doesn’t suit you in your Life, you always have unlimited possibilities
to identify yourself, consciously and duvuyllerrtly through your Focus, with many
other Stereo-Types or even other Stereo-Forms. But I repeat: you can identify yourself
duvuyllerrtly! That is, you can consciously and systematically refocus into the groups
of Stereo-Types that best correspond to the quality of your Intentions and Aspirations.
Usually, it is impossible to simply and immediately refocus stably from one Formo-system
into another one that has more attractive Forms and development scenarios, because
EVERYTHING already initially IS, and the “inappropriate” scenario still exists to you.
10.11621.

As a UFS, you will have to fully experience all of its moments. It cannot be that you
come home in the evening after work and see a “different” family in a “different” apartment.
This cannot happen because it is necessary to observe the principle of duvuyllerrtness
in “personality” refocusings, that is, a very gradual reprojection, “inside” your SelfConsciousness from one infinite set of Stereo-Types of your Stereo-Form into another.
And then, after some time and after a continued display of your strong Aspiration, such a
situation (when you really live in “a different” family and in “a different” apartment) will
become logically determined and naturally real to you.
10.11622.

10.111623. However,

I repeat that this achieved result will still not be “your own” creation,
because, among the entire set of Life’s “Offers” already available to “you”, “you” had to
finally choose the one “you” wanted most. This is analogous to a person walking around
a big city in different directions. That person explores different streets and chooses only
those impressions that the person likes best for the moment.
QUESTION. In incessantly refocusing our Self-Consciousness, do we only use the Stereo-Types

which are geographically attached to particular places such as Russia or the USA? Or do we
“manifest” simultaneously in different countries?

— If you, dear Stingmeyllerat, mean “Us” as a different-quality manifestation
of the creative dynamics of UFS, then we cannot talk about any specifics, including
geographical location or “g” type of Collective Intelligence, because We represent a
dynamic Creative Aspect of GOOLGAMAA-A. But if you mean us as particular “human
personalities”, there are certain “purely technical” limitations in the implementation of
simultaneous refocusings of Stereo-Types. For example, groups of Stereo-Types of one
Stereo-Form (that is, in essence one and the same “personality” even in its different-quality
manifestations) cannot be present in one and the same World or in different geographical
points of this World.
10.11624.

With the help of deep concentration (Meditation), most active UU-VVU-complexes
of “a personality” (the so-called “astral doubles”) can simultaneously, albeit partially,
manifest (“materialize”) in different places. They are projections of SVUULLMII-SVUU
10.11625.
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and LUUDMII-SVUU. However, they are not self-sufficient “personalities”, but are only
“fragments” that structure a “personality’s” Self-Consciousness. Starting with LUUDMIISVUU, these fragments may represent, by their SFUURMM-Forms, quite vast and deep
“parts” of the temporal ethereal constituent of their “personality”. A great multitude of
Formo-Types of one LLUU-VVU can easily manifest in any number and in any place!
Here, everything depends on the diversity of individual development scenarios
programmed for each Stereo-Form in its temporal ethereal constituent. Different creative
objectives are initially set before each of our Forms, and they are designed for two things:
for the deepest and most detailed Synthesis of different Aspects of the two Qualities that
are dominant to us, and for a sequential increase of Focuses of Creative Activity to active
Levels of triple Synthesis with Aspects of the third Quality — ALL-Unity.
10.11626.

The entire innumerable set of Configurations of some LLUU-VVU-Formo-Types are
initially programmed for Synthesis of the crudest Levels of these Aspects. This Synthesis
occurs mainly through an excessive activity of karmic Channels of the two lower IISSIIDICenters — ARGLLAAMUNI and INGLIMILISSA. On the other hand, VLOOOMOOT of other
Formo-Types only allows middle Energy-Plasma diapasons of this type of Reality to
synthesize sequentially and deeply between the lowest karmic Channels of AIGLLILLIAA
and ORLAAKTOR and the highest DUU-LLI of the two lower Centers. However, there are
also many NUU-VVU-Forms whose NNAASSMM is designed for processing and synthesizing
very high-quality energy-information Flows resulting in duvuyllerrt reprojection into
Stereo-Types of high-quality transitional bio-virtual Forms, and then further into
4-5-dimensional Forms with synthesized Aspects of three Pure Qualities.
10.11627.

We simultaneously implement our creative realizations in different Directions of
quality dynamics. In principle, these realizations also determine the specific “geography”
of places associated with our conscious perception that are programmed in development
scenarios of Stereo-Types in each individual rotation Cycle within different-quality
Formo-systems of Worlds. For example, you may be born in one place but spend your
entire Life in a different place, which contributes more effectively to the deep development
and Synthesis of Aspects of those Qualities that can be realized in the greatest degree for
this NUU-VVU-Form in its given Time Flow.
10.11628.

I often use the word “Flow”. This may seem, perhaps, even more obscure to you
than the notion of your Existence possessing a “single-moment simultaneousness” —
everywhere and at once — in different Times, Worlds, historical epochs, and Qualities.
For example, in one rotation Cycle of this space-time Continuum, you, dear Liifmmida,
may perceive yourself “as a girl who was born at a certain time (in September 1949), in
a certain place (in the Kuban Region), to particular parents (the Artsibashevs), and who
was named Valya (Valentina). Following different turns of her Destiny, that girl moved
to different geographic locations, perceiving herself only as one “personality” whose
“memory” recorded many particular events, experiences, sensations, and phrases. You
always perceive yourself to be one and the same “personality” due to the “stability” of this
“memory”.
10.11629.
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Yes, you know that not only your face and figure, attachments and tastes, but also
your outlook, views, character, beliefs, habits, and skills changed with age. And despite
all of these obvious differences, you are nevertheless convinced that you still are “the
same girl named Valentina Artsibasheva” who has simply grown up. You are so sure
of this only because “your” other (alternative) decisions, phrases, actions, and chosen
circumstances are not recorded in the “memory” of your “personality” (in the temporal
ethereal constituent of the NUU-VVU-Form used by you). Instead, they were recorded, at
the moment these decisions were made, in the “memory: of other Stereo-Type groups that
form “NUU-VVU-Forms that are “identical” in age and in appearance in their individual
rotation Cycles.
10.11630.

Before you started to study IISSIIDIOLOGY, before your arrival at Ayfaar and your
meeting with me, you absolutely did not know that, as a result of each of “your” previous
choices, “hundreds of thousands of other Valentinas Artsibashevas” are incessantly
(literally every moment!) given the possibility of independent creative realization in
addition to this life Flow which you known well. Their Destinies develop in completely
different ways than yours did, owing to the difference in their choices. And, just like you,
they have no idea that they are not the only “personalities” that have “the same”, wellknown to them, body and face as yours.
10.11631.

One of these Valentinas, in peculiar-to-her “now”, lives in Germany because she
married a Russian businessman, who once started his own business here in the Crimea.
Then they moved to Germany, and Valentina “gave birth” to a daughter and a son. Then,
the businessman “died”, and she married a German, who is also a businessman. Though she
is “your exact copy”, she has “her own” diseases, “her own” problems, “her own” habits, and
“her own” Conceptions of “herself ” that differ very much from “your” Conceptions, with
the exception of those “mutual” recollections and experiences that were common to “both
of you” before a certain determining Choice was made in your Life that directed your
rotation Cycles toward different development scenarios. You don’t know anything about
the existence of “that other you”, and “that Valentina” has no idea that “her exact copy”
(in outward appearance) exists in a “parallel” World, which exists in Sevastopol in “her
own” time perception of “now”, and that she has two grown-up daughters, grandchildren,
and “her own” Life that in no way interacts visibly with her, with “that Valentina” from
Germany.
10.11632.

But you, she, and billions of “other” Valentinas (as well as billions of other StereoTypes of the same Stereo-Form that, for different reasons, have other names) have
“dispersed” rapidly into different Worlds and different rotation Cycles since the moment
of seemingly “the same mutual birth” that occurred in each of these Worlds in strict
compliance with their development scenarios. Despite these differences, all of them in
essence represent one Whole, that is to say, one beyond-time Formo-Type of this LLUUVVU-Form. Yes, all of them are very much alike and have the same age, maybe with a small
difference of several minutes. About one hundred thousand Stereo-Types [328*60*5] of a
“future personality” are being formed in different Worlds for each five-minute “delay” in
the appearance of a fetus from a womb, and each of the Stereo-Types is “rigidly attached”
to the development scenario only of “its own” World.
10.11633.
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Although these NUU-VVU-Forms may have similar external appearances (except
for certain details caused by different conditions of Life, climate, experiences, work,
diseases, etc.), they may differ greatly in terms of their psychic (an intellectual-creative
potential, sensuous intuition), physical (working ability, endurance) and moral-ethical
features (religious beliefs, social tendencies, cultural preferences). Because, for example,
in Germany these parameters were greatly influenced not only by the national Egregor but
also by the fact that “that Valentina” lives in Dresden, in the post-Soviet Germany. And, of
course, if we put the two of you together, in spite of the obvious external likeness, we would
immediately and clearly distinguish our wonderful and good-natured Liifmmida from the
ambitious and basically-pedantic “Frau Lifting” — “the former Valentina Artsibasheva”.
10.11634.

I took as an example only two Forms of “a personality”, but billions of them are
formed during each «birth”. Each decision that we make or don’t make results in an
absolutely new direction of possible development of each of these born “personalities”.
This is perhaps the most complex process for you to comprehend, owing to the fact that
each of you is conceptually attached only to this variant of himself. That is, you perceive
yourself only as “this one-and-only personality”. My abilities allow me “to see the invisible”
and explore “the non-existing” more thoroughly. And if it were not for these abilities, it is
unlikely that this unique Knowledge of IISSIIDIOLOGY, which gives detailed Information
about the simultaneous, single-moment existence of the innumerable multiplicity of
different-quality Worlds, Realities, Universes and Forms of Consciousness, would have
become available to this part of “humankind”.
10.11635.

It is easier for me than for you: I Know all of this naturally. I see all of this
clearly. I become deeply convinced of it with each second of my multidimensional and
multilevel Existence. But I hope that very soon all these things will also become clear and
comprehensible to Self-Consciousnesses of your NUU-VVU-Forms that continuously and
undoubtedly improve. And now I try simply to convince you that all this is true, so that
for the time being you would sincerely believe in the existence of all of this and that you
would finally begin to live more fully and deeply by these very Conceptions of Life and of
Yourselves, which are of a higher and more universal quality than those which you have
“now”.
10.11636.

I want you to begin to trust the Knowledge which I share with you and try to make
it comprehensible. Without a sincere trust in what I say, a deep Faith in that which I try to
convince you cannot form in your Self-Consciousness. Truly, it is not so hard to believe
it, because for the time being, in this (our mutual) “now”, there is no more complete and
more convincing Knowledge in terms of its information thoroughness, its impeccable
logic, and its spiritual interrelationship than IISSIIDIOLOGY.
10.11637.

Try to understand that your sincere Assurance in something (that is, the degree
of dominance of SFUURMM-Forms of certain quality Levels in your life creativity) is the
primary psycho-spiritual mechanism for dynamically intensifying strong Motivations
in your Self-Consciousness; then these Motivations will encourage realization of new
Intentions through higher-quality refocusings which you make each moment.
10.11638.
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The belief in the existence of the simultaneous multiplicity of all of us, as differentquality Forms of Collective Intelligences, is necessary not only for comprehension of the
true meaning of our stay here, “on Earth” or in any other Formo-system of Worlds (among
a great many of them), but also for a deep understanding of the essence of that important
psycho-spiritual phenomenon which we define very simply and primitively as the “Death
of a personality”.
10.11639.

By believing that each Stereo-Type chosen by you has its own particular
predetermined length of Life in a corresponding group of Worlds that differs from the
age programmed for “you” in other Formo-systems, you will definitely begin to search for
possibilities to refocus into these higher-quality Worlds that have a greater lifespan. And
this is the right thing to do! Everything should be exactly like this in your “now”, not in
some distant, theoretical perspective, because this is exactly one of the possibilities of
your vested right of the freedom of Choice.
10.11640.

But for that you must assume, if not know authentically, the consequences of the
choices you make, including which psychic reactions, Thoughts, Emotions, or Actions
may result from them. Therefore, you have to learn as soon as possible how to clearly and
consciously choose the quality of your psycho-spiritual states.
10.11641.

Let us go back to the example I just mentioned. All of the various Lives of “other
Valentinas” were possible due to the fact that, at a given time, each of them made a “slightly”
different choice in terms of quality, as compared with the other ones that were made at the
same moment by other Stereo-Types that are manifested in this Formo-system of Worlds
through all different-quality NUU-VVU-Forms The fact of her choice instantly “assigned”
her Self-Consciousness to “the rezonation zone” of the Focus of Creative Activity of that
“Valentina Artsibasheva from Kuban” (among her numerous “personalities”) considered
by us, whose rotation Cycle gradually reprojected her Focus into scenarios of those
Formo-systems of Worlds where her maximum age doesn’t exceed 72 years.
10.11642.

And you (the one who perceives herself as “Liifmmida” in her own “now”) are,
for the time being, focused in rotation Cycles of Worlds whose scenarios provide for the
maximum, say, of 86 years of Life programmed for your NUU-VVU. However, when your
biological “copy” (“Valentina Artsibasheva from Kuban who then became Frau Lifting
from Dresden”) “dies” at the age of 72, “she” will not be able to refocus closer to your
Stereo-Types that structure higher-quality rotation Cycles. She can do it only through an
incessant increase of Levels of the Creative Activity of her Self-Consciousness. That is, she
can do it by maintaining stability in higher-quality Choices. Only in this way, even without
noticing her own “Death”, she will be able to constantly refocus into more harmonious
Configurations of her Stereo-Types, which means that she will become a natural part of
other scenarios, in which other “Valentina Artsibashevas from Kuban” who perhaps also
live “now” (in their Formo-systems of Worlds) in Dresden continue their existence after
72, 86, 100 years and even much older.
10.11643.

Maybe, in order to achieve this, one day she will have to change her “present”
place of residence and move to the place which is more favorable for making continuous
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altruistic Choices. For example, actually ideal conditions for this are created at Ayfaar.
But she will not be able to get here because there is already a manifested Stereo-Type
group of “Valentina from Kuban” who lives in her own “now” in Sevastopol and associates
herself with the name Liifmmida. You and she are simply incompatible for a simultaneous
manifestation in one group of duvuyllerrt Worlds as NUU-VVU of one Stereo-Form. In
your turn, after 86 years, you can refocus into Stereo-Types only of “other Liifmmidas”,
in whose “memory” all facts you know from your Life are recorded, including moments
associated with psycho-spiritual attachments to Ayfaar, to everything that you once did
and felt here before you became an 86-year-old woman.
But you must not wait until you get to the particular maximum age of your “present”
existence. Nobody, not even I, can tell you this precisely, because the rotation Cycles
in which we currently perceive ourselves are a very dynamic, variable, and fluctuating
structure of our current Self-Consciousness. Any negative Thought, any egoistic action,
or any aggressive emotion can instantly refocus “you” into another, lower-quality, rotation
Cycle, according to the scenario of which you “die” not at the age of 86 but, let us say, in
two years, or even tomorrow, or right here, near the bonfire…
10.11645.

I want to teach you how to potentially unite, in your own Self-Consciousness, not
only with all of your Stereo-Types and other Formo-Types of your LLUU-VVU, but also
with other Proto-Forms of your GOOLGAMAA-A. I want to teach you to understand that
there is an innumerable quantity of Forms of “you”, that no number of “Deaths” will be
enough to deprive you of real possibilities to always perceive yourself actively as some of
those Forms.
10.11646.

Each of you initially has such an amazing perspective after losing a Form of your
“current” existence in all Worlds! But, to my deep regret, you don’t know anything about
the perspective and cannot use the universal possibilities of your multidimensional Forms
to consciously implement the most wonderful property (among ones which we inherently
have) — Immortality.
10.11647.

Due to Immortality, you can always refocus, in your own Self-Consciousness,
in any Direction (possible at this moment) of your quality development in this spacetime Continuum. And if, as a result of this refocusing, the realization Form chosen by
you becomes at least slightly more harmonious and spiritual than the previous one, this
automatically provides you with the implementation of the principle of Immortality
available to you. This is so natural, so simple, and so wise!
10.11648.

But you are still so subjectively separated from all of your other “personalities”
that everything I say here represents only theoretical Knowledge to you. And it is very
difficult for you (owing to many “unsynthesized quality aspects” in karmic Channels of
the two lower Centers) to use this Knowledge in making your specific life choices. For the
time being, each of you is only able to identify yourself specifically with that NUU-VVUForm whose Focuses model the Creative Activity of your Self-Consciousness, and you are
simply unable to imagine Yourself in your own simultaneous plurality.
10.11649.
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Here is another demonstrative example: let us consider Zaaommi, who sits here
with us. If it were possible to gather absolutely all of the Stereo-Types that were born (just
as he was) by “the same” parents, at “the same” time, in “the same” place, and were given
the same name — Pavel Sidorin, there would not be enough space either at Ayfaar or in
Goluboy Zaliv [a big village] for all of them to stand next to each other in order to prove
the fact of their simultaneous existence. And, you should note, each of them has “his own”
Destiny, “his individual” history of Life, from infancy to the very moment that “happens
now”. A great number of them have already “died” at different ages, starting actually with
the very first days after the «birth”. “Those” whom we would theoretically manage to
gather here have lived until the age of 28; some of them will “die” tomorrow and in the
next few days, months, years, and some of them will still perceive themselves alive in 20,
in 50, and even in 100 years. One among the entire set of these “Pavels Sidorins”, who is
sitting “now” with us and who has changed his given name to Zaaommi at Ayfaar, has
no idea at all that at the same time there are different versions of “himself ” somewhere
“nearby”, in “slightly” different Worlds.
10.11650.

Because such a great number and diversity of “us” exist simultaneously, all people
have practically unlimited possibilities for many refocusings according to the principle
of “vibration resonance”. These possibilities exist at any moment when there is a threat to
lose their “current” Form! For example, at the moment of any of your “Deaths”, you can
very naturally and easily — assuming your stable focusing on the highest-quality Levels
of your Self-Consciousness — continue your conscious existence as Zaaommi who lives
at Ayfaar.
10.11651.

10.111652. If

you focus on the lower-quality and narrowly-specific ranges of your vibrations,
which are defined by the nature of lower-quality (for example, ordinary-life interests)
Levels of your life Beliefs, Motives, and Intentions, you will most deeply resonate with the
Configuration of Self-Consciousness of one “Pavel Sidorin” who, for example, after his
refusal to extend his military service, entered a construction institute and, at the moment
of “your” certain “Death”, works as an architect in a construction firm. In spite of the fact
that most of the time he is occupied with his main profession, he still is very interested in
everything that was also of interest to you before your “Death”: he actively downloads from
the Internet everything that Oris writes at Ayfaar (Zaaommi is absent at that Ayfaar!), he
tries to understand IISSIIDIOLOGY, he ardently desires to come to Ayfaar, but some ordinary
egoistic Beliefs, Motives, and Intentions (which the “just deceased” Zaaommi has already
managed to overcome partly in himself) still keep him from coming there. Therefore, in
principle, at the moment of Zaaommi’s “Death”, nothing can prevent you from beginning
to perceive yourself at once as the architect named Pavel Sidorin.
QUESTION. But how can I perceive myself as Pavel if I already know myself as Zaaommi?

— Dear Zaaommi, according to the principle of “implanting”, you can refocus
into a lower-quality group of your Stereo-Types in your Self-Consciousness. That
is, all of the previous Information about your Life events (contained in the temporal
ethereal constituent of “a deceased personality”) will be transferred to Levels of the
10.11653.
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Subconsciousness of a living “personality”, thereby “implanting” it into that “personality”.
But upon doing this you will completely and comfortably perceive yourself as this living
“personality” — the architect, Pavel Sidorin. Afterwards, this subconscious Information
that also contains the Experience of higher-quality (to the living “personality”) Choices
can have a significant, positive influence on decisions made by “the living personality”, into
whose NUU-VVU you will refocus after “Zaaommi’s Death”. This will result in subsequent
refocusings into higher-quality rotation Cycles and, therefore, in a longer lifespan.
Now let us consider your concern over the fact that, after your “Death”, you will
not be able to perceive yourself as “Pavel” because you associate yourself in your own
Self-Consciousness only with “Zaaommi”. Moreover, you only associate yourself with
one amongst all possible “variants of Zaaommi” whose Life is closely connected with
Ayfaar, with the Creativity of a living Oris (but not of “a deceased one”). At the moment of
“Death”, there is an automatic differentiation of Information, held in the temporal ethereal
constituent of “a personality’s” Self-Consciousness, into its constituents: each UU-VVUcopy, which to a greater degree associates itself with the quality of some former choices
of this “personality”, naturally reprojects all of its Creative Activity into those living NUUVVU-Forms (of the same Stereo-Form, or any other Formo-Type, or even another ProtoForm) which, according to the rezonation principle, maximally correspond to the quality
state of its wave Configuration and will begin to completely identify themselves only with
these “personalities”.
10.11654.

Thus, the entire content of “a just-deceased personality’s” “long-term memory”
(“the lived” — that is, already “unpacked” and “unfolded” in Self-Consciousness — part of
the temporal ethereal constituent) is instantly distributed amongst several different-quality
groups of UU-VVU-copies that compose it. These are narrowly-functional conglomerates
of “chakram personalities” that subjectively belong to a certain Level of Creative Activity
of karmic Channels of IISSIIDI-Centers. Self-Consciousnesses of the highest-quality UUVVU-copies are structured by Information about the highest-quality Choices made by
“the deceased personality” during its entire self-conscious Life. Therefore, these UUVVU-copies can very easily occupy corresponding factor Axes of the same “personality”
that goes on living in other, duvuyllerrtly-higher-quality rotation Cycles. These UUVVU-copies naturally and incessantly continue to associate themselves precisely with the
highest-quality parameters of “current” Stereo-Forms.
10.11655.

The variant of “infinite associative self-identification” with the highest-quality
Levels of life Creativity is always with “you” at any (initially programmed in the scenario)
moment of “Death” of a NUU-VVU-Form, having individual characteristics with which
you subjectively identify yourself at this moment. In this case the entire content of “your”
temporal ethereal constituent is saved without changes (only subjective accents on some
life priorities change), and “you” continue your existence in other, higher-quality rotation
Cycles never being aware that literally a moment ago “you” already “died” in one of your
rotation Cycles of Worlds.
10.11656.

You simply continue to realize yourself further in the same circumstances and
conditions of Life (in the same Directions of Synthesis of Aspects of Qualities) in which
10.11657.
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you were before your unconscious “Death”. But you must understand that your wider
and more diverse refocusing possibilities decreases considerably. The number of StereoTypes whose frequency is an essential dynamic part of your common Configuration and
which are ready, in accordance with Configurations of their Self-Consciousness, to change
“your deceased” NUU-VVU, is severely limited due to the high degree of identity of their
temporal ethereal constituents.
You can no longer re-focus into rotation Cycles of those groups of Stereo-Types
whose “memory information content” differs in the slightest detail from “yours”, even if
their development scenarios are designed for a longer Life as compared with your “present”
one. For the same reason, you also cannot re-focus into those Stereo-Types which reside
in considerably lower-quality Formo-systems of Worlds in which “you” think in a more
egoistic way. These Stereo-Types are more strictly-limited in your own Perception by all
sorts of pales, taboos, ignorance, or craving for the realization of lower desires.
10.11658.

Of course, you can reproject your Focus there, but only sequentially in Time,
duvuyllerrtly changing the quality of your current characteristics (age, disposition, tastes,
temperament, Conceptions, principles), passing through many of your conscious, egoistic
choices, each of which must be specifically recorded in your “memory”. If, however,
between narrowly-specific vibrations of your NUU-VVU Configuration and vibrations of
one Stereo-Type group (that is “nearest” to your rotation Cycle), there is not an almost
complete “resonance”, then you are simply incompatible with the group in this Cycle.
10.11659.

Therefore, the nearest possible perspective of your continued natural (but as
though “postmortal”) existence as subjectively “one and the same personality” is only in
those rotation Cycles of Worlds whose development scenarios are closest to each other
and are potentially different only within the nearest-in-frequency ranges of skrruullerrt
systems, that is they are more synthesized either on slightly higher-quality or lowerquality Levels. All of this is related to those moments of your “Death” which happen to
you constantly, but which you never perceive for a variety of objective reasons. You simply
still continue to live and to further realize yourself creatively after each of these moments.
10.11660.

The Illusion of continuity of your existence is provided, in the structures of your
Self-Consciousness, by a perpetual mechanism (process) of automatic refocusing into the
highest-quality and identical duvuyllerrt Stereo-Type groups whose rotation Cycles tend
to stably increase the quality of all synthetic processes.
10.11661.

This means that if you only identify with the highest-quality Choices and
do everything to implement them in practice, in other words, contrary to the egoistic
tendencies of your Self-Consciousness, your Focuses will only belong to this incessant
process. Therefore, you will always be able to perceive yourself only as being alive, rapidly
refocusing only into those Formo-system of Worlds whose development scenarios can
really provide you with this.
10.11662.

However, the Destiny of other, lower-quality, UU-VVU-copies develops in different
ways at the moment of “Death”. For example, lower-quality UU-VVU-copies (which, however,
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have preserved in their own Self-Consciousness an undeniable priority of higher-quality
Choices that combine both moderately altruistic and moderately egoistic Experience
within tolerable limits for this Reality) instantly become subject to the rezonation
principle, which allows them to merge relatively comfortably with the Configuration of
Self-Consciousness of any other “personality” that represents a Stereo-Type group of the
same Stereo-Form.
Thus, due to a considerable “castration” of their temporal ethereal constituent, they
immediately start to perceive themselves as another “personality” of their Stereo-Form
and, without noticing their own “Death”, continue to live within the Self-Consciousness
of that other “personality”. Sometimes, however, something familiar but indiscernible
suddenly emerges associatively from the depths of the Subconsciousness, bringing “the
new personality” into a state of unconscious and causeless melancholy, incomprehensible
nostalgia, or even depression.
10.11664.

But the real cause of all these states that seem groundless is that the UU-VVU–
copies of “a deceased personality” have the Experience of higher-quality creative
realizations in their Configuration. But, for different reasons based on peculiarities of
Self-Consciousness of “the new personality”, they cannot use their Creative Activity for
anything more essential, more valuable, more useful to others, or for that which is far
beyond the limits of the egoistic aspirations of “the new personality”.
10.11665.

10.111666. Thus,

on subconscious levels, these UU-VVU-copies of “the deceased personality”,
will gradually begin to correct the Creative Activity of “the new personality” toward higherquality Choices and will gradually begin to reproject Focuses of its Self-Consciousness
onto the Levels of life Creativity which were characteristic of the previous (“deceased”)
“personality” in the last period of its Life until the moment of “Death”. I would like to
emphasize that the most important determinant in the process of “postmortal” refocusings
is the degree of frequency resonance of Configurations of Self-Consciousness (NNAASSMM)
of “the deceased personality” with Configurations of other possible Forms of further
existence of its UU-VVU-copies.
QUESTION. Do choices of our Stereo-Types made by them in their Formo-systems of Worlds

(other ones in relation to ours) influence our current psychic states or circumstances around us
in our World?

— Yes, dear Floofft, it is possible, but only to a certain extent, because all
development scenarios of Worlds and of all Forms that structure them are also initially
programmed to observe the principle of duvuyllerrtness. That is why the mutual influence
you mentioned can occur only between very similar Configurations of Self-Consciousness
of different NUU-VVU-Forms.
10.11667.

This is the way it happens in “postmortal” refocusings: if NUU-VVU Configurations
are very much alike in terms of their tendencies of creative realization, psycho-spiritual
connections can occur between them regardless of which rotation Cycles and which
10.11668.
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particular Time Flow (“historical epochs”, types of Realities and space-time Continuums)
each of them belongs to. The only question is the degree to which a NUU-VVU-Form’s
individual system of Perception can consciously discriminate a definite individual
frequency of each mental-sensuous effect received from a common energy-information
Flow that passes incessantly through its Self-Consciousness.
Usually, the majority of “people” perceive these unexpected emotional “eruptions”
in the form of “their own” Thoughts, Feelings, and Desires; and they very rarely feel
especially distinct sensations and unusual emotions characteristic of that particular
NUU-VVU-Form (that belongs not only to your Stereo-Form but also to any of the FormoTypes of your LLUU-VVU) which either consciously or subconsciously established a
psychic “contact” with you at that moment. Even if you are notionally separated by many
“centuries” or “millennia” (be it in “the future” or in “the past”), none of this matters.
All time divisions and devised-by-you limits are very notional, because the determining
factor for establishing such a “contact” is only the close similarity of particular dynamics
of some definite active Levels of Self-Consciousness.
10.11669.

I would like to note that this very principle makes it possible to perform all of
my “contacts” with many Proto-Forms of GOOLGAMAA-A that perceive themselves on
different Levels of Creative dynamics of Energy-Plasma. This happens regardless of
dimensional characteristics that are peculiar to them and only in accordance with the
identity of synthetic Levels activated in my Self-Consciousness: if there is anything to
activate, “the Contact” will happen (through the complementary System of subchakrams);
if corresponding Levels are not yet sufficiently activated or not activated at all in your
Self-Consciousness, “the Contact” will not happen no matter what effort you exert.
10.11670.

The Stereo-Type groups whose Configurations differ very much from yours
actually bear no relation to your “personal” Life and to the circumstances of your existence,
because they are also (just as you are) only duvuyllerrtly interrelated with Stereo-Types
that resonate with their Configurations and transmit all of their Thoughts, Emotions,
Desires, and the specificity of their psychic reactions not to you, but to these other StereoTypes.
10.11671.

Each of you has his own individual duvuyllerrt variants of a joint creative
realization which you actively influence and which equally influence your decisions,
aspirations, and actions. Usually, the reciprocal action between the Self-Consciousness
systems of different Forms occurs through the same SFUURMM-Forms, that is, through
the identity of your own self-Conceptions and identical Conceptions of each interacting
Stereo-Types of “itself ” and of the outer World.
10.11672.

Let us assume that you have found convincing motivations for yourself to refuse
some of the more primitive realizations (rude sex, jealousy, envy, gluttony, aggressiveness,
jaundice, reprehension, conceit, lust for power, etc.), and “somebody” among the group
of “nearest” Stereo-Types, “who” has not yet approached such decisions but strives for
them, still remains active on these primitive realization Levels, being unable to resist the
opportunity to feel “oneself ” in these qualities.
10.11673.
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10.111674. Those

psychic reactions which “he” generates “inside himself ” at moments of
“his” lower realizations have a psychic influence over your choices manifesting in the SelfConsciousness structures of your NUU-VVU in the form of involuntary, secret desires.
However, you have the ability to consistently deny these urges. due to your stable motivations.
If, however, some of SFUURMM-Forms generated by “him” are unable to be realized through
your “personality”, they will immediately realize through other NUU-VVU-Forms of your
Stereo-Form that are qualitatively close to them and belong to rotation Cycles of other
Formo-systems of Worlds or even to other types of Realities and space-time Continuums.
QUESTION. Can I change the quality of Stereo-Doubles that are “near” me, if I develop spiritu-

ally?

— Of course, you can, dear Iylliysstlaa! However, you should be aware of the fact
that you cannot influence Configurations of Stereo-Doubles or Configurations of other
Stereo-Types. But through your choices you can incessantly change their content and the
degree of their relative quality in nearest-in-frequency skrruullerrt systems, where the
Self-Consciousness of the focused-by-You NUU-VVU stays. You can potentially influence
the composition of Stereo-Types that are objectively “adjacent to you” only to the extent
of your own development and self-perfection. You simply duvuyllerrtly refocus into their
structures of Self-Consciousness, and then they become natural Stereo-Doubles of the
focused-by-You NUU-VVU-Form.
10.11675.

If, however, in your question you mean Stereo-Doubles of another “personality”
that lives and communicates near you, then the answer is no. It is not possible for you
to directly influence the quality dynamics of another Formo-Type that stays (take notice
of that!) in “its own” skrruullerrt system, and not in your own, despite the fact that you
may simultaneously be separated from the person by a distance that approximately
equals the thickness of your clothes. No physical parameters affect anything here! But
you can indirectly influence the quality state of Stereo-Doubles which your acquaintance
chooses at every single moment. How? Through intense activity, doubtless consistency,
and persuasiveness of your higher-quality SFUURMM-Forms, as compared with his. If
you manage to persuade him of something very important, then you will also influence
quality dynamics of his “future” choices.
10.11676.

Let me remind all of you one more time that both the “length of existence” of the
focused-by-You NUU-VVU-Form and the length of your Life depend on the intensity and
quality of this most important process — the Process of Choice: spiritually deprived and
more egoistic choices provide you with fewer possibilities; if you focus on the spiritual
development that cultivates stable, altruistic tendencies in your Self-Consciousness and
enriches all of your Conceptions of the World and of Yourself, you will automatically
(subconsciously) reproject Yourself into Worlds with higher-quality Stereo-Doubles
whose development scenarios are also longer.
10.11677.
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Chapter VI

Peculiarities of functioning of space-time and energy-information
structures of “personalized” Self-Consciousness

Any our tactile, visual, taste, olfactory, hearing, and mental-sensuous types of
psychosensory perception are based on electromagnetic properties of the Formo-system
of Worlds which we observe and experience. For example, the ear is an analyzer of
frequency, the nose, our olfactory organ, is also based on the so-called osmetic frequencies
(from Greek osmesis — olfaction); the skin and the taste organ are also very sensitive to
electromagnetic oscillations. In principle, we cannot consider Focused-by-Us Forms and
parts (brain, cells, organs, and systems of organs) that form their entire biological basis to
be separate from their outer subjective reality whose objects, as well as Space itself, have
a wave, quantum-holographous nature.
10.11678.

How can we separate all of the radio waves that fill our entire life space? All objects
perceived by us in this Space, including all Forms used by our UFS, are Configurations
of waves manifested in Space in a special way (quantum-holographously). That is, you
yourselves, as observers, and objects observed by you in the outward reality are entirely
united by your Nature, because all of you are the manifestation of frequencies of all possible
types of force interrelations of wave Fields-Consciousnesses in a narrow diapason.
10.11679.

Imagine two notional Spaces, “a big» one and “a small” one, “divided” by the finest,
supermobile, and completely invisible “luminescent membrane” — “the screen” of your
Self-Consciousness. The dynamics of your Self-Consciousness manifest specifically as
a particular “personality” in “the small” Space in the form of your system of Perception.
“The big” Space is filled with general wave dynamics of all possible types of FieldsConsciousnesses; these dynamics reflect the whole diapason of interquality interrelations
of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma and contain all dimensions from the ±12th to ±0. Besides,
just as in “the small” Space, each type of force interaction of these Fields-Consciousnesses
forms “its own” very narrow diapason of dimensions in general dynamics of this Space.
10.11680.
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You also perceive yourself as a “personality” in dynamics of Formo-structures
of “the small” Space, given its physical laws. The dividing, invisible “membrane” of your
Self-Consciousness forms an infinite and “luminescent screen” that, under the influence
of different-quality and different-frequency force effects from “the big” Space, incessantly
transforms the entire diapason of Energy-Plasma general dynamics into a very narrow
diapason which is perceptible to you. As a result, this “screen” (of the system of Perception
of the focused-by-You “personality”) displays a very narrow diapason of electromagnetic
waves in the form of familiar Images (SFUURMM-Forms) of objects, natural phenomena,
“personalities”, as well as psychic experiences, sounds, and so on.
10.11681.

A set of your NUU-VVU-Forms also sequentially manifest in Space with the help
of specific dynamic combinations of the waves described above. You, and people around
you, interpret the combined psycho-mental activity of these NUU-VVU-Forms as your
“personality”. It is similar to the theater of shadows, when actors show pantomimes behind
a sheet, expressing something and presenting a certain “action”, while the spectators only
see their shadows on the white, highlighted sheet and may only guess the meaning which
the actors are trying to show.
10.11682.

I called “your” Space (it is also a certain part of “a big” Space simultaneously
with many other “small” Spaces) “small”, not because it is smaller or worse than others,
but only because you don’t yet know anything about the huge set of energy-information
interactions based on Fields unknown to science. In “the future”, these Fields will allow
you to observe much more authentic Information that represents energy-information
connections now inaccessible to you instead of “the highlighted sheet” with faded and
indistinct shadows on it.
10.11683.

And now imagine that your Self-Consciousness is the whole “small” Space-Time
in which there is a very specific and subjective reflection of all different-quality dynamics
of invisible and incomprehensible (to you) Fields-Consciousnesses that structure the
whole “big” Space-Time (Energy-Plasma) through their interrelations. And being in
“the audience” of this boundless cosmic “theater of shadows”, it is absolutely impossible
to understand the external appearance of “the invisible actors” and the color of their
“clothes” if you only judge their barely perceptible movements that are dimly highlighted
by “luminescent light” and very indistinctly reflected by their “shadows” on “the screen”
of your Self-Consciousness. The Information which they try to convey to you and to all
other Forms is either inaccessible to your Perception or is distorted beyond recognition
by you and interpreted completely incorrectly.
10.11684.

It is impossible to compare systems of Perception of different Proto-Forms with
each other, because in order to establish psychic interrelations with the outer world, all
Proto-Forms use different-quality mechanisms that either narrow the range of their
possibilities (in comparison with possibilities of other Proto-Forms) or considerably
broaden them. Each Form of Existence, owing to the fact that its Self-Consciousness
is structured by Dominants of different Qualities, has specific differences in organs of
perception which allow it to perceive one and the same information signal within an
electromagnetic wave in its own characteristic way. For example, the vision of an ant is
10.11685.
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completely different than ours (they have a faceted structure of their eyes). Snakes see
in the infrared range (they have different retinal cones and rod cells). Up to 60% of the
information that comes into a dog’s Consciousness is via its sense of smell. “People” get
80% of their Information about an object by looking at it.
We use physical and chemical properties of Formo-Matter and different types
of electromagnetic fields (EMF) for an energy-information interaction among ourselves
and with other Proto-Forms. For example, tactile sensations represent micro-vibrations
of the skin that are transformed into electric impulses; nerve receptors within the skin
then transmit these impulses to the brain for analysis, comparison, and psychosomatic
response reactions.
10.11686.

Smell and taste sensations function through chemical analyzers connected to
the nervous system; they also specifically transform chemical reactions into electrical
impulses and express them through reactions of the nervous system. Our eyes and ears turn
EMF of the visible and audible range (some Proto-Forms have a wider or narrower range
of perception relative to us) into electrical signals and transmit them to corresponding
centers of the brain.
10.11687.

Thus, any sense organ transforms an external influence into a set of electrical
signals that are transmitted in the form of impulses through the nervous system of
constant synaptic connections from sense organs to the brain (or to the nervous system
in insects), and form a dynamic quantum-holographous electromagnetic “picture” of
perception in some of its regions. That is, the Information we obtain is subjectively
transformed, interpreted, and “compressed” (“folded”), for an instant in Space of our
Self-Consciousness, into a certain Image of a field (or wave) nature (UU-VVU-copy),
immediately becoming a dynamic part of our distorted Conception (“picture”) of the
Information.
10.11688.

On “quark-lepton” levels of this “picture” (which is transformed into differentquality interactions between energy fields characteristic of the energy-information level
of “beta-synchronous modulators” of Self-Consciousness), irkkulligren dynamics of our
“small” Space causes a sort of “reverse mutual reflection” of the Information that we
“perceived” from “the big” Space (through UU-VVU-copies— simultaneously into both
the OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-system and into the temporal ethereal constituent).
10.11689.

“The reverse mutual reflection” of Information (processed by the SelfConsciousness) into “the big” Space is carried out through instantaneous response
dynamics of the temporal ethereal constituent: depending on the quality of our reaction,
only that initial Information (a part of the current development scenario) is “unpacked”
and “unfolded”, in Space from the skrruullerrt system, which precisely corresponds in
quality (in configuration) to our response reaction. Our reaction determines what we
“unfold” at the next moment of our current Life.
10.11690.

Allow me to summarize. I have already told you that UU-VVU are Thoughts and
Feelings which we use in our creative realizations in Life. On the one hand, as permanent
10.11691.
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information carriers, they constantly stay in O-D-systems and, as Information which
we use constantly, they are in specific dynamics of each instant which is individually
(quantum-holographously) “ciphered” for each Stereo-Type in the temporal ethereal
constituent of our Stereo-Form. When our every-moment psychisms resonate with the
Configuration of a certain Stereo-Type of a given skrruullerrt system, we “unpack” in our
Self-Consciousness only “our own”, purely individual variants of possible events combined
together into “logical”, karmic energy-information Flows (development scenarios) by
which we inertially compose our rotation Cycles.
Absolutely everything that happens and could happen in our Life is “ciphered” and
“packed” to the last detail in the form of informational holographous complexes in the
temporal ethereal constituent. The infinite set of such complexes are the very skrruullerrt
systems (inertially “unpacked” and “unfolded” at each instant of our Life), in other words,
the entire information basis of Energy-Plasma.
10.11692.

In our example with “the big” and “the small” Spaces (which represent differentquality energy-information structures of Us, as UFS), we, as NUU-VVU-Forms, sensually
perceive all Information from “the big” Space. This means that we actually perceive the
Information “from Ourselves”, since we have nothing else except for our Self-Consciousness
(which is a part of UFS dynamics structured, as you already know, by the Subconsciousness,
Supraconsciousness, Ultraconsciousness, Praconsciousness, Protoconsciousness,
Hyperconsciousness, and Star Consciousness). At every instant, our Self-Consciousness
represents a particular part of the creative dynamics of the whole Universe. That is why,
using electromagnetic fields of our brain, we specifically “decipher” and biochemically
process Information that belongs to us (mental-sensuous complexes and images that
appeared in our Self-Consciousness). We then transmit the ready instantaneous result
in the form of our particular psychosomatic reaction through the UU-VVU-copy of a
corresponding quality into an OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-system.
10.11693.

Take notice that it is UU-VVU-copies (but not We, as UFS) that uniquely deflect,
distort, and interpret each instantaneous block of “unpacked” Information from the SelfConsciousness. In addition, absolutely all chemical reactions throughout the organism
(in cells and organs, in the nervous and endocrine systems) represent the initial status
Information which is also “unfolded” from the temporal ethereal constituent, and are
directly regulated by the Creative Activity of UU-VVU-copies that structure Stereo-Type
Configurations that we choose.
10.11694.

It would be helpful here to reiterate a comparison that was previously mentioned.
Our Self-Consciousness, which realizes itself quantum-holographously through chemical
reactions of molecular-biological structures of the brain, essentially represents a powerful
computer in which several hundred “Programs” are constantly launched, each of which
is an UU-VVU-copy. All these “Programs” are initially selected and eternally kept in the
random-access memory of the computer — RRGLUU-VVU (the Primary Time Axis) of a
LLUU-VVU-Form. Whenever necessary, “the central processor” — the brain — permits
this set of “Programs” (UU-VVU-copies) to begin data processing when we choose
(through resonance with a particular Stereo-Type) a certain development scenario in
10.11695.
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a skrruullerrt system, which is associated with the activity of a strictly defined set of
UU-VVU-copies (Information of all possible scenarios is also “ciphered” in the temporal
ethereal constituent).
10.11696.

UU-VVU-copies execute the commands of “their” brain centers (“compressing”

Information) and simultaneously transmit all of their creative dynamics to both the
temporal ethereal constituent and to their OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-system, specifically
reflecting Information from “the small” Space (that is, from our “personalized” SelfConsciousness) in the general creative dynamics of UFS, which represents the creative
dynamics of “the big” Space to Us.

So, each person’s thinking process has a certain degree of regularity: first,
we consciously think of something, that is, from the Self-Consciousness (from the
temporal ethereal constituent) of the focused-by-Us NUU-VVU-Form, we sequentially
“decipher” and “unpack” wave Configurations (which inertially follow one after another
in the skrruullerrt system of RRGLUU-VVU) of UU-VVU-Forms (SFUURMM-Forms) that
structure the NUU-VVU-Form. Each such “moment-by-moment”, individual “unpacking”
of Information initially included in all Stereo-Types of this Stereo-Form is accompanied
by its instantaneous “unfolding” in wave space-time structures of our outer reality. This
“unfolded” Information makes a particular impression on our system of Perception.
That is, we immediately — through synaptic connections between neurons — “compress”
and “fold” it again for processing in the brain centers. Therefore, it enters the brain in a
subjectively “folded” (distortedly “compressed”) form.
10.11697.

Simultaneously with the above process, on the basis of natural reactions of the
Formo-Creators of the endocrine system that induced excretion of definite hormones,
there is a manifestation of certain psychic states in Self-Consciousness, or subjective
sensations (Emotions, Feelings). The most active Genic Formo-Creators at any given
moment in our Self-Consciousness are represented by corresponding UU-VVU-copies
associated with the quality state of the nervous system and its biochemical reactions to
this subjective variant of Information obtained through centers of hearing, vision and
smell. These Genic Creators instantaneously make a particular decision that “forces us”
to take “conscious” actions, and these actions are the expression of “us” (the ones whom
we perceive as “ourselves”) at this moment in the dynamics of the outer Space,
10.11698.

Each one of “our” psychosomatic reactions is a choice (in the skrruullerrt system)
of a subsequent instant of a possible inertial continuation of our rotation Cycle in the
Direction determined by our instantaneous psychic state. At the next instant, we do not
“unpack” all Information from the temporal ethereal constituent that structures this
skrruullerrt system, but only that part which is initially “ciphered” for this particular
Direction, thereby determining our “nearest” Destiny, or development scenario.
10.11699.

What is the difference between scenarios that develop in different Directions? The
difference is only in quality states (frequency range) of the Creative Activity of UU-VVUcopies that participate in them and in degrees of manifestation of the Creative Activity of
Aspects of various Qualities. As I have previously pointed out, all possible developmental
10.11700.
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variants of any event (one reaction results in a choice of one Direction, another reaction
results in a choice of another Direction) are already initially programmed for all focusedby-Us NUU-VVU-Forms (for their rotation Cycles). Any “rezonation point” of a skrruullerrt
system was initially programmed by Creators taking into account the implementation of
all possible reactions in each situation.
In an aggressive situation, if someone suddenly says to somebody: “You are good!”,
this factor may instantaneously and positively influence further dynamics of aggressive
reactions and subsequent refocusings of the situation’s participants (the state of Creative
Activity of UU-VVU) into NUU-VVU-Forms with corresponding qualities, which means that
it also influences the development scenarios. If, however, in the same situation a person
says to somebody: “You are bad!”, this factor may “direct the Focuses of the participants
in absolutely different Directions of their continued rotation Cycles.
10.11701.

For example, let’s say you had a quarrel with somebody and only negative
dynamics of low-frequency UU-VVU-copies began to manifest incessantly in your SelfConsciousness towards this person. In this scenario, all of your incessant “unpacking”
(in skrruullerrt systems, or TEC) and “unfolding” (in Space of Self-Consciousness) of
Stereo-Type Configurations that correspond to your negative state will be associated only
with your grievance. And if this person suddenly says to you: “Forgive me, please!”, — and
you respond likewise, both your Lives will radically change at that very instant, because,
in the structures of your Self-Consciousness, there will be a change in the Direction of
creative dynamics of psychisms. In other words, there will be a decrease in the activity of
low-frequency UU-VVU-copies and an increase in the high-frequency activity.
10.11702.

The quality of each decision “you” make, expressed in a certain wave form,
resonates in the skrruullerrt system with the Stereo-Type Configuration that most closely
corresponds to it and that structures inertial dynamics of a particular development
scenario in the general temporal ethereal constituent of this Stereo-Form. As soon as
psychic Energy (included by the organism’s “biochemistry” into the dynamic state of “the
moment of Interest” connected to our Focus of Close Attention) stimulates this StereoType, the Information that is initially “recorded” in it is simultaneously “deciphered”
and “unpacked” onto “the bioscreen” (in the temporal ethereal constituent) of our SelfConsciousness. Additionally, it is also simultaneously “unfolded” onto “the corpuscular
screen” of our outward Space in the form of molecular objects (houses, trees, objects,
people, animals, and so on). In essence, this is “the individual quantization” of Space by
our characteristic psychisms — our Thoughts and Feelings.
10.11703.

This “unpacked” Information, in which “the outer reality” is actually represented,
is the instantaneous variant of the skrruullerrt system which is around you, but also
structures you. And you don’t know how that variant will change to you at the next
moment. Now, suppose that one of “you” sneezed, but in another variant “you” did not
sneeze, because either “I” spoke a little differently, or already finished our conversation by
this moment, or the conversation did not happen at all and “we”, in one of our “nows”, sit
near a bonfire and already drink fragrant tea and sing our Ayfaar Songs.
10.11704.
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Then, being immediately projected onto our system of Perception in the form
of “visible-to-us” Thought-Images, this mental Information is subjectively distorted,
deflected, and “compressed” again by our nervous system into electromagnetic impulses
and induces again, in our Self-Consciousness, certain sensuous experiences that resonate
anew with one of Stereo-Types of this skrruullerrt system. In turn, another “quantum”
of Information is activated in Space-Time and included into it, which… All in all, as
the phrase goes, “and so on, and so forth” at every notional instant of our frequency
manifestation in Space which is synchronized with this Time Flow.
10.11705.

By such “moment-to-moment quantization” we implement the “individual”
process of quality refocusings into those Stereo-Types (and scenarios that correspond
to them) where our Thought, formed by a stable Feeling into volitional Aspiration, has
certain possibilities of creative realization. For example, if we seek to become better in
a particular Direction of life Creativity, we begin to imagine ourselves in this Creativity
in different ways. This mental-sensuous Aspiration (which is stable in dynamics of SelfConsciousness) correlates, in duvuyllerrt dynamics of the skrruullerrt system, with
Stereo-Type Configurations structured by higher-frequency UU-VVU that are sequentially
“unfolded” in Space of our rotation Cycle. This process automatically refocuses us into
NUU-VVU-Forms with higher-quality manifestations, ones in which we had previously
imagined ourselves in our aspirations.
10.11706.

Due to a certain Configuration of Self-Consciousness, We incessantly use all
possible UU-VVU that belong to different dimensions (to the 2nd-3rd, 3rd-4th, 4th-5th)
in order to refocus from one Form into another. We refocus into desired Forms and life
circumstances depending on Aspects of Qualities represented by the UU-VVU-Forms
which we activate sequentially in the temporal ethereal constituent. Stably activating highfrequency Thoughts and Feelings in the temporal ethereal constituent, we re-focus into
Configurations of Stereo-Types with the Creative Activity of predominantly high-quality
UU-VVU-copies with the help of positive psychisms. When we activate low-frequency
Levels of MENTO- and ASTRO-Plasma, we re-focus into NUU-VVU Configurations with
predominantly low-quality activity. However, “karmonations” are synthesized regardless
of “the frequency” of the UU-VVU-copies used by us.
10.11707.

When we stably aspire toward the realization of a certain Goal, we choose rotation
Cycles that lead us to the Formo-systems of Worlds where this Goal is accomplished to
one extent or another. Forming a strong Aspiration in our Self-Consciousness, we begin
to resonate, by way of our psychisms, only with those SFUURMM-Forms of an O-D-system
which can most clearly compose the Image of our Goal. Continuing to actively manipulate
our Thoughts and Feelings only in the chosen Direction of life Creativity, we add a greater
number and more intricate details to the sought-for Image. Additionally, by means of
UU-VVU-copies activated in our Self-Consciousness, we form a clearer and more specific
Conception of those whom we want to see ourselves as in “the future”.
10.11708.

In the skrruullerrt system, we begin to stimulate rezonationally the Stereo-Types
of our Stereo-Form whose Configurations correspond most fully to the Image that we
compose. In turn, they begin to be attracted into dynamics of our Self-Consciousness in
10.11709.
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association with their peculiar scenarios. By “displacing” the frequency in the Direction
of creative dynamics of these Stereo-Type groups, our rotation Cycle gradually adjusts
the Goal and organizes all our life circumstances in order to achieve the Goal.
It is possible to draw the following conclusion from the above: we use dynamics
of Thoughts and Feelings from those “future” wave Configurations of “ourselves” (from
scenarios of our Stereo-Form) to which we are most stably attuned and directed at every
subsequent instant of our “present” Existence. And it doesn’t matter whether the quality
of our Goal is structured by dynamics of UU-VVU-copies of the 2nd-3rd dimension or
of the 4th-5th one; in any case, this rezonation group of Stereo-Types is within specific
dynamics of the inertially-next (to us!) part of our rotation Cycle.
10.11710.

All ranges of the electromagnetic field are involved in our Continuums to
implement the universal Process of quality-by-quality Synthesis between FieldsConsciousnesses of “the big” Space and wave projections of Forms created by them in
innumerable “small” Spaces. That is, through Collective Intelligences of corresponding
Proto-Forms of GOOLGAMAA-A, a vast range of vibrations of the entire Tertiary EnergyPlasma transforms into the electromagnetic field of the frequency range accessible to
both our Perception and to the specific Perception of all other Proto-Forms that structure
this Continuum together with us.
10.11711.

By specifically transforming wave-ray signals seemingly obtained “from outside”
(we actually obtain them from deeper Levels of our Self-Consciousness!) into the multiplecolor and multiple-sound palette of psychic reactions that we generate, we automatically
reflect them, albeit in a changed, transmuted form, onto corresponding frequency Levels
of “the big” Space, thus accomplishing the Primary Cosmic Task imposed on Us: to provide
synthetic inertial dynamics on all Levels of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma.
10.11712.

A “Personality’s” Self-Consciousness, which we compare in our example with “the
small” Space, is simply unable to logically understand (due to very limited possibilities
of the sensory Perception system) that the “big” Space (defined by the “personality”
as “the Universe”) is not at all that which is located somewhere far away in relation to
this “personality’s” Self-Consciousness. Instead, it is a natural continuation of “its own”
creativity projected onto other qualitative Levels of general UFS dynamics and performed
by other Forms of this Self-Consciousness that are closely connected to it through many
cause-and-effect interrelations.
10.11713.

It is simply impossible to obtain Information from somewhere “outside” of the
Self Consciousness, because all Information is quantum-holographously encoded in
the temporal ethereal constituent beginning with the very first inertial moment of your
simultaneous, different-quality Form-manifestation in the Creation. There are no other
sources of Information for anyone of you, as realization Forms of Collective Intelligences.
Absolutely all Information about all possible variants of your “personality’s” existence was
already in your parents’ DNA even before your «birth”. And this information will always
stay in your Self-Consciousness as the possibility to change the quality state of your Life
at any moment.
10.11714.
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And none of us, not even Universal “God” (AYFAAR), can use anything else, because
other Information simply doesn’t exist. Absolutely everything that is necessary for the
further inertial development of the Self Consciousness of any Form within AYFAAR (any
Proto-Form, any Formo-Type) is already in the form of specifically encoded holographous
dynamics of the temporal ethereal constituent and wave dynamics of DNA. “Personalities”
focused by Me have their own “encoded” records; everyone has one’s own records. And what
exactly is “one’s own”? These are peculiarities of psychics, sensory activity, mechanisms
of biological perception, and everything that happens to us and inside us, everything that
makes us so individual and so different.
10.11715.

Although we all use the same Thought-Forms, each of us “colors” them psychically
and forms one’s own SFUURMM-Forms from them exclusively in one’s own fashion. For
example, take my perception of an overcast day. If I am in a good mood, in spite of
everything, I might say: “What a nice day!” And if my mood is not so good, if it is spoiled
by anything, I may discontentedly express my Idea of cloudy weather in the following way:
“What a nasty drizzle! I feel so uncomfortable!”. Initial Thought-Forms that participate
in this subjective, synthetic process coincide in both cases, but we project a completely
different emotional coloring (Feeling-Forms) onto them. That is why different people can
have diametrically opposed perceptions. I am refocused by Karmo-Forms (SFUURMMForms) synthesized in each of these reactions in this skrruullerrt system into absolutely
different Stereo-Type groups. This means that I am refocused into completely opposite
development scenarios.
10.11716.

10.111717. You

must understand that absolutely EVERYTHING is inside of you. There is only
that which is “encoded” in the temporal ethereal constituent, and we “realize ourselves”
(“implement ourselves creatively”) in our inertial development not from “the past”
into “the future”, but vice versa, from the notional “end” of the initial Process of our
simultaneous creative manifestations on Levels of Formo-Matter into its notional inertial
“beginning”. Now, you must radically change what you habitually perceive as cause-andeffect connections. If you do not, then you will be mired in the deep Illusion of perception
of all that happens to you and “around” you. And when you will exchange “the end” and
“the beginning” in your Self-Consciousness, you will have the necessary perspective to
escape from this Illusion and return to the initial “point” of your infinite Existence.
QUESTION. Oris, you said that each NUU-VVU-Form — as a duvuyllerrt group of Stereo-Types

manifested simultaneously in Space-Time — has a strictly defined wave Configuration of
Self-Consciousness. In that case, this Configuration must clearly and unambiguously determine
the possibility of making just one and only choice in the skrruullerrt system. For if the system
is precisely determined, it can have only one result of the event with preset initial parameters.
How can you explain this?

— Yes, dear Uullarg, everything looks exactly so at first sight. But only at first sight!
But you forgot that the property of determinacy is characteristic only of ideal models of
physical and information systems. In Life, however, everything happens in a different way.
10.11718.
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The main reason for non-determinacy of any type of Self-Consciousness lies in the
principle included in the “foundation” of our Universe — the Principle KRUUYY-DMOOYY
10.11719.

(“I-AM THE CREATIVE REFLECTION OF CONSEQUENCE OF CEASELESS DESTABILIZATION OF
ALL IN A HARMONIOUS BALANCE OF ALL”). This Principle doesn’t allow self-stabilizing
processes to come to a balanced state. This Principle of the Law YYU’-LLU-AYY (“the Law

of Destruction and Destabilization of all Forms of Aspects of Qualities in general Creative
Dynamics of the Universal Creation”) is the reason for constant “uncertainty” in any
creative processes and for the constant appearance, in each Form of Self-Consciousness,
of innumerable variants and possibilities of individual choices — both in a higher-quality
and in a lower-quality Direction of development. This Principle is that fluctuation
factor (it “sways” incessantly, stimulating the appearance of qualitative inertial changes)
that gives rise in each skrruullerrt system to the diversity of different-quality variants
of choices. Additionally, it serves as a Self-organizing Creative Impulse of any type of
Collective Intelligence and Level of development.
Prooksius has suggested a good example: the implementation of this Principle may
be figuratively compared with stirring sugar in a cup of tea to make it dissolve quicker.
If the sugar is not stirred (that is, if the Principle KRUUYY-DMOOYY is not fulfilled for
some objective Reasons), its complete dissolution in the tea (the Synthesis of necessary
Qualities) would occur either very slowly or in an unpredicted Direction of Synthesis. In
order to accelerate the Process of Synthesis in the necessary Direction, creative dynamics
of each Formo-System of a Collective Intelligence have certain unique, pre-programmed
self-conscious “Elements of chaos” that perform incessantly-stimulating functions of
“stirring” and the Synthesis of Aspects of necessary Qualities with each other.
10.11720.

In the HUMANOID Evolutional Branch of development, dynamics of such
collective “attractor-type” Creative Impulses are first directed to the achievement of the
greatest diversity of inter-quality Synthesis provided by all possible types of differentquality force interactions. A more “earthly” example of creative dynamics of the KRUUYYDMOOYY Principle may be represented by interracial marriages that involve many real-life
difficulties and ethnic traditions, and complications. However, such a different-quality
couple will eventually “give birth” to children that are healthier and stronger in many
respects, incorporating the best qualities of both parents.
10.11721.

Now, let us proceed. Any type of Self-Consciousness, due to different-quality and
multidimensional features peculiar to its structures, is an example of non-determinate and
non-entropic dynamics. This is the very difference between modern systems of artificial
intelligence and any types of Collective Consciousnesses that are completely integrated
into general energy-information dynamics of the Universe. In this case, a Stereo-Type
differs from any computer system in that a choice in a skrruullerrt system is made, not
on the basis of “an algorithm” related to the functioning of the Self-Consciousness, but
as a result of an expression of a corresponding function of the wave structure that works
according to the rezonation principle and is subject to fluctuating deviations in dynamics
of mental-sensuous processes (UU-VVU-copies).
10.11722.

Besides, the process of “unpacking” Information from the temporal ethereal
constituent takes place on Levels of the Subconsciousness, and the center of decision10.11723.
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making belongs to structures of a “personality’s” Self-Consciousness. This factor also
contributes to the creation of a degree of “uncertainty” using initial Information to make
a decision.
The Subconsciousness is an infinite, truly fathomless depository of EnergyInformation, and when a “personality’s” Self-Consciousness approaches it, through
dynamics of the Focus of Close Attention, with a particular inquiry (say, to solve a conflict
situation), the quantity and quality of “unpacked” Information will depend only on the
amount of Time spent and the intensity of the search. In the Subconsciousness, Information
is “encoded” in Configurations of UU-VVU-Forms that belong to higher-frequency Levels
of Self-Consciousness. That is why, after “unpacking” this Information and after the
process of its quantum-holographous reflection in corresponding centers of the brain and
in biological systems of the organism, there is a distortion of and a decrease in the quality
of initial Information on Levels of Perception by lower-quality UU-VVU-copies. In turn,
this also tends toward a widening of possibilities when making a final choice.
10.11724.

A purely informational, that is, a mental “draft” of possible choices in the form
of an initial “cliché” of the UU-VVU-Form is “unpacked” from the Subconsciousness, and
its sensory (psychic) reflection — a UU-VVU-copy — returns to the temporal ethereal
constituent, distorted by the system of subjective Perception which is characteristic of
that “personality’s” Self-Consciousness. With dynamic changes, this process results in the
accumulation and the strengthening of “the inertial component” conditioned by a specific
biological function of our organism. Hormones excreted for particular psychosomatic
reactions have their length of existence: if the activity of a certain low-frequency UUVVU-copy resulted in excretion of, say, cortisol or oxytocin, general psychic dynamics of a
NUU-VVU will be in the conditioned range of Perception for quite a long time.
10.11725.

And, finally, if everything was determined in advance in each of our Lives, we
would not need to think long and hard in order to solve complex life situations; we would
not have the slightest doubts about what we do and choose; and we would not experience
painful feelings about actions that we have already undertaken. Before we react to a word
spoken, a gesture or color observed, a sound heard, or an emotion conveyed by another
person, tens if not hundreds of various possible decisions are computed “in our mind”.
At times we simply get lost in our choices. All this would not exist if each Configuration
operated like a robot, determining clearly and unambiguously the one correct choice.
10.11726.

10.111727. So,

“pure”, initial Information — about all possible events, about our reactions
to them, about Thoughts and Feelings, Emotions and Desires, words and actions — is
extracted from the Subconsciousness. And, during the transformation and processing
of this Information in structures of our “personality’s” Self-Consciousness, which is
manifested through reactions of biological systems of the organism (the peripheral and
central nervous systems, the endocrine system, the effector system and others), we gain
Experience synthesizing it due to our focus in all Forms within structures of the Collective
Intelligence of GOOLGAMAA-A. This Experience is so necessary to our invaluable assistants
in this Cosmic Process represented by all realization Forms of SLUI-SLUU within the
RESOSCONTIONAL Branch.
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QUESTION. You said that we cannot detect and discern dynamics of objects of our outer real-

ity at every instant but only after a lapse of one or two seconds needed for a clear logical and
visual fixation of things that happen in structures of our Self-Consciousness. If it is so, how do
Stereo-Doubles that change each other 328 times per second manage to make any decisions?

— My dear Firoksanta! You must have forgotten that absolutely all variants of
possible reactions are already programmed for any situation and are encoded (through
dynamics of TEC) in the waves of each Stereo-Type Configuration of your Stereo-Form.
A Stereo-Double, whose wave Configuration (specifically structured by UU-VVU-copies)
is simultaneously “unpacked” from the temporal ethereal constituent of its Stereo-Form
and is “unfolded” in the skrruullerrt system of Self-Consciousness, doesn’t make any
decisions! It is, in fact, its wave Configuration, and not its “external appearance”, that
rezonationally affixes “a personality’s” psychic state (NUU-VVU) to a particular event in
a particular scenario inertially “unpacked” in Space-Time through creative dynamics of
this individual rotation Cycle.
10.11728.

Even You — as UFS — can only decide for one or two seconds on a choice of
your further possible Direction of development at this moment. And even so, it is only a
general choice! Because you cannot yet authentically know anything particular about your
“future”. You are compelled to make your choice based on your interests, your principles,
or your particular circumstances.
10.11729.

As soon as a choice is made, your rotation Cycle in adjacent skrruullerrt systems
automatically changes its dynamics in this Direction, which is already initially structured
by Stereo-Type groups with corresponding Configurations that are formed and “packed”
into the temporal ethereal constituent of focused-by-You NUU-VVU-Forms. Subsequently,
these Configurations will only be inertially “unpacked” and “unfolded” in this “point”
of Space-Time in the form of “your personality” when Your UFS Ray resonates with the
frequency dynamics of a particular decision, making it appear as though the choice was
made by you at that moment.
10.11730.

When the instantaneous Information “unpacked” from the temporal ethereal
constituent is subjectively “compressed” (by the entire system of Perception and the
brain), there is generation and “emission” of a portion of psychic Energy (in the form
of a reaction) into the Self-Consciousness, Energy which is structured by definite UUVVU-copies (copies attracted rezonationally from a particular “niche” of an OLLAKTDRUOTMM-system). The quality of this mental-sensuous “expulsion” creates a precedent
for subsequent stimulation and “unwinding” of the next portion of Information in the
skrruullerrt system at the next inertial instant.
10.11731.

All possible (and “impossible”) variants of your choices at any moment of your
Life are already initially calculated, staged, and grouped into individual scenarios, as is
done in a chess game. Essentially, your choice is an instantaneous process that co-tunes
the general Configuration of the focused-by-You NUU-VVU-Form (a resultant Vector of
328 Stereo-Doubles that “displace” dynamically in Space-Time) to the Configuration (that
resonates with it most of all) of the next Stereo-Type “unpacked” at this instant from the
skrruullerrt system.
10.11732.
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The general Configuration of “a personality’s” Self-Consciousness “is very
complex compared to each Stereo-Type Configurations offered to you. That is why the
resonating described above is never absolutely precise; any available Stereo-Type always
has some inconformity, which must be extinguished by unsteady dynamics of your Focus
of Close Attention. The more unbalanced these dynamics are, the greater the degree of
“an accidental”, that is, unconscious choice. The most “logical” reason given for this type
of choice is the principle of “I want it so, and that’s that!”.
10.11733.

In order to make a decision for one-two seconds, you need either a very high
degree of conscious concentration on the choice or a complete spontaneity and mechanical
implementation of reactions and motions, for example, as if you had stepped on a snake. I
repeat: no Stereo-Double performs a conscious act of decision-making during its 1/328th
of a second!
10.11734.

Although all systems of your biological organism function very quickly and
perform the entire cycle of your psychic response with the help of biochemical reactions,
you are simply unable to fully feel anything or think about anything for one instant. This
process — the transformation of electromagnetic signals into the hormonal activity of
the organism and their reverse “reformatting” into electromagnetic impulses of the brain
— is certainly extended in a certain Direction in your Perception for seconds and even
minutes. Although we do not concentrate on instants, it doesn’t mean that they are absent,
or that they don’t signify anything; we are eternal “consequences” of our “belated” choices.
10.11735.

In every inertial moment of each rotation Cycle chosen by you, there is an initial
tendency determined by a corresponding goal, represented by SFUURMM-Forms activated
in your Self-Consciousness at the moment of a choice on the level of the Subconsciousness.
I interpret this peculiar “retarding” mechanism as the inertial Coefficient that determines
the general tendencies of development and the priority of Directions of your life creativity
at the moment of a Choice. Each subsequent decision is made in accordance with a certain
Direction previously set by you in creative dynamics of Self-Consciousness.
10.11736.

If you strive toward something, all of your actions will certainly be influenced by a
certain inertial Coefficient characteristic of the creative process specifically implemented
in your Self-Consciousness: your Thoughts, your Feelings, your expressions of your
will, your purposefulness, and your interest. You are unable to experience any Feeling
or understand any Thought for one instant, and these manifestations will certainly be
extended in a certain Direction of your inertial Perception. This process lasts not for
seconds, but for minutes. Focused-by-Us NUU-VVU-Forms are not designed to concentrate
on instants. However, this doesn’t mean that these processes don’t happen in our SelfConsciousness at every single moment; “we” simply don’t consciously participate in them.
10.11737.

This is approximately the same as asking the following question while holding a
cup in a hand: “Why do we need electrons, if we already have this cup? There are atoms,
there are molecules, and they are sufficient to make the cup. Let us exclude electrons from
this process!” But if the electrons disappear, then the atoms, the molecules and, therefore,
the cup itself will cease to be. Electrons and nucleons (by their properties and dynamics
10.11738.
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of their Creative Activity) impart definite properties and Intentions to atoms. They
determine the Direction of force interrelations and organize molecules from atoms — in
this case, not those of uranium or ferrum but exactly of silicium, that is, silicon. Only due
to such dynamics is a substance formed from which it is possible to make this particular
object — the cup. This is organized on the Level of the smallest Force interactions. They
are considered the “smallest” only in relation to our Perception, though in fact these are
just particular reflections of superlight dynamics of global Cosmic Processes in a very
narrow diapason of Energy-Plasma.
The same process occurs in our Life: instants are inertially “superimposed” on
each other and form a certain incessant quality Directivity of force interactions. We
don’t perceive these interactions because we are involved in the Inertia of thinking and
feeling. Thus, we begin to make “a belated” decision based on them, and not based on the
Perception of instants, during which the very fact of “our” choice was already fulfilled
without our conscious participation according to the rezonation principle. That is, each
skrruullerrt system allows for the possibility of making a quantum-holographous choice
from one “point” in any allowable Direction in one instant: here, there, and over there, —
to “the point of a skrruullerrt distribution” in the next instant.
10.11739.

And the most important role in this process was not played by your volition, but
by the degree and the quality of the activity, in your Self-Consciousness, of a certain
Aspiration for achievement of a definite life Goal — that which you “personally” interpret
and perceive subconsciously as “the whole Meaning of your Life”. This is the subjective
reflection of dynamics of your Focus of Creative Activity and of its main “moment-bymoment resultant” — the Focus of Close Attention. It is not “you” but these tendencies and
priorities, Aspirations and principles that determine the quality state of the “moment-bymoment” process of each of your choices.
10.11740.

If your life Goal is only to earn more money, to feed your family, to build a house,
to have children, to make a career and so on, then, on the subconscious level, only those
scenarios will automatically resonate with the Configuration of the focused-by-You NUUVVU-Forms which have at least some probability of manifesting your current understanding
of “the meaning of Life”. This subconscious process occurs at every instant, in each
skrruullerrt system, and in each scenario offered (through Stereo-Types) for realization.
And the main one among all these Directions is that which maximally resonates with the
existing (in your Self-Consciousness) Thought-Image of your sacred Goal. If you have
many such goals, the correlation of possible choices also becomes dispersed in different
Directions. The result, unfortunately, is that your Life will resemble “the roulette game”.
10.11741.

The presence, in each instant, of an abundant variance of different-quality
dynamics of the skrruullerrt system makes it possible to assume, theoretically, that it is
possible to make a conscious Choice at the same instant in each system’s “point” activated
in your rotation Cycle. But, actually, this is simply impossible to do! If you begin to
make a decision, all of the related cause-and-effect connections (analytical motivations,
logical argumentations, perpetual disagreements between “I want” and “I must”,
priorities, urgencies, and so on) begin to manifest inertially and sequentially (through
10.11742.
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the “unpacking” of the general quantum-holographous content of the temporal ethereal
constituent of the Stereo-Form) in quality dynamics of your rotation Cycle; and the
Directivity of these dynamics sequentially changes into those Formo-systems of Worlds
which are structured by Configurations of your NUU-VVU-Forms with corresponding
pre-conditions (particular UU-VVU-Forms) for the implementation of your Intentions.
And if you wish to drastically change your Life, no matter what you will do, you will not
be able to suddenly, like in a car, slam on the brakes and swerve in the necessary direction.
No, the inertia of the rotation Shifts of those Formo-systems of Worlds will cause you to
remain moving in the Direction in which your previous Intentions were aimed.
No one ever makes a choice in one instant! If I make a super-quick decision, it
will be made only because it was already initially included in my rotation Cycle, whose
inertial dynamics pass through particular Formo-systems of Worlds that contain exactly
those possibilities which correspond to the Configurations of focused-by-Me NUU-VVUForms.
10.11743.

We don’t live in one instant; neither our NUU-VVU-Forms nor their characteristic
systems of Perception are designed to react at such speeds. If we take a train from Kazan
to Moscow, we will go in the direction of Moscow but not in that of Novosibirsk. If we
suddenly do not want to go to Moscow, then it will take time in order to change our
route and to implement our new intention. We would have to get off the train, go to a
railroad station, buy a ticket for Novosibirsk, wait for our train, board it, and begin to
move gradually in the new direction. The well-known appeal of “Seize the moment!” may
be literally interpreted as a command to “live consciously at least for one current minute”,
because for that one minute you can perceive yourself in the “now”. This is because we can
only manage to perceive something with the help of our receptors.
10.11744.

The signal from the “unpacked” Information in our Self-Consciousness must
arrive at our systems of Perception, then to its center of the brain, where it is processed
and analyzed in accordance with the quality level of the incoming signal by all sorts of
genic Creators; next, the decision is retransmitted electromagnetically and biochemically
from them to Creators of internal secretion glands that give a command to excrete some
chemical substances into the organism — zinc compounds, for example, for the Synthesis
of some sex hormones and an increase of sexual activity to a certain level (due to a mentalsensuous stimulation of UU-VVU from certain karmic Channels of INGLIMILISSA Center).
10.11745.

At first, even necessary hormones are absent; there are only internal secretion
glands of the endocrine system and all that which can provide the appearance of necessary
hormones in the organism. If your choice is conditioned, suppose, by a sexual act, the
internal secretion glands must first obtain a necessary quantity of zinc from the organism
(from the blood plasma, from cells) for synthesis of certain sex hormones. And if the
excretion of these hormones into the blood is quite high, then this will, in a greater degree,
determine your choice in the direction of the further development of your sexual activity.
However, if there is an insufficient amount of them, a corresponding center of the brain
will receive a different signal from the Creators of the endocrine system, for example:
“There is no zinc, make another decision!”
10.11746.
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So many of these instants are necessary in order to synthesize a satisfactory
amount of a required protein so as to deliver this protein with the help of ribonucleic
acid (RNA) into the blood through membranes of blood vessel cells, thereby transmitting
corresponding signals to the necessary regions of the brain. There, the signals are
registered by Creators of definite centers of the brain’s cortex and subcortex; then, these
Creators finally “decide” what exactly you should do in the form of a particular Intention
and Action! And when the content of the protein in the blood becomes sufficient for the
implementation of a certain “command” given by the Creators, you make a corresponding
decision: to tune to a sexual activity or not. Can you imagine how many instants have
passed in order to synthesize the necessary protein, to direct it into the blood through
cell membranes, to deliver it through the necessary vessels to the necessary region of the
brain, to register it in the subcortex, to create and release a necessary signal in the cortex
of the brain and to generate a decision in the form of an action?!
10.11747.

How many instants have passed? For the time being, we can only talk about it
in a primitive way. To more accurately conceive of what is really behind the appearance
of an emotion or of a decision in our Self-Consciousness, let us consider the following
situation in greater detail, a situation which you may have already experienced. It consists
of moments that stimulate the appearance and subsequent disappearance, in our SelfConsciousness, of the wonderful, yet subjective feeling of “being in love”. Let us try to
trace the chemical reactions that occur within “a human being” when he/she is suddenly
“possessed” by the feeling of “love at first sight”.
10.11748.

So, when love is first felt between a man and a woman, certain kinds of special,
ethereal energy-information Forms are actively involved, called pheromones, which are
ethereal derivatives of the hormone gonadotropin produced by the genital glands of a
woman. These pheromones are always present near her in the form of barely perceptible
smells (but not the odor of perspiration!) that fill the space around her.
10.11749.

Narrowly-specific Forms of these active, volatile substances, when they conform
in frequency and intensity with active Levels of a man’s INGLIMILISSA, are easily perceived
by his receptors located in special cavities of his nose. A signal is then instantly transmitted
to the hypophysis, where immls (realization Forms of astral LLAVOLL-DRUU-Creators
of the “imml”-Level of INGLIMILISSA) begin to intensively excrete their own gonadotropin
that reacts actively to all its derivatives.
10.11750.

Having received the encoded signal denoting an increase of the Creative Activity
of immls, gllemms (astral SKRAD-DRUU-Creators of the 11th DUU-LLI of the INGLIMILISSACenter) and dluolls (mental IISSORF-Creators of the 11th DUU-LLI of ARGLLAAMUNI), both
located in the hypophysis, give a joint command with the help of corresponding RNA to
certain genes of this gland to begin intensified excretion of the hormone phenylethylamine.
10.11751.

To make “the fire of love” blaze up in one of us, the brain must send special signals
throughout the organism. In case of “romantic love”, there is a slight increase in dopamine
— the hormone of purposefulness and concentration (this protein is also one of realization
Forms of immls) — and also of adrenalin in the blood — the main realization Form of fulls.
10.11752.
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Being under the “dopamine attack”, the man becomes truly convinced that this
sudden excited state inside him is caused by the presence of this particular woman (which
is not completely groundless!), at which point he starts to make active attempts to become
acquainted with her.
10.11753.

Then, a sharp increase in serotonin, “the hormone of pleasure”, causes an increase
in the man’s desire to be noticed and to court this woman. It is this hormone that, at the
very beginning of a safely established “love affair”, induces the man’s sensations of elation,
unexpected easiness, and the impetus to flirt.
10.11754.

When this desire is not immediately reciprocated by the woman and it becomes
clear that the man’s hope will not be quickly realized, certain functional systems (primarily
the central nervous system) become suppressed. Experiencing deeply and for a long time
his infatuation, the man has increasingly greater levels of dopamine, and finally its content
becomes so high that the concentration of his attention on his beloved and his aspiration
for physical intercourse with her acquire a form of maniacal yearning. At the same time,
adrenalin starts to gradually suppress the corresponding neuronal connections between
brain cells.
10.11755.

But since an increase in adrenalin automatically results in a decrease in serotonin,
the enamored man becomes distressed, a state which he logically connects to the absence
of the object of his unanswered desire. He sees that the only way to be released from this
suffering lies only in the soonest realization of his goal — to win the heart of his chosen
one by any means.
10.11756.

If the man thinks persistently about a meeting with his beloved and becomes
possessed by his emotions and experiences a sharp increase in his heart rate and his
intensity of breathing. In addition, carbon dioxide, which equally as important for
biochemical processes as oxygen, is “washed out” of the blood. Blood vessels in the brain
become narrow, hypoxia appears (oxygen hunger), leading to overexcitement, to abrupt
changes in mood, and to impulsive actions. Such a state is called hyperventilation and
affects the organism like a hallucinogen, leading the man to compulsive thoughts about
his beloved.
10.11757.

As a result of this process, the man’s heartbeat intensifies in first minutes of his
sexual excitement and he begins to actively perspire. Then, a certain deferred response
in some vegetative reactions manifests itself in the form of absent-mindedness, impaired
motor skills, and general confusion. However, there is a simultaneous, intensified sensual
concentration on the source of the incoming pheromones, that is, on the woman that he
passionately desires.
10.11758.

In addition to all this, there can often be a partial dysfunction of the cerebellum,
which is manifested in usual physical disorders, such as “numbness of hands”, “weakness
in the knees”, “hoarseness”, and in some cases even weak bowels or weak bladder, allergic
reactions, strong drops and jumps of the arterial pressure that result in migraines (headaches),
insomnia, sleep problems, and other pathological symptoms within the organism.
10.11759.
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If close contact with the woman is successfully established, it facilitates a long joint
influence over some regions of the brain on the part of his own gonadotropin and female
pheromones, excreting much more dopamine and serotonin into the blood and bringing
the man’s psychic state, first to high spirits, then to unaccountable joy and “causeless”
merriment, and finally to irrepressible euphoria.
10.11760.

As a result of this, two regions of the brain, located near the hypophysis and
responsible for evaluation and analytical functions (Forms of realization of e’mffliissc’es —
mental SKVAASS-MAA-Creators of the “e’mffli”-Level of ORLAAKTOR), actually fall out
of the spheres of the Creative Activity of “the personality’s” Self-Consciousness, thereby
depriving the man “who fell in love at first sight” of using common sense to assess the
existing situation.
10.11761.

At this point, his Focus of Close Attention is completely under control of immls,
which immediately involve ksulls — astral STAALM-DRUU-Creators of the “ksull”-Level of
INGLIMILISSA — into possible joint realization; they become intensively activated in SelfConsciousness as a result of an abundant inflow of the hormone oxytocin (one of their
realization Forms) from the hypophysis into the blood. This “kindles” the man’s sexual
desire even more, intensifying his insane craving for this woman and his insuperable
passion for sexual intercourse with her as soon as possible.
10.11762.

Since the degree of Creative Activity of mental SKVAASS-MAA-Creators in the brain
is essentially reduced to an elementary life-supporting minimum (everyone knows that at
this time the enamored forget even about the timely need to eat, sleep, rest, think, and so
on), his characteristic feeling of euphoria and strong sexual desire intensify considerably.
10.11763.

There is a sudden transformation in the enamored man: he becomes detached from
outer reality, thinking of and desiring only the highly idealized images of his “beloved”,
whom he now perceives in a slightly distorted (devised by him) form, appearing much
more attractive than all other people. (Indeed, owing to an increased content of the above
hormones in the blood and an intensification of the activity of ssvoouns, all visual images
look much brighter than during their normal content.)
10.11764.

Finally, after the man’s hypophysis excessively excretes the hormones serotonin
and testosterone (for women it is estrogen), which also represent kinds of realization Forms
of immls and ksulls, the Focus of Close Attention of the man stabilizes on the object of his
sexual desire, thereby considerably decreasing the general Focus of Creative Activity of
his Self-Consciousness to Configurations of more primitive Stereo-Types.
10.11765.

With an increase of the serotonin and testosterone (or estrogen) content in the
blood, an intensive realization of immls and ksulls begins, which, in turn, automatically
activates ssvoouns of the seventh and eighth karmic Channels of INGLIMILISSA. However,
they cannot manifest independently (without ungs) in the structure of the man’s SelfConsciousness because they don’t have their own Form of self-expression (just like
ssvoouns of all other “lower” DUU-LLI).
10.11766.
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During frequent and long kisses, for example, a mutual interchange of pheromones
between the man and the woman intensifies considerably, leading to another large
emission of neuropeptides into the blood that have a strong narcotic effect and make the
enamored even more dependent on physical contact.
10.11767.

At this time, all of the man’s previous behavioral reactions to irritants change
sharply, either slowing down or accelerating. He is no longer able to react reasonably to
current situations, essentially turning into “a hormonal drug addict” who is completely
consumed with the feeling of pleasure associated with sexual communication with “his
beloved”. He craves nothing else except for an even greater satisfaction of his passion.
10.11768.

With an increase of the testosterone (or estrogen) concentration in the blood, hills
automatically start the process of excessive excretion of adrenalin from the suprarenal
glands, thus providing ogguls — astral IRRIF-DRUU-Creators of the “ogg”-Level of
INGLIMILISSA — with the possibility of using very active adrenalin Forms that belong to
argorrs — mental EELLG-Creators of the “arg”-Level of ARGLLAAMUNI — in their creative
realization. In turn, these argorrs also receive the possibility of their own realization
during sexual intercourse.
10.11769.

If the Configuration of Self-Consciousness structures of the enamored man’s
Stereo-Types allows argorrs and ogguls to manifest quite intensively their Creative Activity,
as a rule, this will soon lead to the excretion of the hormone cortisol into the blood. After
adrenaline, cortisol is the second realization Form of mmuunds (IFGIIVV-Creators of the
“mmuun”-Level of ARGLLAAMUNI) and, of course, mimms (SMUOL-DRUU-Creators of
the 4th, 5th and 6th karmic Channels of INGLIMILISSA) that actively use all “adrenalincortisol” Forms of mmuunds for their own “rude-sexual realization”.
10.11770.

Aside from their other properties, adrenalin and cortisol perform the function
of blocking the sensitivity of the skin receptors, which is the main reason why those who
engage in rough sex have an insuperable desire to get blows on their body. Together with a
dull pain, these also bring a very strong sense of sexual gratification which simply cannot
be achieved using traditional methods of sex, owing to the reliably blocked sensitivity.
10.11771.

It is worthy to note that, after eight-twelve months of sensual-sexual communication
with another person, the intensity of the “hormones of joy” and “hormones of happiness”
excreted by the hypophysis decreases gradually, immediately resulting in a deterioration
of the psychic state of the person in whom this process began quicker: the sight of the
once-dotingly-loved person no longer brings the same delight and joy as it used to.
10.11772.

By the way, the psychological dependence on endorphins and oxytocins (“hormones
of happiness and joy”), formed during this period of romantic and sexual relations, very
much resembles the processes that take place in the brain of a drug addict during times
of withdrawal. This is why such a dependence may be compared with complex, chronic
diseases.
10.11773.
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When the ability to experience the euphoric states of happiness and joy associated
with a sexual encounter with the beloved is lost, the partners start to have more and more
of a roving eye, hoping to find a different person for whom they could experience the
feelings and desires peculiar to the enamored state. As soon as such a moment comes,
everything starts all over again according to the above hormonal scenario.
10.11774.

10.111775. Now, I hope that everything has become more or less clear with your question. The

presence of strong Inertia in the very principle of biological existence of NUU-VVU-Forms
currently focused by Us is the main answer to this question.
QUESTION. You mean the presence of inertia and our awareness?

— Yes, it is possible to say that, initially, at every moment of the rotation Cycle
lived by us, we are precisely oriented to a certain type of Creative Activity. It is like a
locomotive that runs on rails: you apply an emergency brake, but it will still slide on and
on. As I just described, when you are possessed by a passion or a feeling that makes you
accept definite decisions, you should understand that they are caused by a long, complex
procedure of intricately coordinated actions between all sorts of Creators that regulate all
of the biochemical and (on its basis) psychic activities of any “personality”.
10.11776.

If you make a conscious Choice to do something, you must first thoroughly
think it over, feel it, analyze it, debate the “pros” and “cons”, push away doubts, prepare
contingency plans, and so on. If we still have doubts after having made a decision, it
means that we have not really made our final choice yet, because, due to Inertia, we are
still moving in the old Direction in our Self-Consciousness.
10.11777.

So, these doubts gnaw at us, heightened by other subconscious or biological reasons,
and we must somehow motivate ourselves. But this analysis and logical “matching” of all
possible associative interrelations requires time, time, and more time. And skrruullerrt
systems, which change based on our subconscious Aspirations in the Direction in which
we have not yet decided to act, because we still think about and ponder over the Choice,
are already present in each instant of quality dynamics of our rotation Cycle. It only
seems that we can make many various choices in this Direction. But we can make only one
of them, just one choice!
10.11778.

However, there are no rotation Cycles as such; they are just a qualitative wave
projection of results of your instantaneous choices in Space-Time of this Reality. This
projection is expressed through dynamics of Stereo-Type Configurations chosen by you
from skrruullerrt systems that change each other. An information-wave “trail”, which you
left when you moved in Formo-systems of Worlds by all your previous decisions and
refocusings, is the rotation Cycle imagined notionally by us. And each of these refocusings
contains your individual wave mark, confirming that this creativity was performed
“personally by so-and-so”.
10.11779.
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Each of your decisions is forever energy-informationally recorded in a particular
“rezonation point” of Space-Time. If you “unpack” and “unfold” it again in dynamics of
a particular Time Flow, an integral picture of all possible events and experiences which
you experienced in one variant of your Life will pass in front of you. But since there
is simultaneously an innumerable set of “us” manifested quantum-holographously in
different-quality dynamics of the temporal ethereal constituent of our Stereo-Form, all
of “us” simultaneously make different choices in each skrruullerrt system — from the
most altruistic ones to the most egoistic ones, depending on the quality of the tendencies,
Intentions, and Aspirations previously discussed. That is, there are always as many
different-quality variants of rotation Cycles in each skrruullerrt system as there are
existing variants of choices.
10.11780.

A rotation Cycle is a certain aggregate of Formo-systems of Worlds that you
change duvuyllerrtly in your life Creativity. At every instant, before any rotation Cycle
appears, another skrruullerrt system is in front of you. But in the next instant the result of
another choice you made turns the skrruullerrt system into a part of your rotation Cycle.
10.11781.

There are development scenarios of Formo-systems of Worlds and there are
development scenarios of each one among an infinite set of subjective Worlds that
structure Formo-systems (each Stereo-Type manifested in the World bears only its own,
purely individual relation to each World!). Dynamics of scenarios of each subjective World
bears the same relation to rotation Cycles as, say, footprints on a snow-covered field. As a
result of a choice, a given “rezonation point” of the skrruullerrt system undergoes some
particular changes; and, together with the next Stereo-Type chosen by us, a part of the
scenario of a certain World (to which this Stereo-Type belongs) automatically manifests
in dynamics of this Space-Time, just for an instant.
10.11782.

But, at this point, dynamics of our Focus of Close Attention are no longer there:
its quality state is already manifesting the next skrruullerrt system, “unpacking” the next
Stereo-Type with the development scenario peculiar to it (and to the World!) from the
quantum-holographous content of the temporal ethereal constituent. This scenario was
already initially planned and designed in one of an innumerable set of virtual rotation
Cycles. If something “bad” happens to the Stereo-Type chosen by you at a certain moment
in a certain World, these circumstances planned in the scenario of this World will also
occur in your rotation Cycle.
10.11783.

If the scenario of the Stereo-Type chosen by you is terminated by “Death” in one
of development scenarios of Worlds, this doesn’t mean at all that your rotation Cycle is
terminated either. As before, you automatically (subconsciously) refocus into the variant
of the skrruullerrt system that maximally corresponds to the Configuration of your
“personality’s” Self-Consciousness and that is structured by UU-VVU-copies that actively
express your particular Intentions and Aspirations. Your rotation Cycle never terminates:
in any skrruullerrt system, “a tragic end” of any of development scenarios is always
reprojected into many possible next scenarios that continue the developmental dynamics
of that same “personality” in the Direction that most resonates with its Configuration
and in which previous dynamics of your rotation Cycle are implemented.
10.11784.
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Your deepest wishes and aspirations determine the Direction in which dynamics
of your rotation Cycle go on after each Stereo-Type’s “Death”. In each of these “Deaths”,
you assign “yourself ” (the NUU-VVU focused incessantly by You) qualitatively to the
next development scenario. Figuratively speaking, each “Death” finds its continuation in
billions of variants of Life. Moreover, longer rotation Cycles are structured by development
scenarios of higher-quality Worlds.
10.11785.

Let us go back again to our hare on the clean snow-covered field. Let us suppose
that it is being chased by someone or something and it runs away. Looking at its traces,
it is possible to find out where it was and what it did: here it began to wind for some
reason, and over here it ran in a straight line, and over there it ran under a tree and so
on. Nobody will tell you why it began to wind, run straight, or run under a tree. Only the
hare itself knows the answer to this question. All of these traces left in a certain manner
and for definite reasons in definite “points” of Space in dynamics of a certain Time Flow
are projections of creative dynamics of UFS of this particular “Form of the hare” that
performs this rotation Cycle. That is, it is the entire totality of its choices based on its
subjective considerations, actions, and experiences.
10.11786.

In the same way, any one of your rotation Cycles is also directly connected with
particular energy-information dynamics of those Formo-systems of Worlds through
which you sequentially refocus (duvuyllerrtly) in your “personalized” life Creativity. And
everything that you choose unconsciously, everything that is beyond the sphere of your
direct attention, — that is, some events that happen in the World at the moment of your
choice; someone else’s (including all Proto-Forms) experiences, decisions and realizations
that occur not only on Earth but also in the entire “inhabited” Cosmos) — all of this is
also automatically included into your rotation Cycle.
10.11787.

Why? Because until you make your decision, none of this exists to you. There is
simply a clean field in front of you, an absolutely clean skrruullerrt system in its entire
primeval nature at every moment, at every instant. But when you make a choice, everything
related to the choice begins to “be unpacked” and “unfolded” in Space in this picture that
“dynamically stood still” for a moment in accordance with the general rotation Cycle
of this Formo-system of Worlds. And at this same instant this dynamic result of your
choice is recorded in your “personalized” rotation Cycle. Your entire “personal” Life, your
Destiny is formed in this way — from “instant” to “instant”, from choice to choice —
which I defined by such “an abstruse” term as “the individual rotation Cycle”.
10.11788.

Some still might not fully understand all of this. Then let us try to reason even
more simply. So, there are “individual” Worlds, and there are their narrowly-specific
development scenarios. It is clear. The specific dynamics of Worlds structure development
scenarios of Formo-systems of Worlds, which all have the same direct relationship to your
rotation Cycle as the snow has relative to the influence of the hare’s paws on it. The hare
jumps in a certain direction and, in doing so, sinks its paws into the snow there, essentially
marking itself in it. Thus, it is as if the hare participates involuntarily in the very process
of existence of this snow. When the hare jumps further, quite a different story happens
to this snow. The hare’s trace may be trampled by a dog’s or a fox’s, the sun may come out
10.11789.
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and the snow will begin to melt; moreover, due to the packed snow, its melting speed will
be lower than that of the “adjacent”, untouched snow. And this place — as “a rezonation
point” — undergoes its own specific changes, its own development scenario, although
neither the hare nor the dog is there any more.
Now do you understand the energy-information meaning of choices? If you find
yourself in one World (“in the right place at the right time!”) at a certain moment of
Time, only a strictly defined event can happen to the focused-by-You NUU-VVU-Form.
The event is initially planned in the development scenario of this World, which means
that this very event will become the next dynamic part of your rotation Cycle, since you
also included all of the planned dynamics of this World into your choice. At this moment,
you find yourself in this place, although at the same time you could be in completely
different places, that is in a different rotation Cycle of your possible development.
10.11790.

10.111791. Many

rotation Cycles of your Stereo-Form brought you to this instant which is
associated with this very place. Some of you were brought to Ayfaar, others —to the United
States, Europe, Antarctica, Africa, to various cities of Russia, to the places where you “now”
live in your simultaneous “parallel personal Lives”, where you live in some other families,
with different children and relatives, with different diseases, professional skills, social
statuses, fortunes, occupations, hobbies and interests. All of this is a result of rotation
Cycles.
QUESTION. And the next place to which the hare will run on the snow-covered field is also a

rotation Cycle?

— Yes, these are also possible “future” variants of its rotation Cycle. Even when it
becomes a “lifeless” body, its individual rotation Cycle will continue. This process occurs
through a conceptual “superimposition” of the end of the previous “tragic” scenario
on a more favorable variant of continuation provided in the next scenario, where “the
protagonist” is represented by “the same” Form, which has the Experience of “the deceased”
Form.
10.11792.

Most favorable development scenarios of a Stereo-Form never end. That is
why rotation Cycles structured by these scenarios never end, either. Instead, as large
rivers accept many tributaries, these scenarios just “absorb” the individual Experiences
of all “deceased personalities” from less favorable scenarios together with these very
“personalities”, which don’t even suspect that somewhere, in some situations, they have
already “perished” and are considered “dead”.
10.11793.

But this doesn’t mean that with each such “Death” there is a termination of the
rotation Cycle in which “the deceased” participated or that there is any end at all to
its development scenarios that belong to different Formo-systems of Worlds. There is
nothing of the kind; there is only termination of individual possibilities of a given StereoType group that inertially forms NUU-VVU-Forms for the implementation of the process
of choice in this diapason of Energy-Plasma vibrations.
10.11794.
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10.111795. This

rotation Cycle will be shorter to one “personality”, longer to a second one,
and even longer to a third. The point is that increasingly higher-quality Formo-systems
of Worlds are furnished with continuations of rotation Cycles started in the lowestquality Formo-systems. This is why continuations (development scenarios of the same
“personality”) of the rotation Cycles in higher-quality Worlds are also structured by
higher-frequency Energy and Information (UU-VVU-Forms).
QUESTION. Does that mean I can determine the relative quality of my rotation Cycle only by

looking back into my “past”?

— Yes, dear Liirrgmmiilliss! Because ahead “it” doesn’t exist to you yet. It doesn’t
exist to “the present ones” because your temporal ethereal constituent is “unpacked”
only up to “the present” moment. And anything can happen at this moment, including
the end of your refocusings in NUU-VVU-Forms of one Cycle and the beginning of your
creative dynamics in another. “Now”, ahead of you, there is only a skrruullerrt system
of individual Worlds that includes all your “future” possibilities. These are qualitative
“Offers” of Worlds. You either accept one of these “Offers” or reject it. Until you accept
any of them, it doesn’t become a dynamic part of your rotation Cycle.
10.11796.

As soon as you accept a certain “Offer” of the World, there and then, this Information
becomes a part of your “personal” Life and “is marked” accordingly in the information section
of the temporal ethereal constituent of your Stereo-Form, and this section will become an
obligatory element of “the long-term memory” of all NUU-VVU-Forms focused sequentially
by You; this electromagnetic “mark” is automatically formed by the quantum-holographous
Configuration of your brain that subjectively “deciphered” (with the help of UU-VVU-copies)
certain Information into your particular psychic experiences and reactions.
10.11797.

Why did I call these Cycles “rotation Cycles”? Because in my understanding the
word “rotation” is a synonym of the word combination “inertially transforming”; and
together with the word “Cycle” this is a synonym of the word combination “inertial
quantum-by-quantum transformation”, that is, a certain qualitative “quantum” change
accomplished for one notional instant. Everything that, one way or another, manifests
vibrationally in our outward irkkulligren Reality occurs only on the level of “quantumby-quantum” dynamics. The process of making any decision by us is also carried out by a
change on the level of one “quantum” of Energy.
10.11798.

“Quanta” form families of quarks and leptons with the help of gluons. Then, a
“quantum-by-quantum” formation of different Fields and particles begins: fermions,
bosons, polaritons, tardyons, mesons, nucleons and others. Each “atom” and the whole
aggregate of “atoms of materiality” of this type are formed by this entire creative collective
of all possible types of Cosmic Intelligences. And each of these atoms has certain individual
properties, which means it has its own Self-Consciousness and its individual rotation
Cycle. For example, some atoms in some conditions form some groups of molecules of a
substance, and in other conditions they form absolutely different ones, in accordance with
the degree of their Self-Consciousness absolutely incomprehensible to us. That is why I
10.11799.
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continually repeat the elementary Truth which in “the nearest future” will be known to
every school child: there are no two “quarks” alike, there are no two “tachyons” alike, and
there are no two “electrons” alike either!
A deep understanding and awareness of precisely this question will allow our
Newest Science to rise to an absolutely new height; right “now”, scientists cannot solve
many problems associated with the presence of one electron or tachyon, but if they “seize”
the thought that every tachyon reflects only one part of this “materiality”, this will expand
the limits of their research and will switch them over to a truer direction.
10.11800.

What is “materiality”? “Materiality” is a result of certain “quantum” interactions.
And what is more important in terms of Creativity, “a quantum” or a tachyon that actually
has the same properties (if, of course, we consider it from dimensional Levels that are
“higher” than “physical” ones)? But in addition to tachyons there are a great many particles
that have yet to be discovered “s”: falhats and malsons, kla’rions and klastirons, bilurins and
kruolons, duvrits and klivrits, iskons and tilumurs, and an innumerable set of others. You
ascribe the Higgs particle (boson) to these particles, which is yet the only particle you
“caught”, to be more exact, which you yet try to “catch”. Among the whole “aggregation of
wave flies that swarm all over us”, so far we try to catch at least one, and the rest of them
continue to “fly” and do their part — we cannot “catch” all “flies” at once with our little
and clumsy “palms”.
10.11801.

The main thing is not “palms” but Consciousness. All “future” scientific research
works will deal exclusively with it. All in all, this is revolution! What I say may be called
either idiocy (nonsense without any proofs), or axiom (the truth that doesn’t require any
proofs), or postulate (a statement accepted as a true one although unprovable), or real
sensation, that is, a form of conveying new Knowledge that can change the picture of the
world and traditional conceptions of human capabilities. Because, for the time being, it
is really impossible to prove all this. Until we get instruments from other civilizations
that will help to examine all of what we have been discussing, nobody will believe these
things. But those scientists who will adopt this view and account for it in their research,
will discover completely new directions of Science. And when they will encounter a
phenomenon that will be incomprehensible to them, say, “why does this electron behave
like this, and that one like that?”, — certain specific conditions will form in rotation Cycles
that will allow them to make new discoveries and to see that everything is exactly the way
it is described in IISSIIDIOLOGY.
10.11802.

Then, the following reasoning will occur: “Maybe, this electron has relevance to
some definite types of Qualities and reflects Their specific dynamics in its Creativity?
Why, this is its Cosmic Creativity in this type of “materiality”! And this electron perhaps
reflects some other Quality?!”. Today, Laws change “w” when we pass to a swift Synthesis,
on the mental-sensuous Level, of those Qualities which 20-40 years ago were uncommon
to this “humankind’s” collective Consciousness.
10.11803.

Changing ourselves and refocusing into Formo-systems of Worlds with different
space-time characteristics, We also change previous Conceptions of laws of interaction
10.11804.
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of different particles, Fields, and of other things. If quantum mechanics had appeared
200 years ago, today’s scientists would have made absolutely different Choices, and “the
present humankind” would have had absolutely different results, because We would have
focused in different Formo-systems of Worlds.
Now, for you to better understand all of the Creators, some of which I discussed
earlier in terms of the functioning of our organism and our decision-making processes, I
consider it necessary for you to pay attention to the Classification of Creators of IISSIIDICenters which is given at the end of this volume13. I ask you to study and analyze it very
carefully!
10.11805.

10.11806.

The Classification

of main realization Forms of GROOMPF-Entities of ARGLLAAMUNI-Iissiidi (lower — ungs and
higher — argllaamurs) in the structure of “THE FORM-DIFFERENTIATING” TIME CAPSULE
(NUU-VVU — from 0.0 to +6.0 dimension), THE MENTOPLASMIC — LUTAL — TEMPORAL CONSTITUENT — LUUDMI-SVUU

1. parrgoid — the “parrg”-Level, Formo-Creators of OGLOKKVORT-VVU, mental OVLOOMMCreators and causal URGLUKSTR-Creators, to +1.0 dimension (the 1st, 2nd, 3rd karmic
Channels, civilizations — TRUUL-GULS, TRUUL-GUNS, UR-OO-GGS, UR-OO-NS, UR-OOLS, UR-OO-PPS, KAY-KULLS, KULLS, O-O, etc.) — parrgs:
1). truumgic sublevel (“truumg-Forms” — truumgs)
2). orlongic sublevel (“orlong-Forms” — orlongs)
3). kuullgic sublevel (“kuullg-Forms” — kuullgs)
2. mmuunoid — the “mmuun”-Level, Formo-Creators of APPRIORRS-VVU, mental IFGIIVVCreators and causal OGVOKSTR-Creators, to +1.5 dimension (the 4th, 5th, 6th karmic Channels,
civilizations — KROKSTRS, UNKGRS, MOKKROUTS, AKRGROFOTS, STERRDS, etc.) —
mmuunds:
1). krokkundic sublevel (“krokk-Forms” — krokkunds)
2). mokkondic sublevel (“mokko-Forms” — mokkonds)
3). groffoldic sublevel (“groff-Forms” — groffolds)
3. argoid — the “arg”-Level, Formo-Creators of UFFLUMMURG-VVU, mental EELLG-Creators
and causal AFFTAKSTR-Creators, to +2.0 dimension (the 7th, 8th karmic Channels, civilizations
— GRORRRDS, OOSSes, PRUBIDS, GLAVVRS, LIFFRS, etc.) — argorrs:
1). hoorric sublevel — (“hoorr-Forms” — hoorrs)
2). ravarric sublevel — (“ravarr-Forms” — ravarrs)
3). dossurric sublevel — (“dossurr-Forms” — dossurrs)
4. llolloid — the “llollo”-Level, Formo-Creators of IFDOVVORG-VVU, mental IIRRF-Creators
and causal IRHMAKSTR-Creators, to +2.5 dimension (the 9th karmic Channel, civilizations —
ATTAIRS, ONKS, SFOLLIMS, BBAA, STUUYSes, HHONGS, etc.) — llollons:
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1). rrinic sublevel — (“rrin-Forms” — rrins)
2). bullnic sublevel (“buulln-Forms” — bullns)
3). harnic sublevel (“harn-Forms” — harns)
5. rrorroid — the “rrorro”-Level, Formo-Creators of IRKKULLIGR-VVU, mental UUFFLUUCreators and causal UYKKUYU’KSTR-Creators under the guidance of SKVAASS-MAA-Creators
of ORLAAKTOR, to +3.0 dimension (the 10th karmic Channel, civilizations — MAYYTS,
MURDS, KREKKSes, TVIRLS, MOLLMITS, etc.) — rrorroks:
1). baykic sublevel (“bayk-Forms” — bayks)
2). sfillkic sublevel (“sfill-Forms” — sfillks)
3). krokkic sublevel (“krokk-Forms” — krokks)
6. dluoid — the “dlu”-Level, Formo-Creators of USSTUKKUL-VVU, mental IISSORF-Creators
and causal OSTROKKOLF-Creators under supervision of FFROOGSS-MAA-Creators of
ORLAAKTOR, to +3.5 dimension (the 11th karmic Channel, civilizations — DRAYYA’, Y-Y,
BUURMS, S’LORRSSes, PLOFFS, STURKDS, MERGDS, etc.) — dluolls:
1). mahollic sublevel (“maholl-Forms” — maholls)
2). fullic sublevel (“full-Forms” — fulls)
3). hillic sublevel (“hill-Forms” — hills)
7. mirroid — the “mirr”-Level, Formo-Creators of AHSUVVROLL-VVU, mental AAMMORFCreators and causal UPDUHVASSL-Creators in cooperation with RRUURSS-MAA-Creators of
ORLAAKTOR, to +4.0 dimension (the 12th karmic Channel, civilizations — VOTTS, A’GSSes,
PLIFRS, TRUTTS, U’RIOTS, etc.) — mirroms:
1). mirmic sublevel (“mirm-Forms” — mirms)
2). lermic sublevel (“lerm-Forms” — lerms)
3). ssimmic sublevel (“ssimm-Forms” — ssimms)
10.11807.

The Classification

of main realization Forms of PLIISSMA-Entities of INGLIMILISSA-Iissiidi (lower — ssvoouns
and higher — inglimilins) in the structure of “THE FORM-DIFFERENTIATING” TIME CAPSULE
(NUU-VVU — from 0.0 to +6.0 dimension) THE ASTROPLASMIC — LUTAL — TEMPORAL CONSTITUENT — SVUULLMII-SVUU:

1. allav — the “all”-Level, Formo-Creators of OGLOKKVORT-VVU, astral SVARALL-DRUUCreators and causal URGLUKSTR-Creators, to +1.0 dimension (the 1st, 2nd, 3rd karmic
Channels, civilizations — KLAURRIYI, GLAMMELLIYI, PSIUNGRIYI) — alls:
1). aavvin sublevel (“aavv-Forms” — aavvins)
2). aummin sublevel (“aumm-Forms” — aummins)
3). aillin sublevel (“aill-Forms” — aillins)
2. mimmist — the “mimm”-Level, Formo-Creators of APPRIORRS-VVU, astral SMUOL-DRUU283

Creators and causal OGVOKSTR-Creators, to +1.5 dimension (the 4th, 5th, 6th karmic Channels,
civilizations — GLUANDRIYI, AYSTINGLIYI and AYGVIYI) — mimms:
1). miffirist sublevel (“miff-Forms” — miffirins)
2). milligist sublevel (“mill-Forms” — milligins)
3). mistvilist sublevel (“mist-Forms” — mistvilins)
3. oggula’r — the “ogg”-Level, Formo-Creators of UFFLUMMURG-VVU, astral IRRIF-DRUUCreators and causal AFFTAKSTR-Creators, to +2.0 dimension (the 7th, 8th karmic Channels,
civilizations — SPLIINGLLIYI, GROONNGLS, IIYGGVIYI, IINSTIE’YLLS) — ogguls:
1). ovvilin sublevel (“ovv-Forms” — ovvilins)
2). ollumin sublevel (“oll-Forms” — ollumins)
3). offaldin sublevel (“off-Forms” — offaldins)
4. ksullin — the “ksull”-Level, Formo-Creators of IFDOVVORG-VVU, astral STAALM-DRUUCreators and causal IRHMAKSTR-Creators, to +2.5 dimension (the 9th karmic Channel,
civilizations — SLIIPSes, TOORLINGTONC’es, AIAMMS, OOINGLIYI) — ksulls:
1). kmelliic sublevel (“kmell-Forms” — kmelliins)
2). klammaic sublevel (“klamm-Forms” — klammains)
3). ksulluic sublevel (“ksull-Forms” — ksulluins)
5. immlid — the “imml”-Level, Formo-Creators of IRKKULLIGR-VVU, astral LLAVOLLDRUU-Creators and causal UYKKUYU’KSTR-Creators under the guidance of OOSSMMDRUU-Creators of AIGLLILLIAA, to +3.0 dimension (the 10th karmic Channel, civilizations
— SKARRLDS, ANGSSes) — immls:
1). iffilla’r sublevel (“iff-Forms” — iffillins)
2). isskulla’r sublevel (“issk-Forms” — isskullins)
3). inngulla’r sublevel (“inng-Forms” — inngullins)
6. gllemmic — the “gllemm”-Level, Formo-Creators of USSTUKKUL-VVU, astral SKRAD-DRUUCreators and causal OSTROKKOLF-Creators under supervision of DLLOOM-DRUU-Creators
of AIGLLILLIAA, to +3.5 dimension (the 11th karmic Channel, civilizations — INNGC’es,
OOLLDRVS, OOOYGC’es) — gllemms:
1). glluussmid sublevel (“glluuss-Forms” — glluussmins)
2). gllaallid sublevel (“gllaall-Forms” — gllaallins)
3). glleeffid sublevel (“glleeff-Forms” — glleeffins)
7. iissmmic — the “iissmm”-Level, Formo-Creators of AHSUVVROLL-VVU, astral REGOSPORDRUU-Creators and causal UPDUHVASSL-Creators in cooperation with SVIILL-GRUUCreators of AIGLLILLIAA, to +4.0 dimension (the 12th karmic Channel, civilizations —
GVIDELLINDC’es, TERRIANC’es, ORRS — STELLKKSes and ROLLS) — iissmms:
1). iimmlic sublevel (“iimm-Forms” — iimmlins)
2). iinnglic sublevel (“iinn-Forms” — iinnglins)
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3). iillvic sublevel (“iill-Forms” — iillvins)
10.11808.

The Classification

of main realization Forms of KLOORTM-Entities of ORLAAKTOR-Iissiidi (lower — kroydls and
higher — ORLAAKTORs) in the structure of “THE FORM-DIFFERENTIATING” TIME CAPSULE
(NUU-VVU — from 0.0 to +6.0 dimension): THE PLANETARY MENTOPLASMIC — “KHRISTAL
BODY” — UOLDMII-SLII

(to +6.0 dimension of the stroollgorf Mental-Cosmic Plane)
1. e’mffliic — the “e’mffli”-Level, to +3.0 dimension (the 1st, 2nd, 3rd karmic Channels, mental
SKVAASS-MAA-Creators and causal UYKKUYU’KSTR-Creators, civilizations — SKVAASSC’es,
LLU’UDDS, LLIMMILSSC’es) — e’mffliissc’es:
1). e’nnirisc’ent sublevel (“e’nn-Forms” — e’nnirisc’es)
2). ourffgolluft sublevel (“ourff-Forms” — ourffgollufc’es)
3). uuffluusc’ent sublevel (“uuff-Forms” — uuffluusc’es)
2. misc’entnic — the “misc’ent”-Level, to +3.5 dimension (the 4th, 5th, 6th karmic Channels, mental
FFROOGSS-MAA-Creators and causal OSTROKKOLF-Creators, civilizations — AIYFRS,
T’ELLKS, GORROSSes) — misc’ents:
1). aiyfullugrid sublevel, (“aiyf-Forms” — aiyfullugrs)
2). fillisc’ent sublevel (“fill-Forms” — ffillisc’es)
3). iissorf sublevel (“iiss-Forms” — iissorfs)
3. stroolgic — the “stroolg”-Level, to +4.0 dimension (the 7th, 8th karmic Channels, mental
RRUURSS-MAA-Creators and causal UPDUHVASSL-Creators, civilizations — PAARRDS,
RRUURSSC’es) — stroolgs:
1). paarruurs sublevel (“paarr-Forms” — paarruurses)
2). ailggilluf sublevel (“ailgg-Forms” — ailggillufc’es)
3). aammorf sublevel (“aamm-Forms” — aammorfs)
4. gorfic — the “gorf ”-Level, to +4.5 dimension (the 9th karmic Channel, mental AAMMORFMAA-Creators and causal OBBORRGOFM-Creators, civilization — TRRUOLLDRS) —
trruuksses:
1). truutive sublevel (“truu-Forms” — truusc’es)
2). olldrive sublevel (“olldr-Forms” — olldrins)
3). oollirf — sublevel (“ooll-Forms” — oollirfs)
5. nraallgic — the “nraallg”-Level, to +5.0 dimension (the 10th karmic Channel, mental EERRERFMAA-Creators and causal AYASSMASS-Creators under the guidance of ORROFR-LLAACreators of ULGLUU-Iissiidi, civilization — SPLUUM-MAA-ALLA) — nraalgs:
1). aragofor sublevel (“arago-Forms” — aragoforls)
2). oforrtoyf sublevel (“oforr-Forms” — oforrtoyfc’es)
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3). eerrerf sublevel (“eerr-Forms” — eerrerfs)
6. gasstnic — the “gasstn”-Level, to +5.5 dimension (the 11th karmic Channel, mental IISC’IRFMAA-Creators and causal IFRIKSMALD-Creators under supervision of ILLIKT-LLAA-Creators
of ULGLUU-Iissiidi, civilization — GASSTS) — goorssms:
1). poolgoft sublevel (“poolg-Forms” — poolgs)
2). iisc’irf sublevel (“iisc’-Forms” — iisc’irfs)
3). aaggdaaagd sublevel (“aaggda-Forms” — aaggda-a-agds)
7. poolgmaaallic — the “poolgmaa”-Level, to +6.0 dimension (the 12th karmic Channel, mental
UULLURF-MAA-Creators and causal IILLVIYV-Creators in cooperation with LLUURF-LLAACreators of ULGLUU-Iissiidi, civilization — POOLG-MAA-ALLA) — poolgma-a-alls:
1). gasstaaaggd sublevel (“gasst-Forms” — gassta-a-aggds)
2). uullurf sublevel (“uull-Forms” — uullurfs)
3). aallgmaaalld sublevel (“aallg-Forms” — aallgma-a-alls)
10.11809.

The Classification

of main realization Forms of AAIIGLA-MAA-Entities of AIGLLILLIAA-Iissiidi (lower —
aossoons and higher — aaygllaamans) in the structure of “THE FORM-DIFFERENTIATING”
TIME CAPSULE (NUU-VVU — from 0.0 to +6.0 dimension): THE PLANETARY ASTROPLASMIC —
“KHRISTAL BODY” — STOOLLMII-SVUU

(to +6.0 dimension of the ssukkula’ritive Astral Cosmic Plane)
1. prafaonic — the “praf ”-Level, to +3.0 dimension (the 1st, 2nd, 3rd karmic Channels, astral
OOSSMM-DRUU-Creators in cooperation with causal UYKKUYU’KSTR-Creators, civilizations
— OOSSMMS, FAYGS, TRIFFTTC’es) — prafaits:
1). gre’ysc’oid sublevel (“gre’ys-Forms” — gre’ysc’es)
2). allgssoid sublevel (“allgss-Forms” — allgsses)
3). llavollovalofft sublevel (“llav-Forms” — llavollovaloffts)
2. gorrfftic — the “gorrfft”-Level, to +3.5 dimension (the 4th, 5th, 6th karmic Channels, astral
DLLOOM-DRUU-Creators in cooperation with causal OSTROKKOLF-Creators, civilizations
— IOOLDDLS, STABLOZANC’es, SKALLAURS) — gorrffts:
1). ngunmoid sublevel (“ngunm-Forms” — ngunms)
2). bollfoid sublevel (“bollf-Forms” — bollfs)
3). skradomula’tive sublevel (“skrad-Forms” — skradomula’ts)
3. tloonfric — the “tloonf ”-Level, to +4.0 dimension (the 7th, 8th karmic Channels, astral
SVIILL-GRUU-Creators in cooperation with causal UPDUHVASSL-Creators, civilizations —
TLOONFRS, SVIILLS, PRIDDS) — tloonds:
1). lovirgiyd sublevel (“lovirg-Forms” — lovirgiydc’es)
2). pridmliid sublevel (“pridm-Forms” — pridmls)
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3). regosporrutive sublevel (“rego-Forms” — regosporruts)
4. skuullmic — the “skuullm”-Level, to +4.5 dimension (the 9th karmic Channel, astral IOOLDDGRUU-Creators in cooperation with causal OBBORRGOFM-Creators, civilization —
SKUULLMS) — iooldds:
1). dze’ydztc’ion sublevel (“dze’ydz-Forms” — dze’ydztc’es)
2). krringrion sublevel (“krring-Forms” — krringrs)
3). gerokomvative sublevel (“gero-Forms” — gerokomvats)
5. ullugruic — the “ullu”-Level, to +5.0 dimension (the 10th karmic Channel, astral ULLU-GRUUCreators in cooperation with causal AYASSMASS-Creators and under the guidance of E’KKDOGRUA-Creators of SSAASSFATI-Iissiidi, civilizations — ULLUGRS, SFAYGRS) — sfaygulls:
1). kriigmid sublevel (“kriigmm-Forms” — kriigmms)
2). rammalitive sublevel (“ramm-Forms” — rammalits)
3). basfodernitive sublevel (“basf-Forms” — basfodernits)
6. duakkstric — the “duakkstr”-Level, to +5.5 dimension (the 11th karmic Channel, astral
KRRUUMM-GRUU-Creators in cooperation with causal IFRIKSMALD-Creators and under
supervision of E’FFLIV-GRUA-Creators of SSAASSFATI-Iissiidi, civilization — DUAKKSTRS)
— krruumms:
1). glarrovvative sublevel (“glarr-Forms” — glarrovvats)
2). sluu’vvertive sublevel (“sluu’-Forms” — sluu’vverts)
3). spoloyu’vvative sublevel — (“spol-Forms” — spoloyu’vvats)
7. aaiiglaammaic — the “aaiigla”-Level, to +6.0 dimension (the 12th karmic Channel, astral
PROUG-GRUU-Creators in cooperation with causal IILLVIYV-Creators and UKKVUMMGRUA-Creators of SSAASSFATI-Iissiidi, civilizations — PROUGRS, AAIIGLA-A-MMA) —
prouglaamms:
1). aasslaaassmic sublevel (“aasslaa-Forms” — aasslaa-a-ssams)
2). ssukkula’ritive sublevel (“ssukkul-Forms” — ssukkula’rits)
3). vaydobillitive sublevel (“vaydo-Forms” — vaydobillits)
10.11810.

The Classification

of main realization Forms of UULDM-Entities of ULGLUU-Iissiidi (lower — gluurfs and higher
— ulgluusses) in the structure of THE EQUALLY-SYNTHESIZED PLANETARY FORM — NIISSLII-SLII

(to +9.0 dimension of the nraallgasst Mental Cosmic Plane):
1. ilmofic — the “ilm”-Level, from 0.0 to +5.0 dimension, the 1st, 2nd, 3rd DUU-LLI, mental
ORROFR-LLAA-Creators in cooperation with causal AYASSMASS-Creators — ilmofits.
2. ukklofic — the “ukkl”-Level, from 0.0 to +5.5 dimension, the 4th, 5th, 6th DUU-LLI, mental
ILLIKT-LLAA-Creators in cooperation with causal IFRIKSMALD-Creators — ukklofits.
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3. ssaulfic — the “ssaul”-Level, from 0.0 to +6.0 dimension, the 7th and 8th DUU-LLI, mental
LLUURF-LLAA-Creators in cooperation with causal IILLVIYV-Creators — ssaulfits.
4. iiddasst — the “iidd”-Level, from 0.0 to +6.5 dimension the 9th DUU-LLI, mental NNUUNGMAA- and IIDDASST-MAA-Creators in cooperation with causal AKKLAAFFSS-Creators —
nnuungiiddasts.
5. loungmaast — the “loung”-Level, from 0.0 to +7.0 dimension, the 10th DUU-LLI, mental
LOUNG-MAA-Creators in cooperation with causal AUSSDVULLSS-Creators — loungmaasts.
6. draarrgmaast — the “draarrg”-Level, from 0.0 to +8.0 dimension, the 11th DUU-LLI,
mental DRAARRG-MAA-Creators in cooperation with causal OKKLOOKKSS-Creators —
draarrgmaasts.
7. mmaargmaast — the “mmaarg”-Level, from 0.0 to +9.0 dimension, the 12th DUU-LLI, mental
MMAARG-MAA-Creators in cooperation with causal EYYEEYGSS-Creators — mmaargmaasts.
10.11811.

The Classification

of main realization Forms of SSOUISST-Entities of SSAASSFATI-Iissiidi (lower — sslaassfs and
higher — ssaassfats)
in the structure of THE EQUALLY-SYNTHESIZED PLANETARY FORM — NIISSLII-SLII
(to +9.0 dimension of the ferbiyllillert Astral Cosmic Plane):
1. ssiliktic — the “ssil”-Level, to +5.0 dimension, the 1st, 2nd, 3rd DUU-LLI, astral E’KKDO-GRUACreators and BASFODERNIT-Creators in cooperation with causal AYASSMASS-Creators —
e’kkdogruars.
2. ssnuuriktic — the “ssnuur”-Level, to +5.5 dimension, the 4th, 5th, 6th DUU-LLI, astral E’FFLIVGRUA-Creators and SPOLOYU’VVAT-Creators in cooperation with causal IFRIKSMALDCreators — e’fflivgruars.
3. ssloortic — the “ssloor”-Level, to +6.0 dimension, astral UKKVUMM-GRUA-Creators and
VAYDOBILLIT-Creators in cooperation with causal IILLVIYV-Creators — ukkvummgruars.
4. boorfussert — the “boor”-Level, to +6.5 dimension, astral BOORFUSSERT-Creators and
GROOFF-GRUU-Creators in cooperation with causal AKKLAAFFSS-Creators — grooffgruusts.
5. froommgruuft — the “froomm”-Level, to +7.0 dimension, astral FROOMM-GRUU-Creators in
cooperation with causal AUSSDVULLSS-Creators — froommgruusts.
6. vriivgruuft — the “vriiv”-Level, to +8.0 dimension, astral VRIIV-GRUU-Creators in cooperation
with causal OKKLOOKKSS-Creators — vriivgruusts.
7. aargssruuft — the “aargs”-Level, to +9.0 dimension, astral AARGS-SRUU-Creators in
cooperation with causal EYYEEYGSS-Creators — aargssruusts.
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10.11812.

The Classification

of main realization Forms of LOOMGD-Entities of OLGOOLLONI-Iissiidi (lower — ulgloomgds
and higher — olgoollons)
in the structure of THE AASMIIC PLANETARY FORM — AASMII-SLII-SUU
(to +12.0 dimension of the vuurliht diapason of the Mental Cosmic Plane):
1. oorrasst — the “oorr”-Level, from 0.0 to +7.0 dimension, mental OORRASST-Creators in
cooperation with causal AUSSDVULLSS-Creators — oorrassts.
2. iillosst — the “iill”-Level, from 0.0 to +8.0 dimension, mental IILLOSST-Creators in cooperation
with causal IFFRAMMIRSS-Creators — iillossts.
3. uussursst — the “uuss”-Level, from 0.0 to +9.0 dimension, mental UUSSURSST-Creators in
cooperation with causal UUYSSDOYLSS-Creators — uussurssts.
4. ollooppht — the “olloo”-Level, from 0.0 to +9.5 dimension, mental OLLOOPPHT- and DDUAKKMAA-Creators in cooperation with causal ALLRARGLAMM-Creators — olloopphs.
5. issaarrht — the “issaa”-Level, from 0.0 to +10.0 dimension, mental KNUAKK-MAA- and
ISSAARRHT-Creators in cooperation with causal AHBAKKRALM-Creators — issaarrhs.
6. ummuluht — the “ummul”-Level, from 0.0 to +11.0 dimension, mental E’LGFFLUM-MAAand UMMULUHT-Creators in cooperation with causal USSDOISSTM- and ULLHVUULHMCreators — ummuluhs.
7. uyu’yu’ht — the “uyu’y”-Level, from 0.0 to +12.0 dimension, mental E’MFFLII-MAA- and
UYU’YU’HT-Creators in cooperation with causal IMMNAILLM- and IIYFIYM-Creators —
uyu’yu’hs.
10.11813.

The Classification

of main realization Forms of GLOOGOLM-Entities of AANI-Iissiidi (lower — ssaagloogms and
higher — aants)
in the structure of THE AASMIIC PLANETARY FORM — AASMII-SLII-SUU
(to +12.0 dimension of the groollugorff Astral Cosmic Plane):
1. froorrovert — the “froorr”-Level, from 0.0 to +7.0 dimension, astral FROORROVERT-Creators
in cooperation with causal AUSSDVULLSS-Creators — froorroverts.
2. vvuurrotort — the “vvuurr”-Level, from 0.0 to +8.0 dimension, astral VVUURROTORTCreators in cooperation with causal IFFRAMMIRSS-Creators — vvuurrotorts.
3. mc’uukloklort — the “mc’uukl”-Level, from 0.0 to +9.0 dimension, astral MC’UUKLOKLORTCreators in cooperation with causal UUYSSDOYLSS-Creators — mc’uukloklorts.
4. bsamadidoff — the “bsamad”-Level, from 0.0 to +9.5 dimension, astral KKOOLL-SRUUand BSAMADIDOFF-Creators in cooperation with causal ALLRARGLAMM-Creators —
bsamadidoffs.
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5. pirrimiloff — the “pirrim”-Level, from 0.0 to +10.0 dimension, astral LLOOFF-SRUU- and
PIRRIMILOFF-Creators in cooperation with causal AHBAKKRALM-Creators — pirrimiloffs.
6. paarlitiff — the “paarl”-Level, from 0.0 to +11.0 dimension, astral IIFFS-SRUU- and
PAARLITIFF-Creators in cooperation with causal USSDOISSTM- and ULLHVUULHMCreators — paarlitiffs.
7. e’sfelluriff — the “e’sfell”-Level, from 0.0 to +12.0 dimension, astral SSMAALL-SRUU- and
E’SFELLURIFF-Creators in cooperation with causal IMMNAILLM- and IIYFIYM-Creators —
e’sfelluriffs.
QUESTION. Oris, may I ask you another question which seems very important to me? Not

long ago, you gave Information about Levels of the simultaneous Creative Activity of all realization Forms of the Collective Intelligence of PROOFF-RRU: “personalized” Self-Consciousness, the subjective “unconscious”, the Subconsciousness, the Supraconsciousness, the Ultraconsciousness, the Praconsciousness, the Protoconsciousness, the Hyperconsciousness, and the
Star Consciousness. In this regard, I still don’t understand how these kinds of Consciousness
are interrelated with each of the following: (1) IISSIIDI-Centers; (2) dynamics of the Universal
Focus of Self-Consciousness and of the Focus of Close Attention; and (3) UU-VVU-Forms of OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems and with FLUU-VVU-Forms from FLUU-LUU-complexes.
Let’s take into account the following two assumptions: (1) that absolutely all initial Information
for structuring (in TEC) any of our possible development scenarios is initially “copied” from
the UU-VVU of OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems; and, (2) that during the subsequent process of

its inertial “unpacking-unfolding” in a “personality’s” Self-Consciousness, it is “transmitted
back” to the source. A reasonable question then appears: where is the place to “hold” our entire
Experience gained as a result of this? I am referring to the Experience that results from: (1) the
Synthesis of one of 24 Qualities; and (2) the inter-quality Synthesis of Aspects of ALL-Love and
ALL-Intelligence. What are these structures — the Subconsciousness, the Supraconsciousness
and others? Is it possible that these notions have Cosmic Codes, and we may try to meditate on
them independently?

— This is a very good question, dear Uullarg! But to answer it I will have to divide
it into several sub-questions. And the best way, as always, is to begin from the end (by the
way, when I was young, I began to read all books from the end so that to know in advance
that everything ends well for the main characters). So, what are these incomprehensible
structures — the Subconsciousness, the Supraconsciousness and others like them? And
do they have any Cosmic Codes?
10.11814.

Yes, of course, they have Codes, Levels, and also Forms of manifestation; and
you know them perfectly well! What you don’t know, or simply cannot understand,
is that they are Collective Intelligences that structure each potential Level of your
possible Creative Activity by their specific Forms. And what do these Levels represent?
Completely synthesized creative states of ASTRO- and MENTO-Plasma. Right? And what is
the notional (because it doesn’t exist actually!) un-synthesized dynamic (that is, inertial)
state of “MENTO-Plasma”? It is Information, or, the whole aggregate of all possible kinds
of Collective Intelligences that represent the realization of VVU-, FFAY- and YYA’-Forms of
OO-UU-Entities of the RESOSCONTIONAL Branch of development.
10.11815.
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10.11816.

For example (below is by far not a complete list!):

— The diapason of 0-1 dimensions: Discrete urglukst “psychonations” and “emanations”
are represented by U-U-Protofses — U...U, L...L, U’...U, Y...U, S...U, A...A, O...L, and others, as
well as partially (and very unstably!) by “karmonized” A-L-V-U-U-VVU, O-V-L-O-O-VVU,
M-M-I-S-T-VVU and others. “VVU” is an individual configurational Feature, one for all
Forms of the RESOSCONTIONAL Branch that participate in the Synthesis of the Tertiary
Energy-Plasma of this type of Universe; it is also used to designate lower “HUMANOID”
Proto-Forms (to the ±6th dimension) with the predominance, in their Creativity,
of the role of Information generated by SLUI-SLUU; each “letter” corresponds to an
individual frequency “proto-Configuration” of One OO-UU-Entity; ellipses “...” denote
the presence of an infinite set of all possible quality combinations — “sub-Aspects” —
inside one Aspect of one Quality; the sign “-” between “proto-Configurations” refers
to the possibility of the origination of a temporary, unstable interrelation between
different-quality sub-Aspects inside one Aspect of one Quality.
In this frequency range, the structure of “the combined Consciousness” of LLUUVVU is extremely “fragmentarily” represented by the following “deeply unconscious”
U...U- and L...L- Protofses: parrgs (TRUUL-GULS, TRUUL-GUNS, UR-OO-GGS, UR-OO-NS, UROO-LS, UR-OO-PPS, KAY-KULLS, KULLS, O-O, as well as truumgs, orlongs, kuullgs and others)
and alls (KLAURRIYI, GLAMMELLIYI, PSIUNGRIYI, as well as aavvins, aummins, aillins and
others).
10.11817.

They are only indirectly related to the lowest realization Forms of LLUU-VVU
(SVUULLMII-SVUU); this relation doesn’t differ (in terms of its activity) from interactions
with other Proto-Forms of predator animals. Dynamics of the manifestation of urglukst
“psychonations” and “emanations” are quite vague and yet by no means represent what we
(in our subjective wave Perception) usually understand by Forms: at the black background
(with all possible dark tints) that represents the creative dynamics of fragmented
Consciousnesses of parrgs (the 1st-3rd Channels of ARGLLAAMUNI), there is an incessant,
dim twinkling (like on a TV screen with switched-off channels) of a set of red mobile
“points” — a joint manifestation of destructive dynamics of parrgs “emanations” with
“psychonations” of alls (the 1st-3rd Channels of INGLIMILISSA-Iissiidi.
10.11818.

Since the main feature of LLUU-VVU-Forms — the Principle of synthetic Creation
— is completely absent (destructive, exterminatory dynamics predominate), “human”
Proto-Forms cannot be manifested in frequency (as protofses) in this diapason.
10.11819.

— The diapason of 1-2 dimensions: afftakst “psychonations” and “emanations” are
represented by U-UU-VVU-Loolgses — L-LU-VVU, U’-UY-VVU, Y-UY-VVU, S-UY-VVU,
A-AY-VVU, O-LY-VVU, L-LY-VVU and others, as well as by unsteady “karmonations” —
IFGII-VVU, EELL-VVU, IRRIFL-VVU, SMUOLD-VVU and others. (Each “letter” corresponds
to “a LOOLGS-Configuration” of only one Aspect of one Quality; the sign “-” between
“LOOLGS-Configurations” means the possibility of the origination of a temporary,
unstable interrelation only between duvuyllerrt Aspects of one Quality.
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This diapason represents the focal point of Information that pertains to the
collective Consciousness Levels of a Stereo-Form, which I subjectively designate as “a
deeply unconscious” state of Energy-Plasma. In this frequency range of OLLAKT-DRUOTMMsystems, LLUU-VVU, along with other Proto-Forms, is “fragmentarily” represented by the
following U-UL- and L-LU-“karmonations”: mmuunds and argorrs (KROKSTRS, UNKGRS,
MOKKROUTS, AKRGROFOTS, STERRDS, GRORRRDS, OOSSes, PRUBIDS, GLAVVRS, LIFFRS,
krokkunds, mokkonds, groffolds, hoorrs, ravarrs, dossurrs and others), as well as mimms
and ogguls (GLUANDRIYI, AYSTINGLIYI, AYGVIYI, SPLIINGLLIYI, GROONNGLS, IIYGGVIYI,
IINSTIE’YLLS, miffirins, milligins, mistvilins, ovvilins, ollumins, offaldins and others).
10.11820.

Why do I use the expression “LLUU-VVU is fragmentarily represented” for these two
diapasons of dimension, when I have said many times that there are no LLUU-VVU-Forms
on these Levels of Energy-Plasma? The point is that any Form of Self-Consciousness may
be creatively manifested on any Level of Creative Dynamics of Energy-Plasma only due
to the presence of a special “mechanism” in the structures of its Collective Intelligence.
This mechanism makes it possible to realize the very process of such a narrowly-specific
frequency form-manifestation in this dimension. Functions of such a holographous
mechanism for all synthetic Proto-Forms manifested in diapasons from 0 to the ±9th
dimension are performed by LLUU-VV-LLI-I (temporal ethereal constituents) of all NUUVVU-Forms.
10.11821.

“Psychonations” and “emanations” of the two considered diapasons have their own
“proto-Configurations-” and “LOOLGS-Configurations”. I put the term “Configuration”
in quotation marks because — relative to the much more complex wave and flaks-type
Form-formations of irkkulligren and flakglaass diapasons — these energy-information
fluctuations, which are manifested on strongly-inertial Levels of Energy-Plasma, can
hardly be called Configurations. These are most likely very weak but very steady and
stable (in their creative directivity) impulses of self-sufficient Energy-Information.
10.11822.

All energy-information content of the temporal ethereal constituent of any Form
of Self-Consciousness (including LLUU-VVU) can manifest itself on Energy-Plasma Levels
only in a complex, integrated way, being initially packaged into a particular Form of selfexpression closely (mutually) connected with the creative energy-information dynamics
of the TEC of all other Proto-Forms. “Fragmentary” urglukst and afftakst impulses of the
two lower diapasons, as inherent destructive Components (according to YYU’-LLU-AYY),
also partially structure the creative dynamics of the TEC of many Forms. However, when
they are manifested in the “individual” Space of a “personality’s” Self-Consciousness of
any Proto-Form, they greatly depend on the inhibitive (suppressing) influence of the
constructive Creative Activity of more developed Fields-Consciousnesses that form
higher quality Configurations of sequentially-manifested Stereo-Types.
10.11823.

For example, even the most evil “personality”, before it decides to commit an evil
deed, will be worried about its own safety and survival, to which it is oriented by a more
developed UU-VVU. But in order for any destructive activity (“killing”, vandalism, sadism,
sexual violence, etc.) to be realized, the general dynamics of its TEC must sequentially
“include”, to one extent or another, destructive impulses of parrgs, mmuunds, argorrs, alls,
10.11824.
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mimms or ogguls — carriers of the strongest “unconscious” annihilation tendencies in
the realization creativity characteristic of Aspects of the Qualities ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom
and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence.
Here, I must remind you that no type of creative activity can be implemented
without the possibility of a preliminary destruction of the outdated results of a previous
Creative Activity. This function is imposed on Creators of lower-quality diapasons
on various Levels of Cosmic Creativity. In the considered case, Creators of Forms are
provided with this possibility by elementary “psychonations” and “emanations” of the two
lowest diapasons. Indeed, you must admit that it is impossible to create any masterpiece
of fine arts without a harmonious combination of various colors and tints, for example,
starting with black and red and ending with violet and white.
10.11825.

Thus, the TEC, even of the most undeveloped “human personality” manifested by
a LLUU-VVU-Form, is structured by Stereo-Type Configurations in which the creativity
characteristic of a higher-quality UU-VVU (that is, synthesized to a greater degree)
dominates over the destructive tendencies of parrgs, mmuunds, argorrs, alls, mimms or
ogguls. Otherwise, any realization Form simply could not either manifest or establish
itself as a creative “personality”, because Fields-Consciousnesses that form its SelfConsciousness would be rigidly oriented only to processes of destructuring. That is why I
say that a LLUU-VVU-Form is represented in the two lower diapasons only “fragmentarily”
(it uses partially destructive Elements of these Levels in its creative activity), but at the
same time it is in no way manifested. That is, there are already partially synthesizing,
unsteady “karmonations” “there”, but there are still no synthesized Creators — initiators
of any creative activity.
10.11826.

So, although processes of Synthesis continue in this (loolgs) diapason, obvious
features of creative dynamics are still not manifested, and destructive tendencies (unsteady
combinations of low-frequency “psychonations” and “emanations” that weakly resonate
among themselves) dominate in general energy-information dynamics. Additionally,
the necessary conditions for an active primitive-constructive creative manifestation of a
lower Proto-Form of LLUU-VVU are also absent.
10.11827.

The word combination “Proto-Forms of LLUU-VVU” doesn’t contain any
contradictions, because there are no “separate” Forms of Self-Consciousness that would
fully embrace the entire spectrum of creative possibilities of this type of Collective
Intelligence. This also refers to a LLUU-VVU-Form that — according to its internal
Essence (the implementation of the synthetic creative Principle on all Tertiary EnergyPlasma Levels) — represents the entire conglomerate of different-quality Proto-Forms.
Amongst these Proto-Forms it is impossible to single out either “primary” or “secondary”
ones, because each of them is in “its place” and fulfills, on its Level of manifestation, the
functionally-creative, evolutional Objectives imposed on it (by the Collective Intelligence
of GOOLGAMAA-A).
10.11828.

I would like to remind you that SVUULLMII-SVUU is the lowest Form of Creators
(that is, those who “create”, “construct”, or “build” something) that is functionally
10.11829.
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organized to implement processes of Synthesis on the crudest Levels of Energy-Plasma
with the help of the most elementary creative manifestation. During the process of the
inertial development of the Collective Intelligence of PROOFF-RRU in the diapason of
irkkulligren types of Realities, SVUULLMII-SVUU was “introduced” into creative dynamics
of “the combined Consciousness” of LLUU-VVU from other Proto-Forms. Without the
active participation of SVUULLMII-SVUU, the biological structuring of lower Forms of
manifestation of any LLUU-VVU-Formo-Type, such as NUU-VVU-Forms (that allow for
the biological organism of “a human being” to function), and many other things would
be impossible.
However, you should not confuse the primitive (in our subjective Perception!) but
still constructive activity of SVUULLMII-SVUU-Creators of the SYNTHETIC Evolutional Branch
with the strong destructive manifestations of partially “personified” SVUULL-VVU-Forms
of the RESOSCONTIONAL Involutional Branch. The former, actively using the e’glleroliftive
Element of Creativity (the organizing and directing Impulse generated by more developed
Formo-Creators), transform unconscious dynamics of powerful destructive tendencies of
the latter for implementation of incessant synthetic processes on the lowest Energy-Plasma
Levels. Besides, the interesting thing is that these synthetic processes happen not only
between Aspects of the two human Dominants, but also between Aspects of the other ten
Pure Qualities. That is why the realization activity of SVUULLMII-SVUU-Creators spreads
not only over dynamics of the Self-Consciousness of biological NUU-VVU-Forms, but also
over lower creativity dynamics of all other animal Proto-Forms that are compatible with
NUU-VVU-Configurations. (There are also incompatible ones, for example, those that are
manifested, in terms of frequency, in these dimensional diapasons but in other Planetary
or Star systems, or those in Configurations of which various combinations of such selfconscious Elements as “-S-”, “-V-”, “-U-”, “-L-”, “-M-” and “-I-” are absent).
10.11830.

Despite the fact that all mental-sensuous realization activity of SVUULLMII-SVUUForms is structured by lower SVUULL-VVU, there is an obvious presence in the primitive
activity of SVUULLMII-SVUU-Creators of an elementary creative aspect manifested,
at the very least, in their tendency to survive in the biological “human” Form partially
(“fragmentarily”) perceived by them (although they are equally capable of perceiving
themselves also in any other biological Proto-Forms). This is due to a skillful usage of
their properties by higher Creators of the first two IISSIIDI-Centers (in particular —
an unconscious, instinctive desire to survive in the environment at any cost due to an
aggressive suppression of all other Forms of Life, which is initially included into parrgs
and mmuunds, alls and mimms).
10.11831.

I repeat one more time: SVUULLMII-SVUU, being the lower functional part of any
biological NUU-VVU-Form’s Configurations, are common (to many Proto-Forms) bioCreators that are latently associated with all possible Forms of their creative manifestation.
Their certain subjective attachment to a certain Formo-Type is only formed due to a
specific activity of SVUULL-VVU-Forms that informationally structure them and manifest
in the Configuration of biological NUU-VVU during their inertial “unpacking-unfolding”
process in the temporal ethereal constituent of a particular “personality’s” (or of any other
biological organism’s) Self-Consciousness.
10.11832.
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But aggressive dynamics of SVUULL-VVU represent approximately the following
subjective “picture” (adapted to our wave system of Perception): viscous dirty-gray flows
and “slowly-moving” clouds of tarry-black “smoke” of mmuunds (the 4th, 5th, 6th karmic
Channels) and synthesized cherry-black and blood-red “configurations” of fragmented
Consciousnesses of argorrs (the 7th, 8th karmic Channels of ARGLLAAMUNI), which are
“embedded in a mobile way” into the dark-smoky destructive background, envelope
numerous “inclusions” of bright blood-cherry flashes in the form of “points”, “dashes” and
fiery-red-orange blinks — manifestations of dynamics of fragmented Consciousnesses of
mimms and ogguls (the 4th-8th karmic Channels of INGLIMILISSA).
10.11833.

3) – The diapason of 2-3 dimensions: KU-U-VVU-Doollses — LU-U-VVU, VU-U-VVU,
FU-U-VVU, RU-U-VVU, GU-U-VVU, …, KK-U-VVU, LL-U-VVU, VV-U-VVU, FF-U-VVU, RR-UVVU, GG-U-VVU, …, KA-A-VVU, LA-A-VVU, VA-A-VVU, FA-A-VVU, RA-A-VVU, GA-A-VVU,
…, KK-A-VVU, LL-A-VVU, VV-A-VVU, FF-A-VVU, RR-A-VVU, GG-A-VVU…, KL-L-VVU, LU-LVVU, VL-L-VVU, FL-L-VVU, RL-L-VVU, GL-L-VVU, … and others, as well as “personified”
— SVUULL-VVU, IIRR-VVU, UUFF-VVU, STAALM-VVU, LLAVOLL-VVU and others
(“letters” designate DOOLLT-Configurations of different Aspects of one Quality; the
sign “-” between “DOOLLT-Configurations” means the possibility of the origination

10.11834.

of a temporary, unstable interrelation between several Aspects of one Quality; the
absence of the sign “-” between letters means the possibility of a deep Synthesis of
these Aspects).

In this frequency range of an OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-system, LLUU-VVU is
represented by the following “personified” projections of the lowest Level Creator of its
“combined Consciousness” — by LL-U-VVU and UU-L-VVU-Forms: llollons and rrorroks
(ATTAIRS, ONKS, SFOLLIMS, BBAA, STUUYSes, HHONGS, MAYYTS, MURDS, KREKKSes, TVIRLS,
MOLLMITs, rrins, bullns, harns, bayks, sfillks, krokks and others), as well as by ksulls and
immls (SLIIPSes, TOORLINGTONC’es, AIAMMS, OOINGLIYI, SKARRLDS, ANGSSes, kmelliins,
klammains, ksulluins, iffillins, isskullins, inngullins and others); as well as by higher (to
this diapason) “personified” SKVAA-VVU, UYKK-VVU, LLU’U-VVU, LLIMM-VVU, OOSS-VVU,
FAYG-VVU, TRIFF-VVU-Forms (e’mffliissc’es: e’nnirisc’es, ourffgollufc’es, uuffluusc’es; prafaits:
gre’ysc’es, allgsses, llavollovaloffts).
10.11835.

In the system of my subjective extrasensory Perception, these Creators of Forms
look like very dynamic (in spite of still strong Inertia!) formations of cherry-dark-brown,
fragmented Consciousnesses of llollons that are incessantly interleaved with whitish,
gray, and dirty-cherry “streaks” — projections of creative dynamics of rrins, bullns and
harns; rrorroks, however, look like dark-brown “emanational” flows permeated with many
dark-cherry and swampy-dirty three-dimensional “inclusions” that move in the form of
partially form-shifting, “cube-like polyhedrons” of bayks, cigar-shaped “bands” of sfillks,
long, interwoven among themselves and incessantly curling in various directions, “little
spirals” of krokks; ksulls and immls are represented in the form of nebulous “psychonational”
formations of scarlet-orange color with many mobile point-like “inclusions” of various
tints — from fiery to bright pink.
10.11836.

This diapason represents the focal point of Information that belongs to a StereoForm’s Levels of the collective Consciousness, which I subjectively define as “PROTOFORMIC
10.11837.
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or INSTINCTIVE CONSCIOUSNESS”, or astroplasmic lutal temporal constituent — SVUULLMIISVUU (the Astral Plane-Overtone — from +4.0 to -4.0 dimension, the 1st-6th Channels of
INGLIMILISSA- and ARGLLAAMUNI-Iissiidi); this Consciousness is peculiar not to all of its
Proto-Forms, but only to distinct Stereo-Types of diffusgent biological NUU-VVU-Forms.
4) – The diapason of 3-4 dimensions: UU-VVU-Forms — IISS-VVU, AAMM-VVU, as
well as SKRAD-VVU, REGOS-VVU and others (“UU”, “II”, “SS”, “AA”, MM” and so on) —
indicate the presence, in terms of Information, of intensified dynamics of a certain
Aspect of a dominant Quality; “letters” mean “irkkull-Configurations” of different
Aspects of two compatible Qualities; the sign “-” between “irkkull-Configurations” means
the possibility of the origination only of a temporary, unstable interrelation between
different Aspects of two compatible Qualities; the absence of the sign “-” between
letters means the possibility of a deep Synthesis:

10.11838.

1. (U+U)+(V+V)=UU+VV, then UU+(VV+U)=UU-VVU (the presence of “-” means
unsteady interrelation, the possibility of differentiation), where a separate U is
the e’glleroliftive Element of Creativity (“the organizing-directing” Impulse of one of
dominant Qualities); and it may be like this: (V+V)+(UU+U)=VVU (the absence
of the sign “-” means the possibility of stable, deep inertial Synthesis with the
potential predominance of dynamics of Aspects of one of two Dominants, in this
case — “U” (U+U+U=3U);
2. (I+I)+(S+S)+(V+V) = II+SS+VV,
3. (II+SS)+(VV+U) = IISS-VVU;
4. (A+A)+(M+M)+(V+V) = AA+MM+VV,
5. (AA+MM)+(VV+U) = AAMM-VVU.
In this frequency range, LLUU-VVU is represented by lower structures of the
following Formo-Types (which are identical in outward appearance but qualitatively
different): the diffusgent or “form-differentiating” NUU-VVU-Form; its main — characteristic
human — biological Formo-Type, NUULL-VVU-Form, which is integrated into two primary
“bioplasmic” human Formo-Types: a more highly-sensuous PPUURPU-VVU-Form (these
Forms structure yiu’ulluy resopasons) and a more highly-intellectual GOORR-VVU-Form
(they structure kraaggaagg resopasons).
10.11839.

Configurations of Self-Consciousness of a form-differentiating NUU-VVU-Form
are structured by the following “personified” Fields-Consciousnesses:
10.11840.

A) lower “personified” LUUD-VVU: dluolls and mirroms (DRAYYA’, Y-Y, BUURMS,
S’LORRSSes, PLOFFS, STURKDS, MERGDS, VOTTS, A’GSSes, PLIFRS, TRUTTS, U’RIOTS,
maholls, fulls, hills, mirms, lerms, ssimms), as well as gllemms and iissmms (INNGC’es,
OOLLDRVS, OOOYGC’es, GVIDELLINDC’es, TERRIANC’es, STELLKKSes, ROLLS, glluussmins,
gllaallins, glleeffins, iimmlins, iinnglins, iillvins and others).
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In the system of my subjective extrasensory Perception, these Creators of Forms
look like very dynamic sandy-whitish-pink flows of the Creative Activity of fragmented
Consciousnesses of dluolls and gllemms, intermingled with many dark-gray “streaks”
of maholls, with swampy-green “little pyramids” of fulls and dirty-brown “sphereswhirlpools” of hills, as well as different-sized mustard-yellow, brownish and greenish
“globes” of mirroms with various sallow-gray tints; besides, all these different-quality
color-light dynamics take place in different-size pink-lilac “clouds” of the Creative Activity
of iissmms.
10.11841.

10.11842.

B) Higher “personified” STOOLUUD-VVU-Forms of FFROOGSS-VVU, OSTROKK-

VVU, AIYF-VVU, T’ELLK-VVU, GORROSS-VVU, RRUURSS-VVU, UPDUH-VVU, PAARRD-VVU

(misc’ents and stroolgs: aiyfullugrs, ffillisc’es, iissorfs, paarruurses, ailggillufc’es, aammorfs
and others), as well as DLLOOM-VVU, IOOLDD-VVU, STABL-VVU, SKALL-VVU, SVIILLVVU, TLOONFR-VVU, SVIILL-VVU, PRIDD-VVU-Forms (gorrffts and tloonds: ngunms,
bollfs, skradomula’ts, lovirgiydc’es, pridmls, regosporruts and others). I should note that
some of the STOOLUUD-VVU-Creators listed above also structure Configurations of
Self-Consciousness of biological human NUULL-VVU-Forms, as well as “bioplasmic”
human PPUURPU- and GOORR-VVU-Forms.
This diapason represents the focal point of Information that belongs to the
Levels of a Stereo-Form’s collective Consciousness that simultaneously form two extreme
subjective “poles” — its “PERSONALIZED” SELF-CONSCIOUSNESS of each of its biological
NUU-VVU-Forms and its “CONSCIOUSNESS PROPER” (that is, cumulative Information
about all of the 3-4-dimensional dynamics of the temporal ethereal constituent of the
Stereo-Form). The “CONSCIOUSNESS PROPER” is structured by the “personalized” SelfConsciousnesses of all biological “personalities” simultaneously manifested by the StereoForm. The entire energy-information basis of the “personalized” Self-Consciousness is
formed by the mentoplasmic lutal part of the temporal ethereal constituent — LUUDMIISVUU (the Mental Plane-Overtone — from +4.0 to -4.0 dimension, the 7th-12th Channels
of INGLIMILISSA- and ARGLLAAMUNI-IISSIIDI). LUUDMII-SVUU Creators absorb and,
under the guidance of lower STOOLLMII-SVUU-Creators, modify, in their synthesized
Configurations, all Experiences of creative realizations of astroplasmic lutal SVUULLMIISVUU-Creators. Proto-Forms of lower Planetary Creators — STOOLLMII-SVUU — are also
potentially active in this diapason; these Creators incessantly provide the full Synthesis
of the “personalized” Self-Consciousness (ALL-Love + ALL-Intelligence).
10.11843.

SLUI-SLUU represent, in synthetic structures of the Collective Human Intelligence,
all realization VVU-Forms of Cosmic TOO-UU-Entities that comprise the Tertiary Energy10.11844.

Plasma of “Our” Type of Universes. Yet they only have an initially intrinsic capability to
synthesize self-conscious Elements (Fields-Consciousnesses, Aspects) of TWO differentquality states (whether it be Pure Qualities or any third states formed by Them). SLUISLUU that represent Collective Intelligences of SVOO-UU-Entities don’t participate in
the Evolution of LLUU-VVU-Forms. They belong to a completely different Direction of
the Process of Synthesis which is characteristic of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma of other
Types of Universes. However, corresponding counterparts of SLUI-SLUU (SLOU-SLII-SMII)
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that represent SVOO-UU-Entities participate to one extent or another in the process of
“internal” Involution of VVU-Forms within the RESOSCONTIONAL Branch.
That is why stable refocusings from biological “human” Forms and “bioplasmic”
human Forms of the “personalized” Self-Consciousness (NUU-VVU, NUULL-VVU,
PPUURPU-VVU and GOORR-VVU) into higher-quality (virtual relative to the state of
our present Perception) human STOOLL-VVU-Forms of “THE SUPRA-PERSONAL”
SUBCONSCIOUSNESS (flakglaass human Models of a Formo-Type of NUU-VVU; I simply
don’t consider “non-human” or diffusgent ones on these Levels) are carried out only
upon achievement of a special synthetic state of the “personalized” Self-Consciousness
— “Creative Cosmic POTENTIALITY». This state shows the presence and opening, in its
Configuration, of all Experiences of creative realizations in Aspects of the two basic,
characteristic of PROOFF-RRU, human Dominants — ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom and ALLWill-of-ALL-Intelligence. In the Star System of AIILLIISS, this synthetic state is formed
by means of LLUU-VVU-Forms that manifest themselves in the Collective Intelligence of
GRE’IYSLIISS.
10.11845.

This synthetic state is possible only in the event of a complete and final Synthesis
of all Aspects of the above two Pure Cosmic Qualities. Its Activity in Self-Consciousness
allows it to attract higher-quality — flakglaass — Aspects of “the third” Dominant (ALLUnity) from the Main Direction of Human development to the Process of further Synthesis
of “the supra-personal” Subconsciousness; this is the main condition of conscious
Existence, not in wave, but in flakglaass (4-5-dimensional) human Forms projected into
this Energy-Plasma diapason by “the combined Consciousness” of LLUU-VVU.
10.11846.

You would be greatly mistaken if you were to consider that refocusings into
Formo-Types of other Proto-Forms are impossible in higher-quality, as compared
with ours, diapasons of Energy-Plasma. This process is, in fact, carried out not only
through irkkulligren but also through flakglaass, vuoldsmmiis “internal” Proto-Forms of
a diffusgent NUU-VVU-Formo-Type, that is, up to booriidd resopasons between the 5th
and the 6th dimensions. After that, the process of interformotype refocusings is modified
drastically, because their implementation requires the participation of specific Forms of
other Planetary Entities (in particular of the Collective Intelligence of SLIIMPFLIISS —
“VENUS”).
10.11847.

5) – The diapason of 4-5 dimensions: FLUU-VVU-Forms — OOLL-VVU, EERR-VVU,
DLLAAB-VVU, GEROK-VVU, BASFOD-VVU and others.

10.11848.

In this frequency range, LLUU-VVU is represented by the following STOOLL-VVU-Forms:
A) ORROFR-VVU, AAMMORF-VVU, TRRUOLLDR-VVU, SPLUUM-VVU (ilmofits, trruuksses
and nraalgs: truusc’es, olldrins, oollirfs, aragoforls, oforrtoyfc’es, eerrerfs and others);
B) E’KKDO–VVU, IOOLDD-VVU, OBBORRG-VVU, SKUULLM-VVU, ULLU-VVU, ULLUGRVVU, AYASSM-VVU, SFAYGR-VVU (e’kkdogruars, iooldds and sfaygulls: dze’ydztc’es, krringrs,
gerokomvats, kriigmms, rammalits, basfodernits and others).
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This diapason represents the focal point of Information that belongs to the
Type of Collective Intelligence which we define subjectively as “the supra-personal”
Subconsciousness, the carrier of which is the Planetary astroplasmic “khristal Body” —
STOOLLMII-SVUU (the Astral Plane-Overtone — from the +6th to the -6th dimension, the
1st-6th channels of AIGLLILLIAA- and ORLAAKTOR-IISSIIDI).
10.11849.

10.11850.

STOOLLMII-SVUU-Creators are fully activated due to complete Synthesis of the

1st-12th karmic Channels of the 1st-2nd Centers and partial Synthesis of the 1st-6th
karmic Channels of the 3rd-4th Centers with Aspects of the Quality ALL-Unity; ProtoForms of lower Planetary Creators of TEC — UOLDMII-SLII — are potentially active and
continusly provide the dynamics of Synthesis of “the supra-personal” Subconsciousness
until it reaches the state of THE SUPRACONSCIOUSNESS, which can actively manifest only
in vuoldsmmiis (6-5-dimensional) Forms, Configurations of which have achieved a special
state. This state is called the “Creative Cosmic SOLIDARITY”, which is the combination of
the “Creative Cosmic POTENTIALITY” and the ALL-Unity. In the AIILLIISS Star System,
this “Creative Cosmic SOLIDARITY” is also formed through FLAKS-Forms of LLUU-VVU
manifested in the Collective Intelligence of GRE’IYSLIISS.
6) – The diapason of 5-6 dimensions: IILL-VVU-Forms — ILLIKT-VVU, NRAALLVVU, ASSFOLL-VVU, IISC’-VVU, UULLU-VVU, SPOLOY-VVU, POOLG-VVU, VAYDO-VVU,
IFRIKS-VVU, GASST-VVU, KRRUUMM-VVU, E’FFLIV-VVU, DUAKKSTR-VVU, PROUG-VVU,
UKKVUMM-VVU, AAIIGLA-VVU and others.

10.11851.

In this frequency range, LLUU-VVU is represented by the following UOLD-VVUForms: ukklofits and ssaulfits, goorssms and poolgma-a-alls (poolgs, iisc’irfs, aaggda-aagds, gassta-a-aggds, uullurfs, aallgma-a-alls and others), as well as e’fflivgruars and
ukkvummgruars, krruumms and prouglaamms (glarrovvats, sluu’vverts, spoloyu’vvats,
aasslaa-a-ssams, ssukkula’rits, vaydobillits and others).
10.11852.

This diapason represents the focal point of Information that belongs to the Type
of Collective Intelligence which we define subjectively as the Supraconsciousness. The
Supraconsciousness can become activated only with the help of medium Planetary FormoCreators of the temporal ethereal constituent of the Planetary mentoplasmic “khristal
Body” — UOLDMII-SLII (the Mental Plane-Overtone — from +6.0 to -6.0 dimension, the
7th-12th channels of AIGLLILLIAA- and ORLAAKTOR-IISSIIDI); the Formo-Creators
complete the full Synthesis of the 1st-12th Channels of the 3rd-4th Centers and allow for
the continuation of the synthetic processes of the 1st-6th Channels of the 5th-6th Centers
with Aspects of the Quality ALL-Integrity. This synthesizes the Supraconsciousness until
it reaches the state of THE ULTRACONSCIOUSNESS (the “Creative Cosmic COOPERATION”,
which is the combination of the “Creative Cosmic SOLIDARITY” and the ALL-Integrity. In
the AIILLIISS Star System, this synthetic state is also formed through VUOLDS-Forms of
LLUU-VVU manifested in the Collective Intelligence of GRE’IYSLIISS.
10.11853.

7) – The diapason of 6-7 dimensions: IIDD-VVU-Forms — BOORF-VVU, ORFROVVU, AUSSD-VVU and others. In this frequency range, LLUU-VVU is represented
by the following FOOLL-ORFROVT-Forms: OORR-VVU (oorrassts), FROORRO-VVU

10.11854.
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(froorroverts), NNUUNG-VVU (nnuungiiddasts), LOUNG-VVU (loungmaasts), GROOFFVVU (grooffgruusts), FROOMM-VVU (froommgruusts) and others.
This is an intermediate creative state during which, in energy-information
structures of Formo-Creators of the Ultraconsciousness, the implementation of general
Synthesis of 6-7-dimensional Levels occurs until it reaches the state of the “Creative
Cosmic ACTIVITY”, which is the combination of the “Creative Cosmic COOPERATION”
and the ALL-Aspiration. In this diapason, the entire quality directivity of human activity
changes radically due to the absence of creative TEC dynamics of a form-differentiating
NUU-VVU-Formo-Type whose diffusgent creativity is implemented only in the diapason
from +6.0 to -6.0 dimension. This quality change is necessary for the involvement of
LLUU-VVU in creative dynamics of the Collective Intelligences of Proto-Form Creators
that structure flakglaass Formo-Systems of Worlds and Realities that are 4-5-dimensional.
In the AIILLIISS system, this synthetic state is formed through ORFROVT-Forms of LLUUVVU manifested in the Collective Intelligence of SLIIMPFLIISS — “VENUS”.
10.11855.

8) – The diapason of 7-8 dimensions: PRUUISS-VVU-Forms — BROTOLL-VVU,
IFFRAMM-VVU and others. In this frequency range, LLUU-VVU is represented by the
following OOFF-PRUUISS-Forms: IILL-VVU (iillossts), VVUURR-VVU (vvuurrotorts),
DRAARRG-VVU (draarrgmaasts), VRIIV-VVU (vriivgruusts) and others.

10.11856.

In this diapason, the intermediate creative state of the Ultrarconsciousness, the
formation of which was initiated by Creators of FOOLL-VVU-Forms, continues until the
achievement, in OOFF-VVU-Forms, of the state of general Synthesis of 7-8-dimensional
Levels. I subjectively characterize this state as the “Creative Cosmic RESULTFULNESS”
(“Creative Cosmic ACTIVITY” + ALL-Essentiality); the “Creative Cosmic RESULTFULNESS”
is necessary for the involvement of LLUU-VVU Formo-Creators in creative dynamics
of the Collective Intelligences of Proto-Form Creators that structure the vuoldsmmiis
diapason in the 5th-6th dimensions. In the AIILLIISS system, this synthetic state is also
formed through PRUUISS-Forms of LLUU-VVU manifested in the Collective Intelligence
of SLIIMPFLIISS.
10.11857.

9) – The diapason of 8-9 dimensions: IYMIYLL-VVU-Forms — ULG-VVU, FDOOF-VVU,
UUYSSD-VVU, UUBBR-VVU and others. In this frequency range, LLUU-VVU is represented
by the following NIISSLII-IYMIYLL-Forms: UUSS-VVU (uussurssts), MC’UUKL-VVU
(mc’uukloklorts), MMAARG-VVU (mmaargmaasts), AARGS-VVU (aargssruusts) and
others.

10.11858.

This diapason represents the focal point of VVU-Information that belongs to the
Type of the Collective Intelligence which we define subjectively as the Ultraconsciousness
or “THE COMBINED CONSCIOUSNESS”. It is realized due to full Synthesis of the 1st-12th
karmic Channels of SSAASSFATI- and ULGLUU-IISSIIDI by higher Formo-Creators of
TEC and of the equally-synthesized Planetary Form of LLUU-VVU — NIISSLII-SLII (the
Transmutation Plane-Overtone — from +9.0 to -9.0 dimension, the 1st-12th Channels of
SSAASSFATI- and ULGLUU-IISSIIDI).
10.11859.
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In this diapason, the quality Directivity of the Creative Activity of a LLUU-VVUForm changes radically due to the absence of dynamics of all temporal ethereal constituents
of Stereo-Forms and due to their complete (before this it was partial) refocusing into
dynamics of “the variable ethereal component” of GOOLGAMAA-A. This allows it to achieve
the state of “Creative Cosmic COMPLETENESS” (“Creative Cosmic RESULTFULNESS” + ALLKnowledge). In the AIILLIISS system, this synthetic state is also formed through IYMIYLLForms of LLUU-VVU manifested in the Collective Intelligence of SLIIMPFLIISS.
10.11860.

What does it mean in terms of the question of a “personality’s” Immortality? It
means that all creative dynamics of “personalized” Self-Consciousnesses, being structured by
individual rotation Cycles that “unpack-unfold” inertially in skrruullerrt systems from temporal
ethereal constituents of each LLUU-VVU Stereo-Form, are initially programmed not only for the
3-4-dimensional diapason but also for 4-5-6-7-8-dimensional diapasons!
10.11861.

Moreover, starting with the 5th-6th dimensions, the dynamics partially reproject
into creative VEC dynamics of GOOLGAMAA-A; and from the 8th-9th dimensions there
is a complete involvement into the new dynamics, which automatically “expands” the
limits of its Existence to the realization Levels of Creators of the 11th-12th dimensions!
Then, there is the Secondary Energy-Plasma, structures of SSMIIYSMAA-A, TLAASSMA-A,
AYFAAR... Tell me, isn’t it a true state of Immortality?! Consider this my shortest answer
about the Principles of Our “personality’s” Immortality that are initially included in the
very energy-information structure of the Creation.
10.11862.

10) – The diapason of 9-10 dimensions: PE’E’PT-VVU-Forms — ALLRARG-VVU,
AHBAKKR-VVU, KKOOLL-VVU and others. In this frequency range, LLUU-VVU is
represented by the following LLOOFF-PE’E’PT-Forms: BSAMAD-VVU (bsamadidoffs)
and PIRRIM-VVU (pirrimiloffs), DDUAKK-VVU and OLLOOPP-VVU (olloopphs), KNUAKKVVU and ISSAAR-VVU (issaarrhs) and others.

10.11863.

This is another intermediate creative state of the Collective Intelligence of
LLUU-VVU which I characterize subjectively as “Creative Cosmic PASSIVITY” (“Creative
Cosmic COMPLETENESS” + ALL-Initiality). In the AIILLIISS system, this synthetic state is
formed through PE’E’PPT-Forms of LLUU-VVU manifested in the Collective Intelligence
of PROVOUDDSS — “URANUS”. In the same diapason, there is the beginning of the active
involvement of LLUU-VVU Formo-Creators in the Cosmic Creativity of the Collective
Intelligences of Proto-Form Creators of Conversums of the 3rd-9th dimensions.
10.11864.

11) – The diapason of 10-11 dimensions: IISSMM-VVU-Forms — IIFFS-VVU, KATARMVVU, USSDOIS-VVU, ULLHVUUL-VVU and others. In this frequency range, LLUU-VVU
is represented by the following AVVUUR-IISSMM-Forms: PAARL-VVU (paarlitiffs),
E’LGFFLUM-VVU and UMMUL-VVU (ummuluhs) and others.

10.11865.

In this diapason, there is a continuation of the intermediate creative state
dynamics of Higher LLUU-VVU Formo-Creators, and their subsequent involvement in the
Creative Flow of Collective Intelligences associated with Planetary Proto-Form Creators
of the 9-10-dimensional Conversums. There is a “parallel” preparation for Synthesis of
10.11866.
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the special state of “Creative Cosmic DISSATISFACTION”, which, in the AIILLIISS system,
is manifested through Forms of the Collective Intelligence of VRAALSVISS — “CHIRON”.
As a result of this Synthesis, all “former” LLUU-VVU Formo-Creators “transfigure” into
LU’ULLFF-VVU-Forms of AASMII-SLII-SUU-LU’ULLFF-Creators and automatically refocus
into the Higher Collective Intelligence of Their GOOLGAMAA-A.
12) – The diapason of 11-12 dimensions: the AASMIIC Planetary Form of AASMIISLII-SUU-Creators, from the +12th to the -12th dimension, the 1st-12th Channels of
OLGOOLLONI- and AANI-Iissiidi. This Form is structured by LU’ULLFF-VVU-Forms —
DIISC’ID-VVU, SSMAALL-VVU, IMMNAILLM-VVU, IIYFIYM-VVU, ILLII-VVU and others.
In this frequency range, GOOLGAMAA-A is represented by the following AASMIISLII-LU’ULLFF-Forms: E’SFELLUR-VVU (e’sfelluriffs), E’MFFLII-VVU and UYU’YU’-VVU
(uyu’yu’hs) and others. In this diapason, all joint realization activity of SLUI-SLUU of the
RESOSCONTIONAL Involutional Branch and SLAA-SS-MII-Creators of the SYNTHETIC
Evolutional Branch ends. Subsequently, all of their creative Experience reprojects
into joint dynamics of SSLOO-SS-SNAA-Creators (the medium Plane of the Cosmic
Creation) of TOO-UU-Entities that realize themselves through structures of Collective
Intelligences of SSMIIYSMAA-A (“the Soul-Analog”) in Forms of Cosmic Entities of
Higher IISSIIDI-Centers — from AANI to E’YA’AA.

10.11867.

This diapason represents the focal point of Information that belongs to the
Type of Collective Intelligence which I define subjectively as THE PRACONSCIOUSNESS;
Its energy-information basis consists of creative dynamics of LLUU-S-ST — the variable
ethereal component of all LLUU-VVU-Forms (the Cosmic Ethereal Plane-Level — from
+12.0 — through “zero ingredient” — to the -12th dimension). The Creators of LLUU-S-ST
have absolutely all of the Experience of Existence in realization Forms of all Collective
Intelligence types in all space-time and noo-time Conversums of the Tertiary EnergyPlasma. Now, to simplify the process of memorizing, let us organize the Information
described above in the following table:
10.11868.
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Dimension
diapason

Classification of LLUU-VVU Formo-Creators and their UU-VVU-Forms
Realization Forms (Formo-Types) of the SYNTHETIC Branch that belong
to a Proto-Form of LLUU-VVU in various dimensional diapasons of the
Physical Plane-Overtone

The
RESOSCONTIONAL
Branch in Forms of
LLUU-VVU

U...U- and L...L-Protofses
0-1

Destructive dynamics of “psychonations” and “emanations” of “subAspects” of one of the twelve Pure Cosmic Qualities; very unsteady
manifestations of “karmonations” of Aspects of one Quality. Owing to
the most intensive and deepest Inertia of Energy-Plasma, lower DUULLI of LLUU-VVU are not synthesized, which is why no Levels of
“personalized” dynamics of TEC are activated.

U-U-Protofses

U-UL- and L-LU-Loolgses

1-2

The beginning of destructive-synthesizing dynamics of
“psychonations” and “emanations”; appearance of weakly-stable
“notional-Forms” of individual “karmonations” of Aspects of one
Quality.
The strong influence of Inertia over realization dynamics of loolgses
(images of “future” Proto-Forms) continues. The beginning of
slow Synthesis of the lowest DUU-LLI of SVUULLMII-SVUU. No
“personalized” TEC Levels “can yet be creatively dynamized. From
the point of view of a “future personalized” Self-Consciousness, this
is “a deeply unconscious” state that precedes the formation of FieldsConsciousnesses of DOOLLT-Configurations of “future” elementary
DNA molecules’ Forms.

U-UU-VVULoolgses

LL-U-VVU and UU-L-VVU-DOOLLS-Forms

2-3

“PROTOFORMIC or INSTINCTIVE CONSCIOUSNESS”. The
astroplasmic lutal temporal constituent. Due to full Synthesis of
1-6 DUU-LLI and partial Synthesis of 7-8 DUU-LLI of 1-2 Centers,
there is activation of “bioplasmic” SVUULLMII-SVUU-Creators
of Collective — “instinctive” — Consciousness of the biological
organism of “a human being”. Completion of deep processes of “intraquality” Synthesis of Aspects of one Quality. The beginning of the
process of inter-quality transformations of Aspects of two compatible
Qualities.

KU-U-VVUDoollses

lower LUUD-VVU-IRKKULL-Forms
higher STOOLUUD-VVU-IRKKULL-Forms

3-4

“PERSONALIZED” SELF-CONSCIOUSNESS. The mentoplasmic
lutal temporal constituent. Due to full Synthesis of 1-8 DUU-LLI and
partial Synthesis of 9-12 DUU-LLI of 1-2 Centers, there is activation
of “bioplasmic” Creators of LUUDMII-SVUU — Proto-Forms of
a “human personalized” Self-Consciousness; potential activity of
Proto-Forms of lower Planetary Formo-Creators — STOOLLMIISVUU that provide incessant dynamics of full Synthesis of a “human
personalized” Self-Consciousness (ALL-Love + ALL-Intelligence)
until the state of “Creative Cosmic POTENTIALITY” is reached. In
the Star System of AIILLIISS, this synthetic state is formed through
LLUU-VVU-Forms manifested in the Collective Intelligence of
GRE’IYSLIISS.
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UU-VVU-Forms
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Dimension
diapason

Realization Forms (Formo-Types) of the SYNTHETIC Branch that belong
to a Proto-Form of LLUU-VVU in various dimensional diapasons of the
Physical Plane-Overtone

The
RESOSCONTIONAL
Branch in Forms of
LLUU-VVU

STOOLL-VVU-FLAKS-Forms

4-5

THE SUBCONSCIOUSNESS. The planetary astroplasmic “khristal
Body”. Due to full Synthesis of 1-12 DUU-LLI of 1-2 Centers, and
partial Synthesis of 1-6 DUU-LLI of 3-4 Centers with Aspects of
the Quality ALL-Unity, there is full activation of STOOLLMIISVUU-Creators; there is potential activity of Proto-Forms of lower
Planetary Creators of TEC — UOLDMII-SLII that provide incessant
dynamics of Synthesis of the Subconsciousness until the state of the
Supraconsciousness — “Creative Cosmic SOLIDARITY”: (ALL-Love
+ ALL-Intelligence) + ALL-Unity — is reached. In the Star System
of AIILLIISS, this synthetic state is also formed through FLAKSForms of LLUU-VVU manifested in the Collective Intelligence of
GRE’IYSLIISS.

FLUU-VVU-Forms

UOLD-VVU-VUOLDS-Forms

5-6

THE SUPRACONSCIOUSNESS. The planetary mentoplasmic
“khristal Body”. Due to full Synthesis of 1-12 Channels of 3-4
Centers and partial Synthesis of 1-6 Channels of 5-6 Centers with
Aspects of the Quality ALL-Integrity, there is activation of medium
Planetary Creators of TEC — UOLDMII-SLII; there is potential
activity of “higher-medium” NIISSLII-SLII-Creators of TEC that
provide Synthesis of the Supraconsciousness until the state of the
Ultraconsciousness — “Creative Cosmic COOPERATION”: (ALLLove + ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Unity) + ALL-Integrity - is reached.
In the Star System of AIILLIISS, this synthetic state is also formed
through VUOLDS-Forms of LLUU-VVU manifested in the Collective
Intelligence of GRE’IYSLIISS.

IILL-VVU-Forms

FOOLL-ORFROVT-Forms

6-7

An intermediate creative state — general Synthesis of 6-7-dimensional
Levels of the Ultraconsciousness until the state of “Creative Cosmic
ACTIVITY” is reached: (ALL-Love + ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Unity +
ALL-Integrity) + ALL-Aspiration; it is necessary for the involvement
of LLUU-VVU in creative dynamics of Collective Intelligences of
Proto-Form Creators that structure flakglaass Formo-Systems of
Worlds and Realities — 4-5 dimensions. In the system of AIILLIISS,
this synthetic state is formed through ORFROVT-Forms of LLUUVVU manifested in the Collective Intelligence of SLIIMPFLIISS —
“VENUS”.

IIDD-VVU-Forms

OOFF-PRUUISS-Forms

7-8

An intermediate creative state — general Synthesis of 7-8-dimensional
Levels of the Ultraconsciousness until the state of “Creative Cosmic
RESULTFULNESS” — (ALL-Love + ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Unity
+ ALL-Integrity + ALL-Aspiration) + ALL-Essentiality - is reached;
it is necessary for the involvement of LLUU-VVU Formo-Creators in
creative dynamics of Collective Intelligences of Proto-Form Creators
that structure the vuoldsmmiis diapason — 5-6 dimensions. In the
system of AIILLIISS, this synthetic state is also formed through
PRUUISS-Forms of LLUU-VVU manifested in the Collective
Intelligence of SLIIMPFLIISS.
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PRUUISS-VVUForms
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Realization Forms (Formo-Types) of the SYNTHETIC Branch that belong
to a Proto-Form of LLUU-VVU in various dimensional diapasons of the
Physical Plane-Overtone

The
RESOSCONTIONAL
Branch in Forms of
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C
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C

NIISSLII-IYMIYLL-Forms

8-9

THE ULTRACONSCIOUSNESS. The equally-synthesized Planetary
NIISSLII-SLII-Form of LLUU-VVU. Due to full Synthesis of
1-12 DUU-LLI of SSAASSFATI- and ULGLUU-Iissiidi, in “THE
COMBINED CONSCIOUSNESS” of LLUU-VVU, there is activation
of Proto-Forms of NIISSLII-SLII-Creators — higher TEC Creators
“ of the Transmutation Plane-Overtone, that provide, in the
diapason from +9.0 to -9.0 dimensions, the state of “Creative Cosmic
COMPLETENESS”: (ALL-Love + ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Unity
+ ALL-Integrity + ALL-Aspiration + ALL-Essentiality) + ALLKnowledge. In the system of AIILLIISS, this synthetic state is also
formed through IYMIYLL-Forms of LLUU-VVU manifested in the
Collective Intelligence of SLIIMPFLIISS.

IYMIYLL-VVUForms

LLOOFF-PE’E’PPT-Forms

9-10

An intermediate creative state of the Collective Intelligence of
LLUU-VVU — “Creative Cosmic PASSIVITY” — (ALL-Love +
ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Unity + ALL-Integrity + ALL-Aspiration +
ALL-Essentiality + ALL-Knowledge) + ALL-Initiality. In the system
of AIILLIISS, this synthetic state is formed through PE’E’PPTForms of LLUU-VVU manifested in the Collective Intelligence of
PROVOUDDSS — “URANUS”. An active involvement into the
Creativity of Collective Intelligences of Creators of Proto-Forms of
Conversums of 3-9 dimensions.

PE’E’PPT-VVUForms

AVVUUR-IISSMM-Forms

10-11

An intermediate creative state of the Collective Intelligence of LLUUVVU, the involvement of Higher LLUU-VVU Formo-Creators in
the Creativity of Collective Intelligences of Planetary Creators of
Proto-Forms of Conversums of 9-10 dimensions. Preparation for
Synthesis of the “Creative Cosmic DISSATISFACTION” (in the
system of AIILLIISS, this synthetic state is formed through Forms
of the Collective Intelligence of VRAALSVISS — “CHIRON”)
with subsequent refocusing into the Higher Intelligence of
GOOLGAMAA-A.

IISSMM-VVUForms

AASMII-SLII-SUU-LU’ULLFF-Forms of Higher Creators
11-12

The variable ethereal component of all LLUU-VVU-Forms is active
(LLUU-S-ST, the Cosmic Ethereal Plane-Level from the +12th to
the -12th dimension, the 1st-12th DUU-LLI of OLGOOLLONI- and
AANI-Iissiidi).

LU’ULLFF-VVUForms

You should also bear in mind that the most developed Planetary Proto-Forms
always have the potential to access the following FFAY-Plane Levels (“-FFAY” is the
“frequency” Feature of realization dynamics of the RESOSCONTIONAL Branch; it structures
all Forms of the Secondary Energy-Plasma):
10.11869.

13) – The diapason of 12-13 dimensions: a joint creative realization of GLLAAGLLII-FFAY and GLLAA-GLLII-Creators (the 12th-13th dimensions) starts from this
diapason. These are universal Cosmic Codes for Collective Cosmic Intelligences of

10.11870.
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direct Creators-Originators of all other Collective Intelligences’ Forms within all
Planetary and Star Cosmic Entities that develop in the ASSVAAT Creativity Spheres
(the Higher Intelligence of the Galactic Sector) and ULGRUU (the Higher Intelligence
of the Galactic Cosmic Entity, the “Physical” Globe of which we call subjectively “the
Milky Way” — KLUUSSU).
This diapason represents the focal point of Information that belongs to the Type
of the Collective Intelligence which I define subjectively as THE PROTOCONSCIOUSNESS
and which is jointly implemented by GOOLGAMAA-A, that is, by Star “STABILIZATION”
Forms of AIY-YA’ (SSOOSSOOLMA-SUU- and SSOOSSOOLMA-NAA-Creators). They are
Higher Creators of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma for Universes of this synthetic Type (to
the ±14th dimension), or Curators.
10.11871.

14) – The diapason of 13-14 dimensions: SSOOSSMII-FAAY and SSOOSSMII-SSLAACreators — lower Creators of the Secondary Energy-Plasma;

10.11872.

15) – The diapason of 14-15 dimensions: KLUUGGSSMII-FFAY and KLUUGGSSMII-SSLAACreators;
16) – The diapason of 15-16 dimensions: this diapason represents the focal point of
Information that belongs to the Type of the Collective Intelligence which I define
subjectively as THE HYPERCONSCIOUSNESS and which is jointly implemented by
RAAKLIMA-Star “INTEGRATION” Forms of AIY-YA’ — LUULLSSMII-FFAY and LUULLSSMIISSLAA-Creators;
17) – The diapason of 16-17 dimensions: SMAAYSSMII-FFAY and SMAAYSSMII-SSLAACreators;
18) – The diapason of 17-18 dimensions: GLOOGSSMII-FFAY and GLOOGSSMII-SSLAACreators;
19) – The diapason of 18-19 dimensions: NAASSMII-FFAY and NAASSMII-SSLAA-Creators;
20) – The diapason of 19-20 dimensions: INGSSMII-FFAY and INGSSMII-SSLAA-Creators;
21) – The diapason of 20-21 dimensions: SSLAA-SS-MII-FFAY and SLAA-SS-MII-SVAACreators;
22) – The diapason of 21-22 dimensions: SYU’UUYSSMII-FFAY and SYU’UUYSSMII-SVAACreators.
Higher YYA’-Forms of the RESOSCONTIONAL Branch, such as SSUUYYSS–GLLIIYYA’ (22-24 dimensions) and IYIY-SSMIIYS-YYA’ (24-26 dimensions), can also potentially
structure (with Information characteristic of the Forms) any Collective Intelligence Type;
“-YYA’” is “the frequency” Feature of the RESOSCONTIONAL Branch in Forms that are
transitional toward the Primary Energy-Plasma.
10.11873.
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This diapason represents the focal point of Information that belongs to the Type of
the Collective Intelligence which I define subjectively as THE STAR CONSCIOUSNESS of AIYYA’ — THE INTERGALACTIC RAY FORM OF AIY-YA’ — SSUUYYSS-GLLII-SVAA (the “Focusing”
Plane-Overtone — AOOUSSMM-GLLII-I — from the +24th to the -24th dimension). I also
included here THE ETHEREAL-RAY INTERGALACTIC FORMING FORM — SLAIILLI-SVUU (the
Intergalactic Ethereal Complex-Plane, from the +24th to the -24th dimension).
10.11874.

10.111875. Furthermore,

there is practically no difference (to Us!) in the quality of a Form
(Energy) and Its Content (Information), because these are manifestation Levels of Aspects
of the Quality ALL-BETWEENNESS that have a completely different structure and Principles
of Force interrelations that allow this Collegial Intelligence State of AYFAAR to be involved
in any Creative States possible for this UNIVERSUM.
QUESTION: Oris, I beg your pardon, but, even after everything that you have written before and

have just told us in so much detail, I still absolutely don’t understand what you mean by such
terms as “a human” (in quotation marks), a human (without quotation marks) and a Human
(with the first capital letter) Form? These terms sound analogous, but seem different in their
inherent meanings. Which terms should we use to refer to ourselves, the people who sit in their
“now” exactly here, near the bonfire? Is this a certain reference set of many different-quality
realization Forms that constitute, in their entire integrated whole, one Proto-Form under the
generalized designation “LLUU-VVU”? Please explain, for it appears that we will not manage to
get to bottom of it ourselves.

— The answer to this question, dear Uksstukkullur, is much more difficult than
it may seem to you, since you are asking it from the point of view of your present, yet
very superficial and extremely subjective Conceptions of the true Nature of the entire
infinite set of realization Forms of all possible Collective Intelligence types manifested
simultaneously on all synthetic, dimensional Levels of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma
(as for Forms of still higher-quality Levels, it is even useless to talk about them!). The
problem is that each of you doesn’t think and doesn’t imagine himself outside of his
own habitual activity, carried out with the help of the biological body that has certain
individual peculiarities. But a certain Oris appears in your habitual Life and states with
absolute certainty that what appears to be you is not you and that your body is just a
primitive reflection of Something so infinite and universal that it is unimaginable. On
top of everything, you already have This Something! And although you are unable to
understand me, I, however, Understand you! So, let us try to figure out the puzzle of This
Something together.
10.11876.

To begin with, you must agree at least with the fact that each manifested Form of a
Collective Intelligence’s Creative Activity is a narrowly-specific reflection — in differentquality dynamics of “individual” properties of a certain Formo-System of Worlds — of
just one of innumerable creative possibilities of one realization Principle (in our case, it is
a synthetic one). This Principle’s Creativity represents just a billionth (notionally) fraction
within the realization activity of the Higher Collegial Intelligence of AYFAAR. LLUU-VVU
simply disappears in this abundance of Forms of infinite Life as a grain of sand disappears
in the vastness of the desert. But even this “grain of sand” itself is differentiated into
10.11877.
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billions of its own various Forms of different-quality manifestations, and I just described
to you just a few of them. So, let us try to clarify which of them are “you” and which are
not “you”.
Let us begin from those, among the whole set of You, whom I call “people”, and
for this purpose I still use quotation marks for this word. The fact that many of you may
perceive such an attitude with grievance, reprehension, chagrin, and misunderstanding
of the reasons that conditioned these quotation marks shows that the use of them is wellfounded, because such emotions are uncharacteristic of true people (without quotation
marks), although they are perfectly aware of the fact that similar negative reactions may
manifest in the Consciousness of living creatures. But people themselves (many of you will
certainly refocus one day into their “bioplasmic” Forms) are simply unable — according
to their Nature— to generate at least anything in their life creativity that would remotely
resemble negativism relative to anything or anybody.
10.11878.

Those NUU-VVU-Forms’ Configurations, in which You, in your “now”, feel
yourselves so habitually and which You perceive as“your own personalities”, are neither
human nor Human. These Configurations are only the lowest (biological) ones from
among the entire class of multidimensional transitional or diffusgent NUU-VVU-Forms
used by higher NIISSLII-SLII-Creators of all temporal ethereal constituents of LLUU-VVUForms for interprotoformic refocusings in the 3rd-5th dimensional diapasons. This is a
multidimensional, universal Formo-Type of LLUU-VVU, or its so-called multiple-stage,
universal mechanism of “external” creative manifestation, whose own “internal” FormoTypes have not only a wave (irkkulligren) nature (biological and “bioplasmic”) but also
flakglaass (4-5-dimensional) and vuoldsmmiis (5-6-dimensional) ones. By the way, the
NUU-VVU-Formo-Type is called “form-differentiating” because it allows all realization
Forms of LLUU-VVU to differentiate freely among Configurations of many LLAISS- and
SSAALM-Forms (Formo-Types of animal and vegetable Proto-Forms) that structure these
Energy-Plasma diapasons (the 3rd-5th dimensions).
10.11879.

In the 3-4-dimensional diapason that we perceive, the biological analog of this
Formo-Type (that which I mean by a manifested “personality”, a NUU-VVU-Form) allows
Our UFS to experience and to realize the lowest subjective states of a “personalized” SelfConsciousness in the form of egoistic, “discretely-thinking biological systems”. These are
neither people nor animals, but rather something that, to one extent or another, realizes
itself “in between” them. On these primitive Levels, it is very easy to refocus from one
Proto-Form into another, since the biological temporal constituent of a NUU-VVU-Form is
specially organized and adapted by Creators of biological Forms, along with other primitive
animal Proto-Forms, to fit the elementary needs of the creative low-frequency realization
of lutal (lower) astral SVUULLMII-SVUU- and lutal mental LUUDMII-SVUU-Creators.
10.11880.

As long as any Form of Self-Consciousness, participating actively in the general
Process of Synthesis of Aspects of the 12 Pure Qualities, has not yet made its final choice
of its further Cosmic Creativity, the following process occurs. When it enters the Sphere of
LLUU-VVU Creativity , it will have the possibility to choose the Direction of development
that resonates with it most, being focused first in biological transitional NUU-VVU-Forms,
10.11881.
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then — in “bioplasmic” transitional NUU-VVU-Forms, then — in flakglaass and, finally,
in vuoldsmmiis transitional NUU-VVU-Forms. After this, this Self-Consciousness Form
is stably focused on corresponding creative dynamics of UFS, and chooses “its” ProtoForm. Now, I have just described this evolutional process not from “the beginning” but
from “the end”, because we — as biological creatures — already are a result of Our final
Choices made by Us in 6-7-dimensional diapasons. Those interformotype refocusings,
which are performed “now” by all of us in irkkulligren Reality types, are Our very first
steps in choosing a Direction of further development. What actually happens is that the
final Choice is already made on higher-quality Levels of Our Existence.
Despite their striking external differences, Stereo-Type Configurations of
different-class biological Proto-Forms share many common self-conscious VVU-Elements
that structure the same Fields-Consciousnesses. This greatly facilitates the implementation
of interformotype refocusings. I would like to note that it is considerably harder to make
these refocusings in higher-quality diapasons of the 4th-5th and 5th-6th dimensions,
because, in much more complex Configurations of FLAKS-Forms and VUOLDS-Forms, the
individual differences are synthesized to such an extent that they make it very difficult
for Forms to make such reprojections, even though there is a much lesser Energy-Plasma
inertia in these diapasons. Furthermore, above the diapason of the 5th-6th dimension,
it is only possible to fulfill this through special transitional states. Therefore, starting
with these Levels, the necessity of NUU-VVU simply disappears, and it is replaced by more
universal IYMIYLL-Forms of NIISSLII-SLII-Creators.
10.11882.

Just like many similar diffusgent Proto-Forms of other Collective Intelligence
types, the biological NUU-VVU-Form represents a very wide spectrum of various
realization possibilities — both human and nonhuman ones. It is a peculiar spiritual
“springboard” for the adaptation and reprojection of creative UFS dynamics of various
Collective Intelligence types into a Human developmental Direction (or any other
Direction connected with it) manifested through specific biological Forms in a narrow
frequency range of irkkulligren Realities.
10.11883.

Due to the primitive nature of its low-frequency structures, it is quite easy to refocus
into a NUU-VVU-Form from any other animal Proto-Form, and there are no particular
problems with refocusing from a NUU-VVU-Form into equally primitive structures of
Self-Consciousness of any animal Proto-Forms. To perform this process, it is sufficient to
simply focus steadily in Aspects of the Dominants characteristic of a certain Proto-Form.
The rest will then happen by itself, because both SVUULL-VVU- and LUUD-VVU-Forms
that organize the low-quality creativity of lutal Creators can simultaneously structure,
by Configurations of their SFUURMM-Forms, both Stereo-Types of NUU-VVU-Forms and
Stereo-Types of animal Proto-Forms.
10.11884.

I know how easily and how often those who live around me and call themselves
“people” can act monstrously. Moreover, the cruelty of animals is not to be compared
with that which can be contrived by a cold and egocentric mind of a beast refocused
into “a human” body. And I also know how easily and how often the animals that live
around me can express truly human feelings towards each other or towards the master
10.11885.
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who loves them. So, am I greatly mistaken in speaking about you as “people” (in quotation
marks)? In outward appearance, you really resemble people (without quotation marks),
but elementary ignorance, insatiable passions, negative emotions, primitive thinking, and
exorbitant egoistic desires can easily deprive you of this visible “human” Form and, over
time, exchange it for that animal Proto-Form whose properties will resonate with you to
a much greater extent.
A NUU-VVU-Formo-Type has many of its own “internal” Proto-Forms that
duvuyllerrtly transit into each other, owing to their relative external likeness. Each of
the many possible Directions of refocusings into animal Proto-Forms has at least one
such Proto-Form. This refers to all three diapasons of its creative manifestation, but this
process is implemented completely differently in the 4th and 5th dimensions. In this
narrow diapason of 3.7-4.0 dimensions of irkkulligren Reality, in the general “internal”
structure of a NUU-VVU-Formo-Type, there is only one human (without quotation
marks) realization — the NUULL-VVU bio-Form — whose Configuration is structured by
STOOLUUD-VVU-Creators (the 10th-12th DUU-LLI of the two lower Centers and the 1st-6th
DUU-LLI of the 3rd-4th Centers). This is perhaps the only Form whose Self-Consciousness
Configuration is designed for the implementation of a full quality Synthesis of the two
Human Dominants, leading to the formation of a special synthetic state — the “Creative
Cosmic POTENTIALITY”.
10.11886.

Certainly, you want to ask me: “Who are these people? What is special about them?
What distinguishes them from others, the ones who are still “not quite people”? Purely
in outward appearance, there is nothing special about them. They may be lean, fat, tall,
or short. They may have fair hair, dark blond or black hair, with blue, brown, black, gray,
green eyes. They may be “beautiful” or “plain” representatives of any race, country, and any
nationality. I repeat: they have absolutely nothing special in their outward appearance!
10.11887.

They are everywhere, but are seldom noticed, because they don’t aspire to be
in full public view, don’t have thirst for fame, general recognition, wealth, or success.
However, they don’t shy away from living in normal human conditions, in abundance, in
financial and any other independence, in order for them to dedicate more time to their
favorite activity. And one more very important distinction: they are not only smart but
to a great extent already INTELLECTUAL; they are not only kind and sympathetic but to
a great extent already ALTRUISTIC; they are not only diligent and conscientious but to
a great extent already RESPONSIBLE! I have told you many times that the most striking
and easily discernible feature of these people, who live near us and together with us, is
their vital (not ostentatious or devised!) need for constant, creative self-realization in the
forms of highly-sensuous Altruism and highly-intellectual Knowledge.
10.11888.

All of the newest SFUURMM-Forms of IISSIIDIOLOGY are designed precisely for
their remarkable Creative Potential (VLOOOMOOT) and for their high-frequency Levels
of Responsibility and self-sacrifice, which are not performed for the sake of receiving
gratitude, praise, rewards, or honors. This is exactly the high-quality energy-information
foundation upon which still higher-frequency Levels of collective Consciousnesses
of forthcoming realization Forms of the “bioplasmic” (flluuyn) and plasmic (iskon)
10.11889.
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Humankind will be formed, in our “not-so-distant future”. In other words, this is the
Humankind that develops in higher-quality diapasons of Energy-Plasma. All of these
Forms are also a part of “internal” Proto-Forms on higher-quality (flakglaass) Levels of
“the combined Consciousness” of a NUU-VVU-Formo-Type.
10.111890. “Then

what is the difference between NUU-VVU and LLUU-VVU?” — you may
ask. I have already mentioned that NUU-VVU is an “external” realization mechanism of
the quality combination of lower “internal” LLUU-VVU Human Creators with identical
Creators of other GOOLGAMAA-A Proto-Forms. Simply speaking, they differ from each
other in the same way that your computer differs from a certain program, even if it is a
vital one. If there is no program, the computer can continue to perform its functions due
to the presence of other programs, even if it cannot operate as quickly or as effectively.
But the program without the computer is just a set of digits and symbols. Similarly, every
LLUU-VVU has a set of all possible “programs” that can back up each other on many Levels
of its Creative Activity.
QUESTION: Does this mean that it is possible to assume that, formally, biological NUU-VVUForms focused by Us now are somewhere between the Creative Activity of lower LUUD-VVUForms and higher STOOLUUD-VVU-Forms?

— No, I would not make such a categorical statement relative to all “people”, people,
and yet “not quite people”. Because as yet, during any of my Lessons, I “personally” have
never received from you, the Ayfaarians who study IISSIIDIOLOGY, at least a more or less
positive reaction in response to my “provocations” (I don’t take into account innumerable
“improvisations” which many of you have learned to handle). Ungs and ssvoouns that
dominate the majority of your Self-Consciousness structures are yet so active that they
easily blind the rational activity of STOOLUUD-VVU-Creators.
10.11891.

You should not delude yourselves — 72% of biological NUU-VVU-Forms of
“humankind” are yet too primitive to be referred to without quotation marks. And among
them — 12% (almost every eighth person!) are personally ready to “kill”, to abuse, and to
annihilate each other for money, for an idea, for faith, for pleasure, or for no reason at all,
while 36% of you are also potentially ready to do these things on the grounds of different
“reasonable” motivations, only not with your own but with someone else’s hands. I am far
from being a misanthrope, but at times the most atrocious facts of mass demonstration
of the underlying predatory, “bestial” tendencies hidden behind the outward appearance
of “human beings” stagger even my Imagination, which is used to anything.
10.11892.

The Quality composition of “the present humankind” is too variegated and is
too spiritually and intellectually polarized to speak about “people” in general. A person’s
“good” deed, which is dressed in ignorance, blind obedience, adoration of somebody,
egoistic ambition, is not always performed for the good of everybody, just as someone’s
“evil” deed is not always synonymous with destruction. Each of you should think and
determine for yourselves where you and your deeds lie on this spectrum. I have provided
more than enough criteria for this type of assessment. But don’t linger too much over
10.11893.
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them, since many of you, who still continue to play in devised “spirituality”, remind me
of those amateurs who play checkers (chess is out of the question!) with themselves. They
know their “opponent’s” moves, and therefore know in advance which of their own moves
will be “winners”.
10.11894.

Classification

of Fields-Consciousnesses that organize
the creative synthetic dynamics of Formo-particles
of all Levels of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma
1.

Fields-Consciousnesses of protouniversal particles are Formo-Creators of 9-10-,
10-11- and 11-12-dimensional diapasons of Plasma-Form of pe’e’ppts, iissmms and
lu’ullffs.

2.

Fields-Consciousnesses of hyperuniversal particles are Formo-Creators of 6-7-,
7-8- and 8-9-dimensional diapasons of Formo-Plasma that organize dynamics of
orfrovts, pruuisses i iymiylls.

3.

Fields-Consciousnesses of superuniversal particles are Formo-Creators of 4-5and 5-6-dimensional diapasons that organize dynamics of flakses and vuoldses
of Formo-Plasma — iffssukrullon, e’kkdorrorant, e’fflivvorff and ukkvummusst
types of Realities.

4.

elementary particles of Formo-Matter are Fields-Consciousnesses of our
3-4-dimensional diapason of dimensions that organize wave-corpuscle formodynamics, Creators of Formo-particles of irkkulligren, usstukkula’r and
ahsuvvrollent types of Realities.

5. Fields-Consciousnesses of subnuclear particles are types of self-conscious substance
formed by doollses and loolgses of 2-3- and 1-2-dimensional Levels of elementary
Matter of Forms — ifdovvorg, ufflummurg and appriorrs types of Realities.
6.

Fields-Consciousnesses of protoelementary Forms are types of self-conscious
substance structured by protokses of 0-1 and even lower dimensions of Proto-Matter
— oglokkvort and akktroffor types of Realities.

7. By the term “particle” I mean collective creative dynamics of many differentquality Fields-Consciousnesses of Formo-Creators that synthesize different
quality Energy-Plasma Levels. For example, corpuscles and waves of our Reality
(the 3rd-4th dimensions) are simultaneously structured by Fields-Consciousnesses
of subnuclear doolls-particles (the 2nd-3rd dimensions) and superuniversal flaksparticles (the 4th-5th dimensions); dynamics of flaks-particles, in turn, are formed
by inter-quality interactions of wave-particles (the 3rd-4th dimensions) and
vuolds-particles (the 5th-6th dimensions); dynamics of vuolds-particles are formed
by dynamic interrelations of flaks-particles (the 4th-5th dimensions) and orfrovparticles (the 6th-7th dimensions) and so on. But potentially, creative dynamics
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of every particle that belongs to a lower Level include, in a certain manner
(holographously), creative possibilities of particles of all other “above-positioned”
Energy-Plasma Levels.
Now, let us make a break in the narration. Now, I think, you have something to
do in your free time, something to ponder over, something to try to “discover”… Very
soon you and I will continue our shared Journey into this interesting and fascinating
Knowledge — IISSIIDIOLOGY — that opens before all of us immense perspectives of an
infinite conscious Existence!
10.11895.
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Abbreviations used in IISSIIDIOLOGY

TEC

—

temporal ethereal constituent

O-D-system;
ODS

—

OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-system

S-T-Continuum;
STC

—

space-time Continuum

VEC

—

variable ethereal component

UFS

—

Universal Focus of Self-Consciousness

FDR

—

Focus of Dual Reflection

F-L-complex;
FLC

—

FLUU-LUU-complex

FCA

—

Focus of Close Attention

FCrA

—

Focus of Creative Activity
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Contacts

USA
AYFAAR FOUNDATION Inc.
+1 (347) 210-2838 Kraullarrd
+1 (863) 605-9791
E-mail: requests@ayfaar.us

www.ayfaar.us

Germany
+49 (170) 527-8785 Glassmirallsmia
+49 (157) 551-37215 Mayssmaallsmiss
+49 (157) 353-37643 Kliinnglills
E-mail: iiziae.de@gmail.com

www.iiziae.de

Russia
+7 (978) 778-6885 Riilltuurrs
+7 (978) 778-6892 Аllkzaausta
E-mail: info@ayfaar.org

www.ayfaar.org

Latvia
+37 (126) 77-2535 Arstarullsmmirrus
E-mail: arstarulsmirus@gmail.com
You are welcome to learn about our other projects:

ayfaarpesni.org - Ayfaar Songs- meditations website. The author calls it «the sensual part of

IISSIIDIOLOGY». Because the depth of the Knowledge is laid in each song through the unconditional
heartfelt love and joy. In order to study Iissiidiology more effectively and for the harmonious development
it is very important to practice the Song’s meditation too.
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iiaidc.org - This website is about International Information Altruism and Intellect Development centers
(IIAIDC). You can find the description of the nature of the Project and its main tasks, as well as to see an
artist’s design concept for the standard model of IIAIDC construction. .

iissiidiology.net - The main objective of this project is to show how «Iissiidiology can change life» in a
way you want yourself. Please specify your «ordinary questions» here or in our groups in social networks,
and we will try to give «non ordinary answers» and let you decide how to use this non-standard point of
view on making decisions in different life situations.
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